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-IT rs rriost encouraging to note ie 'g 'growth and success
of the InvitatIonal Conference on T roblemi, particular
when recall that the first ebriferente, eki in 190, attracted

of seven testing leaders! This a :the Conference brought
o ether' almost 500 persons from the United States and

from several foreign countriep.

The expanded prOgram, judging the responses of those
.attending the Conference;. appears to. ave been very well re-,
ceived, due in very large part tn.the competence of the speakers
and the excellence of their papers,. EtS is particularly apprecia
tive of their participation' in the conference and their contribu:
ton to its subcegs.

We are indeed deeply indebted to alter Dolost for his ert
ainnanship ?Ole 1953 Conforenee and for thte imagiritatio and

energy with ,wilich he planned and conducted the program. To,
him goes thefull credit for thti,enthusiastic response to the Con-
ference and with it the sincere thanks of ETS for a most success
ful meeting.

HENRY CM
President
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no longer a Mali gathering of

Of-interest: Th
_y U 00 es and the fields of spe

while havfhg fneasurement overtones,
neV hel s ygry diversified. For this reason, the plan was

) bit upon of d v di g,up the. secopd hour into five sectional meet-
ings, planned peciallY to &Ftter to more specialized interests. 1'
.Comthig the general sessions and the luncheon meeting a total

paper ware presented. In all t 500 persons attended
nference and a substantial. mg i of those auestioned,

oved of this, program diversification. ,r

e substantially larger number of papers and hence the
er cost of producing the Proceedings posed another problem,

has been met this year
the added a vantage of makinl di 6 Proceedings

by making a modest 'arge for the
volume. This has
more generally available an in view of the excellence of the
papers presented and their permanent value, this is especially
desirable. The luncheon address by Dr: irnirnan L. Kelley was
&Noted to the description of some new test developments in thg
field of interest testing. qr. Kelley spoke extemporaneously and
presented in an infarrnalmanner some very tentative data de-
scribing his Activity Preference Inventory:. Because of the in-
formal uature of his report, as well as the tentative nature of the
findings described, Dr. Kelley has requested that his address be
omitted from the Proceedings. To this the Chairman and Educa-
tional Testing. Service have reluctantly agreed but only because
we have been assured that further publication d_ escribing his
work in this field is planned for the near future.

The Chairman would like to take this opportunity to express
once again his deep appreciation to the speakers, the chairmen,
and to Educational' Testing Servide for the 100 per cent coopera-
tion received on every point in the development and implementa-
tion of this Conference. .. i

WAxma N. Dako"St, Chairman.
1953 Conference-
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g Evaluation of Educational_ Outco
the College Level
tr-

fl:EIT PACE

REMARKS OF THE CHAIRMAN

©x a few years ago,ion the spur
of the moment, I defined ,an evaluator
as an expert id measurement with a
social conscience. Our ju-ee speakers
this morning havek delron.strated that
theie may really be a kernel of truth in
this,definition.

Evaluatiori is always concerned with
thee things

It is concerned first with philosophy.
What are the objectives? What are the
goals? Toward what end', are education
and evaluation directed?

It is. concerned, second, with the
, science of measurementwith such

problems as reliability, validity, rele-
vance, comprehensiveness, discrimina-
tion, and sampling.

It is concerned, third, with the psy-
ehology of human relations, learning,
and personality. What modes of action
are most likely to produce changes in
behavior? What interpersbnal and in-
tergroup relationships muse be con-
sidered? What is the evaluation divi-

. dend for the professor\and his teaching,
for the student'' and Dis learning, and
for the institution and the effectiveness
of its program? 4,

TeEhaps, torturiately, over the past
two decades, uch that is pertinent for
evaluation has tended to be produced
separately in education, psychology,
and measurement, and with What Dr.

Dressed judges to be a widening, gap L-
in understanding.

Many vellege professors and educa-
tional philAophers have been criticizing
the failures of higher tducatien_ in
sweeping aberalizatioas unsupported
by systematic objective evidence, and
finding reirge in what seems to me the
curiously anti-intellectual notion that

',anything Which can be measured, or
even dealt with empirically, cannot be
very important.

Many of the advances in meas.
urement theory and technique in re-
cent years have come out of statistical
Laboratories, national testing agencies
and research bureaus. And many of the
good people in;these environments ap-
pear to be divorced from the on-going
responsibilities of teaching and learn-

ing, and from direct and daily contact
with the processes of higher education.

Many of the recent major research
efforts in psychology concerned with
human relations, group behavior and
decision making, personality, and atti-
tude 'change have been conducted in
the context of industry, government,
the armed forces, and voluntary com-
munity groupsagain appearing to be
divorced from the framework of higher
education and its evaluation. Indeed, I
suspect that 'the experience gained in'
cooperative educational projectssuch
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as the'Eight -Year- Study, the Coopera.
fife Cpllege Study of General Educa-
tion, the Commission on Teacher Edu-
Cation, or the recent Cooperative Study
of Evaluation inrl General Education
psycNis laholorgelgisy tsuntwunknown

now
y many of the

h w wres
with similar problems to a .different
level of theory and research, and in a
different contpxt.

If we are to make a major improve-
ment in the evaluation of educatiop41
outcomes at the college ldvel, we need
to bring these related gToups and these
related problems into better focus.

it

The concept of systems research
could be productive at this point if it
forced our attention on tIlie necessity of
integration.

When evaluation is seen as contrib
uting to th6 improvement of learning,
of instruction, and of the efforts of the
institution as a whole to aftairilts ob-
jectives; and when it is seen as a naes-
sary integration of philosophy, science
of measurement, and psychology of hu-
man relations, it may be well on the
road toward a significant development
in behavioral science and a major ad-
vance in education.



TESTING. PROBLEMS

Improving Evaluation of Educational. Quteome
at the College Level

R 0 B. T

I

HOW AN- EXAMINATION'SERVICE HELPS
COLI;,EGETEACHERS TO GIVE BETTER TESTS

Dzscalpirq, BACYGRQUND

MAY I begin by giving. a brief de-
cription of the Examinations.Service of

the State University of Iowh. It was
established in April, 1943 under the
leadership of Prorissor E. F. Lindqui t.
The first director of the service, Prof
sor Paul Blommers, was largely re-
sponsible for brganizing and equipping
it, andlor setting up its proCedui-es.

Currently the Examinatim Service
occupies several small room in the
principal office building of _e univer-
sity. The staff 'consists o ven clerical
employees, a graduate assistant, and
the director. hlultilith duplicators, IfiM
scoring machines find typewriters,-/vIon-
roe calculators, ant the usual desks,
filing cabinets, and _storage cupboards
constitute the principal items of equip-
ment. The service operates on an an-.
ntial budget for salaries and supplies of
approximately $30,000.

One of the principal functions of the
-Examinations Service is to relieve uni-
versity instructors of the mechanical
and clerical burdens involved in dupli-
cating, scoring, and °analyzing course
examinations. Each year a few examina-
tions are constructed as special projects;
but this is not oneof the main functions
of the service. Its principal responsi-
bility, is to prbvide, upon request, as-
sistance and advice on technical prob-
lem. involved in the construction,

a minist dtli3tt, and interilretation of
eiaminations of all types. Another area
of responsibility is the administration of
special test-ing programs, such as en-
trance examinations and various
achievement- testing programs. Special
individual testing for the purposes Of
guidance-and counseling is the function
of...a separate office.

IL PROCEDURAL STRATEGY

The long-range goal of the Exainina-
dons Service is to contribute to the
effectiveness of the university's educa-
tional programs by improving the qual,
ity of the testing done. The strategy for
achieving this objective involves three
main considerations. The first is to
make it as convenient as possible for
college4instructors 'to give good tests.
No charge is made for any of the serv-
ices offered. The Offices are centrally
located on camptis. Service is rendered
as promptly as possible and pains are
taken.-to preverit errors.

The second consideration is ,to avoid
ally suggestion of interference with the
instructor's independove with respect
to his o;,vn examination procedures. lie
service is operated on a voluntary, per-
missive baks. If an instructor chooses
to give a speed test when a power test
seems more appropriate; or to cell, for
raw scores reported as 100 less the
number of errod, rather than . as the
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.number h correct answeri, or to weight
each mu ld-choice item 4 times as
mu& as each hue-false item in his test,
we may inquire the reason for his pro-
iedure, but it is his preference, not
ours, which determines how the job
will be done.

It may seerh somewhat inconsistent
that a service established to ,improvo-
exa.mination practices should cooperate.
in Carrying out 'unite proved practices:,
..Yet it appears that helpful service offers

',the,. best opportunity- for gradual im-
provement. College professors are hu-
May and cherish their feelings of a -

quacy and, :independence. 'However
much their methods peed mending,
they do not like to be told so directly.
'Further they feel some distrust for
those they call "educationists." Many of
us who work in the-field of educational
measurements have backgrounds of
public school teaching or hold degrees
from colleges of education- We could
not succeed,. even if we tiled, in im-
posing, upon them, our ideas of what
is right and proper in educational meas-
urement.

The thIrd consideration is to main-
tain free and friendly communication
with staff members. They receive no-
tices regardinathe extent and avail-
ability of the service. They are sent
bulletins dealing with such matters as
item writing, test administration, and
the interpretation of item analysis data.
Opportunities to consider examination
problerns with departmental faculties
and with individual staff members are
welcomed.

III Basic PROBLEMS
Having given this brief description

of our organization and service, may
turn next to consideration of some of
the basic problems we have encoun-
tered in our efforts to help 6ollege
teachers give better tests. It is emphati-
cally asserted by wounded students and
harassed professors and generally agreed

by impartial observers, that college
testing pitetices need' improvement. In
a recent survey of student opinions of
teaching in our College of Liberal Arts,
the item on whick -Instructors were
ranked, lowest ws "Quality of Exarni-
natiots. This low rating may be ex-
plained in part as defensive rationaliza-
tion by students Who received lower
grades than they expected or desired.
But, am convinced, it also indicates
that there is very great room for irri7
provement itt_ many' of min classroom

_ . What has stood in the way' of,
Ore rapid improvement? It seems -to

that certain common attitudes and
Misconceptions on the paft of college
teachers constitute the Chief barriers.

To begin with there are sonic pro-
fessors who do not take the responsi-
bility of evaluating student achieve-
ment seriously. They regard testing and
grilding as inn essential administrative
red, tape, largely divorced from the
essential process of education. Since, in
their' yiew, the whole process is unim-'
portant, it is unnecessary for them to
expend.. much time or effort to achieve
high validity or precision in the process.
Such professors often solve the problem
of grading according to the principal
of least annoyance. "Give few low
grades and you will have few com-
plaints froth the students, and hence
there will be few occasions for outsiders
to question your grading procedure,"

It is interesting to note that the same
professors whn,shun the onerous tasks
of accurately' evaluating student
achievement in their own classes are
likely, quite inconsistently, to object
very strenuously to the-consequences of
similar behavior by other teachers. "My
students can't read or write," they cry
in anguish. "How did they ever pass
freshman English?" Sometimes a pro-
fessor finds hirnsell in this unhappy
predicament, He is, serving on the doc-
toral examination committed of a very
weak candidate. Ready to,object stren-
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uously, and possibly to cast a negative
vote, he suddenly discovers that, in the

-) recent past, he has himself rewarded
the student's mediocre talents with a
grade of "A."

The second obstacle to the improve-
ment of college tests is the refusal of
many professors to acknowledge the
importance of objectivity in the evalu-
ation of achievement. Note that we did
not say, "the importance of objective
tests.- Such tests are valuable but they
do,not provide the only pathway to ob-
jective measurement. Evaluation is ob-
jectiVe to the degree that equally com-
petent observers can agree in their
evaluation of a particular achievement.
Our thesis here is that no measurement
or evaluation, however obtained, is
worth anything if it is not objective in
some degree. To put it another way,
only that component of a measurement'
or evaluation which can be verified by
independent observation can serv,,e.any
useful purpose.

Strange as it may seem, there
a considerable group among college
professors who reject the idea that ob-

' t jeetivity is an essential ingredient in
) good evaluation. Two subspecies of this

= group may be recognized. The first is
composed of those who worship the
mystical goddess of intangibility. The
second, consists of those who are certain'
that any judgment which differs from
their own must be wrong.

Here is a professor who bases his
evaluation on a student's extended din,-
eussion of a rather vague topic. He pre-
fers this procedure because, as he says,
it yields occasional flashes of insight
into how the student's mind is working.
If these flashes please him, he is likely
to give the student an A. It botherg him
not at all that an equally competent
professor, failing to receive these same
flashes, or valuing them less, might give
the same paper a C. He may know that
his grade of A will be placed on record
together with the A's assigned by a

great many other instructors, and that
when such grades are combined to give,
an overall indication of achievement,'
each "A" is assumed to have essentially
the same measting as any other "A," But
the obvious inference from these facts
that some sort of common- standards
(objectivity) in grading are required
seems to have escaped him. OUT Exam-
inations- Service ddes very little in. the
way of analysis of essay tests, not be-
cause such analyses would be impossi-
ble to perform, ,but rather, because
many users of essay tests are subjec-
tivists who fail to see any siknificance
in such analyses.

A third major obstacle to the im-
provement of college tests lies in the
emphasis upon testing for recall of
course content and the neglect of test-
ing the attainment ,of course objectives.
Some of the poorest examinations we
handle come from the older academic
fields where students are simply- asked
to recall this fact or that statement
which was presented during the course.
Some of the best tests come from. pro-
fessors of medicine, and law. Concrete
case situations are de.seritied and the
examinee is required to make decisions
concerning treatment or procedures.

We hold it to be a fundamental
princifile. of good educational achieve-
ment testing that a test should measure
as directly as possible as-many as possi-
ble of the ultimate objectives of in-"
struction in the course. We have little
patience with those who assert that
many of the important outcomes of in-
struction are intangible;Does this mean
that no one can observe them? If so
they cannot possibly be of any impor-
tance, except in the internal life of the
particular individual. And none of us
can possibly be concerned about the in-
ternal life of another individual,except
when it manifests itself in overt be-
havior. I strongly suspect that many of
those who insist upon the importance
of intangible Outcomes of education are
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simply wing -it as a shield for- their re-
luctance, or inability, to describe spe-
cifically what a given course of instruc-
tion ought to accomplish.

Many college instructors have seri-
ously limited and distorted notions con-
cerning what can be measured in well
constructed tests of educational achieve-
ment. Having had limited experience
with objective type questions they as-
sume that only the recall of factual de-
tails, or, worse still, the recognitions of
names and verbal symbols, can be
tested with such a device. You fre-
quently hear it asserted that "we do not
yet know how to measure certain im-
portant outcomes of education." This
May be true, but I am convinced that
most of the difficulty is due to inability
to define precisely what is to be meas-
ured. I learned recently of a collegeln
structor who was seeking help in meas-
uring leadership potential. He felt the
measurement specialists were being
evasive and uncooperative when they
persisted in asking him precisely what
he meant by "leadership potential."

A fourth obstacle to the improvement
of college tests arises from the reluc-
tance' of many professors to _recognize

the inherently relative character of

most measurements of educational
achievement. Many of _them feel quite
strongly that the standards they should
employ are set by the subject matter
itself, and are best interpreted and ap-
plied by one, who possesses expert
knowledge of that subject matter. They
would deny that the best basis for
judging _whether a ,given student's
achievement is superior or inferior is a
comparison of his achievement with
that of other students in the same class,

course, or grade group. The latter type
of relative evaluation they refer to,
somewhat disdainfiall, as "grading on
the curve."

This prefererice for presumably ab-
solute external standards seems to be
based on several misconceptions. One is

15

that standards of achievement are in-

herent in the subject.Matter. If they
are, they are extremely elusive. Re-
peated attempts to set minimum stanch
ards of achievement in various subject
matter areas seem to have demon-
strated 'quite convincingly that such

standards are arbitrary, depending
largely -on- the preferences and judg-
ments of-the individuals concerned with
establishing them,

A second misconception is that stand-
ards set by an expert instructor are
likely to represent more stable stand-
ards than those-based on group per-
formance. Again, experience has dem-
onstrated quite clearly that equally
competent instructors in the same sub-
ject matter have quite different stand-
ards both qualitative and quantitative.
Further, any given instructor's stand-
ards are likely to shift markedly as time
passes.

It is easy for an instructor to delude
himself about the absoluteness of his
standards when he relies on subjective
processes of evaluation. So long as essay
tests prevailed an instructor could claim
absoluteness and still see to it that not
too many students failed. His standard
of 70% correctness for a passing grade
seems tai be independent of group per-
formance, but actually may not be, If
too many students seem to be getting
scores below 70, the' instructor can
quietly shift his basis for calculation
without letting any one else know about

With objec tive tests, however, such
readjustment is much more obvious.

The decline of percentage grading (and
the 70% pass mark) following the
growth of objective testing was no acci-
dent, It came about, in part at least,
because of the great difficulty of build-
ing an objective test which a consistent
and reasonably large munber of stu-
dents could pass when the minimum
was set at 70% correctness.

Mother misconception is that of rela-
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tive standards based on student per
fornaance tend to be too low. The use
of relative standards does not, however,
imp_ ly fixed percentages of A's, or F's,
or any other grade. These proportions
can be set independently of the group
performance. Tie point is that conk
sideration should be given to that per:
forrnance so the standard will not be
too high or too low. Others have feared
that- relative .gratling will en
academic "sloW-downs.- Sttiden might
say to one another, If none of us per-
forms at aPacity it will be easier for
all of us to pass." So far as I ktiow there
is no empirical evidence to support this
argument, and even the logic of it ap-
pears shaky wheat Apqk considers the
strength and prtvareSce of individual
aspirations toward academic -achieve-
rnent.

Four obstacles to more rapid Lm-.
provement of classroom tests al the col-
lege level have been mentioned. These
are (1) failure to recognize the impor-
tance of measurement, (2) failure to
see the need for objectivity, (3)
emphasis on content details arid (4)
preference for allegedly "absolute"
standards of achievement. These are
essentially problems of attitude and ori-
entation. But there is another serious
obstacle or problem of a different type.
It is lack of knowledge of appropriate
techniques of measurement and lack
of skill in their application. May we
consider briefly what an examinations
service can do to help solve this prob-
lem.

IV, TEST ANALYSIS

Detailed test analysis has proved' to
be one of the most useful avenues for
progressive improvement of the tests
constructed by classroom instructors. It
possesses the two very important char-
acteristics of objectivity and imperson-
ality. Following test analysis it is not
necessary for the test specialist to make
critical comments concerning the test.

- Ilk
Such criticisms are obvious and implicib
in the data presented,- Instead of plac-
ing the test specialist in the role of
judge and' critic, the lose, 'Of test analy-
sis places him in the role of consultant
and adviser, working with the instruc-
tor to solve a common.problem.

'You have been issued sample topics
of some of the materials we use in the
test analysis.,* Milir direct your
tention first to these analysis repo
form. You will note that two major test
characteristics, relevance and discrimi-
nation, are the subject of analysis.
These are, the most important qualities
which an educational achievement test
earl possess. Most of the suggestions for
improved test construction relate to
these two basic qualities either directly
or indirectly_ In order to iinprove the
relevance of their tests, instructors are
urged to write items based on course
objectives rather than on content de-
tails, to emphasize useful and important
information rather than trivial or eso-
teric details, and to test the students
understanding and ability , to apply
rather than his recognition or recall of
details. When item writers are urged to
choose questions of moderate diffidulty,
to express them clearly, to make sure
that there is one best response, but that
each of the alternative answers has
some 'basis 'for plausibility, the,purpose
is to improve the discriminating power
of the individual items and hence the
test as h whole.

Evaluation of the relevance of a test
is a difficult matter which is largely a
responsibility of the subject matter spe-
cialist rather than of the test specialist.
'However, it is possible to roughly
classify the items with respect to the
type of achievement they call for, on
the basis of very little subject matter
competence. This is what we attempt
to do in our analysis of relevance. Six

*Materials distributed at the conference
are reprinted at the end of this address.

1 G
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categories of relevance are c gri-ued;
content details, vocabulary, Ls, gen-
6alizatiohs, understanding, and appli-
cations. These constitute an ascending
scale of values. That is, we regard items
dealing with the understanding and ap-
plication as being much more valuable
than those dealing in general with con-
tent details or vocabulary, While it is

often difficult to be sure where a par-
ticular item ought to be classified, the
usual effect of the classification process
is to show quite dearly where the em-
phasic, of the test as_ .a whole lies. One
of the main purposes Of this analysis
for relevance is to make each instructor
directly aware of the desirability of
writing more, items which deal with
generalizations, understanding, and ap-,
plieations.

The so-called ideals listed.in the sec-
ond column of the test analysis report
are practical ideals rather than "ideals"
ideals. Their purPose is to indicate the
desired emphasis without giving any
instructor the impression that his test
is hopelessly inadequate. The second
sheet in the handout is a relevance
worksheet filled in with data from a
specific test. A copy of this dassifica.
tion of items is returned to the .instrue-
tor along with the test analysis report
giving the over-all distribution of em-
phasis.

The lower half of the test analysis
report sheet is concerned with the dis-
crimination of individual items and of
the test scores as a whole, The index of
item discrimination used in this report
is the U -L index suggested by Johnson.

_ It is based upon the number of correct
responses to an item in upper and lower
27% criterion groups, and is _defined as
the difference between the number of
successful responses in upper and lower
groups divided by the maximum possi-
ble difference. It is an index which
favors items of near 50% difficulty, but
for most tests of educational achieve-
ment this is an advantage rather than a

handicap. Separate-indices of item di
culty are reported to the instructor, to
aitl him in analyzing the causes of low
discriminating power among certain
items, but they are not used- as a basis
for selecting the best items or of indi-

' eating the over-all quality of the itemS.
This is done -on the basis of the U-Li
dex alone, One should remember that
the frame of reference for this analysts
.is classroom testing. In wide-scale
achievement testing programs, where
tests are designed to cover a range of
grades, more attention would certainly
need to be given to the distribution of
item difficulty values.

If all of the items in tfle test possess
high, relevance to the objectives of -in-

, struction, then the only other necessary
quality for .the test scores as a whole is

reliability. It is well known that the
standard' deviation (or variance) of test
scores is an important factor in the re-
liability of those seen-es, and that the
general-level of scores, as indicated by
the mean,- has some bearing on the vari-
anee obtainable. Data on all of these
matters are reported to the instructor.
A copy of the score analysis worksheet
is included in the handout. The relia-
bility coefficient it calculates is based
on Angoff's simplification of Kuder-
Richardson formula 8. At least one
competent statistician has questioned
the superiority of this formula over the
more- familiar Kuder-Richardson form-
ula 20. On the other hand, this formula
gives results identical to those obtained
from K.R. 20 when all items arc equally
difficult, When the items differ in diffi-
culty this formula has the advantage of
an upper limit of 1.00, while that of
K.R. 20 is less than 1.00. At the mo-
ment I am prepared td argue that An
g,.ff's formula provides the best reason.
ably convenient estimate of test score
reliability that can be derived from a
single test administration. The issue be-
tweet e two may be of considerable
th i etict impoi tance, Practically, the
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coefficients yiejded are not widely dif-
ferent.

We have. developed a table to sim-
plify the computation i#f item variances
and the, so-called "true item variances"
which are needed in this reliability
formula. The table is entered with re-
sponse couhts obtained in the 'usual
upper-lower 27% itent anhlysis pro-
cedure. Yom will note thatta blank row
was' left :at The top of tflis table and at
the left of it. This peithits a clerk to
enter directly the number of correct re-
sponsFs corresponding to a percentage
of correct resPnnses for any given size.
of upper and lower criterion, groups.
When this has- been done it is possible
to obtain the values of total item vari-
tinceand "true" item variance working
directly from the response counts which,
the scoring machines procipee.Since we
would- be performing '-iblrem analysis
in any case, we have found this ap-
proach to'calculation.of test reliability
much irnpler and more convenient
than the split-halves technique.

The probable error' of measurement

of each test is calculated primarily rto
call the instructor's attention to the
inagnitud.e of such) errors, bifen with
well constructed tests. rnstructors are
cautioned, however, against regarding
this probable error as a direct index of
the, quality of the test. Some highly un-
reliable test scores, which also show low
variability, turEi up with very low
Prolpbre errors of measurement.

V. CONCLUSION

"'It has been our purpose, -in this 'brief
presentation, .to describe some of the
facilities available ,in the Examinations
Service at the University of Iowa, to
outline some of the procedures ris4d in
improving examinations, to discuss
some of the obstacles to more rapid
improvNnt, and to, -describe 'specifi-
cally our test analysis procedures, In
these efforts to help college teachers
give better tests, we hhve gained a little
ground; but there is ampluoom for
earnest and imaginative efforts on our
campus, and on others as well, for
many years to come.
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o
ITEM ILLUSTRATING CATEGORIE OF RELEVANC,E

A. COIN=NT DET

: . . 'title is a formal yvotid for a purely
conceptpal notion; I-do not know what
it means and I 'question whether-'any-
body does, except perhaps legal. his-
torians." Statement of

(F) C arks Clark
.1 (2 ) .Frankfurter
(3) Harry Chase ,-

*(4) Learned Hand

'B. Voc Amn....knY

'A security interest in.a chattel, created
by a bailment for the purpose of secur-
ing the payment of a debt, is properly
called

(1) .equitable chattel mortgage
(2) deposit of title bonds

*(3) pledge
(4) equitable conditional sale
(5) conditional sale

C. FACT

The title of the mortgaged personal
property is held in Iowa by

( I) the mortgagor
(2) the mortgagee

D.- GENERALIZATION

Probably the outstanding recent 'de-
velopment in the area of the conditional
sales contract is
* (1) its gradual coalescence with the

mortgage security devise
(2) the development of the right to

bar the equity of redemption

(1,3) the inequitable treatment ineted
out to it by' the court of equity

(4) its total replacement of the
chattel mortgage

UNT)ERsTANDfrib

If a creditor ever got your advise on
loan arrangements, 'you might recorn-_
mend the taking of a deed absolute in

Jorm rather than a mortgage as security
" for a loan because (most, persuasive

reason)
(1) the debtor will have certain pro-

eedural hurdles to overcome if he
comes in seeking to get the deed
declared a mortgage
the /creditor can move on the
property on default
the creditor can sell, after de-
fault, to a- third party free and
clear and-get the market value

(4) by taking a deed absolute in
form, the creditor can Obviate the
necessity of foreclosure and thus
eliminate the equity of redemp-
tion

(2)

(3)

F. APPLIC.ATI ©N

A married to B. A alone mortgaged
certain property. On A's death, B as-
serted her right to her statutory share
in the property. She claimed a one third
interest in the realty. She can redeem
by
*(I)

(2)
(3)

paying off the entire mortgage
paying off her pro' rata share
having the court divide the prop-
erty
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Irnproviug Evaluation of tclucationa_ Outcomes
et the College Level

THE EVALUATION DIVIDEND FOR THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT

FORTUNATELY, it won't be necessary to
decide here whether a comprehensive
program of evaluation best serves the
purpoes OF the administration, the
faculty or the students, for we all know
that these are truly interrelated: But in
a sense it is the student' who is the real.
customer in most evaluatimi situations,
and d the program is to function_ for
him in a useful and realistic way,' we
must assure him dividends in it It is
therefore periodically desirable to con-
sider quite closely what the benefits are
for the individual. This exercise can
even be, if you will, a sort of examina-
tion of conscience for the evaluator.
Furthermore, because the evaluation
process takes a heavy toll of student
time and energy, it is only practical to
insure that its outcomes be tangible to
him, so that on the one hand he, will
accept the work burden more cheer-,
fully and on the other so that his moti-
vation represent a maximum personal
effort. For, after all, this is an important
aspect of obtaining reliability.

In addition to these considerations,
there is that of multiplying student divi-
dends by extending the evaluation re-.
sources so that students may also make
use of them in that planning for which
they are usually personally responsible,
as in their so-called "student activities."

Evaluation, as we utilize it at Penn-
sylvania College for Women, ranges
beyond the academic situation. We try
to help students to determine the objec-

tives of their co-curricular activities,
for instance, and to study'the degree to
which they are fulfilled by th0 various
groups. Wet work with them to check
unfounded rumors with facts and to de-
terrnin6 what is the will and reaction of
the majority in given situations. Evalu-
ation thus serves an educational role in
helping to promote a democratic spirit
of inquiry and action. To this end, the
questionnaire type,of inquiry has been
utiliZed extensively. Structured as a
process ratherlthan as a mere rrleasur-
ing device, it : has , had learning and _

other psychological, effects of signifi-
cance in improving the College pro-
gram for the individual and her attitude
towards it. In using the, questionnaire,
we make the overall assumption -that'
student participation in planning pays
off in good dividends of rapport and
learEing. We have found that the ques-
tionnaire method may be used to reveal
to the student group, from time to time,
the whys and wherefores of some of our
educational devices and the re sons for
planning in a certain way, so at stu-
dents may gain a greater sympathy for
over-all objectives and some apprecia-.
tion of the difficulties that attend their
achievement.

We have certain long range objec-
tives aiming at the improvement of

irse examinations and thereby indi-
rectly at the improvement of instru&
tion. Our office is also a "research"
bureau in that we attempt within the
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limitations of a modest staff to assemble
data to answer or to clarify miscellane-

.ous types of problems which arise from.
time to time. It is perhaps necessary to
note that ours is a small college of but
several htndred students and that we
do- have an micellent faculty-student
ratio. I am not so sure that a larger
institution could or should proceed in
just the way. But certainly there
would be a-way. All of our activities of
evaluation are covered at a cost of ap-
proxiniately $25.00 per student per
year. This is the direct cost for person-
nel and siipPlies. It does not cover such
over-all -items as maintenance, which

-never get charged against the -budget
of any office, nor does it include the
services of the faculty and staff who
may cp-operate from time to time on
given projects or who co-operate con-
tinuously in the general instructional
and advisory programs of the College.

In a situation where it is intended to
give a fatEquota of time to follow-up
of routine evaluation, there first has to
be a resistance to a temptation to ad-
minister too many tests, questionnaires,
er whatever, or to work with too many
groups, simultaneously, for a lot of busy
work can ensue that seems always to
get in the way of accomplishing the
goals of; any one program. have re-
ferred to this as a temptation because
while the preparation of the evaluation
'instrument is certainly not an easy task,
the administration of evaluation instru-
ments with their attendant scoring, list-
ing, collating and first crude interpreta-
tions is by far the easiest task of all for
a --person who is trained in those skills.
This is even more true when published
tests are utilized. But after the first ex-
citement and interest of the more ap-
parent results have been communicated
to faculty and administration, interest
can ebb dismally. The hardest task for
the evaluator is to keep that interest-- of the over-all results and a special re-
alive long enough to realize all the oh- port of her personal results which is
*fives of the activity and to proceed usually issued in some profile form.

rather like the thrifty houses who
continues to secure healthful sustenance
for her family even from the bones
of the chicken vOhich she was able to
serve so much more ostentatiously on
the first -day! An important portion of
this sustenance lies in the Opportunity
the evaluation program hai to Work
with students to develop in them, atti-
tudes of self-appraisal and self-accept-
ance and to plan multiple applications
that will operate for student benefit.

It may be of interest to note here `.
first the nature of the provisions made
to acquaint students with our services.
Of course our students are conscious of
our existence on campus from the clay'
they enter, since like other colleges, we
test them for several days upon arrival.
But at that time we make an effort to
tell theni why. A period of time is Set
aside for such orientation on the first
morring just preceding the testing. We
discuss each test and why it has a place
in the program, and specifically how it
is to be used later for the benefit of the
student. We also talk about the limita-
tions of interpretation and the dangers
of over-stressing test results. Within the
first semester there is another session
with this group but in small group
units. At that time we endeavor to
acquaint the students with the more
general objectives of the office, to help
them establish some acceptance of
them, and to enlist their interest. We
also discuss course examinations, the
problems that their instructors face in
grading them fairly, theseasons for ex-
aminations. At a later time we discuss
more specifically preparation for exam-
inations. Fred, then on as the necessity
for any general examination program
arises to fulfill administrative or other
needs, students are carefully instructed
in its purpose. They also learn in adi
vance that each will receive a report
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explanations( are attached to the
profiles that usually satisfy the great
majority of students; others may drop
in at the office to talk-about these 're-
sults._,or discuss the with one of the
deans or other faculty friend.

So much for our generalized student
relatioris techniques. Let us new con-
sider some cases of individual, students
and what _they receive in the way of
benefits from the fact they attend a col-
lege with an evaluation program. I am
here glancing over the generally ac-
cepted benefits of better curriculum
through improved objectives, better ex-
aminations, _ better testing:
and greater efficiency in handling and
reporting the results for Lk. Ebel will
have covere this aspect. My .assign-
ment here o deseribe some of the
more tangible student benefits.

Our first case is just an ordinary stu-
dent named Nancy who is not particu-
larly outstanding as a good or poor stu-
dent or problem case. Nancy was
graduated from high school as a mem-
ber of the National Honor Society, but
considering the fact that two-thirds of
the freshman class that dear had gradu-
ated in at least the uppqr fifth of their
classes, this was not too significant.
bluing the freshman week tests, Nancy
distinguished herself in no outstanding
way. With one or two exceptions not
particularly noted at that time, her
scores indicated that at least. -twenty-
five per cent of the class'would surpass
her later and that she would certainly
in most instances always be better than
another twenty-five per cent. Nancy
knew that she could come in to see me,
or her faculty adviser, or her freshman
dean about her test results, but she
didn't feel any urge to do so until after
her third month in college. The impres-
sion was distinctly getting through to
her by that time that something was
amiss. To make a long story short, we
had to get Nancy reoriented to the idea
that the competitive picture was

tirely different; it was easier to do this
by discussing her test profile against a
backdrop of data for all other stedents.
This was done with an intention to urge
her to put forth with a greater effort,
not to accept a mediocre rating. How-
ever, it had to be done in a way to help
Nancy become more selective about her
efforts; and to give hen.a new concept
of the grade of C, which is quite re-
spectable grade in out College. Nancy's

"-asekis representative of a common one
among freshmen who for a while suffer
the rigors of increased competition and
who could be .hopeIesSly disturbed if
they are not assisted to some better
acceptance of the change. It is prob
ably the most universal "common com-
plaint- suffered in our freshman class,
and all advisers are alerted to it.

Sometimes a student benefits because
a faculty member benefits first. I am
thinking of an instance where a student
fell into difficulties in a certain required
course in the social sciences. Esther had
made one of the lowest grades in the
class on any quiz the intructor saw fit
to give; she had turned in two poorly
written reports and failed to turn, in a
third; she was beginning to cut fre-
queartly. The instaketor was a sensitive
guy who last sleep over the occasional
nvessity of giving a failing grade. He
stopped in to talk about Esther. Her,
other grades were not remarkably good,
but at least she wasn't reported as hav-
ing undue difficulty in other . classes.
The instructor suggested the possibility
of moving her to some other section
because he thought there might be
something personal M the situation that
was causing this block. So we looked_up
Esther's test records. Anywhere that
she had encountered a test in the social
sciences she had managed to flub it. At
entrance she had made one of the low-
est grades in a test of reading and in-
terpretation in the social sciences; this
was noteworthy because results for all
of her other- tests, altogether about a
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deert quite good. At the end of
the . year, she had done just
as pdorly in a contemporary affairs test
--in fact had turned the paper in with-
out coMpleting it Her vocational inter-
est Itest Showed an extremely low inter-
est. score in the social services area. It
wasn't instructor, that Esther re-
jeetcld, just his subject! With this re-
assurance, the instructor was better
able to cope_with Esther. I can't report
that she chOse his field as a major, but
she managed to pass the .course re-
spectably. The test records here had
given some inkling of a problem this
student had that might have ended
sadly for her, if someone had not
bothered to&try to work it out. In -this

instance it is not Esther herseff who is
as typical as the instructor. Students'
problems are frequeutly instructors'
problems, and our office can frequently

Questions similar to these arise daily
in the office, in the corridor, across the
lunch table.

All of our test reports go out to
faculty in list as well as profile form.
Many use them to spot their problem
situations in advance so that they .may
provide for them. What these provisions

y be differ with the faculty. One
_faculty person sets up tutoring arrange
ments for slower' students; an English
teacher may make a somewhat different
assignment of term paper topics to in-
dividuals; another may expect a great
deal more of some than of others and
ride them when they don't produce;
academic loads are adjusted; the Com-
mittee on Academic Standing is more
apt to take a sterner view of a failing
student of good potential than of a fail-
ing student of lower potential, but on
the other hand take more drastic anal
severance action in the latter instance
than in the former.

jeannine's ease is typical of several
other students who have recently made
a similar type of adjustment Jeannine

has an A.B degree With Honors from
PCW, but Jeannine never graduated
from high school. We accepted her
after her junior year. She was unusually' `-
mature for her age with a high,serious-
ness of purpose directed towards a
career in music as a flutist. She was ad-
mitted on that premise, her great desk*
to get on with her college education,
her family's willingness to enter into
the plan, chiefly because of the expense
of her music education, and her 'tested
background of excellent achievement in
high school academic subject matter.
She became a Mrs. Jeannine in her sen-
ior year marrying a young dental stu-
dent. And she is now playing in a local
symphony orchestra. Everything that
Jeannine did was characterized by a
singleness and earnestness of purpose.
I talked with her frequently during her
four years with us. She never regetted
the move she had made, and her grati-
tude toward the program that had
made it possible for her was sincere.
We have admitted a number of stu
dents on this plan, with no casualties.

Many students benefit in the exetnp-
, tlon examination program. The exact

operation of our program of screening
tests and exemption examinations is

complex and has been described else-
where., Our students after first being
introduced to its opportunities are
screened in various initial tests, and
then selected ones are given exemption
examinations in our so-called basic
courses.. If they successfully qualify
they are excused from that course and
enter immediately into the more ad-
vaneed work for which the course ordi-
narily serves as a prerequisite. For
example, a student who qualified in
freshman English enters the advanced
writing course, or in modern society one
of the more specialized social sciences

Lily Detchen, "A Program of Required
Exemption Examinations," Journal of
Higher Education, (May, 1953), pp. 249-
254.
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An Intel ling feature of the
gram is that the student is strongly

ad this recommendation
but not actually

required to do so. Most do follow our
advice in the matter. 'The uniqueness

mg _Pr pognio Is _that urstudents are
Irked to take the preliminary screen-

ing examinations. We believe that this
program cuts through a lot of waste for
these students, stbnulates their aca-
demic efforts', and gives a supporting
recognition which has resulted in fewer
dropouts his particular group.

m th-routset we have emphasized
in our test constructien'work the use of
the examination as a teaching and
learning device rather than as a grading
instrument alone. I do not wish to tay
too-munk-about -thW-phase-of our-pro-
gram becalm° it is the subject, of Dr.
Dressers paper. But we have been ex-
amining and trying out various pro-

lures to achieve these ends and will
continue to do so. Some of the devices
which have been employed have been
study sheets which reiterate the objec-
tives of the course and give the student

'sample questions for ineasering her
own progress, lists of broad study ques-
tions around which students can plot a
study plan for their final examinations
with the knowledge that two or three
of the ten or so questions which they
are given to prepare will be chosen as
the actual final examination essay ques-
tion% open-b examinations taken in
the 'classroom, hich it is hoped will
encourage students to take and organ-
ize better notes; open-book examina-
tions which the student is .allowed to
d0 outside of the classroom; "'Bus-
trated" examinations in science where
the student given a situation both in
"words" and in a "demonstration" and
it is expected that some additional
'earnings accrue as a result of the dem-

-onstrations; discussions ill the elas.sroom
of those concepts which a Majority of
students fail to achieve, these weak

21

spots having been locat behind -the-
scenes through the use of the IBM
graphic item counter.

At POW a number of instructional
situations are built directly around tests
or questionnaires. In the }finnan De-
velopment and Behavior course, 'efresh-
man course, the administration of a
vocational interest testserves as a focal
point" for the consideration of careers
and the features of temperament that
must be taken into consideration in
choosing a job. The larger matter of
values in selecting careers is also ex-
plorml. This class unit and the activities
of e, Votational Guidanice Week which
brings representative career counselors
to campus are combined into something
more meaningful and helpful for the
student, the classroom--instructor and
the visiting counselors. In a senior
group a Life Goals Inventory is used at
the outset of the course in Philosophy
of Life as a sort of curtain raiser for the
course. This'activity leads directly into
aonsideration of purposes and values.
Some students request copies to adrilin-
ister to their' fiances, and these we
score for them also.

As I indicated previously evaluation
services are made available to students
who wish such help with some imme-
diate problem of student government
or other student activity. In such hi-
stances, the initial stimulation generally
comes from some faculty adviser who
works with the group and who may
make the suggestion to them. One or
two such projects have' been under-
taken annually. These enterprises have
been related to such problems as the
elimination of faculty domination in in-
terest groups, the clearer defining of
the roles of students as leaders and as
followers, the determination of the kind
of religious program that might best
serve PCW students, a survey of inter-
est in the type- of assembly program -
offered in a paticular year, a survey
of the attitudes of students toward

3o
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some specific aspects of student govern-
ment, analysis of senior opinion on the
one hand and faculty opinion on the
other on the value of the senior tutorial.

The ultimate aim in these projects
is a structuring that will rank in better
understandings for those concerned
livough the exchange of ideas and the
assumption of respobsibility for leader-
ship in planning. It is easiest to de-
scribe the process with an example. In
one situation the student government
decided to evaluate the ,"clubs" (inter-
est peups), class organizations, and
the student-government association. The
student planners of the evaluation de-
veloped the following Major strategy:
(a) the utilization of a questionnaire
technique to provide the college corn-
rnunity, both leaders and rank and file,
with criteria by which to judge the
effectiveness of student organizations
and (b) the provision of an opportunity
for the student to consider in some
systematic, way het contribution, aS an
individual, to student co-operative en-
terprises. Because the ,questionnaire
that the group helped develop empha-
sized that the success of an endeavoi
rests as much with the general mem-
bership as with its leaders, the answer-

_f the questionnaire was expected
more students to their responsi-

bilities& That this questionnaire situa-
tion was formulated as a process and
not a mere data-collecting device is
attested by the other activities which
stemmed from it

1, In the planning stages several
thodghtful sessions were con-
ducted by a number of student
leaders, who; i_n the course of
analyzing the criteria by which

,the clubs should be judged, ac-
quired some needed, relevant un-
derstandings themselves.

2. The task of answering the ques-
tionnaire actually was a process of
sell-analysis by each student of

her attitude toward community-
endeavor and of her role as a con-
structive college citizen.

3. Besides using the results for the
immediate purposes of making ad-
justments as suggested by student
opinion, a new group of student
leaders, entirely different from
those who worked on the original
planning of the questionnaire,-
was inducted into its philosophy
and use. This occurred at a lead-
ership conference several months
later, when the officers of organi-
zations for the new year received
their- general training in officer-
ship. The questionnaire results for
each organization furnished spe-
cific points for special review by
the new officers of the organiza-
tion.

The use of the questionnaire achieves
its maximum value when those-to whom
the results are of interest can be given
some share in its planning and when
multiple interpretational uses are made
of the data. Incidentally, when such
questionnaires are given, usually the
entire student body is polled. At such
times a student committee prepues the
materials, doing all of their own mimeo-
graphing and stapling, administers the
questionnaire, and tabulates the re-
sults.2

In summary may I say that an evalu-
ation program in a college situation
must certainly include within its objec-
tives that of scrutinizing its own contrit-
bution to the progress of the institution
and that unless this can be done fairly
concretely in terms of benefits to the
individual student, there is no real as-.
surance that its activities have much
meaning.

' Lily Detehen, "Instructional Values As-
sociated with the Use of Questionnaires,"
School Rcuicw, November 1953), pp,.
481-486.



Improving Evaluation of Educational Outcomes
at the College Level

P A E S

EVALUATION AS INSTRUCTION

As A REFORMED (or possibly renegade,
depending on the training of the ob-
server) mathematician and statistician,
I retain sufficient respect for the con-.,
cept of integration to wince at the loose
and indelicate usage of the term wlii
has-become- current -in. the field of edu-
cation. Yet, experiences of the past ten.
years as a counselor, organizer and di-
rector of a counseling center, as a test
constructor, organizer and head of a
staff of examiners, researchers and eval-
uators, as a director of an evaluation
project in general education, and as a
speaker and consultant on general edu-
cation have brought me to a state of
introspection and to an attempt to or-
ganize my varied experiences and reac-
tions to them which. can perhaps best
be conveyed by the word "integration."
I should like to shire with ou an
initial attempt at integrating or organ-
'zing my thoughts in measurement and
evaluation as they relate to the educa-
tinnal process. In so -doing I make no
claim to originality nor even to a com-
plete and coherent collating of the
ideas of others on this subject.

-Increasingly I have felt, and I know
that others have shared with me the
feeling, that a wide and wideniqg
separates the foremost thinking in
measurement from the reality of Incas-
wement and evaluation as carried on in
the classroom. -I -fully recognize the
need to push ahead on the technical
and theoretleal front but concerned as I

am with the implications of measure-
ment for the improvement of the edu-
cational proceV, I would suggest that

*there is an equally urgent need for re-
lilting some of our thinkm = bout meas-
urement to these matter. It is for this
reason that %I have the-
Evaluation as Instruc on.

Perhaps some sli t. residue of rn
mathematical g prompts me to
start with a set of assumptions. After
numerous attempts at producing such a
set I have arrived at ten assumptions
paired in such a way as to suggest what
seem to me to be parallel elements of
evaluation and instruction. Indeed,
there is more than .a suggestion that
good instruction is simply continual
evaluation. The assumptions, which are
in part also definitions and principles
of learning, are:

I. Instruction is effective as it leads
to desired changes in students.

2. Evaluation is effective as it pro-
vides evidence of 'the extent of the
changes in students.

3. New behavior patterns are best
learned by students when the in-
adequdey of present behavior is
understood and the significance of
the new behavior patterns thereby
made clear.

4. Evaluation is most conducive to
learning when it provides for and
encourages self-evaluation.

5. New behavior patt4rns can be
more efficiently developed by
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; teachers who k ow the editing
_or patterns of individual
tsancl the reasons for them.
tion is conducive to good
ion when it reveall major

uate behavior and
'ibuy causes.

7. Learning is encodraged by Prob-
lems and activities Which, require
thought and/or action by! each
individual student. 2.

8. Evaluation is most sicant in
learning when it permits and en-
eourages the exercise of individual
initiative.

9. Activities which provide the basis
for the teaching and learning of-

specified behavior are also the
most suitable activities for evok-
ing and evaluating the adequacy
of that behavior.

10. Activities or exercises deVeloped
for the purposes of evaluating
'specified ,behavior are also useful
for the teaching and learning of
that behavior.

As one immediate result of these as-
sumptions we conclude that:

'Evaluation does not differ from in-
struction in purposes, in-methods, or
in materials and can be differentiated
from instruction only when the pri-
mary purpose is that of passing judg-
ment on the achievement of a stu-
dent at the close of a period of

instruction.
I should like now to exarnipe with 3,

you what I believe to be some of the
major implications of these assumptions.

First, in regard to teaching it ap-
pears AIL me that the following state-
ments may be readily Infelzed from the
preceding assumptions:

I. Classroom practices which are re-
stricted to textual or teacher pres-
entation of knowledge and the
testing of the extent of recall of
this knowedge are unworthy of
the name, instruction.
Such practices, regardless of stated

objeetivel, make knowledge the
s o dbjective of instruction.
Learning is urffealis tie in that
what is learned is divorced from
reality. The teacher covers con-

-tent but does not instructstudents.
The majority of students remain
completely passive, and work only

memorie what the teacher
emphasizes.
Good instruction will be concerned
less with what the teacher is do.
ing or wants to do and more with
what the student is doing.
It is readily accepted that the su-
pervisor who devotes most of his
time to planning his own work
will not last long; he mint accept
as his major responsibility the
plan=ning of the work of each of
his workers and the assisting of
then, when difficulties arise. The
analogy is not amiss in considering
the task of the instructor. Learn-
ing is an individual phenomenon
and results largely from the efforts
and activities of the individual.
Good instruction involves careful
planning of specific tasks with -
definite purposes which can be
undertaken and completed. by

.-each student It is not that which
the instructor does that counts; it
is what he stimulates the student
himself to do that yields the most
significant educational results.
As new materials and skills are
presented, the instructor will
simultaneously assign tasks which
require applications of these by
the student, thereby providing
both to the teacher and the stu-
dent concrete evidence of the
utility and of the mastery of those
materials and skills.
This conclusion, is simply an ex-
tension of the preceding one sug-
gesting that The assigned tasks not
be repetitive or copywork in na-
ture but require relation of new
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materials and skills to old ones
and-the application of both to the
achievement ofi a deeper insight
into old or new problems.

4. For motivation of learning and for
continual evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of instruction the instruc-
tor will check almost daily for
evidence of changes in students
and will 'seek to make these
changes as- evident and wider-
standable to themes to himself.
A common tomplata of students
is that they. receive less than per-
fect grades and have no knowl-
edge of the Mmerfection. In com-
position and speech work a similar
complaint by students is that they
see no improvement over the pe-
riod of time in which they take
the course. I am convinced; t
there is real ground for..136th com-
plaints in that instructor, them-
selves are not commonly aware of
changes in individual students
and certainly make little attempt
to provide concrete evidence of
change to the individual himself.
The irritation evoked in many
teachers by students who want to
know precisely what is wrong
with their work is perhaps less a
resentment that a judgment is be-
ing questioned than it is in the
realization that that judgment is
highly fallible and hardly defensi-
ble.

5.°To encourage integration an
transfer, the instructor will se
for tasks from or impinging on
other fields of knowledge which
do or can utilize materials and
skills presently in focus in the
course.
The association of ideas, concepts,
and principles frdm one field with
those in another, Of with current
problems is one mark of a well-
educated person but it is very
likely to be frowned upon in the

classroorri in fear that the associa-,
Hans made will be superficial, The
instructor himself, trained in one
field, hesitates to make reference
to others, and the student who
attempts it courts ridicule or rep-
rimand. Yet life is not depart-

talized like colleges and the
d velopment of Mdividuals of the
ability to integrate knowledge and
experience and to transfer it re-
quires practice in it. --"

I am aware that many teachers pres-
ently regarded by colleagues as highly
competent and even outstanding would
hotly debate or as' coldly ignore some
of these points either on the grounds of
irrationality or impracticability, but I
am much more troubled by the fact
that many teachers who assent to these
views depart so far from them in their
own practice. Yet, since our/primary
concern here -today is with measite-
ment, I must ignore the many issues
raised by these remarks about teaching
in order to deal with other more im-
mediately relevRot matters.

In regard to evaluation I find my
assumptions aiove leading to the fol-
lowing conclusihns:

I, Testing for grading should be,
relegated to a minor role in in-
struction and possibly even as-
signed to an independent evalua-
tion agency.

2, Testing for knowledge should be
supplemented and even in part
replaced by broad, pervasive, and
continuing evaluation or assess-
merit which becomes the major
part of instruction and therefore
indistinguishable from it.

3. Testing practices which involve
comparison with status norms for
superficially similar groups should
be replaced by practices which

-emphasize comparison with maxi-
m gains made by students of
ilar background and ability in

regard to the _same objectives.

6
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4. .Concern bility and valid-
ity as ,sta neepts charac-
terizing evaluatt n instruments or
procedtues should be replaced by
concern with the petznanency and
relevancy of learning as concepts
characterizing the quality of in-
struction.

5. Psychometriosit least as prac-
ticed by .those' concerned with in-
struct= and with learning--
should become somewhat less
concerned with "rather exoteric
mathematical 'investigations of
measurement theory and core
concerned with the proposing of
models and hypotheses directly
useful and testable in classroom
and life situations.

These conclusions indicate the need for
sonic changes in our evaluation and
measurement practices. Each of them
is sufficiently significant to call for some
E_liscu_

I have 'suggested that testing for
grading should be relegated to a_ minor
role in instruction. During- a period of
visiting alKses in many different col-

leges last Vtnter and ,Pring I found
practically no cases in hick there was
any indication that testing or evaluation
was carried on for any purpose other
than grading. Frequently, testing ses-
sions are reduced to one or two per

',quarter in order that there be more
time for covering the ground. Half-
jokingly, but none-the-less seriously, in-
structors 'still hold the threat of pres-
ence in an examination as a reason for
paying attention add learning of a par-
ticular point. Tests and examinations

still catastrophe events which are
greeted by the students with dismay,
for testing for grading is inevitably a
threat to students and not a procedure
which is either conducive to motivation
or to -leurting. With rare - exceptions `I

doubt that an thstructor can have really
close association with his students and
get- a true picture of what they know

or what they are taming about while
he brandishes the weapon of a grade.
If you doubt this,' may I raise the
analogous question as to how fre-
quently an instructor gives vent to his
actual feelings and reactions about an
idea proposed to him or to the staff by
his dean. Authodty in the form of the
power to reward or to punish inevitably
modifies the overt thinking, expression,
and action of those to Whom that power
is applicable. I must hasten to add that
experience in working with a staff in
which all grading was take- from their
hands indicates that such 'Vorcement
cannot be successful unles the staff
itself accepts the principle evoked in
these remarks. I hope, however, and
I believe that it is not circular reason-
ing on my part to say that those teach-
ers who have given most evidence of
fully understanding general education
objectives and have evidenced most in-
terest in the needs of individual stu-
dents have been those who have rather
readily accepted the principle of di-
vorcing grading from instruction. .

So far my remarks have applied per-
haps more to teaching than they have
to evaluation but they have implica-
tions for evaluators. So long as teachers
are primarily interested In the use of

is which enable them to assign a
grade on content materials, teachers and
test agencies will of necessity spend
most of their time on the making of
achievement tests which emphasize
knowledge of specific facts. There is
more than an indicatjon, however, in
the light of my experience in the Co-
operative Study of Evaluation in Gen-
eral Education that many teachers only
await the availability of instruments
and techniques whic will provide evi.-
dence of the develo ent in students
with regard to other types of objectives
to make extensive use of such evalua-
tion materials.

To illustrate the insidious effects of
the grading practices, I want to remark
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briefly upon some of our experiences
With instruments dealing with affective
objectives. One instrument developed
in our Coop/rative Evaluation Study
wasp an Inventory of Beliefs,' which
seeks to get at certain attitudinal ele-
ments which are related to general eclui-
cation. The statements in the inventory
are stereotypes or prejudices.eomrnonly
and freely expressed by individuals.
When students are asked to react to
this Inventory; they must be assured
very definitely that the results will be
in no way used for grading. There have
been cases in which students have in-
dicated that they have not given an
honest answer to the statements be-
cause they feared that an individual
instructor might look at the results and
be likely to recall and hold them against
him at a later date. Simildrly an in-
ventory of attitudes toward the human-
ities and the people working in that
area was made up of statements actu-
ally extracted from students in informal
situations or from essays in which they
were writing on other topics. Placed,
however, in the context of other similar
items of this type, we found that the
humanities attitude inventory gave very
little in the way of a range of scores,
simply because students realizing now
what the inventory had been developed
to do, gave what they readily perceived
to he the approved response to the
items. Their inner feelings on the mat-
ter were concealed partly, at least, be-
cause they did not trust the instructor
to deal fairly with them if he knew how
they really reacted.

It has been said that the grade de-
termines what the students work for.
I think it may equally be said that the
possibility of grading a student' deter-
mines to a considerable extent what the
instructor considers important. Cer-
tainly; teachers are inclined to ignore
objectives for which they have no ready
or defensible means of evaluation and
grading. I also feel quite certain, and

I do not know whether, it is fortunate 9

or unfortunate, that students generally
speaking are less concerned about
Fades than are their teachers. .I. feel
that there is only a limited set of ob-
jectives upon which we dare to grade
individuals and that so long as a grade _

holds the most prominent position in
our thinking 'in the classroom it will re-
strict both our instruction and evalua-
tion to this limited set of objectives.

My second conclusion regarding
evaluation was that testing for knowl-
edge should be supplemented and in
part replaced by a broader evaluation.
As this is done, evaluation becomes a
maj91 part of instruction and ultimately
inaTinguishable from it. I should like
to illustrate by a number of concrete
examples what I have in mind by say-
ing hat instruction and 'evaluation can
bec e one and the same thing. The
Ange .Troyer Self-Scorer, sold by Sd-
ence Research Associates, provides a
means whereby a student taking a test
continues to select answers until he ob-
tains the right answer. If the answer
that he first chooses is incorrect, in
punching the answer sheet he finds
only a white space revealed. He con-
tinues punching until a red mark shows
up -under the hole punched out and
then lie is assured that the correct ,
answer has been obtained. I have rec-
ommended to numerous teachers that
this Self-Scorer be used. While some- '
what inconvenient to handle, everyone

o has worked with it has found that
very favorable student reaction is

created. A technique frequently used
has been to have a small number of
questions, perhaps ten or a dozen, cov-
ering the, major points of an assignment
to be discussed for the day. The sup
dents answer these questions on the
Self-Scorer. Those who really know_the
answers are assured that they are cor-
rect. The larger number who May have
been, when they came to class, reason-
ably sure they knew something about
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the assigassignment and whoNfind that. they.
must make two or more selections be-

. fore finding the right answer are moil,
vete& to find out why. Those individ-
uals who had to punch all ken- answers
before getting the right one are con-
cerned about it. There Is little difficulty
in -getting a warm discussion when the
test items have been completed. An in-
teresting Point in connection with the
Self-Scorer is that since the student has
punched a hole in the answer sheet he
may retain the answer sheet in front
of him throughout a discussion with no
concern on the part of dal teacher that
any modWeation will be Made in the
results. There has been at least- one
investigation which would indicate that
the use of the Angell-Troyer Self-Scorer
results in greater retention on the part
of the student and The suggestion in the
same investigation that the Self-Scorer
followed by a discussion of the results
would result in still greater, retention.
One of the major valves of the device
is that each student is forced to go on
record with regard to each item. The
usual tendency in most classes is for
either the instructor or a few students
to take the lead in answering questions
and discussing points,. The reticent in-
dividual easily arrives at the decision
that the answer which is finally indi-
cated as right is the one he felt was
right all the time He just does not real-
ize that if he,had had to put himself on
record at the beginning of the dismis-
sion he would have marked an incorrect
answer and he has not consciously ana-
lyzed the reasons for his incorrect posi-'
tion. There is real value in having in-
dividuals realize just how much or how
little they know and thereby give them
some incentive to do something about
it.

As a second example of the coinci-
dence of evaluation and instruction I
should like to refer to the Theme Anely-
sis Handbook developed in our Cooper-
ative Evaluation Study. This Handbook

originally cleveloped out of a concern.
on the part of our Communications
teachers that there be some improve-
ment In theme reading. A large num-
ber of themes were collected from all
of the, colleges involved in the project
and teachers undertook to agree on a
grading for them. They soon found
that they were reading themes from
different viewpoints aria with different
sets of values in mind. t hecdine clear
that they had to formulate some kind
of a statement of intent or purpose
fore they could move to any agreement,
Gradually they found that many of
their differences arose out of the fact
that the reading was rather superficial
in many cases, that one individual was
emphasizing one aspect of a theme and
another individual another aspect. Too
frequently all readers were missing the
point of examining what the individual
student was really trying to communi-
catea viewpoint which requires con-
structive suggestions as to how the in-
.tent bf the student might better have
been accomplished. As this became the,
guiding pUrpose in theme reading it
was found that much more agreement
could be reached, although the task
of reading a theme in this fashion be-
came a very arduous one. The reader
must determine just what it is the std-
dent is trying to accomplish in the first
place and having reached this judjk
nient he must then re-examine all
phases of the ther'ne in such a way as to
be able to make concrete suggestions
to this student as to how the theme
might be improved, This becomes less
a task of assigning a giade to a student
and much more a task of helping the
student to evaluate his own effort.
Finally, a rather large, number
themes were thus evaluated and put
together in a theme analysis handbook.
The first purpose which the committee
had in mind in using this was that it
would be a device whereby teachers of.
Communications could work together
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on a set, of therms and reach some com-
monality in their thinking. A second
usage envisaged *as that of giving it to

instructors on a staff as a basis for
helping them develop the skills of
theme reading. Some teachers, how-

er, ford that to use these. themes
th an opaque projector provided an

interesting and instructive experience
for the students. The students could be
asked to make the same kind of criti-
cism of the theme as the teachers had
engaged in After this criticism had
been rendered it was Alien possible 'to
dircrw on the screen the analysis made
by the Communications teachers and
the students could then, point by point,
compare their own reactions with those."
of the committee. In a sense, this is
only a stbstitnte for making such an
analysis for each individual. It is quite
obvious, however, that a teacher can-
not take the time to make the detailed
sort ©1 analysis,,that was involved for
every theme of "every student. There is
some indicatioh in a subjective way
that a student who sees a theme ana-
lyzed in detail after having undertaken
himself to make such an analysis ob-
tains a better idea of the problems of
communication than he had before.
Thus, it device originally intended as
an -evaluation device has been found to
have tremendous instructional value.
The Theme Analysis Handbook may be
regarded as the placing of the evalua-
tion of themes on a concrete objective
level whereby the evaluation has obvi-
ous significance to students in indicat-
ing the qualities of good writing.

The Test of Critical Analysis and
iidgraent in the Humanities is still an-

others example of the same coincidence
of instruction and evaluation. Teachers
of the humanities indicated a concern
that students faced with a work of art
be able to arrive at some judgment of
it based on an application of facts,
principles, and personal reactions. They
found that when students were simply

asked to react to a picture or to a piece
of music, that practically nothing was
obtained. An attempt to evaluate the
students' ability in critical analysis and
judgment failed simply because most

...students in most classes had been given
no opportunity to develop such facili-
ties and therefore werrunable to ex-
nibit them. In most cases it was obvious

that the task of analyzing and judging
a work of art was something rather new
to the student And that he was even
bewildered by the request. This being
true it might seem that we should con-
centrate on teaching. On the other
hand, asking just what kind of an analy-
sis and judgment or just hoW a judg-
ment might be' arrived at for a particu-
lar work of art holds promise of
clarifying ways of instructing students
iii order to develop these abilities. As
agreement was reached on a number
of points and a series of suggestions set
up for students as to things k which
they might react in analyzing t1Iib work
prior to making an integrated judgment.
When this was presented to students,
it was found that something more
tangible in the way of _a response was
obtained from students. However, the
vast majority of-students still betrayed'
a lack of familiarity with this objective.
The structured essay format adopted
for the critical analysis and judgment
in the humanitief is probably most
valuable in dealinE with students )vho
have had little aaKperience in this type
of work. In othe*nrds, the instrument
can be used in making assignments or
it can be used as a guide in class reac-
tions -to a work of art. Ultimately, how-
ever, when a student has had enou
practice it' would no longer be neces-
sary to put before him the specific
points m thY structure of the critical.'
analysis and judgment. test. He would
already have arrived at that s cture
or a similar one based 'upon is own
experience to which he coul resort
when faced with such a ta The de-
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value as a
eaolimg device cods its slue as an

evaluation device.
I should like to use one more ex-

ample' to illustrate the combination of
instruction and evaluation. The science
committee of our project became inter-
ested in the use of current science Ma-
terials because of a feeling that the
further contact of many students taking
only one general education science
course would be largely with popular
and semi-popular science articles. If
students develop an interest in reading
this material and some skill in applying
their knowledge of science and their
undemanding of the scienttfie attitude
toward theSe materials, it might be rea,
sonably expected that4 .

1. They Would continue some con-
tact with science.

2. They would continue to increase
their knowledge of the. area by
this constant reading.

The task of evaluation resulted in an
extensive search of science 'articles to
see what kinds of materials might be
appropriate for evaluating students'
ability in science reading. It soon her
came evident that some articles we_ re
much more suitable than others; It
also became clear that having an article(
was not the same thing as knor,k7in

exactly what one would do who read
it critically and understandingly, It be-
came necessary, therefore, to build up
a it of behaviors which might char-

% acterize the critical and understanding
reader of science materials, These in
turn were formulated into both essay
and objective tests. Use of these in the
classrooms indicated that students did
not Perfoim very well on such tasks and
thiS was indicative` of the fact that in

est classclorns- it was the first time
students had been asked to make

analysis '.of any reading ma-
result both objective test

and essayess yr questions raising

issues about current articles and ex-
tract] from articles, were found by
numerous teachers to be a challenging
..kyPe of activity for the classroom. Such
Materials evoked much interest and dis-
cussion on the part of students, and,
often for the first time, caused each in-
dividual student to, attempt for himself
to do something with the material in
front of him. Textbooks and teachers
who present both problems aqd solu-
tions to students rarely challenge them
because it is an exceptional student who
can undertake to disagree with a solu-
tion proposed by a 'teacher, Problems, ,.

with Solutions not given, involve a
much less thicatening situation m
which each student can propose his
awn solution and argue for it up to the.
Point where he is convincerl,,that therh4
are better solutions than 's. Such use
atof current science materi in the class-
room results in a coincidence of evalua-
tion and instructional practice. Even
more significant, the type of behavior
envisioned by a group of science
teachers for their students at a period
later in lifethat is the ..reading 6
science materials becomes''' a part of '

' daily classroom experience :' Surely the' 4'
problem of transfer mustte much less
complicated for the student who has
been asked and even foree&-4o read
current science materials. It is far more
likely that Ire will continue that be-
havior than it is that a student with no
such expeCiende will initiate it just be-
cause-he has. learned a little more sci-
ence.

The third conclusion-which I have
suggested as applying to evaluation and
ausing out of my earlier assumptions is
that Aloe should be a de-emphasis of
national and regional norms. To illus.
trate.NOlat I have in mind la Me dis:.
cuskcfer iust a moment the nature of
some bf the _gains which we found on
the Test* o(critical Thinking in Social
Science. In some schools *We fiund over
a year's time 'a gain of one or two

94-



rots on the average, a gain scar:
. more than the practice effect deter;
mined for that test. In other schools we
found a mean gaip of as high as. ten
or twelve point.411E alknost all cases we.
found that the students who were lower

1jat the beginning made much larger
gains than the students who had a high
score on the test at the hegfruning. Pal--.:

[ ticularly it was true that a student
whose score on the test of critical think-.
frig was loWer relatively than his in-
telligence level tended ta make large
gains. Yet there were places' where the

i most able students made larger -.gains-
than the least able Students in other
'schools. There were place -in which the
difference in the gains between the
most able and'the most inept students
was much leSs than, was -.the ,case in
'Oilier schools. Such -vrulations are un-
doubtedly associated with variations in
the educational programs although it
was not alway ossible to identify

I them. In gene The large gains were
made where more overt attention, was
given to the objective. In accord With
the prevailing trends'We,thieW together
the rata from three major'elassifleations-- .

of schools based on the -ablity of the
students admitted and rnade up what
might be. called mums. The general
implication of these is that a- school in
which the students n..laKe a gain of
roughly four points over a year's time
bn the test of Critical Thinking in So-
dal Science is doing an average job..
The difficulty, with this is at an aver-

. age job isspeaking fra 1 a chirn
poor showing. Most So a Science
'clasSes in general education are still
heavily content centered, students
are given no opportunity t pr dice or
develop critical thinking, a 'd only in a
few schools wit very outst 'Min gains
,can one find in the instru i pa ac

anything which is tudicativ if real
. ttentiowto the objectives. Tor chools
and for teachers to ,adopt- their

c'Standarcl the mean gain found in a set

of, norms as, presently derived is
to give blessing to .mediocrity or wore.
The re,41--"stand64,. which should
sought i9 the largest gain rrlde for stu
dentstuf .tIteirne ability level and gen-

.., .
eralf ackground. It would' then be
necesSaty. to find out just what were the
charticteristfcs , of the progTa -which
abhiyed. those gains and to adopt as
many characteristics as are appropriate
or even, to impro,5e upon them in order
to'gaiustill more Another point which
I have-noted is that most norms corn-
rr only irre6only given in terms of a
classcatioa of types of schools and
'occasionally terms of intelligence
level. our finding that low ability stu-
dents, with low pre -t status on the.
Social;.Science CriticWhinking Test;

. . are ':unlikely' to make very large _gains
is only common senge, The fact thaf
students with average or high scores on
thetCritical Thinking TciSt in-Soda] Sci-
erie, who have low adadernie-ability,
make almost no gain which.is also very
reasonable. 'Yet With ,the, Usual norms
provided, -a teacher who- is, aware of
some of these ,situations .Vigiuld find it
very diffiCiult or inanossible to obtain
any information on, what Would be a
reasonably. expected ,improvement
the part of a given student. Perhaps we
should take a learfrem, the practice of
photographers: both amateur and pro
fissional. Those Of you who are inter-
ested in the field know that it is cus-
tomary when displaying a photograph ,

to provide a detailed description of the
c2nditions under which it was taken,
the, kind of exposure, lens, etc., used.
Likewise, it might be appropriate in
educational circles, when tests are given
and.. gains are recorded, to describe in
',some detail the essential characteristics
of the' educational experience which
was provided. In closing my remarks,
on norms I think I should make itclear .
that I do not feel that norms are .neces-
sarily evil in themselves. There are
some kited, values, sioved -by them.
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On the other hand, the prevalence of
national and regional norms emphasiz-
ing mediocrity bften leads teachers to
regard them as the only kind of standard
which is significant in judging test re-
sults. I suggest that it is a major obli-
ghtion of everyone in the measurement
and ^evaluation field to see that the al-
most exclusive use of status 4emis for
superficially similar groups `;is supple-
merited or even replaced by practices
emphasizing comparisons of the gain
made by students with the maximum
gain made by- students of similar back-
ground and ability in regard to the
same objectives.

I have suggested that there is a need
for de-emphasis of the statistical con-
cept of reliability and validity as char-
acteristics of tests. Among professional
measurement people there is a full real-
ization that a coefficient of reliability
may mean many -different things de-
pending upon how it is computed. It is
also a highly vilriable quantity depend-
ing upon the group upon which it is
comput41. Similarly validity is the
charm pOtistie not only of the test but of
the situation in which the test is used
and of the group with which it is used.
Let me revert again to some experi-
ences in the Cooperative Evaluation
Study: Dealing with objectives which
are not overtly emphasized in many
classrooms and even in' many schools,
it is perhaPs to be expected that the
reliability of tests would vary a great
deal. I recall one test which yielded a
coefficient of reliability in the .6 to .7
range in most schools but which sti.
stilted in a coefficient of .9 when used
in another school. just why' this was
true I never ascertained. In other cases
we found that certain schools in which
there had been obvious concern wall
critical thinking and numerous things
in the program 'directed at it, yielded
higher *ability coefficients for these
tests than other schools, in which there
waslittle,attention to these, matters. In
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regard to critical thinking, we did not
find any really satisfactory criterion of
critical thinking, but we did attempt to
compare the results of the tests with a
variety of judgments of teachers and
others. Correspondence Of teAch
judgments in a particular school with
the test results on a Critical Thinking
Test varied extremely within a school,
but there was even more variation in
the kind of judgments made from one
school to another. As one might expect,
in some school's where the objective
was regarded with indifference, the
very reactions of .teachers to the re-
quest for making judgments about
Critical Thinking ability almost insured
that the ratings would be of little value.
Rather consistently we found that
teachers: worked directly- with
us in the committees made judgments
whichorres-sonded 'closely with the
test results. One -may Qf course argue
that this is true sirriply because they
knew what was in the test, but -it seems
to me equally plaliSCble to argue that
as a result of working-on the test they
had a better concept of what critical
thinking is and therefore were able to
render more reliable and valid judg-
ments of its presence or absence in stu-
dents. Clearly, reliability and validity
are not simply characterizations of in-
struments or evaluatiqp:procedures.

Primary concern in education must
not be with the evaluation procedures
but with the learning to which the
evaluation procedures provide some in-
dex. Instead of reliability of a test we
should be concerned with the perma-
nency of Instead of the valid-
ity of a test me should be concerned
with the utility or the relevancy of
learning., Viewed in this way, these
characteristics are related to the tests
but they are also concepts which char-
acterize qualities of instruction and
predetermine 'test performance.

Finallyr, haye suggest%) that psy-
chometrics has become concril-ned Ivith
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theoretical activity so far removed from
the classroom as to not only have little
applicability but actually to alienate the
classroom- teachers. I am well aware
that no hard and fast line can be drawn
between pure and applied research. I
should be the last to wish to draw one.
On the other hand, I do become a little
impatient with what seems to be an
increasing tendency to pursue fine
points of testing theory, which go far
beyond any utility which I camforesee
for many years in actual instructional
and learning situations. I should like
to see some of our best minds in meas-
urement confront the reality of educa-
tional problems and attempt to propose
some hypotheses or models which are
directly relevant to and testable in the
classroom and in lffe situations. Let me
give you a very simple example of what
I have in mind, I referred, at the begin-
ning of this paper, to integration as one
of the bywords of the educator. Cer-
tainly it is one of the conceals which
has been given a great deal of' empha-
sis in general education. There are
many different concepts of integration,
but I prefer to regard integration as a
characteristic of an education person,
one which implies that he is able to in-
terrelate everything that he knows, his
skills, his abilities, his beliefs and his
values in such a way as to deal in a
more effective way with situations in
which he finds himself day by day. In
short, the integrated person is a well-
organized individual who is able to
make the most effective use of all of
his resources in dealing with the prob-
lems that confront him. He is the an-
tithesis of our tendency in educatkiii to .
break our objectives into subject dinner
groups and even to regard critical
thinking in science, critical thinking.th
social science, etc., as distinct and inde-
pendent abilities. We find'sarrie 'evi-
dence that the intercorrelation between
tests or other evidence collected on
these various abilities is rather low and

this reinforces our feeling that they are
more or less independent factors. I am
not sure that this must be so. May it
not be an artifact of culture and of our
present educational policies?'

Some time ago I proposed to myself
and some of my colleagues the hypothe,
sis that a really good general education
program would be characterized by the
fact that over a period of a year or two
the intercorrelations between tests, giv
ing evidence of various general educa-
tion objectives, would show a definite
increase. In other words if a person
is really interrelating what he has
learned there should be an increasing
tendency to coordinate all resources on
a particular task. It has been of interest
in the Study to find that in one school
where marked gains are made in the
separate abilities but where the courses
are quite distinct and where the general
education experience is almost re-
stricted to these courses, that the inter-
correlations between various tests actu-
ally decreased over a period of one or
two years. In certain other schools,
where there are no clear cut distinctions
between a variety of living experiences
and classroom experiences on the cam-
pus, where instructors in one course are
quite cognizant of what is going on in
other courses and make every effort to
interrelate them, we find that over a
similar period of time the correlations
among a number of different tests in-
creased in size. There are other possi-
bilities which might explain this and we
have explored a number of them. At
the present moment I have not been
able to explain this data on any basis
other than the original hypothesis, but
I should still like to regard it as a
tentative one and have a great deal
more study of it before accepting it as
a simple way of aseer6ining the extent
of integration in an educational pro-
gram.

I have presented these remarks with
some fear that I may be misunderstood
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and that some people in the measure-
ment field may, in some way or other,
feel that I am trying to demean the
importance of what has been accom-
plished. I assure you that this is not
the case, but it is true that in working
closely with classroom teachers over the
period of the past few years I have
become increasingly aware of the deep
and increasingly deeper _suspicion with
which many teachers regard our whole'
field of activity. Yet in every cage where
k have successfully made contact with
an individual and interested hire in the
problems of evaluation and the inter .
relationship of these to the problems of
instruction, I have found the attitude

to change completely. In every case
there eons an awareness that thege,
things are not,distinct fields of opera-
tion and that evaluation has a great
deal to contribute to the !improvement
of instructionthat, indeed, as I have
already said repeatedly evaluation
and good instruction are indistinguish-
able. To those of us interested in evalu-
ation this seems to be only just recog-
nition of the worth of our activity.
However, we need also to realize that
those working in the field of instruction
can contribute to evaluation a great
deal more than we have solicited from
them,
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Improving Evaluation Of Educational Outco
at the College L6vel

es

PAUL DIEDERICH

SUMMARY OF

Dr. North raised the question as to
whether instructors avoid re-using
effective items for fear that student;
may learn to expect these items and
make special preparation for them. Dr.
Ebel replied that item files are kept
and that he has seen examinations in
which as many as two-thirds of the
items had previously been used. He
was asked whether under these circum-
stances students anticipate these items
and prepare for them. Dr. Ebel felt
that this was not the case and cited the
example of a medical college instructor
who had exactly the same items in one
examination for five years and had
found no upward drift in scores. Dr.
Gulliksen asked whether this result was
regarded as favorable' or unfavorable
and Dr. Ebel stated that at least it
showed that students are not as adept

DISCUSSION

at taking advantage of the repetition of
items as is sometimes supposed.

Dr. Carroll asked whether there is
any evidence whether the different
categories of items listed under "rele-
vance" actually test different things.
He cited a factor analysis of a similar
classification of'items at Harvard which
indicated clusters in other ways than
logical'analysis had supposed. Dr. Ebel
stated that no claim was made for the
factorial purity of the categories. He
said that it would be impossible to
carry out factor analyses on all his ex-
aminations. The analysis was essentially
that of content, he said, of what the
examination emphasizes. Dr. Ebel re-
marked that a few mistakes in classi-
fying individual items do not seem to
affect serious] the picture of the ex-
amination that this type of analysis
discloses.
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Individual Versus Group Decision M

IRVING LORGE

INDIVIDUAL, VERSUS GROUP DECISION MAKING

Tim Pnovgaas and maxims of any peo-
ple do summarize their experiences and
wisdom over the generations. In respect
to individual and group behavior; of
course, there are many such proverbs.
Most of you have learned, and, at
times, acted upon such aphorisms as
"Two heads are better than one" and
"In the multitude of counsellors, there
is safety.',"' By contrast; however, there
are adages that suggest "Tenth is lost
with too much debating" and If you
want something done, do it yourself."
Indeed, formal group thinking-has been
.disparaged by an unknown phrase-
maker's definition,of a committee as "a

oup of rlen that keep minutes and
este and, it formal group pro-

cedures have been reviled in Ambrose
Bierce's definition of discussion as "a
method of confirming others in their
errors."

Though these succinct summary state-
me ts are in (contradiction, each may
exp s a trueInd useful generalization.
The apparent disagreement may be
Limited for certain kinds of tasks, or for

specified sorts of groups, or some
classes of conditions. Variations in the
tasks to be done, or the organization of
the groups to solve them, or the cir-
cumstances under which the action is
to be taken, may produce different out-
comes or results. Today's social scien-
tist, however, is not inclined to search
the sayings of the fathers for generali-
zations about the differences in group
and kidividual performances. He tends
to go through a process of making a

review of the literature. Such a reading
of the research literature should, in
deed, reveal the range of generalim-
tions as well as the means and evidence
upon which they were formulated.
When experimental studies are ap-
proached (in the aggressive. mood) the
variables of organization, task and
criterion are found to be related to the
so-called generalizations about the suc-
cesses of groups and of individuals.

In the restricted range of studies that
distinguish between the products pro-
duced by groups and by individuals, it
soon becomes apparent that the con-
clusions in the textbooks are broader
than the evidence warrants. Very
quickly comes the realization apt in
considering group versus individiral de-
cision making, "a group is not a group
is not a group." In social psychology
and in sociology, the concept of group
implies the sense of two or more per-
sons interacting among themselves to
accomplish some objective. In fact, the
essential differentiation between !gaup
as "an assemblage or aggregate" and
group as "a social organism" inheres in
the nation of interpersonal interaction.,
Groupness implies interaction.

Yet, some of vaunted superiority of
the group is based upon a kind of group
whose individual members never met
together, and, who, as a matter of ex-
periment, never knew that other per-
sons were working at the same time at
the same task. For instance, Kate
Gordon asked individual college stu-
dents to arrange a set of weights in the

4 3
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correct order. Each student did the task
independently of all other students.
From the resulting protocols, so-called
"groups" were formed by averaging the
rankings of five (or of ten, or of fifty)
individuals selected at random from the
Pull supply_ . By the criterion of correla-
tion with the actual physical order of
the weights, she concluded that "the
results of a group are distinctly superior
to the results of the average member"
a conclusion which cannot come as
a complete surprise to those conversant

. with the elementary facts of tests and,
measurements.

Or again, the superiority of the group
is founded upon a kind of group whose
individual members meet in the same
social setting although each one works
independently upon the same task
without any personal interaction. A
typical instance of such experimenta-
tion would seek the answer to the ques-
tion, "Do individuals make better test
scores working in complete isolation
than working in a group climate?"

More recently, the superiority of the
group has been demonstrated on the
basis of ad hoc groups whose individual
members were designate'] to work to-
gether to accomplish some externally
imposed task. For example, in the,
widely quoted Shaw study, a college
class was divided in half with one of
the halves of the class arbitrarily
formed into groups of four to work on
problems proposed by the expeijmenter

These three illustrations suggest the
in actual experimental procedrire;h.
groups are of different kinds. At the
upper extreme the theorists think of
genuine interacting facwo-fape,groups
who have a tradition of working to-
gether with the responsibility for the
accomplishment of a broad task.- Solo-.

tions that such groups make have nut
been studied by psychologists. At the
lower extreme is the concocted group
made by some external authority who
adds together the independent products

oPseveral different isolated individuals,
each of who worked alone. It is the
solutions that" such "groups" produce
that have been a principal source for,
textbook generalizatiohs.

Moreover, experimentally, there is
even wider variation in the nature of
the tasks groups and individuals are re-
quired to perform. Groups have been
contrasted with individuals on the basis
of such tasks as estimating the number
of beans in a bottle, as judging the
aesthetic value of music, as predicting
the date frir the end of World War II,
as selecting a bread for nutritional pur-
poses, as planning a course of action
for accepting a bequest, as -.learning a
maze, as solving a difficult mathemati-
cal problem.

Each different kind of task has been
subsurried under the broad term "de-
cision-making." The thesaurus recog-
nizes as related to the verb to decide"
the verbs, judge, conclude; ascertain,
determine, deduce, infer, estimate, ap-
preciate, value, assess, consider, settle,
and choose. All strongly suggest that
"thinking" or "reasoning" is basic to the
accomplishment of the task. Indeed,
one can only wonder why the jargon-
istic "decision-making" was substituted
for the readily available "deciding."

Deciding, or (not to lose face with
my fellow workers) decision-making,
involves solo ideas as the task, its ac,
eeptance, a process of active search for
ways and means to get it done, with an
iltimate selection bf a 'plan and Canse-

cot action. The history of thest'udy
of thinking, indeed, is Treplete with
formulations',, like:- this As ii matter of
fact, the early talks or "Aufgabe" Set
by the Wurzburg School, to a degree,
set the nature of subsequent experi-
mentation Basically, the Wurzburgers
were studying what was happening in
thinking and willing. So great was the
attention on the process that they

-tended to underemphasize the quality
of the product or solution. For instance,

4 o
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Ach asked for a free or controlled asso-
ciation to a given word, or Bailer
asked, "Was the theorem of Pythagoras
known in the Middle Ages?" or "Can
you get from Vienna to Berlin in seven
hours?"

Solutions for such tasks may be
assessed readily as "right" or "wrong."
The standard appraisal for such simple
task problems is truth from the view-

,

point of fact or actual 'measurement.
The answers to the estimation of
weights, the number of peas in a bottle,
the prediction of a specific date in the
future, each had an objective criterion
of correctness. In most studies of the
process of thinking, some readily avail-
able objective criterion for correctness
was available. Yet most real life prob-
lems, that must be pondered, do lack
an objective external criterion of cor-
rectness or adequacy. Many problems
of interpersonal relations are so complex
That policy, or plan, or course of action
cannot be evaluated as just right or
wrong. Such problems range from those
whose solutions are clearly right or
wrong to those that can be apprajsed
only by consideration and evaluation of
many different consequences.

For instance, Shaw's prob-
lems in the first part of her experiment
consisted of three different but closely
related mathematical puzzles: each was
a transport problem like that involving
the three jealous husbands and the
three beautiful wives who had to get
across a deep river in a rowboat for
three under the constraints that only
husbands can row and that the wives
cannot be trusted in the presence of
another man unless the husband is also
present. Twenty-one individuals and
five groups attempted the three prob-
lems. In terms of just the number right,
there were five solutions for the indi-
viduals over the three problems in con-
trast with eight solutions for theAroups,
Disregarding the possibility of differ-
ential transfer-of-training in groups and

in individuals, her conclusion about
group superiority was based on com-
paring 7.9 percent for individuals
versus 53 percent for groups. Inci-
dentally, no test of significance was
made.

In the second part of her experiment,
the problems involved the rearrange-
ment of the scrambled words of a final
sentence of a prose passage, the com-
pletion of three and a half lines of a
sonnet, and the location of a school
building under the constraint of mini-
Mizing,school bus mileage:No group or.
individual solved the final two prob-
lems, but on the sentence rearrange-
ment four of the five groups and three
of the seventeen individuals solved the
problem without error. An additional
group and seven individuals made just
one error which involved a word re-
versal or the placement of the word
"there." Although the errors did not
meet the _criterion of perfection, they
did not affect either the smoothness or
the sense of the sentence. Solutions, in
other words, could vary in their close-
ness to the original as theirwell as in the
adequacy. As the problem allows for
more and more different adequate solu-
tions, the criterion of absolute right or
wrong seems more and more arbitrary.
The review of the literature suggests
that the differences between groups
and individuals in decision-making may
be related not only to the nature of the
task but also to the method for evalu-
ating the quality of the solution.

In general, the more complex the
problem for decision, the more difficult
it is to flud adequate means for the ap-
praisal of its solutions. It was, indeed,
fortunate that the Air Force was con-
cerned with the appraisal of its staff
work. For wider two different con-
tracts from the Human Resources Re-
search Institute with cooperation of the
Air University,, it gave the Institute of
Psychological Research an` opportunity
to study the differentiation between the
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goodneis of solutions of groups and of
individuals for two very different kinds
of problems. At one extreme, were used
problems for which there were a known
or knowable solution. These are desig-
nated as "eureka" problems. At the
other extreme, were used problems so
complex that it would be impossible to
ascertain the complete efficacy of the

-solutions. Such complex problems are
designated as -rational),decision" prob-
lems.

An example of the rational decision
type was Wilco Air Force Base for
which a plan had to be devised to raise
the morale of airmen stationed at an
isolated Air Force Base in desert coun-
try. The base facilities weretinadequate
to care for wives and families 'clf the
airmen; the AWOL and VD rates were
unusually high; the social and recrea-
tional facilities of the nearest town,
some forty miles away, seemed limited
to gambling, drinking and prostitution.
The elected officials and the town's
leading citizens were greatly disturbed.

The usual procedure wa to admin-
ister this:problem. to individuals and to
groups, before instruction at the Air
University.' The groups' were 'ad hoc
leaderless groups of six. to eight officers,
usually majors and lieutenanGeolonels.
All solutions were to be written in fifty
minutes. The results for.sucfc, individ-
eats and ad hoc groups, J04 tively naive
in group interaction tuf pr blern solv
ing techniques, demoriqtrgtel that the
average quality of tbe, _th idual de-
cisions was superiorl 4, quality of
the average group *ism.,

The -eureka.' problems were adapted
from those used by the Of Stra-
tegic Services in :its ass ipent pro-
gram. For eiar k,' one roblem re-
quired the; forrnplati&n .o a plan of
action for'' eding a cad?e o five men
across alrtad rained with sensitive
enemy
neetrt
was pot_

kthci be
ere'd 'about

including
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beams,, ropes, discarded truck tires, etc.
The groups were ad hoc groups of four
or five Air Force officers in training,
usually junior and senior college under-
graduates. The solutions had to be ac-
complished in an hour. The results
were in sharp contrast for individuals
and for ad hoc 'groups who were also
relatively naive in group interaction
and in problem-solving techniques.
They showed that the average quality
of individual plans was markedly in-
ferior to that of the average group.

The "eureka" problems, of course,
could be assessed in terms-of an abso-
lute criterion of "Do ihe men get
across?" In fact, each different plan of
action was tried out in the real field
situation to estimate its work ability on
a pass-fail basis. In comparison, how-
ever, the goodness of the solutions for
the -rational decision" on Wilco Air
Force Base could only be estimated by
experts judging their adequacy in terms
of forseeable consequences.

The "rational decision" solutions
written for the Wilco Air Force's prob-
lern showed an unusual range. Experts
could recognize that many solutions
tended to treat just a specific symptom
of the problem; on the other hand, ex-
ports appreciated the nicety of the per-
ceptions in some of the solutions:These,
indeed, indicated not only the diagnosis'

.of the many factors in the problem blit
also an anticipation of the consequences
of the several aspects of the action plan.
The extraordinary diversity among the
solutions suggested that it would be
possible to identify the factors, diag-
nosed in the plans for alleviation of the
situation. The technique, essentially,
requires an analysis of the decisions by
broad areas and factors and by specific
courses of action.

The steps involved: first, making a
representative sampling from all de-
cisions collected; second, developing a
content analysis of each positive point
or idea - regardless of its location in each
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written decision; third, arranging in a
master scheme, the broad areas in
which each specific point could be lo-
cated; and fourth, assigning nu rical
credits to each broad area and
it to each specific point.

For instance, for Wilco Air Force
problem, 300 solutions were selected at
random. These were content-analyzed
into broad groups such as:

`Regulations and discipline
. Leadership and training
Morale and military customs
Problem solving procedures
Housing and facilities
Civilian-military relations
Passes, leave and work schedule
Recreation

Each separate point under each
broad category was identified separately
by a code number, e.g. "communicate
disciplinary policy to personnel" as
point y22, or "organize meetings arid/
Or committees of airmen to work on
problems to formulate policy" as point
411.

The content analysis based on the
reading of three hundred decisions en-
compassed more than 95% of the
points subsequently found in a second
random sample of two hundred more
decisions. The summary' of the differ-
ent points and ideas found in the five
hundred decisions constituted the basis
for the,subsequent quantification of the
quality score.

Four expert judges, after reading the
problem, assigned numerical credits
among the categories and to each point
within a category under the constraint
that the total sum for all credits wowld
-equal 100. The score for each point
was the average of the values by the
four independent judges.

Each decision, then, could be coded
according to the content analysis
scheme. \The sum of the point values
for any decision could be corfsidered
as the total quality score. Such a coding

and scoring procedure, of course, al-
lows, in addition, a frequency count of
each specific point made by individuals
or by groups as well as a separate count
of the number of broad areas in which
such points are made. It cannot be ex-
pected that any one indiVidual or
group will make all the points in the
complete master key. As a matter of
fact, the average score before instruc-
tion is about 20 with a standard devia-
tion of about 7.

There is no practical way for vali-
dating the qualify score for the solu-
tions to .a Problem as complex as Wilco
Air Force Base. Try -out of each sug-
gested decision is neither possible nor
feasible. At second beSt, one can esti-
mate whether the quality score does
correlate with the judgments of inde-
pendent experts abOut the over-all
goodness of the dedisions.

To test this, the relation between the
rank-order of fifty decisions for over-all
goodness and the quality scores was
estimated. Six competent judges, inde-
peodent of those u sed in establishing
the rating system, _arranged the deci-
sions in order from best to worst, a
process that took eae__ judge about four
_hours. The average inter-correlation
aiming the six jud s was .74 so that
the rank eoriresp Kling to the sums of
judges' ranks ir ve an estimated relia-
bility of .94. 1jje correlation between
the rank based on the sums and the
quality score was .82. For other prob-
lems, the results are equally satisfac-
tory.

In passing, it may be stated that the
reliability of coding the solutions is ex-
traordinarily high. Two independent
content analysts analyzed the fifty de-
cisions for points. The correlation be-
tween the two analysts for the quality
set/re was .97 without significant differ
ence between -the mean quality scores
or the standard deviations.

The , technique of content analysis
can be done objectively; reliably, and
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quickly. The scores are sufficiently
sensitive to allow the measurement of
the effects of instruction in problem-
solving and in group dynamics, and of
the differences between the decisions
of individuals and groups.

The results were so illuminating that
content analyses and scoring systems
were also established for the "eureka"
problems. The advantages of the con-
tent inalysis is that it allows not only-
the designation of the kinds of points
made by individuals and b_ y groups but
also serves to suggest -to teachers the
kinds of points that are often; and the
kinds that are rarely, proposed. In a
sense, a content analysis of several hun-
dred decisions is a summation of the
best of many Minds. It tends to codify
all the possible positive points for
handling a problem situation.

Against the panorama of such ideas,
every specific decision, whether of an
individual or of a group, can be ap-
praised. Not only does the content-
apalysis scheme allow for evaluation of
each such decision, but also it gives the
teacher a basis 'for making a diagnosis
of faults and errors in problem solving.
For instance, it allows the instructor to
recognize that the solver placed most of
his attention on a single factor and its
alleviation; or again, that some solvers
attack a symptom without considering
its cause; or again, that a solver made a
plan without anticipating the new duff,-
eiffties that would ensue.
- For example, the content analysis
of the "eureka" type solutions, when
utilized for contrasting those of indi-
viduals and groups, indicated that the
individuals apparently do not clic-ck
their ideas for getting across the road,
for example, as well as do groups. In
groups, each member tries to consider
the workability of each suggestion with
the consequence that poor and inade-
quate ideas are rejected. Groups, by
comparison, produce not onlyva greater

number but also more easily workable
solutions for "eureka" 'problems,

Groups before writing their solu-
tions, tend, to exercise a greater amount
of criticism of the ideas suggested by
the various members. As a:group, there-
fore, they reject, the apparently inade-
quate and the clearly wrong, Individ-
uals, however, are not quite so auto-
critical. For they do suggest fewer good
ideas and more poor and even incon-
sistent suggestions.

In the "rational decision" solutions,
the behavior of groups and of indi-
viduals 'as behavior is not very much
different, i.e, the groups are more criti-
cal of the ideas and suggestions of their
fellow-members. The result, however,
with this kind of problem tends to lead
to a reduction in the number of good
ideas actually written down, This does
not mean that good ideas were not in-
troduced into the group deliberation.
As a matter of fact, in process obser-
vation and in controlled' studies, the
group fails to specify in its 'report at
least two-thirds of the good ideas pro-
duced within the group. The individual,
however, in his less critical behavior
does record a variety of suggestions re-
lated to, different aspects of the com-
plex problem, i.e. the individual tends
to record ideas over the full range of
thd factors in the problem. In complex
probems with wide potential range of
ideas and actions the tendency within
the group toward critical review has
the effect of constraining the area in
which ideas get recorded, salvaging just
about a third of the ideas contributed
by the group. It should be stated, how-
ever, that these ideas, in general, are
the more important when appraised in
terms of the average value of the re-
corded points, i.e., dividing the total
Q.P.S. by the number of different points
recorded.

The Quality Point Score with its pre-
reqiiisite content analysts gives promise
for the appraisal of high level executive
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decisions, those by the individual ex-
ecutive, or by staffs, or by an interac-
tion of an executive with staffs. A corn-
plex problem really extends a good
executive: he must appraise the situa-
tion, discriminate, and identify the es-
sential factors, and-then innovate plans
and strategy for handling the situation.
The Q.P.S. provides a basis for the
appraisal of the thinking of individuals
and of groups. As such it emphasizes
the product more than the process.
Inference from the quality of the prod-
uct, however, leads to useful hypothe-
ses about group and individual prob-
lem-solving and decision-making.

As a method, it is different from one
that askis the individual or the group to
select Aom a limited number of alter-
natives, a single best plan or action.
The difference inheres in giving credit
for the'actual number of ideas recorded.

The Q.P.S., therefore, for evaluation of

the so-called "higher mental processes"

is a method of greater scope and
greater significance. Of cottrae objec-
tive tests have been, and could be,
produced based on the selection from
among alternatives; and, obviously the
results of suelitests will correlate quite
highly with -a Q.P.S. appraisal. Yet, in

a. sense, the objective tests do not esti-
mate adequately the ability of an in-
dividual or of a group to produce ideas,
to innovate plans, and to evidence orig-
inality in policy or, concept.

DesiraBle as machine scoring- may
be, it should not obscure the fact that
tfiv quality of high' level decision-
making lies not only in the selection.
from among alternatives but also in the
capacity for developing the altern 'yes

to be considered.
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

r. Langmuir raised several ques-
: one with regard to the make-up

the groups, a second with regard'to
variability of responses ,in the tivo
tions, and a third As ,.to whether
moults which indicated a superior-

the individual over the. group
rnigf possibly have been an artifact
'of the scoring system. Dr. Lorge indi-
cated that officers had been assigned.,
to groups systematically from a roster;
that there had been a greater variability
of response for individuals, with the
best individual solution,better than the
best group solution brit iwiti . the poor-
est individual Oliitioriheing distinctly
inferior to the Vo&rest group solution;
and that he did not believe the results

e an artifact of the scoring pro-
toe. Dr. Lorge further stated that
group recorder screened out some

of the ideas of members of the group,
and kept them from getting into the
record.

Dr. Andrews point out that the
recorder's actions might have led to an
apparent smaller variability of response
for the group, and wondered whether

tape recordings might indicate to what
extent ideas given in the group situa-
tion had not appeared in the record
kept by the group leader. Dr. Lorge
then repdrted that for the several group
sessions which had been tape recorded,
sonic: two- thirds of the ideas observable
in the discussions had not appeared in
the group's record. In part, this appar-
.,en shrinkage in number of ideas arose
Out of the group's ability to reject ob-
vialisly wrong or distinctly poor ideas.

Dr. Spencer referred to some work
of Office ofSvategic Service's indi-
eating that.tkejsiore 'forceful a person,'
the more successfUl he was in 'intro-
ducing his id as into a group discussion.

Dr. Burk wondered whether the
group had ech handicapped by the
shortness ''d the time and mad_e the
point that rejection of poorfl4gi might
be` as important as the acceptance of
good ones. Dr. Lorge replied that when
he had vied longer time limits more
ideas were obtained both from indi-
viduals and from groups, but that the
difference between groups and individ-
uals nevertheless tended to persist.
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REMARKS OF T

I wouLD LIKE to discuss a defirV ion of
terms. What do we mean by, profile
analysis? A profile is commonly con-
sidered to be a sort of collection of
mountains and valleys arranged in a
row. A typical problem in profile anal-
ySis involves the comparison of two
such mountain ranges with, a view to
obtaining some measurement of their
degree of similarity.

This is not an unreasonable way to
look at- the imablem; however, I think
it will , be better to approach profile
analysis 'from another point of view. If ,,,,.

',v have the profile on 30 tests of each
of 360 _individuals, these profiles repre
sent' apu- :_ce.t.w ofi thirty measurements
each. t,Leh a.ietdf ,data ris precisely the
subject inalleti Of :a izrtpoch..of 'statistics
called multivariate analysis. I suggest,

en, that the problems 'of -profile anal-
, ysis are no more nor less than the prob

I of modern multivariate analysis:,
L me mention very briefly afew.'.

of th problems and techniques of mul- ;
tivari- e analysis, -Suppose I walk into
my ce one morning and find upon
my desk the scores of 300 individuals
on each of 30 tests. What procedures
are available for dealing with these
data?

One important function of statistics',
is to redilee a large, confusing collet ,- '

tion of measurements to a smaller, Mere
manageable Set of numbers. I might-,
apply the principle component methed,
of, factor analysis and derive perhaps %

five, or ten measures for each individual

HE CHAIRMAN
,-:- .-

Which would convey virtually all- the
-iriformation present in the original set
of '',.i,hirty measures. A different but

Nous method of approach might
be to use an appropriate method of in-.
verse factor analysis to show, that for
certain purposes the 300 individuals
tested may be usefully grouped.into 10
distinctive types so that for certain
purposes it is no longer necessary to
eensider each individual separately.
., So far', 1 have mentioned two tech-
niques of multivariate analysis which
r9.y.-be applied when there is no hy-

'pothesis
and no further information

available, beyond the iiaie set, of data.
Suppose' next,' that-. some of the ex-

aminees mii.Y. be identified. as clerks,
and some of them: as mechanics: 'First
of art it is likely to -be appropriatp to-7
use Hotelling's 17 "Test to determine
whether or not the -two grodps can be
shoWn to be significantly different-from -:

feach other on the basis f the test ---

scores available. This stab 'cal test
simply the multivariatj analog of the
usual test of the difference between two
means. Hotelling's T, Test may also be
used tryleterrnine 'r,hether or not it is
plausiPle to assume that a certain in-
diiiicliiht 1 'i4; member of a certain group
A relateatbut more complicated prob-

Iern is' that of determining to which of
two or more groups a certain individual
most plausibly belongs. This is the maid'
.Problem discussed today by Dr. Tiede-,-
mann.
'. A somewhat different' problem is the
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following: ugh, we may be able
to show, ,ding all 30 available scores,
that suctesSfal Arrily officers can be dis-
criminated ;froth: unsuccessful Army
officers vr& may' be unwilling to con-
sider each of '.these 30 scores individu
ally, We vicaild!!!W some index for

miniiizingthe information contained
these 3% seores-.hisofar as it relates

tt; ..discrirpipating between a successful
and an ,unsuccessful officer. This is one
tat the problems discussed today by Dr.
Ariderhalter.'

,Dr.,,Tiedeman has given us a very
clear-clescription' of an important and
preotleac procedure in profile analysis.
I should like to mention briefly certain
further :problems. Dr. Tiedeman can
tell us which of two or more groups a
certain 'individual most resembles on
the basis of thp data at hand. Such a
statement, he will be The first to admit,
does not necessarily exactly parallel the
best possible recommendations for a
vocational choice or for a job assign-
ment. Even from a pUrely statistical,
point of view, a person 'making a- voca-
tional choice should consider not only'
the degree of similarity between himself
and other members of each vocational
group, but he shouliralS6 consider the
following information, if it is available:
1): the number of job- or

.

openings in each 'field,. 3). the proba-
bIlity of success in :each vocation, and
3) tbe rewards of success in each voca-
tion;-Given-sufficient data on these con-
siderations, the whole problem is arnea7

:.:able to treatment by modern st;itis.ri91
deciiion theory.

.Without discussing recent statistical
theory,' we are all aware of the fact
that it we have availahleisome -measure
of the or the.degvu'Of sne.ccss
of eacirof Dr; Tiedemon's' mechanics
and clerk typists,' we can by multiple
correlatiorixiietheds, obtain some State-
ment predicting: the probable '-Sliceess
or degree of success of a given exam-

,

inee if he becomes a mechan
clerk typist.

In many situations, one would prefer
the information given by such predict`
tion to the information given.by a cen-
tour score;:cif course, it ,would undoubt-
edly be still- better to have both kinds ,
of information. Good measures of the
success or the degree of success of large
numbers of people working on the job
are in practice very difficult if not im-
possible to obtain, .srititre-Dr. Tiede-
nian's procedures will doubtless be of,
widespread practical use. hr case cri-
terion -data pre .available, however, it
should not surprise us if the conclusions
reached making use of- this additional
criterion. infonnation are somewhat
different than the conclusions reached
without this information: Additional
relevant information is by definition,
always capable of yielding improved
conclusions.

Suppose .that in the foregoing situa-
tion we are given still further informa,
tion. Suppose, in fact, that we are given
the number of vacancies in each job
area, and that we are required to select
individuals ..to fill the specifle4_vacan-
cies. Here wc. have-what, is 'ofteif Called.
the multiple selection problems yarionS
solutions to this problem are available,
tending to maximize in some` sense the
net success or the net product of the
totality of assignments,

should point out that the problems
of prefire analysis are. not all easily,
sol4d.by'eurrently available statistic:II,
techniques. If the data at Inuid do not
have a multivariate normal distribution,
and cannot he transformed so as to have
such a distribution, serious difficulties
arise.

It is frequently asserted, epecially
among personality psychologists, that
it is not enough to,work with an aver-
age of the test scores of the. examinees.
On the contrary, one must pay attention
to the pattern.r.tif SOres, considering
each score individually in relation to
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each of '610 others.. The rneaninkOE behavidifrof the data in such a situation,
yen score on the first variahle changes these hypotheses can probably be tested
cording" score observed on the fairly readily. IF however, he must rely

second Varig3Ie.! This into 'ouview is on the data to suggest hypotheses to
clearly represented, for example, by him, and if the number of variables in
di&-iniktenee_upimifihe_use_ofxnultiple_the_profilejs_morett,han_two_o
cutting scores for the selection of exam- then any thoroughgoing investigation
inees, rather than the use of a corn-
posite or average score. In the field of
profile analysis, this point of view
would require in the limit that each
shape or 'pdttern of profile 'should be
considered separately from every other
shape or fitterp of profile.

If the piychelOgist is adamant in his
insists de that each measure in a pro-
file has &different meaning depending
on the value of every other measure in
the profile, it is then clear that we are
oat dealing with a normal multivariate
distribution. If the psycholog,ist can set
up specific hypotheses predicting the

will requirehuge numbers of cases and
an amount, of labor that often sur-
pais - even the potential capacities Qf
eleetranic computing Nuipment. '

Dr7Anderhalter's report is relevant
to this problem. His group 'made a care-
ful, intensive, and persiitent effort to
deal With the individoal patterns of
their profiles. With his particular data,
however: the ost satisfactory results
were ,obtaine by the use of the linear
discriminant 4uetion. The linear dis-
criminant furkhon is, of course, nothing
more nor Wss than an 4.optimally
weighted average of the testscores.
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AN APPLICATION OF PROFILE SIMILARITY E U-I/0513ES
TO RORSCHACH DATA ON 061 MARIN ORPS

OFFICER CANDIDATES

IN nus paper I shall present the re-
salts obtained when applying several
trtethods of profile analysis to Rorschach

-data collected in a Marine,Corps officer
selecti9n situation. The emphasis in-

pd Here is not so much upon the
s had conclusions concerning dais"

rneasurfrig instrument ap-
this selected situation, but

rather, upon the compamtive-eilechve-
nessas empirically demonstrated -of
airalyain thliTyFe of data in terms of
profiles of scores instead of as isolated
party along with a comparative evalu-
ation of the several methods of profile

ysis applied.
. To make the- results obtained per7

haps a little more interesting I will re-
view briefly the method of Rorschach
administration and scoring used as
well as its setting m the Marine Corps
screening program. The test is admin-
istered through a group free association
method. Cards are placed on a projec-
tor in only one position for three niip-
utes. Between 15 to 18 individuals at
a. time write out free responses to the
cards. Folkiwing the administration, in-
diviclual inqufries are made, these aver-

-,aging about 20 minutes for each indi-,
The psychologists making the

inquiries total all responses and do the
main portion of all scoring, although
the computing of ratios; listing of
scores d similar tasks are done by

clerks under supervision. nit. scoring
system used is essentially that of Klop-
fer, with Beck's "popUlars." Some
mddifications, primarily in terms of the
ratios used, were made by the psy--
chologists involved. In all, a total of
40 separate scores are recorded for
each individual, ,

The candidates included in the
screening program are all selected Grn

the enlisted ranks of the Marine Corps,
some from combat, some from training
programs; and others de-
pots. Selection for the screening pro-.,
gram is made on the basis of Various,
combinations of GCT scores and-cols:7--
lege training, plus the recommendatioa-;
of the Commanding Officer. The lowest'
allowable GCT is 110, with a college
degree. This group makes up a vefy
small portion of the total involved. The

;minimum GCT score required without
any college training is 120, along withc
successful completion of a college
equivalenCe test.

The screening program itself runs
three weeks, with the, major emphasis
being placed upon field type problems,
grroup discussions, and a wide variety
of stress situations. Peer ratings, socio-
metric ratings, and many standardized
tests are assigned to each section of
about 15 candidates each week. At the
end of tl e screening program; the three
assess° who have .observed each
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grolip rte (for or rejection
of ,eath candidate, as does the corn-
nianelhig officer. Psychological results
are utilized primarily in situations in

bothe4 voters disagree, and then
ag'cal

In no instance does
o See Rorschach protocols.

Ttiose Passing the screening program
are recommended for commissioning.
Following, cortimissioning, all officers
allient approximately 20 weeks of Basic
School, after which they are graded
on linderstip 'Ind academic
aiding. All rading .fis done by ob-
servers.

estimates of leadership are
'weighed heavily in the screening pro-
gaso, selection.of the criterion groups
take this into ,accaunt. Dichotomous

'on oups were established, with
on consisting of those -individ-
uals rejected .after the screening pro-
gram, +and the other group consisting
of individuals receiving a leadership
'grade of at least 90 following basic
training. The manner in which rejec-
tions were made in the screening course
and in which grading was done at Me
end oftbasic school, permitted limited
contamination in-so-far as the Ror-
schach is concerned. So far only a
small sample of cases, is,available upon
which to cheelc the suitability of the
immediate criterion used but the result
is favorable. 'A correlation of .33
,(which is signific/nt) has been ob-
tained between overall screening re-
sults and Korean combat ratings.

It should be pointed out that the
Tiorschachas used in the situation,

I is_ mg called Avon to discriminateb
within a very select group. A vast rra
jority of the individuals involved haxe
GCT scores above 120, and all were
originally recommended by their corn-
mandirIg officers as good officer po-
tential. The criterion groups are, there-

,
fore, the extreme* of p already
selected in terms of abi eadership,
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and other characteristics ordinarily con-
sidered to be assbeilt

ffier.
ed with a success-

ful oc'tore attempting to analyze the
Rorschach data as profiles, tests of sig-

- 'acme°, were-applied-to-each-of-the
40 scores and ratios separately. Of the
40 measures only one differentiated be-
tween the criterion groups, and . this
barely at the 5%© level of cerifidence.
In view of the fact that one would-ex-
pect more than twice this number of
scores to discriminate at this . level.
through the operation of chance, it ap-
pears safe to conclude that none of the
40 Rorschach scores independently dif-
ferentiates between leaders and non-
leaders as defined', in this situation,

The' first difficulty encountered in
analyzing the data as profiles stemmed
from the lack of equivalence of scales.
In a strict sense, the Rorschach raw
scores did not constitute a profile, since
with the raw scores, it was impossible
to say whether an indiVidual scored
"higher" on the D scale than on the M
scale, etc. To Overcome thig difficulty
all 40 scores and ratm,ior had to be con-
verted to- some corn scale. In this
process Rorschach data for 2161 indi-
viduals were utilized. These individuals
had all been the Marine Corps
screening program in the past three
years. The distributions- included those
accepted and commissioned as well as
those who were rejected for any reason.
The raw scores were converted to
normalized standards scores' with a
mean of 100 and a standard deviation
of 20. Since these standard scores were
based upon inilividualS going through
the screening4 program over a period of
years, and since the standards fornul-
mating candidates to the program have
not changed, these scores were con-
sidered representative of individuals
who might later enter the screening
program.

It should be pointed out that is
procedure places no restrictions upon

7
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e profiles of individualssuch as
equalizing means or variances. It was

'still possible for any one individual to
have all low scores, all high scores, or
any :ttering of scores.

paper is to illustrate the application of
profile-similarity techniques, it might
be well to refer briefly to a number of
other analyses that were made possible
through the )conversion to standard
scores. First,(raw scores for each indi-
vidual were converted to standard
scores , and the median score was com-
puted for each individual in- the cri-
terion groups. Tests of significance,
when applied to the two resulting dis;
tributions, showed no significant differ
ence between the groups. This might
be expected since "elevation" of profile
has, been associated with intelligence,
and all individuals in the two groups
have CCT ,scores near, or above, 120.

Another study involved the scatter-
ing of scores in individual profilesor
the flatness of profiles. For each indi-
vidual, the range from the 5th through
the 35th score in the profile was deter-
minedi.e., the 5th highest, and the
.5th lowest scores. Distributions of these
ranges were formed separately for the
two criterion doups. As in the case of
the previous study, no significant differ-
ence was observed between the two
groups in this respect.

A third study involved the individual
Rorschach scores. The 40 scores for
each individual were ranked from 1 to
40 on the basis of the standard scores.
Distributions of ranks were then
formed separately for each of the 40
scores, and for both criterion groups.
Tests of significance were then applied
to determine whether any score or
scores differed significantly in position
in a profile for the two groups. Signifi-
cance was obtained for one-fourth of all
scores. In view of the non-significance
of individual scores when tested using
raw scores, this evidences the fact that

similar raw scores for members in the
criterion groups might often differenti-
ate if considered in relation to other
scores in the profile.

The first attempt to analyze the data
a profileintended as a screening

deviceutilized all 40 Rorschach meas-
ures. Essentially it consisted of first
sorting the 40 scores for etch individ-
ual into a limited number-of categories
on the basis of the standard scores; next
attempting to locate a sort which
would be typical of candidates n the
high criterion group; then findi the
Q-correlation between each indi ual
sort and this typical sort; and finally,
noting any difference:, which might
occur between such Q-correlations for
members in the two criterion groups.
It was recognized that the use of the
Q-correlation results_ in equalizing both
means and variances in the patterns of
all .indiViduals, whichwhen profiles
being compared are flatwould tend
to emphasize differences as well as
any errors of measurement. However,
the -previous analysis involving the
range of profiles indicated that the
scatter of individual patterns . varied
only slightly over all individuals. Based
upon the 40 scores in a profile, the
variability of the flattest profile did not
differ significantly from the variability
of the profile with the widest range of
scores. The effect of equalizing means
and variances consequently Would have
an only negligible effect upon the out-
come's of the analysis.

The sort itself consisted of 9 cate-
gories, with the highest score in the
first category, the three next highest
scores in the scond category, and the
next highest 5, '7, 8, 7, 5, 3, and 1
scores in the next 7 categories respec-
tively, The use of a normal sort 'was
used primarily to facilitate interpreta-
tion of the resulting correlations.

The typical sort of the high group
was determined by computing the
mean sort of each score for the top
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criterion .group, and then sorting the
scores on the basis of these means. This
method did not allow for the possible
occurrence of several typical sorts; how-

.ever, the fact that the distribution of
theLALsoaresfor the top cri-

terion group was unhnoclal gave some
support to the assumption of a unique
sort.

The disitibtitions of the Q-correla-
tions obtained from the two groups
were irregular, however a cut-off' point
was readily observable at the point
4-.35. The 2 x 2 table in the upper left
hand corner of the sheet previously
passed out illustrates the extent of the'
discrimination obtained. If a tetrachoric
coefficient of correlation were com-
puted for this table, its value would
be +AO.

It was noted, however, that most of
the discriMination occurred in the mid-
dle range of scores. Below a Q-correla-
tion of .19 exactly the same number of
candidates in each group could be
found, while4for a Q-correlation above
.50 the two groups differed by only 1
frequency.

When the same procedure was ap-
plied to independent criterion groups,
using the same typical sort, the results
were inconsistent with the original
analysis. The Q-correlations classified
in the same 2 x 2 table as previously
used yielded the results given in the
upper right hand corner of the sheet
in your hands. Here, a tetrachoric r, if
computed, would actually yield a slight
minus value. It was felt that the disap-
pointing results of this analysis,, might
be due in major part to the fact that
many of the 40 scores used were indi-
vidually unreliable. For further analy-
ses it was decided to limit the number
of variables.

The exact basis for selection of scores
among the 40 available, presented a
real problem. It has already been dem-
onstrated that stores which do not dis-

criminate individually might be 'la

value; Rather than, use individual in-
dices of discrimination, the basis fot
selection was made so as to best meet
the assumptions involved in the analy-
ses that were to follow. The 40 scores
were fusty screened on the basis of re-
liability, While, no conventinrerlreli-
ability coefficients were available for
the Rorschach as used in this situation,
a previous study had been completed
wherein 100 records were independ-
ently re-inquired. Coefficients resulting
from this analysis might be called
"rater" or "scorer" reliabilities. Alter
retaining only those scoring categories
with coefficients of .80 or greater, 17
categories which were at least poten-
tially reliable remained. I should empha-
size the fact that scores of known un-
reliability were rejected, rather than
the different procedure of accepting
those of known high reliability.

Next, all intercorrelations among the
17 remaining scores were computed.
Through a trial and error method, 11

scores were selected as, being relatively
independent of each other. The aver.-
age' correlations, based upon the ten
correlations of each variable with each
of the other variables, ranged from
.045 to +.140, with 9 of the eleVen

groups being below +.100. Only 3
individual intercorrelations making up
the averages were above .40, and only
7 of the intercorrelations were above
.30. Eleven Rorschach scoring cate-
gories were thus available which had
been screened for reliability and which
were relatively independent. Two
separate analyses were then performed
using these 11 scores.

In the first of these, the profile for
each individual was represented as a
point in, 41 dimensional space follow--

ing Cronbach and Cleser's geometric
model. Orthogonal axis were justified
in view of the low intercorrelations of
variables. The procedure planned in-
volved locating a point in this space
which might be typical of high leader-
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ship, and then determining the distance
of each point for the two criterion
groups from this point. The distance
measure used was Crgnbach and
Gleser's D.

The cetro the high
criterion group was selected as the
typical leadership profile. As in the ease
of the preceding analysis, this did not
allow for the possibility oE several, typi-
cal leadership profilesyAgain, however,
the uniniodal distribution of each of
the 11 scores gave some assurance to

assumption of a unique typical pro-
le.

When D was obtained for all mein-.
bers in each group, the conventional
test of significance was applied.
non-leaders tended to be farther from
this typical profile than did the leaders,
but the difference was not statistically
significant. An examination of a rium-
ber of individual profiles suggested that
a good many profiles for which th D's
'were almost identical, differed con-
siderably in the patterning of .scores.
Thus, one might have a standard score
of 120 on the rust variable and 80 on
the second while a second profile might
have the scores in reverse. Should the
typical coordinates be 100 for each of
these two variables in question, the dis-
tance measure would be the same.
What would differ would be the direc-
tion of the profile from the typical pro-
file. In the ease of ordinary correlation
between variables this direction would
be an artifact of the order in whiCh the
individuals names were listed, but here
a real difference might be meaningful..
Consequently, it was decided to use
some direction indicator along with the
distance measure as a possible means

obtaining a more discriminative
asure.

bile directional cosines would have
ded an exacting measure, they
ruled out as impractical for the
r of variables involved. Instead,

a series of signed values were utilized.
The distribution of each score was di-
vided at plus and minus 1 probable
deviation., Scores above a Plus 1 prob-
able deviation were given-a plus sign;
those below a minus .1 probable clevia-
uon were given a minus sign and tbeie
in between were scored-zero. The di-
rectional measure was further limited
by the decision to use only three di-
mensions rather than the 11. While
these decisions resulted in a coarser
measure of direction than Airectional
cosines, they were dictated by practical
necessity.

Since it was possible that a com-
bination of variables found to disprimi-
nate in terms'of direction might not
discriminate as well when considered
with a distance measure: or an, one
which did not discriminate
might discriminate when considered
with distance, the two measures were
' considered simultaneously. For this
purpose, the distance measure was
categorized into one of three intervals
on the same basis as were the individ-
ual scores. In all, the use of three
scores, each divided into 3 categories,
and the distance measure divided into
three groups, resulted in 81 break-
downs. The were made in-
dependently for each possible com-
bination of 3 variables among the 11
variables. For each of these break-
downs, frequencies- were noted for the
two criterion groups.

As a means of selecting the one
'combination of variables that best dif-
ferentiated ketween the criterion
groups, the statistic used was:

D
sum sq. of

where D is the difference between fre-
quencies in comparable cells in the
tables for the two criterion groups.
While not an exact test of significance

and not intended as one since its
purpose was to select the best among
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tiros% available---1 would result in the
selection of the combination for which
the ratio of difference to variance of
difference is the greatest. The statistic,
is somewhat comparable to the test of

xignifi etween correlated vari-
ables except that the absolute e
ence is used.

Because the data were put in 81
categories, the combination selected
had many categories with small fre-
quencies. The method used to combine
these categories consisted in combining
the -directional breakdowns systemati-
*cally until at least 5% of the sample
fell in each remaining category. This
process, was applied only to the top
criterion group, the grouping arrange-
ment from the upper group.being ap-
plied to data from the lower group. A
total of 12 categories resulted, involv-
ing the three signed variables and the
distance Measure. When Chi-square

is a lied 'to, the frequencies for the
direr rr rips"'significance beyond
the .00I.! evel of confidence was ob-

'f

tart-le:1Q 4 '- ?

4.1- Prtabahilities': werq computed for
he-i3tegory,, in, each case in terms of

`the -Probabilit a candidate being
rejected Tfiedii- preballiliti6s.':-'ranged
from .23 to .67 for We, varifms cote'

gorier.
Independent criterion groups were

selected and frequencies for the same
12 categories tabulated separately for

the two groups. gain probabilities
wee computed fo each of the cate-
goes. The compar -on of probabilities
obtained are sho on the front side
of the materials previously handed out.
The distributions given are those of
probabilities from original and cross
validation groups for the 12 categories.
The product moment correlation coeffi-

cient computed between those proba-
bilities is +.442, pointing out contder-
able consistency of results.

The final analysis made involved the
use of the linear discriminant function
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to the same II variables used in the
preceding analysis. The raw scores on
these variables were used rather than
standald scores to facilitate later use.
I might mention that the IBM equip-
ment in New York was very useful in

anaWThe sftnultanemis-solution
of the eleven equations involved was
completed in about 6 minutes at a total
cost of $35.

The scale of measurement resulting
when the final equation was applied to
individual profiles ranged from approxi-
mately soo, to +1100. The differ-
ence between the means for the two
criterion groups was significant beyond
the .001 level of confidence.

Scores were grouped, this time in
terms of regular intervals of 100, and
probabilities of rejection were obtained
for each interval. In view of the more
regular trend noted in these probabili-
ties, they were plotted, and a smooth
curve fitted, to the points. On the sec-
ond sheet the materials the heavy
smooth curve is the resultant curve,
yielding probabilities of rejection corre-
sponding to scores obtained from the
discriminant equation.

A new sample of upper and lower
-'groups (N -'100 in each group) was
again selected, and the discriminant
equation applied to each member of
the criterion groups. Scores were classi-
fied in the same categories as those
used previously, and probabilities were
determined for each category. The
irregular line plotted on the same area
as the smooth curve in the diagram on
the second sheet presents the results of
this cross validation. 7

The distributions below the graph
are the probabilities from the original
analysis and the cross validation. The
first column of probabilities were read
from the smoothed graph, and the sec-
ond column of probabilities represent
actual probabilities from the cross vali-

dation. The-product moment coefficient
of correlation between actual probabili-



ties i.e. not Utilizing
curve, but the irregular
both analyses) was +.82

It should be borne in
while this correlation is
cross-validation, it primarili

o tsliertce
rather than validity.
properly should be in terMs',i3
Lion efficiency in this tketl
means of estimating the
this purpose the smoo
tainedin the original study

predict success or failure."
ty of predicting success

without the use of the ROM
50% since there were an
bar of candidates in ea.
indiyiduals with a prollitbility
bove 50% were precil

and all individuals wit
of failure below 50% '.'(v
successes. With this fir urei
60.5% were fir
cross validation &mi mnt). ew:,
provement in pr c Was .,10,5,
or 21%. 1.11 a mbrtr.

a ent of about .61 would
rde the ..same amount of improve-
.

In :prediction. This figure is per-
fitter estimate of the validity

than the previous wire's-
robabilities.

preceding results, we have
he use of a group of vari-
of which individually dis-

between the criterion groups,
intiate when considered as a

the profile measures use
e lirfear discriminant function ap-

ad'to be most satisfactory for the
eat ,situation. The use of Cronbach
oicer.s D when associated with

SOM6,. directional 'measure, provided
cant discrimination; however, it

I lcely that the use of a more exacting
iieetional measure would have im-

p Ved the discrimination effected by
this- measure. It is likely that the more
sensitive weighting system involved in
the linear discriminant functionwhich
reflects direction.as well as distance

a- 4 a primary determinant of its superi-
tion involving prochict-nmilieriecurrelv, ; ority td the other methods used here.
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Proble and Procedure in Profile Analysis

A MODEL FOR THE PROFILE PROBLEM*

NOT LX.98 MAN five papers (2, 5, 8, 10,
12) published_doring the pastfive years
are introduced by a statement that psy-
chologists are increasingly becoming in,
Wasted' in the problem of studying the
similarity of the psychological 'profile
of an individual to some reference pro-.
file. This 'independent collaboration of
interest in the problem is reassuring to

person like myself who has been
working on this problem for the past
year This work is being conducted by
the EduCeslonat Amara Corporation
tgale-k.§_ont4ct:bgtWeen the Corpora-
tion tinil the Ifriked'silites Government,
tnpresented by Dr. Lloyd G. Humph-
reys, Dir or of -Research, Personnel

Research boratory, Human Resources
Research enter, Laeldand Air Force
Base. Professor Phillip J. Rulon of
Harvard University is the principal in-
Vektig4tur for this project. I ,om in-
t:W*1'0, Professor Rulon for many of
tbn.idsei discussed in this paper. How-

ever,- -itsPertsibility:: ter" these '_remark
is conliletely Mine. .' '

Cronbach and bleser (5), and Kogan
(10) indicate that psychological pro-
files -Alp studied for several reasons.
Howeve, the lists in both of these pa-
pers have the comparison of an indi-
vidual with a group as a ccnnmon pur,
pose. In the short time available, I

shall deal with just this problem. I do
this ,not only became a model for a
set :.-of . observations on individuals
grouped together by some ,,common
known characteristic or characteristics

6

is useful for vocational guidance, psy-
chological diagnosis and prognosis, and
anthropology, but also because any
treatment of data designed to isolate
types when the classification is unknown
should consistent with ,thil model
approp to when the i ekts'sification is

known.
In older to reason from a''abncrete

example, let us presume that the Air
Force has adMinisterecl experimentally
an Activity Preference Inventory to all
airmen inducted during a given month.
The Activity Preference Invent'ory has
a scale consisting pf thirty pen of an-
tivitieg, one member Of the pair being
an indoor activity rd the other mem-
ber of the pah- Being an outdoor-ac-
tivity. Each au-than must indicate
preference for one activity of each pair.
The score is the number of preferences
for outdoor activities. The rInventorY
also has a econd set of 35 pairs of ae-
tivities,,,RM.3 member of the pair being
a solitary activity, and the other mem7

. ber of the pair being a convivial ac
tivity. Airmen must indicate preference
for one or the other activity in each
pair and the score is the number of

*This research was supported in whole
or in part by the United States Alt For::
under Contract No. AF 18(600)-361 too
toted by Director of Research, Personnel
Research Laboratory, Lacichu2d Mr Force
Base, San Anto0o, Texas. Pernaisiton is
granted for rbprocluction,_translation, pub-
heat:Ion, use and disposal iIn whhle or in
part by or for the -United States -Cove.re--
moat.
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Keferences Tor convivial activities.
Thus, each airman has two scores, X,
and X,.
' The scores on the ' divan Preference
Inventory are not' ade available to

-- -cars g_thecar
counseling of the ainneil. Each airman
is counseled and assigned to an Air
Force specialty in the ordinary manner.
After a time sufficient for airmen to as-

' same duties of their specialties and for
the Air Force to judge its Satisfaction
with the performance of the airmen in
their specialties, airmen.,00'svere sates:

'. fed, with and were performing satis-
factoriy in a specialty were classified
aecor4ng tothat specialty. G groups or
spec `resulted fr m this classifica-
Cone ded the ivariate distribw:,
fiicsf each special are not all -coin--
cidental, the Air For e now has data
for inferring the regio of an outdoor
and.convivial activity preference refer-
ence plane from which later satisfactory
and satisfied airmen in each of these G
specialties arise. From information snake
as this we wish to determine the'ditrii:...-"
larity of the outdoor and convivial 'ac-
tivity preferences of a new airitian to
the outdoor and convivial activity pref-
erences of air-mere; later satisfied with,
and satisfactorily Performing in, each
of the G specialties

Now consider the case of Tom Basic,
who when tested atq induction indi-
cated preference for 18 outdoor and 19
convivial activities. If we define a test
plane by constructing Cartesian refer-
ence axes such as those in-, Figure I, we
may indicate all the `information con-
cerning the outdoor and convivial ac-
tivity preferences itf Tom Basic by
placing a point in the test plane at the
intersection of a line parallel to the
convivial axis through the point repre-
senting 18 outdoor activity preferences
and a line parallel to the outdoor axis
through the point representing 19 con-
vivial activity preferences. The informa-
tion that Tom Basic'prefers 18 outdoor
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and 19 convivial activities en called
the coordinates of the point for Tom
Basic. Thus, the scores X1 where i takes
the values 1 and 2 define a point in the
test plane. Cronbach has referred to

_model in at least threa_of his_pa-
pers (3, 4, 5). Cattell (1) refers to the
model in his book on personality,
Osgood and Suci (12) found the model
useffil, in resolving some of the ,prob-
lems concerned in the analysis , of
semantic data and Gaier and Lee (8)
mention the model in a recent
This form of representatiorilArthe set
of scores is familiar to psychologists,
silke they have been making Ratter,
diagrams for some time However, it
seems to be only recerW,that consist-

- eat attention has been given to this
conceptualization of the profile of an
airman.

We may of course, indicate the two
coordinates for Tom Basic on parallel
reference axes as in Figure 2. If we do
this, we have .a profile.

Let us suppose, tat among the atr-
-,_0:orpfri,`,ttie'Air Force adminis

tered the ActiV#Y1Preference Inventory
experimentally;.:"W,of them later be-
came satisfadtery and satisfied Clerk-
Typists. The'records of outdoor and
convivial activity preferences of these
85 airmen are sorted from theireeords
for all the airmen tested in tha,experi-
ment and recorded in a roster.soth
that of Table 1 If the oiitdoor and con-

. vivial activity preferences:ofthese later
satisfactory and satlifiedlerkTypists
are taken from Table 1 and enclosed in
two sets: of parallel lines as they are in
Figure' 3, and ff the labels for rows and
eolurtms are deleted, the result is called
a .niatrix. The score matrix which has
been designated X, in Figure 3 conveys
exactly the same information as the
roster for Clerk-Typists reported in ,

Table 1. The matrix, however, has an
advantIge over the roster in Table I;
it immediately implies that the patrs of
numbers like (10, 22), (14, 17), and
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so on, a coordinates of 85 poles in
the test plane; Cartesian representation
of the matrix is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4 represents all information
available to the -Air Force concerning

of reasi ref
outdoor and convivi activity or

later presence in, satisfaction with, and
satisfactory performance in, the Clerk-
Typist specialty. The figure suggests:
(1) that later satisfactory and satisfied
Clerk-Typists tend to be found in the
nprier left portion of the test plane; (2)
that the joint .prefekences for outdoor
and convivial activities of later satis-
factory and satisfied Clerk-Typists are
more dense in the region of the test
plane near the centroid of the Clerk-

ist group; (3) that the density of
outdoor and convivial activity prefer-
ences of Clerk yypists becomes less as
one moves in all directions from the
centroid; and (4) that dispersion along
the new reference axis labelled z, is
more widespread; than' clispersior along
the new reference axis

We noted earlikr ,that a profile re-
sulted from representation of the co
ordinates of the outdoot and convivial
activity preferences of 'TOM Basic on
parallel reference aims. Ih a similar way
we may form die profiles of outdoor and
convivial activity preferences for each
of the 85 Clerk-Typists as in Figure 5.
However, in Figure 5 we have not con-
nected the outdoor activity coordinate
Of each airman with his convivial ac-
tivity coordinate. Therefore, it is im-
possible to tell in Figure .5 which out-
door activity preferences are associated
with which convivial activity prefer-
ences. Hence, we have Profile Problem.
1: How may the joint preferences of
each airman be represented To repre-
sent the, joint preference of each airman
on a profile results in such a mess be-
tween the two profile stalks that the
profile for Tom Basic when plotted with
respect to the profiles for Clerk-Typists
becomes obscure.

Because of this fact; we frequently
indicate only two penfilesrhen we wish
to compare the profile Thr Tom Basic
with those for Cleik-typists. .Tlle two
profiles are the profit far Tom Basic
and the profile for the centroid of the

aipasindicated-en Fig
ure a Figure 8 suggests immediately
Profile Problem 2: How may the simi-
larity of an airman to airmen in a par-
ticular specialty be ressed? In order
to answer this es let us note first
that all of the 8 airmen whose outdoor
and gonv a tivity preferences are
represente in a test plane in Ffgure
4 and on profile axes in Figure 5 have
the same label. Each onee'.of these 85
airmen is a later satisfactory and satis-
fied Clerk-Typist. And yet,- Figures 4
and 5 indicate that these 85 airmen ex-
pressed outdoor and convivial activit
preferences at the time of induction
that were neither coincidental nor col-
linear. This condition has occurred so
frequently in my, experience and4I am
sure in yours -is well that I suggest:we
-accept it sunireaeiie it and even give...
it the fonnal 'naine,.!-exiorn." Lees have
the axickO'reair ai follows:

Axioth 1.7-,oints 'representing pairs
of Ptychological ahservations on ah--
men groopect.accoiding to a common
designation` will ordinarily' be dis-
persed about the centroid,in a space
of dimensionality two.

This axiom does no more than formalize
for bivariate data the principles of in-
dividual differences and reliability that
most of us emcee.

Application of this axiom to the ex-
ample under . discussion reaps in a
feeling of relaxation concerning the
bivariate dispersion of outdoor-And con-
vivial activity preferences of the 85 air-
men later classified as satisfactory and
satisfied Clerk-Typists as represented in
Figiire 4. All of these airmen are of the
same kind. However, the outdoor and
convivial activity preferences of all of
these airmen are not of the same kind:
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y then be stated this way:
How likely is it that, a random point
(X1, Xi) whose coordinatesAire the` two
test seam will have tt clerk-

bel associated with ,
answer to Apt' q

tats at' definition df similarity. Obvi-
ously,. our ilellniticai of similarity can-
not be so that pokits must be
eaucidental. If su a definition of shal-
lHy were emp would result in
. missing. almost later satisfa
tory and saddled ark- n-

-arid Glee:NI,' Index of gtric
5, p. -.5)' and coefficient of

pattern similarity (2) treat as similar
all points lying on a circle centered at
the centroid of the g_roup. I have al-
ready' indiciate4 that wider dispersion
along the ail ads in. Figure 4 than
along the x reds is to be etipeCted in
the outdoor and convivial activity pref-
erences of later' Satisfactory and satisfied
'clerk-Typists. equently, if I were
to define as similar pouts lying au a
cis cle, centered at the caritroid of the

etk-npist specialty;' -4 would be
treating as, similar points that occur
with ,different relative frequencies in
the profiles for later satisfactory and
satisfied Clerk-Typists. 'In order to over-
come this difficulty, I 4fine similarity
in terms of equal probability of occur-
rence of a point within a specialty. This
definition is a second hindarriental tenet
of my rernarlcOand consequently I also
state it as an axiom.

Axiom H.Similar' profiles within a
specialty and those that occur with

e same probability.
In order to apply this axiom to u

comparison of the otitdoor and convivial
activity preferences, of Tom Basid with
these of, later satisfactory and satisfied
Clerk-Typists it is necessary to specify
the regions of equal probability in the
test plane of Figure 4. Obviously; it is
impossible to do this from the empirical
ciata of Figure 4 itself, since there is no
consistent location of points that occur

PROBLEMS'

with a freque'
or a-frequency Therefore, we turn
to a theoretical -distribution.

Figure 5 indicates that it, is reason-
. able to assume that both' the outdoor

nple
Clerk-

normally. Fi
regression.
When boti
hivariate
a bivariat
quently,
and
loge Au
Satisfied r Clerk-77
used normaligi
this sample and with- dispersion-
of that of this sample.

The dispersion matr# may be oonoi
puted directly froM the raw .score
matrix X1 given as Figure 3 by a
both a matrix of means as illu
Equation 1 and a matrix. of n of
cases at illustrated in Equation 4, and
performing-the matrix operations indi-
cated by Equations 2, 3, and 5. For the
Clerk-Typt data, the operations result
in the dispersion matrix Oven as Equa-
tion 6. The matrix indicates that diter-
sion along the outdoor activity prefer-
ence reference axis is sombwhat greater
than dispersion along the convivial ac-
tivity preference reference axis, and
that outdoor and convivial activity pref-
erences are related positively to a small
degree. Consequently, 'variation along
the reference axis x112 in Figure 4 b
greuter than variation 'along. the refer-
ence axis x, in that figure. The disper-
sion matrix is, of course, a direct func-
tion of flke raw score matrix since it was
computed from Equation ,7, the ex-
panded way of writing Equation 5.
Thus, when treated_ in the right way,
the score matrix X1 reports all the in-
formation co.ncernin'g outdoor and con-
vivial preferences that is of psychologi-
cal significance for' inferring later duty".

satisfactory and
are buted

di t that the-
ear.
the

is distributed rn
titan_ner. Conse-r. otddoor

references of a
act andhe-mans, of tat of
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s a Clerk - Typist. I say th is with corn-
pieta confidence because the Indoor-
outdoor and solitary-corariviaseales of
the Activity Preference. Inpenfory are a
figment of Professor Rulon's imagine-
rs anti, b ofessor Kell
work on activity preferences and ata
for Clerk-Typists were obtained by
throwing dice to approgimate specifica-
tion of, the matrix of means and the dis-
persion Matrix.

In a bivariate normal distribution- tliv
probability, P(X X2), that a 'Point,
(X XI); drawn at random from the
bivarfate distribution will he from a
small area surrounding the point is
given by Equation 8, where the symbols
ix, a, and p have their usual meaning
of population mean, standard devia-
tion, and correlation respectively. For
fixed values of these parameters the
Probability depends only upon the
quantity in the wiggly brackets of
Equation 8. This quantity is copied in
Equation 9 and is 'called X3, .following
Pearson (13).

Since we do not know the values of-

the parameters in Equation 9,- we
choose their maximum likelihood esti-

mates, sample means, standard devia-
tions, and correlation. Computation of
the correlation coefficient itself is not
necessary, because if. the matrix vari-
able x, is defined as it is in Equation
10, X2 may be conwilted directly from
Equation 11. I have'viritten the sub-
script 1 after e in Equation 11 because
this is the ,r2 for the deviation scores
with respect to the means of the Clerk-

ist, or first, specialty. Equation 11,

cates that there are a number of
v of the matrix variable- x, that
yield the same value of x2. The locus
of points with equal values of x2 is
that of an ellipse with center at- -the

centroid of the Clerk-Typist group. The

ellipse is symmetric about the Kelley
(9) principle components of the Clerk-
Typist data. Two- of the set of iso-fre-
quency ellipses are shown in Figure 7.

I hae used the symbol X2 to denote
the value obtained from the triple
matrix product in Equation 11 because
the distribution of this x2 is the SLIMS as
the distribution of x2 used ordinarily in
pests of independence or in. tests of -

goodness of fit: The nun' r o
of freedonlAssotiatecluith this1X2 is the

number of variates, in our illustration,,
two_ a valueof x2 com-
puted from Equation 11 may be evalu-
ated in terms of probability from any
of the tables of x2 commonly available.
If greater accuracy for the relative fre-
quency of the x2,:s which exceed a given
x2 is desired, use Table IX of Pearson's
Tables for Statisticians and Biornetri
cion,s, Part 1 (13, pp, 22-23).

Thus, V x2 is the distance in the
Mahalanobis ( 11) sense of a paint from
the oktroid for a specialty which is
consistent with Axioms I and II, and
contains all of the psychological mean-
ing for later presence in, satisfaction
with, and satisfactory performance in,
the Clerk-Typist specialty inherent in
the matrix X,. If X2 is computed for
every point in the bivariate Gaussian
distribution, and if a frequency distri
bution of these X='s is determined, it
possible to compute the percentile rank
of each X2 value. If computation is done
such that a x2 of zero correspondS to
the percentile ranki100, the percentile
rank will indicate the per cent of points'
in the bivariate distribution bTyond(the
contour ellipse upon which a &int with
a given X2 value falls. For this reason,
Dr. Mon, Dr. Bryan and I (15) have
called this percentile rank a centoUr
score. The contour score is not only a
percentile index of distance but also an
estimate of the relative frequency with
which the outdoor and convivial- ac-
tivity preferences of Clerk-Typists will'
exceed the X2 of the point representing
the outdoor and convivial activity pref-
erences of a given airman, provided
outdoor and convivial activity prefer-
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dek- tenably ari-
a Mate Ceu distil-

the centaur score indicate
t of actual Clerk-Typistsi. to some specialty

Clerk -moist
a the value asso-

th a it pohtt:
now, Equation 11 for

18 outdoor and 18 convivial activity
ces of Tom Basic, we get

-al the valua of x&ior tba com-
parison .of the for Tom Basic

th those for later 'satisfactoty and
satisfied Clerk-Typists., The X2'S for ap-

erproeireatelY 15 p cent of the lab",
satisfactory:and satisfied, dark- Typists
exceed thief:Value of )0. Thus, Tom
Basic expressed preference. for outdoor
arid convivial activities of a type whose
tlisdrepanq from the centroid of the
Clerk. 1st Specialty was exceeded by

epancies of 15 per it of the
satisfactoty and satisfied .Clerk-

all eirriteft'',.-with :a; diSerep-
large or larger were excluded

am the Clerk-Tyr6t specialty, ap-
proximately' 15 per cent of those who
wool il normally become satfaetory
and satisfied Clerk Typists 'later ;1,.?otild
be excluded from that specialty.

The centout .score permits interpreta-
tions 6f-this nature for all points in the

t plane. +dent:our scores may be sum
'z in A table, such as. Table 2;

2 bontains the percentile equiva-
of the distances of a sainpie of
in the test plane from the een-'

for the Clerk-Typist specialty.
orrnation is quite useful in the

counseling of airmen.
model is developed in terms of

single specialty When the outdoor
and convivial' activity preferences of
airmen who later became satisfactory
and satisfied Aircraft & Engine 'Me-
clanks are asseinbled, they play be

r
8. -The matrix X; Is written

without influence on the matrix X. The
scores inclicated in the rows of die
matrix in Figure 8 represent the eo-
ordinates of a point in a lest plahe such
as Figure 9 for each of the later satis-
actory

Figure 9 is constructed -by adding red.
points to the previogs Figure 4; Figure
9 'indicates that thq location of the
point representing the outdoor and bo
Vivial activity preferends of an aim
ift the test plane is related to 'let
identifieatiea----as a Clerk-Typist or an
A & Mechanic, Figure ..9 indicates also
that the meaning of outdoor and .cot=
vivial .aetivity preferences is different
tsycholoOcally among later satisfactory
and satisfied A & E Mechanics than it
was amoeg later setisfactorr.end antis
fled Clerk-Typists, Among later satis-
fled and satitfactory, A & E Mechanics
dispersion of outdoor and convivial ac-
tivity preferences is greater along the
axis,x212 than it is along the axis x222.
This information is implied in the ma-
trix Xv. but, is not explicit.

In order to make the ix-don-nation of
X2 explicit, it is necessary to form both
a matrix ofrneans and a matrix of am-
ber of A & E Mechanics as has been
done in Equations 12- and 14 respec
tively. The dispersion, matrix for the
A & E Mechanic group: may then be
computed from Equations 13 and 15.
If the matrix variable ; is formed for
every pair oh scores X, and X2 accord-
ing to Equation 10, equal frequency
points in the test space for the A & E
Mechanic specialty he on one of the set:
of homothetic ellipses giyen by Equa-
tion 17, provided the bivariate distri-
bution of outdoor and convivial activity
preference of A & E Mechanics is rea-
sonably eormal. Addition of two of this
new set of homothetic ellipses to Figure
7 results in Figure 10.

For Toni 'Basic, evaluation of Equa;
Lion 17' gives 0.2629 as the yalue of

written as A new matrix of scores as in fcr the 'comparison of. hit point-wi
4
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those for A & E Mechanics. This x2 is,
exceeded by the es of approximately.
88 per cent of the A & E Mechaxiies.
88 is the centow score for Tom Basics
point compared with the A & E Me-
chanic distribution. It indicates that the
x2 of Tom Basic's point is exceeded
quite frequently by the x2's of the
points of later satisfactory and satis-
fied A & E Mechanics.

We now know that the contour score
of the point for Torn Basic is 15, when
compared to the later satisfactory and
satisfied Clerk-Typists; cand 88, when

..compared with the later satisfactory
and satisfied A & E TOechanics. Torn's
preferences for outdoor and convivial
aclivitjes arc more typical of those of
later satisfactory and satisfied A & E
Mechanics than they are of later satis-
factory and satisfied Clerk-Typists.

Contour scores for comparison with
A & E Mechanics may be added to
Table 2 as they have been in Table 3.
Table 3 contains all 'information from
the entdeei-- and. convivial activity` pref-
erences expressed by an airman at in-
duction for inferring later presence in
either the Clerk-Typist or the A & E.
Mechanic specialty.

In this brief consideration of a sec-
ond specialty I have iodicated sufficient
steps for extension of'the logic to 3, 4,
and so on to the last or C group by
means of induction. Computations
specified by EquationS 12-17 are simply
repeated for each new group added.

_Table-3- may beangmented by a new
row in each of the row blacks associ-
ajed with a particular convivial activity
preference score for each group.

The centour score model for infei ring
group membership provides implicit
answers for Profile Problems :3 and 4.
Profile Problem 3 is: On what type of
scales should profiles be represented?
Centour scores are based upon the as-
,sumption that the bivariate distribution
of each group is 'normal. 'Thus, the
scale on which profiles arc represented

and the scale -on which Cartesian rep-
resentation of profile information is
plotted should be such that an approxi-
mate bivarjate normal distribution re-
sults in each group, When the distribn.,
Hon of each variate is normal in the
group, and when regressionis linear in
the -gr6ifp, a bivariate normal distribu-
tion results for the group, Therefore,
the basic requirements for the scale on
which each -aria te is represented are
that it produce an approximately nor-
mal distribution in each of the groups
with which the profile for an airman is
to be coMpared, and that it be related
linearly to other variates in each group.
Raw scores themselves may fulfill these
properties. However,! if the raw scores
do 'not fun those 'properties, some
transformation similar to the transfor-,.
mation used by Flanagan (7) in the
construction of his Sealed Scores for
the Cooperative Tests may provide the
desir'ed conditions. The transformation
is necessary for only those variates that
do not fulfill both conditions ;loto7ach

Profile Problem 4 is: On which
group should profiles be standardized?
In the comparison ()Ea point with spe-
cialty 1 the comparison should be in
terrri:i of scores standardized on spe-
cialty 1. Ti comparison of a point with
scores for specialty 2, the standardiza-
tion shoold be in terms of scores for
specialty 2, and so on, to the last, or
G 4, specialty.

The contour score model has a fur-
ther advantage of considerable. impor-
tance. Equation 17 does not depend on
the number of variates on which each
individual is observed. Equations 12-16
need only be augmented appropriately
for every variate added. Pearson (13,
p. xxiv) has indicated that all points on
the ellipsoid defined by the generalized
fora of Equation 17 are equally prob-
able in a multivariate normal distribu
tier). The value of the centaur score can
then he determined from a table of x2

-
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with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of vadates, cat from Pearson 's
(13) tables.

The volumes necessary to bind the
tables of contour scores that would re-
sult from even as few as, tom= or five
variates and three or four groups will
undoubtedly lead to immediatg efforts
to reduce the number of Viariates. In
my opinion, these efforts will be most
fniitt'ul if they stare from this model

c.and evaluate the effidericY of the re-
duced nunaber of variates with this
models the standard of efficiency. The
Rao-Tukey-Bryan multiple discriminant
function should not be overlooked in
efforts 41eddction. '4- '

The awntour score conversion of x2
is I believe, the index most useful in
guidance work, especially of a voca-
tional guidance nature. In work of this
kind, I believe that the counselor
should be aware of the realities of the
ratios 'of individuals in various jobs and
that these realities shouldinfluence the
mterprottation of centaur scores. How-
ever, I do not believe that the ratios
given by numbers currently in jobs.
should have the influence on the inter-
pretati n of contour scores that they
would( have if the ratios were to be
Theo orated in this model and # they
were to affect classification regiorts in a,*
test space such as that depicted in Fig-
ure 10. The introduction of these ratios
into the interpretation of centaur scores
is, of course, necessary for the classifi-
cation or assignment of Men instead of
their guidance. The introduction of
these ratios will increase the efficiency
of classification of men. However,
boundaries of these classification re-
gions are still fu ions of Equation 17.
Therefore, this equation is one pinto
must be determined whether the data
are to be used for guidance purposes
or for classification purposes. If the data
are to be used for classification pur-
poses, the centaur scores need to be
modified by the proportion of men it

the specialty be classlication is
done. If the ce scores are to be
used for guidance purposes, it is my
feeliit that each counselor should ex
erase his own judgment in dealing with
the question of the ratio of men in each
specialty.

In the development of the model
hie stated tAvo axioms. One axiom ex-

,,,pressed the faith that the observations
of individuars'shafing a common classi
ficatiorr will contain multivariate clisPei-
sjipn of the observations *but the cen-
Void. The second axiom defined as
similar those pott* within the common
classification that oceurwith the same
probability. With these two tenets in
mind, I suggest that you trace the locus <

of points in ait-est plane resultingifrom
efforts to deiEribe psychokical types
by person to persdn cdrnparison, mean
scatter, voaabulary,seatter, the selection
of similar profiles, Cronlch and
Gleser's1(5) index ofrdi_stacce Cattell's

.4b2.) coefficient of pattern similarity, and
uMas' (6) coefficient of profile simi-

larity. If you slo this you will Ind the
loci ',of points inconsistent with either.
or both of the axioms I have ptated. In
this situation, ymigre forced to abandon
either the techrilhues as mf..a ins- of
isolating types or the axi oms as a de-'.
scription of wIlat you would expect the,:
bivariate distributions For a type to be.--
Personally_ , I havequestioned the tech-
niq, its. ;:t

I :i1(11 ea ted earlier that I considered
it desirable to have Sri adequate model
for inferring a known classification from
a knowledge of' jisychological charac-
teristics because I:felt that efforts to
develop an unknown classification sys-
tem on the basis of multivariate obser-
vations should be consistent with the
other model. .

I wish that I could offer a slAtion
to the problem of resolving dmultivari-
ate set of N points into the multivariate
distributions of C types which is con-
sistent with my two axioms. Someday
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tope Alit someone will. Ifeanyon'e is
erested in thinking alput this

Terri, I can at least share a lead with
him. On pages 300k106 of Rao 's recent
book (14) yotrivill find that Rao treats
the prober of resol a mixed series
into two Gaussian u snents- . Rao in-

licit tlAt a solution' of this problem
for th case of a singlyyarirste and two
grow in terms of the method of mo-
merit's ryas discussed 1:c Karl Parson
as early 1894. The golution-of this
problem requires estimationof the two
.rneans, the tandard deviations,

r

the proportion of mixture froth the
data-on the single, variate of the mixed
series. Rao gives an adaptation of Pear-
son's method. Rao further dibusses the
problem of sexing osteometric material
on the basis of multiple measurements.
These solutions should, I think, receive

e attention of more psychologists.
Before. closing, I acknowledge Dr.

Lord's kindness in directing my atten-
tion to ari error in my original state-

, -ment of the sufficient 'test forhivarinte
notinality and in`cermiuing Inc to cor-
rect the error before reading my paper.
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DAVID V. TIEDEMAN

FIGURES, TABLES, EQUATIONS, AND REFERENCES FOR
A MODEL FOR HE PROFILE PROBLEM

Figure 1
Cartesian Representation:

Ou d6or and Convivial`Activity Preferences=
Torn Basic

NumberNttmber of Activity Preferences

I ( Torn Basic

10 15 20
outdoor
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Figure 2

Profile Representation:
Outdoor and Convivial Activity Preferences

Tom Basic

-30

25

15

5

Number of Activity Preferences

Outdoor - Convivial

35

30

25

0

15

10

5
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Table 1

Outdoor and Cobvivial Activity Preferences of
Later Satisfactory and Satisfied Clerk- Typists

Airman No
No. of Activity Preferences
Outdoor Corwizrial

1 10 22
2 14 17

-3 19 .

85 16 24

Figure 3

Matrix Representation:
Outdoor and Convivial Activity Preferencek

Clerk-Typists

m.

10 22
14 17

19 33

16 24.

(85 _row
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Figure 4

Cartesian Representation:
.

Outdoor and.CoriviVial ARtivity Preferences---
Clerk-Typists.
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Figur?e 5
Proffie Representation:

Outdoor and Convivial Activity Preferences
Clerk-Typists

Number of Activity Preferences

Outdo Convivial

25

20,

f.

15 15

10 10.,
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Figure 6

Profile Representation:
Outdoor tnd Convivial Activity Preferences

Torn Basic and Clerk-Typist Centro id

25

Number of Activity Preferences

Outdoor Convivial

35 r.

(Clerk-Typist
Centroid)

15

10

5

0

Tom Basic )
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12 5882 24.2235
12.5882 24.2235
12.5882 24.2235 (85 ro

12.5882 « .2235

x'oci = - Ei

x2pi

p = 1

ni
Xppl

p 1

XplXp2

p 1

d, 0 85

== Ncl 111171

20.006920 4.502629

4.562029 1p73564

Di X'IXI)NC1

27raia-3(1 - p2)1

1 Pi[(X_ 1\i° )2
p21

[Eq. 21

[Eq. 41

[Eq. 51

[Eq. 61

[Eq. 71

1 X2(
a2

+ (X2 7_ }dXK1X2 [Eq. 81.

1)(X2 A-2) (X2 122)2]

cr2' 0-2

x, rci) x2) II [Eq. 101

[Eq. 11j
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Figs
Cartesian Representation:

Outdoor and Convivial Activity Preferences
Clerk-Typist Centaur Specialty Psychographs

Number of Activity Preferences

x121

10 15 20 5 0
Outdoor



Convivial

35
30`'-
25

15
10

5
0
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Table 2

Centaur Scores:
Outdoor and Convivial Activity Preferences

, ;Clerk-Typists

Number of Activity Preferet as
Outdoor

10 15 20 25 0

02 04 02
05 27 40 16 02

01 20 ' 80 8i . 25 02 *

02 20 58 45 09 01 *

01 05 10 06 01
* * * *

* * * *

* * * *, *

* Ceidour < 0.5

Figure 8

Matrix Representation:
Outdoor and Convivial Activity Preferences

A&E Mechanics

2

20 27
21 15
15 27

19

(93 row
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Figure 9

Cartesian Representa
Outdoor and Convivial Activity Prefer cgs

Clerk-Typists and A&E Meehan

fiber of Activity Prere e

x112

.X

C.)

3.5

10

1212

Clerk-Typist

ZOE Mechanic

15 20 25

Ouidol
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18.&376
16.5376'

'18.537W

21.1398
21.1398
21.1398 owe) [Eq. 12]

1.8.5376

X`22 x12

D2 N2IZ2N2-1

x2 - it ( ki R2)

X21)2 I_

(_1(2 -- II

'Fable 3

Centour Scores:
Outdoor and Convivial Activity Preferences

Clerk-Typists and A&E Mechanics

Number of Activity Prefsenees
Convivial Speciality -Outdoor

[Eq. 131

[Eq. 141

[Eq. 151

[Ed. 161

[Eq. 171,

35

25

20

15-

10

5

0

Cen ,onr < 0.5

C-T
A & E

C-T
A & E

C-T
A & E

C-T
A & E

C-T
A & E

C-T
A & E

C-T
A & E

C-T
A & E

0 5 10 15 20, 25 30

-02 04 02
* 01 01 't

27 40 16 02
01 11 12 02

01 t20 80 86 25 02
05 46 61 11

'20 58 -45 ' 09 01
05 57 N 19 01

10, 00 91
02 21 38

*
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Figure 10

C lin Representation:
Contour Specialty Psychographs
Ciork-Typigt drui AizE M banjo

'A&E Mechanic
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Problems and Procecl re's in Profile Analysis

DAVID-W. SAUNDRA&
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SUM OF

L Comments on Dr. Anclerhalters
Per k.

was pointed out that in Dr. Ander-
's case a multiple correlation anal:

ysia ing the same final eleven scores
woul have given equivalent resUlts,
i.e., th KOSUlt i9 obtained by combining
a number of effects that are significant
separately at only the 10-15% level.

Dr. Thorndike pointed out that since
wide=spread upper and lower criterion
grou s had been used to obtain cross-
vall es in the multiple discriminant
analysis, the obtained figure ,of 0.61,
et al.,' would be expected to be lower
for a total population. However, this
.would not 'affect statistical significance.

Dr.- 'Alman wondered about the
effect of skewness in Florschach scores
upon the discriminant analysis. Dr.
Anderhalter indicated that the most

.highly skewed variables had been
eliminated because of their unrelc
ability, and that none were left among
the final eleven used.

11. Comments on Dr. Tiedernan's po-
pe?.

Dr. Solomon suggested thai, the mul-
tivut-iate normal distribution is, in many
cases, quite adequate -for psychologicala
data from the statistical point of view.
He asked Dr. cronbach whether any
conventional test of Significance of the
distribution is used in the Cronbach-
Glaser technique.

Dr. Crnnbach indicated that he saw

DISCUSSION

no basic disagreement between the
Cronbdch-Cleser EP and the Mahaktno-
bis D, except as to purposes. There are
really three distinct types of problem
(a) determining the similarity of
two individuals to each other, (b) de-
termining the. resemblance of individ-
uals to a single group (e.g., Ander-
halter's study), and (c) assessing the
relative resemblance of one individual
to two or more groups (e.g., Tiede-
man's study). D is better for a and b,
whilesp is tretter for c. The point is
that within a single population, it is
not always reasonable to regyd persons
with equal centour scores Isofreaks"
as effectively equivalent.: -This can
be seen by considering a situation in
which two discriminant functions are
highly correlated. within a particular
criterion grouping. A report is due to
appear the P,sychologieaL etn
(1953, off, 456-473).

Dr. Cronbach also suggested that we
may do ourselves harm by considering
people who have. modal discriminant
scores as best by definition; .the best
person may actually be one w10 devi-
ates from the mode in an advantageous
fashion. For example, the best veteri-
nary doctor may have certaLn qualities
that are more like regular physicians
than like the fypical veterinary, and
receive a lower centour score as a vet-
erinary. The best psychometricians and
linicians may be more like one another

than the separations of the modes of
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their two distributions, based orr
ant selection prcedures, woul indi-
cate. Some technique Is ne for
integrating this sort of' consideration
into our thinkirig about profiles.

Pr. Tied_eman indicated that he and
Dr. Rulon have a report pending that
will consider these and, other matters:
He suggested that the audience, should

'77

erIment themselves with The differ-
ent Indices ',reposed, as a means of
discovering the inconsistencies which
appear as to which people are classi-
fied together.

The discussion had to be stopped
before the issues raised could be
further explored.



BRINGING NATIONAI, A D RE CFAtTESTING
'PROGRAMS INTO LoCAliat SGPOIS

Nar

Man rEsrs,heire multiple uses. When
test scores are used for college admis-
sion purposes and not used for pur.
poses of counseling, important infnr.
illation is wasted. When objective 'telt
data are used for purposes of evalik...
ating instruetiorr but not used for rair,:
poses of providing academic guidande,
to students, again incomplete use is
made of the tests. The concept of
percentage efficiency of use can be

used in testing to indicate the degree to
which maximum use is made of test re-
sults. The purposes of (this paper are
to discuss problems, arising in increas-
ing the efficient, used of tests ruflinin-

istered large -scale programs and to
discuss means of increasing the effi-
ciency of use, sk

National and regional testing pro-
have developed in lesponseito a

vafiety o educational n&ds. Usually
these programs Ave beets conceived as
means for4solving certain broad educa-
tional, problems. Oceasilially these

oblems have keen rather spec.* in
nature and when this was the case, the
testing Grogram has hid the potential

making an educational can bution sOv

ewhat greater than the solution of
e posed problem, In livery case,

however, vaie must face the questions
of how these testineprogrims fit in to
the broader educational picture and
how the data attained through the
3

means of these 'programs can' be Lnte-
grated withiinstruction and counseling.

The extent and coverage of national
and regional taking programs have ex-
panded since tlik first World War until
now they constitute usignificaut ac-
tivity in both education and psyfihol-
ogy. A number of national programs
have -deve4pd in frgsponse to needs
.pressed by professional schools and
professional associatifins. National test-
ingprograrris- related,, to pr2fessional
training are fofind note in Medici*,
Dentistry, Accounting, Law, Engineer-
ingr Nursing, Joultalisnti 4rthitecrure,
Phacmtwy, mad Educ ri".' Even now,
ttempts are being iaa, e in other pro-
essionl, to develop sitnilisr programs.

ThousaVdkrei students each year are
tAted in tiase programs.
S The early history of psychometrics
suggesd that , national and regional
&sting program* would develap in
sponse to demands for vocational guid-
ance aids. Only one la=rge scale national

°grab, that sponsored by the United
ates Employment Service, has de-

veloped in that direction but this de-,
elopment has resulted in the promis-

ing General Aptitude Test Battery that
eventually may be used with thousands.
of our young people.

Other testing programs have de-
veloped in response to -needs for the
appraisal of educational efforts. The
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Sophomore, Culture - testing progrant
the Craduate Records Examination,
and the testing programs in the State
of. Iowa all have been develtiped. as a
Means to help educators evalua0-- the
results.of their labors).

Somewhat related' tar the progams
coming from the professional schools
are the programs developed to help

": Lqua
students. The program of the College
Enftance Examination Board, includidg
the celiege transfer test, add the Ipre-
gramcof the Association of Minnesota
Colleg6s have had unique,,, develop-
ments., More recently another t'pe of
national testing progam has appeaxed
'kr a to problems- raised through
the con IV/ of the National Defense
Program-with our institutions of higher
learning. The NROTC and the Selec-
tive SerVice Examinations provide im-
portant coordinating finks beiltveen co]-
'leges and the defense department

Another variety of a regional testing
progrardl.has appeared, a variety that
has purposes overlapping in large part
with the- purposes of many of the pro-
gams .jtrs't mentioned. These are the
state-widp testing programs now found
in about forty states, programs spon-
sored Ely.i.olleges and universities, edu-
cational assdetitions, state departments
of edueation,1 d combinatio f these
agencies. These several pr
volve testing of hundre thou-
sands of pupils each year, the' -
elementary level to the cell

are utilized for What, might
be fraly called "recruiting". purposes. .

Iilhese cases the purposes of the pro-_
gram involVe the identification of equals
Fed students with the expectation that
suitable action can then be taken tdin-.;
crease the probability of the student's
entering t pgrApriate institution, sof

1 learning.
lifiejClesely rela

purposes nvolv
adnlissinn of,students
and professional schoo
curricula in most schoo
for a relatively hornog
individuals and schools -fr
some tbd resportsibility for d
that all students admitted
reasonable expectAtion of doin

uI ork.

tion sold
n colleges

ms and
esigned-

otnf

and they have result n
objective test information per
our schools.

Obviously, national and
programs serve a large number
poses. Some programs aim
information to the schools tn sed
primarily for i onal
sometimes for ;use

g

ob
co
schob
consi e
differ
recogut
sten o
grams.

Larg
ertain.'

,provide l
the advantages.qn.
the testing of thou

.

rnany,,. of -these pro
eir purpose the providi

ormation to be
dividual studen

els, the importa
chological, indi

recognized a
te , an

and gilidanc

programs rot
at progyarns..4 'a -

nature 4,eannat.4
ize Some!of

stn in °voting °,

ndi or perhaps
hundred4. t.h.Faisan s of individuals,
many resew:CO; bpth personnel-and
financial, are -as)ailable to be; used in
the development of he r- tectnicalin-
ti unetits. Na -A:mei!. iwh8 Pa.'s.ni,.gting:

through the 'of; -the Educalionif
"Testing $ervig.e 4aaf ail to be convinced

= is, in,nstructing a good test ,a1-
gli it rnay'-hot be necessary, it der,

Main !"to have 'available
nc Writers, traim.f1 teditprs,

ualizipg insure find sometures for 'batteries of IBM machinco hi
the purpose. o g ction. powered statistic

Some of and is oval Another adv a Lilting from



mes from the
t standardiza-
thousands of

provide ,normative

-third advantage derives fro
naive exprience possible to accu-

mulate with a teSt used in many sitna
tiorm A test used in hundreds of
sehoolsmay be_subjected_to_lesearch

.'by dozens of individuals able to de
velop hypotheses, test these hypotheses,
and attempt to verify the experiences
reperted by others. Not, only is
range of. research extended, but also
the experiences obtained through the
aPplication of testing programs do
different and varied. Finally, the whole
activity of psydhological testing may
gain through-the preSfigc accrued from
these large scale programs.

Now let us: Iook at possible dis41-
`.vantages of national and regional Pro-

Ent* as compared to local programs.
a way, Fvety one of the -advantages

just listed also can be a disadvantage.
tin past, it bias been all too easy for

ose '-resPonsible for national or re-.
anal ; "Progratps to ignore specific

weds ',and goals of local test users and
sorne-cases; has tesulted in ".a

rniiiirnizjng.vf 'contributions that could
'150'...MAde by persons acquainted, with
local situations. For -instance, a Medical .
schpol that decides to make use of the

is available 'nationally may fail ,to
give support to its local testing people
who might be in a favosa pesitinn to
develop superior tests f he iselection
of medical students:

"deVelopment of large scale pro
garps alse.bas apparently discouraged
the use of local nouns. Reports pub-
lishol' by many persons responsible ft!tr
national programs demonstrate with
.little question that significant differ- .

ences are found among institutions, in
some cases the top students in some
groups are no better than the bottom
students in others. In the face of this

L'.CalFERENCFp

kind of evidace,''sehoolS still ten
make use of, the national nor
ported in t6Large prooritins
they ratelffdhvelcal:t4ii

Along 'Stith the possibility
waging the .development

tests and corms, these lange'spale tett-
.ing pr erns also may .dii.poUrage
locally of ore . -and ''conducted
searchAn the p bleeris, toward which
these tes441 pr grams: are iteeted.,
The recently published reso cfi of
Ralph TaylSr- inettiedieihei and of
Weiss and of .Layton in dentist:I-dem-
onstrate the heed 'for such

The . ileum oil the sponsorship' ru
these .:Prtigraips' ale may haVe thb
.effect ovanco6igginif uncritical rieCept.-
once on the Qart thejloctrl schools ",
A dearr. sehool.,sFentistry,..knew-:-

.5ing very tittle abour Plychological test-
ing, accept klithopt,question...,
any battoiV of tests bean stamp
of approval.: ok the Am pan Dental"
Associatioir, quite apart froinisihe merits
of the tests -theroelyes.- Similarly, high"
school ter (Bears' may fet that the
of a university 'attach ir to ,it's
program Mar lsrvp..4,0 g-t an
quality of the moan with
considering the-sria o.

as it relates bi the needs of he s col.
In general, louptio si n say that

ono of the; chief disc va gei of theSe
large scale natiopal-nnd rggi
mg programs is ey may tend to
cliscour, es in
meeting, may blerris when
tests have.a role t

Now obviously 'l a adi ntages and
disadvantages are, not inevitably,
Mites of large s testing"' pro
Many factors lie her these
tests are used vely or not W,

can ident" xorIIe f the "conditions
conducive the effect' t,r ineffeq
use -of tests.

First, let us leokt theme
of the persons g tile:tests. only
a minority of o'ols are there pgrsons ,

iii



wised to Ilse psychological
=Monal tests and only our larger

systems have a. person who may
valent' of a Masters de-

In Limy orrietries.: In most Schools,
are used prtearilY by teachers',

d,:m general; aikliers are not par
preed to Also tests,

For instance, rifted States
on Certi-

on Requireme or SchooT Per
nnsoel in United States,", reports
at only twenty-seven states even
early mention tests'and measurements

lotion to teacher certification re-re
quirements: For elenientary teachers,
in only two states are .eourses in tests
and measurements required and in six.
states such courses are optional. For
secondary teachers, in three states such'
courses are required and in eight itates
they are optional. Woellner and Wad,
in their "Requirements for Certification
of Teachers, -Counselors, Librarians,
Administrators," report, that in onlysix
states are such courses requfred ler
administrators and in seven states such
courses are optional. For counselors,
only eight states specify a testing
course as a requirement. These figures
cannot give an accurate picture of the
situation, but certainly they do suggest
that training in testing is not perceived
as,a major requirement for teachers in
most states. We must recognize that in
our schools are relatively few persons
well trained in the use of tests.

Another condition conducive to the
ineffective use of tests is the limitations
of the tests used in programs: Some-
times these tests have poorly demon-
strated validity, if any at all Occasion-
ally, inadequate norms are used and
more often, although ithe norms may
be adequate, inadequate descriptions

the norms are provided. Sometimes
gists selected are not appropriate

purpose for which the), are pm-
sen

A

effective use of tests involves the lirnii-
tations of the interpretative materials
and.aids available to those who use the
tests. Sometimes the descriptive ma-.
terials And test manuals are not legible
or provide, ambiguous presentations,
Frequently the material presented is
not complete, occasionally such impor-
tant information 'as _that; concerning
validity is oaitted. Frequently
trot ve mateical is not to hieIp
teachers and cciunselors make better
use if .test scores.

ENcounAeniic .eom IparknOWNG

LOCAL USE or TESTS

Th-C-71TFZTlouto y, whila ing to in-
crease our awareness of some of the
dangers accompanying the continuing
development of large scale testing pro-
grams, I have presented a somewhat
pessimistic picture. I think, however,
that the varied development of these
programs has demonstrated adequately
that in the Nig run they will benefit
all of" us, but both we who are re-
sppnsible for the administration of some
of these programs and the persons who
are directly using the obtained results
can do much to increase the efficient
use of test scores.

First, those directly responsible for
such programs can continually arouse
and sustain interest in the programs
and convince persons that if they ac-
quire the necessary skills, the programs
provide data that can be of unlimited
value. We have the responsibility-,for
repeatedly clarifying the purposes of
these programs. Recognizing the great
turn-over in educational personnel, toot
state our purposes only once is not
enough. Then we must recognize that
many, if not all, of these regional and
national programs can serve a variety'
of purposes, not only a single purpose.
Although we may be concerned with
one purpose, we must be aware that

other condition related to the in test users will be making additional
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uses of these tests and we have a re-
sponsibility for helping them. This calls
for effective and continuing communi-
cation between thoie who are admin-
istering the programs and the test.
users. Copperative planning and re-

. view among these persons is essential
and only_ in this way can the necessary
interest be maintained.

Not only rxust retest b aroused
and sustained, but relevant information-
must be provided to those who are
using the tests. The persons responsible
for the administration of the programs
must available adequate manuals
and bulletins describink,the purposes
of the programs,- the tests included,
possible uses of the test, and illustra-
tive materials to serve as training' aids.
A constant flow of .research- publica-
tions should be, maintained between
those administering the program and
the test users, research done by the
central organizatiods and by other per-
sons. Periodically, reviews of the cur-
rent status of the program should ap-
pear. Summaries of the research
completed, summaries of clinical ex-
periences, and carefully considered
judgments of informed authorities
-should be, communicated to test users.

Next, the periodic assembling of test
users provides an opportunity for re-
viewing problems in, the application of
tests and allows for those administer
ing the programs to maintain awareness
of the revealed needs. Similar purposes'
frequently are accomplished by having
consultants visit test users, perhaps tic-
tually to observe the operations during
which the tests are used. In the same
way, the effective use of correspond-
ence between program adminisyators
and test users accomplishes these pur-
poses.

Relevant information frequently can
be provided to prospective test users
before they begid the job, particularly
in programs involving elementary and
secondary schools. Test' users at one

time or another alstudents in teachers'
colleges or colleges of education and
in these colleges courses in testing
usually are ,:t.itught. These courses
should include' infgsmation about test-
inging programs.

Prograrn: administrators frequently
can ene a More elective use o
tests bye tng users to collect data,
both fo ge scale research and for
local r arch pses. Cooperative
research frequentan be encouraged
among the various schools making use
of tests prmided in a proZram. .Com-
parAive validities can be determine
new tests and techniques experimented
with and interpretive aids tried out
Local research projects can be encour-
aged by test administrators; program
administrators might even encourage
research in local settings by providing
personnel and financial assistance and
by facilitating the distribuaon of the
results of such local research.

Thus, many things can be done to
increase the effectiveness of the use of
these national and -regional testing pro-
grams. Most of my attention -here has
been given to thing_ s that, the program
administrator can do. Naturally, he
does not bear all of the responsibility
the test user himself, must share in this
responsibility, but the program admin-
istrator usually is the person who must
assume the initiative.

In conclusion, I would like to draw
these generalizations concerning na-
tional andgregional testing programs as
they relate to local rusers. First, these
programs currently provide a Yemen-
dons amount of useful, objective data
to local schools. More data is supplied
at present than the test users are cap-
able of .using. Next, the presentation of
'test scoresScan be improved by pro-
gram administriitOrs, first by gaining

e pent/ involvement on the part
the test users, ad. econdly, by pro-

theth training: Next,
more resea sary if test users

93
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and program administrators are to have
the idormation needed to tnake;ade-
guide use of these data Next as with
most problems related to this, more
imaginative development of technics es
and methods are needed,. particulaily
on the part of the,program adminisua-

PROBLEMS

tors. Finally, we must recognLze that
these testing programs do not exit in
a vacuum and that ultimately the effec-
tive use of data obtained through these
programs depends upon the improve-
ment of both counseling and instruc-
tional programs in our schools.



Test Result.esults Meanin

AX D. ENGELHART

MUHL-TO TEACHERS-THROUGH:
LOCAL TEST CONSTRUCTION

PARTICIPATION. 114 state, regional, or
national testing programs or the use of
standardized tests in local testing pro.
gram have certain definite values in

easurement and evaluation. It leans
evident to the speaker, however, that

test- construction is also an impor-
tan earls of making testing and test
results meaningful to teaehess. Through
Postielpation in state, regional, of na-
tional programs and through the use of
standardized tests, data may be col-
lected which make postible comparisons
of pupil or student aptitudes and attain-
ments in the local situation with the
aptitude's and attainments of pupils or
studcuts in, other scheor systems, or
higher institutions. Local test construe-
-iion can, however, be a, means of pro-
viding evaluation instruments more
closely related to local, instructional obs
jectives. It can.be a means of stimulat-
ing greater interest in testing and in
use of test results by teachers. Teachers
experienced in test consnirction are
usually better able to select standard-,

tests for local use and to under-
stand data collected in state, regional,
or national programs. Just as an ama-
teur artist or musician may have a bet-
ter widerstanding and appreciation ot

:" the works of professional artists or
musicians than the person who has
never fried to paint or play, the teacher
experienced in test construction may
have a greater understanding and ap-

AND-ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA

predation of professionally prepared
testa.

The test expert working with teach-
ers in local test construction encounters
a- variety of problems. Teachers differ
widely in their knowledie; of testing
and- attitudes toward it. Where a
group of teachers are. asked to cooper-
ate in the production of an examination
to be given at the end of the course
which all -of the teachers are teaching,
the members of the group can be ex--
petted to react in a variety of ways.
Some members of the grow will de-,
plore the idea of preparing objective
exercises. Other members, if asked for
conn-ibuttoas of exercises, will prepare
series of tine-false or -inultiPle-answer
exercises relevant to facts of importance
only to themselves. Often such exercises
are contributed by the teachers who
would have preferred essay questions,
or who contend that attainment of
worthwhile , objectives can only be
measured by essay questions. Fre-
quently, however, the test _expert is
pleasantly surprised by finding- one, or
more teachers in the group who have a
considerable understanding of what
should be done and ability in preparing
effective exercises.

The logical first step in constructing
an' achievement test by a group of
teachers is to, have the teachers define
their instructional objectives. It has
been the experience of the speaker,



however, that to be
ers, to list their instru
seldom results in a .
of Objectives. .Adequate d
objectives developil slow
'Continued caopexatiVe
construction and in analys' test data.
In planning the conspliction of a test
with a group of teachiiii, initiating test
construction, discussion of objectives

TESTING

asking leach-
nal objectives

cp}pilaton
tion of

out

to

amain
to be

.

attainment of the objecOves ne
quite general and elementary. It is
helpful to provide the, teacher0 with
examples of various, types of obj
exercises and with notes explaining
to write such exercises. Then, notes
may calf attention, to such things 'as
having the problem of a multiple-answer
exercise set in the stem of the exercise,
having the answers of parallel constrtic-
tion, having all of the distractori plau.si-
ble, and avoiding the making of the
eorrect answer the longest and 'most in-
volved one. It is desirable to attempt
some definition of objectives. It is im-
portant on the level of knowledge and
understandings to identify the common

'content of instruction otherwise many
exercises will be contributed by and -,
victual teachers which the group as' a
whole will later reject. In initiating co-,
operative test construction one cannot/.
obtain the emphasis on prOduction of
exercises designed to measure intellec-
tual skills that can be reached after
several semesters of expfrience. As a
matter of fact, emphasdon such exer-
cises in the earliest tests prepared may
be quite unjustified since such skill
are not likely to be among -the real ob-
jectives of instruction. One of the major
advantages of local- test construction is

at it can. contribute to widening the
scope of -instructional objectives to *-
elude such, skills. It seems worthwhile,
however, even when initiating local
test construction, to seek ,sorne depart-
ure from evalu n of facts or informa-
tion `alone. s has been made;
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when teachers accept the idea that an
objective . exercise will ineastne more
than factual knowledge when the exer-
cise represents to some extent a proh-
leni situation and requires application
of knowledge in context other than that
in which the knowledge was; taught.

After a group.of teachers has met for
the purpose of planning an examination
and iousesmemibbeirlistiof the have

exercLses, it is desirable for the test
expert to seek consultations with the
individual teachers. Such conference:
may ,be an effective device in stimulat-
ing the teachers to begin work prior to
the deadline set. Where a teacIfer has
written some, or even an self 'his exer-

-teises, the conference can be a means of
giving the teacher helpful advice with
respect to exercise writing techniques.
Such conferences are also an opprir-
tunity for the test expert to become
much more familiar with, the real 'ob
jectives,af instruction.

Alter the exercises have been pr
pared it is desirable to have the contri-
butions of the various members of the
group evaluate each others work. Where
the, group of teachers of a course is so
large that exercise wkiting may be done
by a committee, it is desirable-to have
all teachers participate in the evalua-

.

tiori of the exercises. The -test expert
may synthesize these evaluations or it

y be done in a later meeting of the
tire group of teachers or of the corn=
ttee. It would be ideal, of course, if

the exercises finally selected are all
approved by all of the teachers.. Un-
fortunately,. this ideal can seldom be
realized. It will usually happen, how-
ever, that many of the exercises re-
jected are judged faulfy by most of the
teachers. This is especially true of exer.
cises which are factually incorrect or
which pertain to content uniquely
taught by one of the Leachers. The op-
portunity to participate in the evalua-
Von of exercises is appreciated by



). more
the grow
likely to p
text is giv

The planning.

approve ne or
al era, but app_ d b

.:=are such les
when the

illation ,. the
writing, aof exec and their craleal
evaluation all take tirni. N single

cher should be asked to ,contribute
inor te--nember--ofexeseises

There should be plenty of time for
evaluation, editrog, teal duplication of
the finished test. Hence, it is desirable,
to initiate the work early in a semester
and to keep the work moving during
the semester.

It was said above that adequate def-.
rift-Ion of obiSidves requite 'time and
that this is pliatieularly true of objec-
tives pertaining to intellectual skills.
The. following list of such objectives
was written for use in the production of
social science exercises pertaining to
quoted material and as a guide for
struction. in the social science general
course of the Chicago City Junior Col-
lege. The list was prepared by a social
science instructor* long interested in'
evaluation with the help of other in
structors most of whom have had some
years of experience in local test cdn-
struetion.

The kinds' of intellectual abilities
should attempt to measure include:

1. The ability to identify the central
issue or. problem;

2. The ability to recognize and un-
derstand underlying assumptions.

3. The ability to identify the hy-
pothesis, or hypotheses, tested by
the data presented in the quoted
material.

4 The abaft-Y. to analyze an art
ment With respect to bias, c
pone' fatitots, and propaganda
fievices.

S. The ability; to distinguish betWeen
fad, opinions, points ovi
and value jud ents.

L -CONFERENCE

6. The ability to analyze the lo
an argument.
The ability to evaluate data or/
evidence in terms of relegance, to
the problem and with respect to

=

their adequacy to prove or dis-
prove` conclusions, or generalize-
bons based upon tile data.

.8. The-Ability to identify conclusions
or inferences definitely supported
ley-the probably sum.
by the data, -Or -conversely, aea-
nitely disproved, or p_ robably dis-
proved by the data.

9. The ability to recognize and un7
derstand relationships and as
of similarity, and difference.

10. The ability to identify legitimate
of effect or of social

consequences of given courses of
action.

The above list was incorporated in a
statement entitled "Suggestions. for
Writing 'Exercises` for, Social Science
Examinations" which was mimeo-
graphed for distribution to till of the
teachers ,contributing to the social sci-
ence examinations. In order to increase
the effectiveness of the list for exercise.
writing, a briefer-statement of each ob-
jective was followed by two or three_
exercises from past examinations judged
to be useful in 'evaluating the skill de-
fined. Time will:perinit-the quoting of
only...a very few example's, All Of these
exercises are frejn sales of "exercises
pertaining tOselections presented in
examinations, or distributed to 'the stu-
dents for dy 'prior to the giving, of
the exarnintoris. It is to be hoped that
something of the nature of the quote
material* can, be inferred from the exer-
ciSes.
Identification of -central issue or prob-..
lem.

The paragraphs quoted. above dit-
cuss a condign which is most relevant

* Hymen, Chansow of the Wright Branch
of.the Chicago City Jimlor College.
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.'following bask prob-
government?

A. Which is better, a puliamentary.
or ,preSidential form , of govern-
ment? 'y

B. Which is better, a democratic as
a totalitarign government?

Ci Which Is better, geVernment by
. experts. or govirnment reflecting
the will of the masses?

.

Which is 'better, a .governinent
Used on direct or Lndirect democ
racy?

Recognition . d nriderstanding, of as-
sumptions. . -

Regards e role of government in
society, the author apparently assumes

. that .
';. A. that Government is, best which

vents least."
B. there should be more business in

goverment and less .governrnent
-in business. "

C: goveniMent should direct eco-
nomic activities for the ge&J of
the-peottle. =

D. government should do for the
people what they; as individuals,
cannot do for themselves.

Analysis of an argument wi respect
to its login

One can make a very g d case to
Show that Mr. Brown is inbonsistent
when he I'

is against expanding governmental
functions but b- for a St. Law-
rence Watermay..

B. is speaking as a private citizen
while at the §ame- tune speaking

a representative of the John
ones Company.

C. tries show that the aims of the
x Grow are compatible

with the aims of his firm.
134. advocates the elimination o

subsidies, bid also wants
`duce government expend' ores.

Identification of conclusions or infer;
ences supported or not, supported by
the data.

PROBLE IS

qn the b4sis of evidence presented
by the author one can logically con-
elude that

A. employers are usually right in the
disputes which arise between
rnansigement and labor.

B. the laboring class can not be ex-`
petted to know what is best for
society.

,Cohe laboring class uually demands
hat which is de tat-

ci
ID., the rnetheas used by the laboring

class to secure their demands are
sometimes detrimental to society..

ectictien of consequences or effects.-
sales' tax advocated. by the

author ©f the above quotation were tot
be arkipted, which of the following
would be likelY to happpn?

A. Less money vyould be collected
by mean of the income tax.

B. -People with large incomes:wotild
suffer more than people with
small incomes.

C, People With,sinall income would
suffer more Nhan people with
large incomes:

D. The burden of the tax', would be
re, , proportionate to income,

The just quoted are all of
tl Multip choice type.' Other types

equenti cl- include items to be
elassffle according to such categories
as "A. i the-first' speaker would agree, -

.B.- if the 'second speaker would agree,
p.,Lf both speakers.would agree and D.
if neither speaker would agree, or "A.
definitely true, B. probably h-u , C. in-
sufficieht evidence, D. _prohab y false,
and E. definitely_ false." In a given.
examination series of exercises 'of vari-
ous types are also. 'included which `ch;=
not refer to selections of quoted ma-
terial. .

Many instructorft exhibit increasing
enthusiasm _ for eZercises rievant to
quoted 'material feeling that ?ugh exer-
eises Minimize recall of information end
do evalurte important intellectual s
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hOwevar, dete
such exercises and claim-that statlents
can answer -them successfully withont
serious studY.of,the cqurse. Apart from
hoping that such instructors 41 soon.
retire, the test .expert ivorlag, with
teachers can make an effort to change
su I ,attitu es. t p to ca__ at-
tention to the fact that such exercises
are becoming increasingly used in. the
newer and better standardiled tests and
in the tests of important regional and
national testing programs. It is some-
times convincing to point out :that such
exercises have functions similar to the
essay questions the teacher has defined.
measure the worthwhile objectives. The,

less force if the tiseleco which
argument that no study is net has

exercises are based are chosen wisely.
They should be of sufficient difficulty
that experiences gained during instruc-
tion contribute to understanding of the
selections, Certain of the exercises in
the series which follows a selection may
rnesw&re background knowledge of
terminology, facts, principles, or con-
ditions relevant to the quoted material,
but not defined- or- explained therein.
For example, suppose a paragraph op
some labor problem includes such terms
as "closed shop" and "Union shop' an
that those terms are not defined in th
paragraph. An exercise may concern-
the selection of the best statement of
the difference between the closed shop
and the union shop, or two exercises
may be written involving separate defi-
nitions of these terms. Suppose That a
paragraph represents a proposal for the

. adoption of- some form, of sales tax.
While other forms of taxation are pot
diSeussed, it will be legitimate to have
seine of the exercises deal with the rela-
tive merits of different,kinds of taxation.
Such 'efforts to increase the relevance
of the exercises to the subject matter
taught definitely make the exercises
more valid with respect to instruction
and do tend to promote acceptance of

-7

exereiies in the sairke series of exercises
more concerned witttveluation of
tellettual

j- It is the helief of _ the speaker that
while teachers. are* engaged in the ac-
tivity of exercise writing they are de=

# voting thoughtta instructional objec-
lives. e teac .or as s
the knowledge required in solving an
exercise is within the.- scope.... of the
knowledge taughtlf the exercise is one
which required application of intellee=
.teal skills, the teacher may ask himself
whether or not most of the students can
make such -applicaticei of intellectual
skills. in other words, the teacher at-,
tempts to for last the student:behaviors
and te, Lmagin- what will go on in the
mind of the student confronted with the
exercise. Even in' writing distrattors
the teacher may use experience gained
in instruction to phrase distractors
which owe their effectiveness to t
fact that they are the Idtid of answers'
he can expect from less able students.

thiuking occurs in the mied of
the teacher catefully evaluating exer-

, eises- prepared by his colleagues.
Finally, while partiCipating in the se-
lection of exercises for the test as a
whole, the teacher must_ think about
whether or not the...etamination will
sample the content of the course in a
representative manner and whether
there is an appropriate balance with
respect to the evaluation of various in-
structiOnal objeotives.-The teacher who
has pdrticipated in th&wholegprocess of
test constrection and evaluation comes-

', to accept testing as' aViajNir and essen-
tial ftinction of instruction.

The preceding discussion has been
largely .concetned with some of the
problems of 'local test construction and
rhope has indicated, at least indirectly,
how participation in test construction
can make testing more meaning_ ful to
teachers..

After the tests have been given and. ,

scored a carefully written report can be
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a means :making the tett
meaningful to the teachEirs.. Most in-
structors understand tables )f,esentjng
frequency distributions. of scores and
such averages as means and medians.
Standard dmiations, Standard scores,
and percentile, ranks need 1-=e'ipt--t-gla ex-
planatien -both in r and in dis-
cussion with teachers. The same is true
of coefficients, of correlation. Under-
`Standing of these things comes,slowly,
but as semesters pass it is gratifying to
find more and more teachers interested

2 in Such data and increasingly familiar
with their meaning. Participation in the
construction of the tests is surely a fac-
tor.

In addition to reporting summaries
of test scores, testing and test results
become more meaningful, to teachers
if the teachers are given the item analy-
sis data relevant to the tests to which
they have contributed. We enter, ad-
.jacent "ti Peach exercise in several copies
of each test, the item difficulty and the
item ..test con-elation. The 'item diffi-.
culties, percents of correct response,
make it possible for each_ teacher to
evaluate achievement: in terms of in-
structional- objectives: oth the item
difficulties and the ite__- test correlations
are of great help to t a_ chers when re-
vising a series of exe cises for future

-use. The instructors of one of-our de-
partments are not satisfied with analy-
sis pertaining to only the correct .art-
swers. They have insisted that revision
of exercises requires knotvledge- of the
proportions of students choosing each
_distractor. It is evident from subsequent
Rem analysis that revisions based on
such data have materially iimproved the
exercises.

Participation in eopperktive efforts
in test construction is a factor in the
improvement of instruction and in the
improvement of evaluation. The effects
are not restricted, however, to courses
and examinations in which the coopera-
tive -effort occurs. The informal testing
done by the teachers in their other
courses .is affected. The teachers co-
operating in the construction of tests
acquire more interest in the testing
done for guidance and placement pur-
poses. They become interested in
measurement of objectives other than
knowledge and understandings and of
intellectual skills and want to know
how to construct or select instruments
for the measurement of attitudes or
other traits. They become enthusiastic
about participation in evaluation studies.
The examiner's problem finally becomes
one of keeping up with the teachers
with which he has to work.

.



Tam *Sick that this discussion of the
test manual as a medium of communi-
cation is part of a ptograrn devoted to
the general topic "Making Test ReSults
MeatutThgfur dictates that we concern
ourselves with problems Of transmittal,
via test manuals,S, of those knowledges
,and skills that will enable* testasers to
..comprehend, evaluate, and in more
effective use of test results. The inplu-

, sion of the topic "Making Test Results
eaningful" in this conference betrays

our awareness that test results in, many
instances are less meaningful _so users
than -they -n5ight. be, and, tir hope that
at least some increase in understanding
can be effected throygh improved test
manuals Few will question the need
for better .understanding of test results

.by the user. Durost--; in summarizing
trends in testing a year ago,. noted that
"Teehnical developments in to con-
strictien have outrun prat and

a widening gulf be ben- the
ker and the test user.''s Traxler,

reporting on a recent survey of testing
practices in large cities, states that the
majo# problem in testing is now that. of
communication, including the coromuni-

tier of the test maker's knowledge
also* the- uses and misuses of appraisal
instruments to the.actual users of tests.2
Ho* soundly based is the hope that we
shall be able to improve this situation
appreciably by improving test manuals
is mother matter, and the one with,

ch this paper will be largely con-
cerried.

In the remarks that fallow; I have in
mind particularly manuals for .achieve-
ment, intelligence, and aptitude t-
and when I speak of the "test user,
am thinking generally of .tie classrobrn
teacher, the guidasice counselor, and
the supervisor, rather than of the psy- ,
chologist, the director of research or the
test specialist.

'The problem of the test manual as a
media= of communication has two as-
pects: what is tp be communicated,
and how it may best be communicated.
Let us consider each of these in turn.

Contenf of the manual. What must _a
test manual include? What information
is necessary in order that test results be
meaningful? There is substantial agreeL
rent at least as to the, topics that ought
to be covered, if not as to the detail
with which each should be treated. This
agreement has 'been fairly well sum-
marised in ti A's set of technical
recommendatie for_ test manuals As

a minimum, a m al should include
.specific directions for giving and scor-

TttTr Si. Diffcst. "Modern' Trends in
Testing and Guidance" in Modern Educe-
tional Problems, edited by Arthur E. Trax-
ler. American Council on Education, 1953.

' Arthur E. Trailer. "The Status of
Measurement and Appraisal Programsin
Large City School-Systems" in Educational

Bulletin No. 131. Educational Rec-
ords Vureau, 1953.

' APA Committee on Test Standards,
"Technical Recommendatipns for. Psycho-
logical Tests and Diagno4tic Techniques:
PreliminarY Proposal. The American Psv-
chol gist, Vol. 7, No. 8, August, 1952.
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nation on hoar to
lidity and reliability,:

the purpose and constriction

' Few will deny that all these Irinds o
m

d a' better- understanding
results and ward enhanced meaning-
fulnes* , o f the 'reshlts:',.We': May well
wonder, howeVer, whether the informa-
hon pmeluded under these head-
ings. ill -What' :thlit, ordinary teacher or
counselor needs tO make theest results
meaningful for him For test regalia to
be meanirrq to a test user it is neces-
sary that het) 'e -able le see connections
between the test results and problems
which are real and in.gent for himto
perceiv the test results are related
to thielgo hich he 'is striving. In
my judgment, formation about item
validities, erro of rneasMemert,selec-
Hon of no groups, and tIT like, doe
not help user to see these corm
tionsin act,- may set ,UP a barrie
such uncle standing by focusing rY
attention o the technicalities. 7'

When e ask what information is
necessary order that testitesulti be
meanin we must also. ask "Mean-
in whom?" For the teacher? for
the d-
selo
ser

su

ROBLEM

more C am th4 at they do not pro
enough assistance to...the teather
counselor in the proper use of the testy.
How much help on. a teacher derive
from the average , achievement test

fkrtual_with_resrtect-tctiteing_reaulf4-M
such matters as marking and grading,
improvement of instruction ,motivation
of pupils, diagnosis and femediation?
The teacher needs specific`recom-
mendations, m'pre concrete illustrative
material than is ordinarily_ provided-on
these applications of test data..

Lest you misinterpret what I am say
ing,as a recommendation to reduce the
amount of !technical information in
favor of the, how-to-do,it type of con
tent, let me hasten to say, that the
solUtion certainly does- not he in the
direction of providing less teehnical in-
formation even though we.may suspect
that such information goes unread or
uncomprehended by the majority of
test Users but 'rather in,' the provision
of more of the kind of information that
relates the test results to the user's cum
needs and problems.'

yke attempt to provide all the kinds
of assistance that all types of users need

one inevitable consequenet;the
nending expansion of test manuals.

This poses a moit,difficult probliem, the
possible (solutions to which we cannot
even begin to consider,here. Whatever
the proposed solution whether it be
reorganization. of material within the
manual, relegating technical data to ari
appendix, publication of extensive man-
uals not included in test packages, or
publiCation of several items to take the
pLace of the traditional Manual, all of
which have been resorted toit leaves
something to be desired for adequacy
of communication. Until, it is safe to
assume considerably more training in
measurement than the - typical, teacher
or counselor possesses, at the present
time, the need. for more extensive acces-
sory material' for tests than can con-
veniently be provided will persist.

for of resear h? for the mull=
or the admini trator?' Each is

ng something di rent in the re=
each has his own purposes in

d InfcTemation that will add to the
meaningfulness of the results or the
may not for another.. The effort to meet
the needs of these various audiences,
differing as they do in training, under=
standing, and test sophistication, greatly
complicates the task of preparing a'
satisfactorycmanual, both from the
standpoint of providing sufficiently for
all their needs, and with respecf to the

on- ,
be hire, as some feel, that man-

uals do not provrile as much technical
information as th specialist needs. for
adequate evaluation ,of a test, it is far
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at Us now turn from cons!
hat the manual shollild

cte;'to the how of its comet
Can the ordinary 'user- read,
hend and,apply inforMation a

nth iii -a-- test -manual ?
tails be improved in this
eadability,of test manuals. We

explored 'the matter of teadabil
manuals- by computing Dale-Chall ead-,
ability indices for the manuals for ; a .
group of achievement,, intelligence, and
aptitude . tests. The tests involvedall
widely usedare those of five different
publishers,' and I may say that there
was remarkably littleivariatiOril anion_
them inthe matter of readability \I b'
lieV6 these sinnuals` to be reasOn
representative.;The average manual was
found to be on the whole, of about'

. 11th- et 12th grade" reading, difficulty,.'
which Would hardly appear' to be keT
yond the level of-the ordinary teactier."s-;
Within any manual, readability orecrn,1
tent varies appreciably from one part to
another. Those Actions that consist of

. the specific direetiloris-for adfninistering
and scoring tend, to be the easiest /those
sections that have to do with technical
aspects of a teststandardi7.atien data,
reliability, item and test validity, etc.-
are, as we would expect, more difficult.

.-Jri this sample of . manuals the more
/difficult sections were of college gradu
ate level of reading difficulty,_

' to the Dald-Ohill `values. We may
safely ass 6 that material of this level
of difficul will be skipped, or inade-
quately co prehended by substantial

.proportions of typical test useis.
Can test manuals be written more

simply_, so that they will communica
more effectively to users of relativ
limited measurement background? I
have no doubt that they canwitliirt
limits. The fact that the various man-
nab which we studied were so similar
in readability causes me`to suppose that
the level of readability is pretty much
inherent in the ,natwe of the material,

.. ,
!theCr than a reflection of ithe literary

t of ,tte author. Technical con-
ti, nsually. of .a quasi-mathematical
' acter, and specialized vocabulary,
not and should not be avoided- en-

any_adequate_trea
pment of a test and into

of results. We must be wlliing
'to presuppose enough training in
ement to equip the met- with

ate background' 'fol- ulide4tand-
is technical inforrnation, or to

owledge that this information ill
uals will not contribute greatly to

_he,rneaningfulness of results.
Comprehensibility. The fact that ina -

1 is readable, of course, does not
ntee that it will in fact be read

comprehended. In an effort' to ob-
some insight into hovi well typical
s actually understand the content-

of a test manual, ws have recently q

ducted a, study of the extent tc
teachers could read, mprehe_ andread,

ieforrhation p esented in' the
manual ter the nsw e ition of Stanford
Achievement Test. We prepared'a 68-
item test covering information specifi-
cally set forth in this manual and ,ad-

it to two groUps of teachers
taking summer-session courses in tests
and measurements. Prior to taking the
test the examinees had been directed to
read the manual carefully, as if they
were going to give the tests, and, were
further told that ey would be. tested
on their know gc of the content of
the manual. I reading the manual they
would, ther re, probably have been

least as hi ly Motivated as the ordi-
nary teacher preparing to give and
score the test.' They took the test on

manual first as a closed-book exam-
inatinn without access to the manual:
and later with the benefit of the manual
at hand. e ,

The results under either .condition
evinced a disappointing level pf mastery
of the content of the manual. The aver-
age per cent correct pn the items of the
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under the open-b
little overl6Q. Only

saved Co by
spite the fart that
ally everyy

ndition was
m was an-

eed, de-
el, answer to actu-

o to inable

clitional visualization man-
uals themselVes.

bi.,Itens requiring the reading bf.
tables proved difficult For exam-
ple,' an item reading "The most

le_elthe nine subtexts in the
We have studi the results o

test item by item in order to .get Soma
clues as to the seerees -of "difficulty, and
nature of 'rnisinid6-stanclings. I Must
confess that 'I have been.unable .in ar-
rive at , any generalizations in which I'.
would repose Much eonfidencein fact,
some.,of the results. I, -find inexplicable.
But I venture at least these feW obser-
vations:

a. Items requiring,some operation
' e.g., conversion of scores to grade

equivalents '.pr percentile ranks,
calculation of, months abov ti or be-
low norm were hard& than
items requiring merely location of
information. This finding we in-
terpret as evidence of the limita-
tions of the printed word as a
medium for developing skills.
Verbal, directions for carrying out
operations . that. are . essentially
quite simple frequently may create
an impression that these opera-
tions are complicated and, by an.
odd' paradox, the more complete .I
and careful the directions, the
greater the likelihood that they
will seem hard. Art operatio
which can be demonstrated very ./

easily may in verbal presentation
appear disturbingly complex. This
fact highlights the importance of
workshops, teachers' meetings,
and in-service training programs,
in which the operations of admin- ,
stering, scoring, and interpteting
test results can be demonstrated,
and in which teachers who are to
be using tests may have an caliper-
hanky to perform the necessary
operations under supervision. It
further suggests the desirability of

Intermediate flattery is P," to be
answered by reference to a simple
table of reliability coefficients, was
answered correctly by fewer than
half the examinees; and other
table-reading items were similarly
hard. This indicates the necessity
of- textual &caption of, tabular
aata, of provision of examples
of how tables are to be ',used.
Again show:how and supervised
praetice seem called for

c. Some items answered almost ver-
batim in the text of thtilimanual
were missed by surprisingly large

'percentages of the subjectS. .To
illustrate, consider the item:

"An examiner should never cut
short the time specified for a
test even though all pupils have-
finished.- T or F

which was answered correctly by
only 60 per cent of the examinees.
The pertinent statement in -the
manual reads, If all pupils, or a
but two or three in a class finis
before the stipulated time, has
elapsed, time may be called

It is impossible to suppose that
the problem here is one of rea147 -.

ability or comprehensibility of the ,;
material as presented. One must
seek the explanation in the atti-
tude, or set, or m tivation, which
thf user, or in thi case the exam-
Mee, brings td th task of reading
-the nnirmal. It is rd to, believe'
that the average tea if suffi-,

,eiently interested, soul locate
in a test manual info alion of
the kind called for in uestion
just cited. Perhaps our real prob-
lem is that of, discovering why.
Ad are not interested and how

U2.
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it "can be itimulaFed 1

which gs-us back to the prin-
ciple ea e> stated, that testing
and test results take on meaning
when the user .0ees them In rela-

is own needs. and prof" , 2.
I_ '

Information of *e,,,kind ievealed in
this study Is dis neerting,:,if n t en-
tirelytirely ttnexpect ; but it is, n a
for any realisti appraisal of what' test
manuals can r sonawly ., e eted toh
do, and tis a bais for th imprve-
moo. I am glad to note, this eon-
neetion, that Roger - fdliso of Educe-
tienal Testing SeAice. has- een making,
a Isemewhi*simi tudf of the useful-.
ness of the manual r the ACE Psycho-
logical minati n. }Id albs .prepaled
two fo of a test intended? to reveal
the extent --to,ovhich-teachers 4 coun-
selors earun'alke effective Use of A
results" on the Sasis-kinfOmation.
sented in its manual'. ,.p.- o-has, moreo
splieited their opinions as to- the e-
qnacy of Various sections of fliq m- nual,

er4nformation they utl I 0, to

h e -included, etc. Flis fin ngs, as
r know, have not yeti- n ma

public;
`To sumrnarize: we have considered

the test manual as a means of transtnit3
tine to the u4r, the informatton and
skills he needs. if the regults are to be
meaningful and us 1 to him. ,The fol-
lowing points e been acivanced,

OAF'ERENCE

is unquestiona an urgent
need for better communication
frog, test maker to test user, if test
result areare to be made more mean-
ingful to the average user.
The test manual can bed rniree a
more effective communieaVoii-rne-
dium, and can contribute more to
letter understanding of test re-

. cults.
3Alie trileaningfulAess of test results-

to, the average user will be en-
Minced if the manuals. concerns
itself ,to a greater extent with re-
lating telt, results to the user's
problems and needs, and dernork
stratcs specifically and concretely
the kinds of actions indtiltrated by
the results.

4: The readability of test manuals,
and presumably their comprehet-
sibility, can be improved;. but it
is neither possible nor desirable to:
avoid technical Material.

5 Depenjleuce n the Pest manual
4 alone 'fif proper understaridipg

and-nr-a of test results is inade-
quate. Not only must more formal
training in measurement be en-
couraged as vita for proper use of
test results, bursuch formal work
should le-sppplernented by .work-
*hops and other in-service train- 4

if teachers, counselors, and
stwOvisors are to' derive - maxi-
inhti benefit from tests.'

7



thing of .Eclucation Measurement

A RECEN'r sunvEvi
pleyed in depa ents of

ucatidn in 339 institutions provides
among other things, a list of the courses
which they teach together with the
frequency of mention. Among theie are
many courses whose title includes the

o s measurement .or testing. In fiCt,
such courses constitiitt one of the first
en in frequency of mention in -1 list

"of 43. The most core rrion titles of le
measurement courses are Tests rid
Measuremertts dueational Tests
Measuresnen Mental Testing. I -

dition there- a stantial nuin
measuremen

su
Whose titles are

not readily classifiep under these three.
tince these courses, however named,

are all offertd in)schools or departments
of education it may be taken for
granted that ma thetn, if ndiit all
are designed an offered for prospbc-
tivt teachers, c nselors and soli
psychologists or ose already in such
positions. It seems likely also, that if

....."-scholFs or departments of edgeation
coffer any 'course in testing or, only ale

such course it probably wciura be- an tn-
txoductory coucourse .in ,-educational meas-
urement. In order to check this, line of
reasoning the catalogs of four types of
institutions kere exam' ed. These foul-
Were (I) Idrze publicl ported col-

l. leg I and universities,
_

univers large pri-
Vat y supported in ns (3) state
teachers colleges, ard better known

IfIE INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN
DUCATIONAC MEASUREMENT'

sychologists em- Ilbeial arts colleges. The n

a

ber of
.'each type of institution was approxi-
mately the same. MI told; the catalogs
cif Og institutions were studi

Although the analysis cauplete
certain ihtere.sting facts_ are girly clear:
First, it aripears th t an introductory
course in education.1 measurement is,
offered in nearly e ry institution of
the first three groups but of the Iii
arts colleges only about one half,lisf it
among their offerings. The coi
usually either undergraduate, or open, _

to both undergraduates and gra uates;
in-four institutions the course i ffered
in the department of psychology; in
.all otheis it is offered in the deport
or school of-education. The usual nu
ber of credits is 2 or 3 semester hours;
It is generally an elective course though
Iii institutions requfre it of unclergradu-

'.ates irt. teacher educations an about
_ bef th many (7) say it is riiiired of

graduate students in ed2cation. Data,
on they matters as .Lwell---' as on pre-
requisites, purposes of the curse, re-

- quire4iit for a teacher' 'cease andteacher'
considerations are mg collected.

It seems evident th t tiff? int-oduc-
tory course in etlueational 'measurement
is a inatter df

b.
impedance in programS

Klpusner, jbhn E orrocicif and Victor H.
' Symonds, ' M., Samuel Z.

InStitutions, e America% Psychologist.
Noll. st in Teacher Training ------ -

)7: 24-30. ]ii uary,.102.
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for t he education of teachers and la, (b) Improvement of teacher-'mode
Wiese; concerned with illeasuremeInt -.testsEvery --teacher must test and

evaluate, if *ling more than at le st
the %status arid progress of the learn
in subject matter ,would appe
jerefore that an irn dant function

of this first course in ectlIcational he intro uctorytcourse in!educaUonal

Formes as a field of specirili7gtion.

Purposes of the tpurse-

What_shoukLbiLthe_Moiar-PuzIV-$

urement? Naturally, ese will vary- Measurement, should be the irnprove7
ment" practices of teachers, that is:- to
.help therwdo better what is an integral

',part of the work of a teagher.
(c6) Introduction to t& use ofstand

arr 'zed tests in the schoolThis in-
uses .knowledge of smgces of tests
nd jitical iformation) about them; .

ability to read test manuals and ;.
akee judgmests between standard*d:N.
sts in the lit ht of the conditions ex.

Ming in, .tit 'school where theyare to
be given and of .objective data about '-
them; how to administer, score and
analyze results of standardized tests;
and how to use this knowledgr in -plan-
rang and carrying out a practical test-
ing program which cotitzifiutes to the
solution of educational problems 'aril

urthers the purposes (lithe school.
To' recapitulate, the, major purposes

of thg first course in educational meas..
turemeipt are conceived to Be. (a) orien-
t n to appropriate elementary phases'
if he subject, (b) improvement of

c wr- or locally -made Itests (c) in-
troduction to the Use of standardized
Cysts in 4he school.

somewhat from sit ation to situation,
bat- the followingrseemqmportant and
practical. .,.,

la) grientatioTTne student hat'
undoubtedly heard of various ,types of
tests such as achievement, intelligence,
personality, etc. He has taken some
constructed by his teachers and per;
haps some standardized tests, fie prob:
ably has heard terms like validityr,
norms, standardized and periormance

but kii i s is his introduction ro a sys-
Aematic prdentation end definition of

stripe() cepts. In one sense, the,
most
unc-

tion of orientation maw be the
' important for thiskeourse. Certai ly it

is contributed to by practically every-
thing that we do in it since so much
of it is new to the student. How6rer,
orientation is a very broad tcrm with
many possible facets. It is ne&ssary to
choose the lines alonh which it can
most profitably be directed sinle we
should not attempt to do too much-in
this course, which; for many is their
only one in measurementoNevertheless,

-it seems that thlre should be, orienta-
tion with respealt6 the following, at
least:

Understanding of bas4ic concepts of
measurement such as, vAlidity celia-
bilitY and other criteria of good meas-
uring instruments; iliffeient kinds of

Jests and other evaluative methods and
devices; statistical concepts and some
practice in simple statistical techniqu
some acquaintance with typical sly
ardized tests of the principal kindsc
acquaintance with several standardized
tests in the students' own major field;-- .
and knowledg5 of sources of standar
ized tests a iulon-nation about the_

Procedurqs

her one accepts the purpose
ts

as
ed or holds to a different set

goals, the logical 4tlestionin any case
becomes that of how to aelnexe them.
The remainder of this_pau& is devoted.
to discussion of methods cdr doing pi:.
No clairt is made amt.6e idearr,are
unique. or iontstandingi7:. succeksful.
They represent mer-ly the results of a
number of years of xPerieince in4teach-,.
Mg such a course and an interest in
experimenting-With various methods., in
the hope olimproviotit.

4-
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Orientation

During the orientation phase the
maul activities are lecture, class dis-
icussion and prt;bierns.-The lectures and
class discussions' ceolter 'around basic
concepts, different lEmds of standard-
ized tests, criteria of good ineasuring
instruments, and statiitics. Specimen
sets of standardized tasts are brought to
class, studied and discussed. FrRblems
are assigned in .making. a free uency
table, calculating means and medians,
semi-interquartile range and standartl
deviation, rank difference correlation,

,and setting up- an ogive curve. Per-
Gentiles, standard scores and quotients
are also irltroduced and discussed at
this 'time. a pt made to bring
out me and uses of 'statistical
measures rather than to emphasize cal-
culation, but each member of the class
worki out the assigned problems which
are graded and returned. There is no
illusion that these ideas and technlques
are mastered by all students or even the
majority. However, an attempt is,rnade
to give them enough understanding so
that they can at least read reports and
articles based on results of testing with
fair comprehension and to develop
some understanding and apprecia,ti6n of
statistical methods as an essential tool
foderiving.meaning from raw scores or
other test data.

(b) Improvement of Teacher- or
Locally-Made Tests

said earlier, every teacher
must test and evaluate. It is felt that
irnproveinent this phase of the work

. can best be brought about by actual
practice in setting up objectives, mak-
ing test items, and building a test. Im-
mediately following the mid-term exam-
inations mimeographed sheets are
handed out specifying in detail the na-
ture of the assignment.. Briefly stated,
it includes the construction of a HO-
item objective test, together with in-
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' istructions for giving and seoringit, and
a scoring key. A statemint of the oujec-, .

tives of the course in which dal test is
designed to be us9d and an indication
of which objectives the test has been
designed or is thought to measure are
also required, ='_

The full time of the class is devoted
to this project approximately three
weeks. One of the first activities is
examination of standardized test in
fields requested by the students, usually
their major fields or subjects, and of
tests made by students in previous
classes in meeting this same aSsignment.

' The class is divided into eoups accord-
ing to fields of specialization such as
realing, science, homemaking, etc.. A
large room, preferibly wiih tables and
chairs, is best ,for this purpose. The
instructor brings to class specimen sets
of different selected standardized tests
inl ach of the desired fields and subt

j s. The various subject matter or
interest gfoups then work over them.
Next, studenhanade tests are brought
in and -.used in ti same way. Three or
four class meetings are usually enough
for this part of the project. Students
who want more time for it may use the
departmentdl test files during office
hours. In general, the students are' not
encouraged to take these tests out of
the classroom or office but they may be
permitted to do so by individual re-
quest.

While this is going on students are
given some help in thinking about ob-
jectives. Suggestions are made on dif-
ferent ways of stating them and the
desirability of stating them in terms
of pupil behavior rathyr than subject
matter is -stressed. They also examine
the manuals of both standardized and
student-made tests for such statements.
Visits to the so-called Juvenile Collec-
tion of-elementary and secondary school
textbooks in the library for ideas as to
objectives and content are encouraged.
Students are strongly urged to plan-and
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d
construct' a test at the Iii,e1 at which
they expect to teach. This is considered
desirable because the students subject -
matter competence is usually -much
better suited to this -than to a college
or Atniversity level test, Equally fmpor-
tant is the consideration thatifhe
makes a test for eldmentary or high
school level he has sorrLethiki&he may
find quite useful in the not-too-distant
futiire.
' If students wish to atteht construc-

t tion of something else such as a rating
scale or readiness test they are en-
couraged to do so provided they and
the instructor ate satisfied that they
have the necessary knowledge and ex-
perience to make the effyrt worthwhile.,

Following these aclires, considera-
tion is given to each of the commonly
used types of objective test items. Each
type is illustrated, and its advantages,
disadvantages and particular useful-
nesses are briefly discussed. Students
are invited to try making sample items
which,they may hand in for criticism
and suggestions from the instructor.

Eletnentary principles as to format
of a test, grouping ttid arrangement of
items, setting up of scoring key or
stencils, directions for taking the test,
foe administering, and scoring it, and
use of answer sheets are also taken up.

After these activities in class arercon-
eluded students generally have about a
week or ten days longer to. complete
the project and hand it in, usually a
week before the end of the term. They
are urged to type the entire paper and
make a carbon copy. Mete are two
reasons for thj.§. First, if the test is
typed it is mdch sippler. to control
spacing and alignmfnt. In additibn; the
student-author nAtiallyhas inure pride
and satisfaction"ip a neatly typed paper
than one written in longhand. The soc-
ond reason was alluded to earlier, in
that th carbon copies are filed- and
used i r instructional purposes with
succeeding classes. This has proved to

be. much nppreciated by the students.
Both the .original and the carbon

copy are turned in to the instructor.
The original isvcrirefully ' criticized,
evaluated, and returned %with' a mark
to the student-author. The carbon, un-
marked, A addedtothe _collectkin_t,o___
be examined for ideas and for criticism
by classes in succeeding ,terms. 'When
the papers are returned the hour for
that day is generally used to discuss
common or outstanding -strengths and'
shortcomings. Students are also inv' d
to ask for individual 'conferenM w h
the graduate assistant pr the instructor
on the details of their project-and there
are always some wfio do so.

Over the yfar's in whichlithis assign-
ment has been used we have come'to
feel 'that it is one of the most rewarding
activities of the course, Students occa-
sionally complain that it takes too much
time and effort but the much more corn-
mon reaction is one of---"It took a lot
of work but we learned &lot and it
was worth the trouble." It often opens
up an entirely new coneept.of measure-
ment to the student. It gives him-some
'now-how in formulating objectives of
_nstruction and trying' to devise test
'terns to measure these objecqves. It
;Les him an appreciation of the scare

and effort requirld to construct a good,
objective test. Finally, it gives him a
sense of pride in authorship and in
having produCed something tangible
and substantial which he take* with
him and posiibly finds use for, long
after most of 'what we try to teach in
the course may be forgotten.

Although Otis believed that the bene-
fits to the 'Strident of this exercise far
exceed iv disadvantages we recognize
that it has some of the litter: For one
thing it is time-conwaing. 'A g'ood
share of the time (Ware last Month of
the course, both in class and out of it,
is Ova over to the project. Some may
question whether the practice in test_
planning and construction merits that



much time'out oft term. We definitely
feel that it does for reasons already
stated.

Another possible ''i!riticism is that the
student may, In his inexperienge and
lack of interest, be impelled to lift items
caLat-leastTideas-for-itenTsTfrarn-sorutes
availAle to him ancLkot,do Irma origi-
nal work'or thinking at ail. Every effdrt
is ,made to prevent this : `EVery ovor-
tunity istaken to emphasize the.prarti.
cal value of the exercise and to point
out Opt students can obtain the maxi-
mum benefit from it dills by,.. going

, through the entire experience for them-
selves. Also, they are told that it is not
difficult for the instructor to distinguish

'between items" taken from existing tests
and those- original with the student.
There is, of course, an element of
bluffing in this but it has been possible
iii some cases, from time to time, to
detect such cheating and lave the stu-
dent confronted with the aidence, own
up to it In the great majority of cases,
our impression is at they do not
knowingly bore from other sources
for test items,---

Another disadvantage is the great
amount of time required to read the
papers. It takes on the average, one
half hour per paper to read, criticize
and evaluate. The procedure followed
is to have a graduate assistant sit in the
course, especially during the second
half, so that he knows the assigornen0
and emphases thoro'ughly and also gains
some familiarity with ttlic areaS in which
students are working. By the time the
pipers came in he has been briefed on
procedures in evaluating them, what to
look for 'etc. He reads each One 'zare-
fully, makes notes, and gives a tenta-
-rive evaluation. Following this the in-
structor looks them over, adds or
modifies comments and, if he disigrees
With the assistant's evaluation the paper
is ills passed with him and a decisionNis
rea ed as to the final mark. All this
takes time and energy but it is felt that

something into which studenth have put
so much \time and effort deserve
careful, .couscientiousk reading and
benefit of any stt estions we can offer.

One of We interesting sidelights on
this project is varloty of tests that
hava acEnmula -d 11 Me instructor's
files,overl the.years..116ides all the Corp-

monly taught branclizs in which stand
are available pie list in-

cludes tests in derS, major sport; the
various phases of. industrial. arts and
agriculture; speech, .radio, and journal-

ism; commercial subject and test( on
two Bibles-the King fames version ,
and the Freshman Handbook.

(c) Introduction tp the Use of
Standardiied Tests in the Selionl

In planning a testing program for a
school in such a course as' this tt is not
uncommon ,to set up a -hypothetical
situation as a basis for tare discussion.
The instructor 'supplies such data as
size of enrollment, number of. grades
and pupils' per grade, data, available
from tests previously given, if any,
amount of money- to be. spent, and simi-
lar pertinent matter. BegiAiring with
these data a testing program -for the
first year and for succeeding Years may
be' planned: Practical considerations
such as selecting tests in the light of the
purposes, to be served, ordering The
tests,_ securing cooperation of -the staff,
administering and scoring the tests, and
analyzing and using the results are

'among the points usually considered.
While this exercise is not like, the actual
experience it may provide some insight
into the reguirements and the-Problems
of an effective use of tests in the
sclimils. Nevertheless, it cannot take
the place of actual particiilation in pram.,
Sing -and carrying out such activities.

It is quite often possible to ogixe
dents actual experience and participa-
tion in a testing project or program.
Requests are often received
schools for advice And assistance.in Sc-
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lectittestsi.planning for-their _admin-
istrati administering and scoring
them, analyzing the results, and study--
Mg them for ways ill which they can
be used. If it can be arranged without

*44, too much inconvenience or loss of time
we try to give students taking nreaspre-
ment courses an, opportunity to,,partici-
pate in such activities in w way thaLwill
be beneficial to them and to the scOol
seeking help. Students in the introduc-
tory course,in educational measurement

t as well as .those -in later courses in in-
dividual examining and group_ testing

tt have frequently takesi part in various
phases .of testing prograins with which
we' bave been involved. A more de-.
tailed, report on such participation than
time permits today has been given els-e-

where.'
Perhap's a school has decided to give

a readiness test to first-graders; or in-
telligence tests in all elementary grades;

or reading tests in secondary grades.
Whatever the nature of the tests to be
given, the purpose for using them
usnally arises out of a problem or need

sonievhere in the school situation
which is described and explained to the
dais in measurement.

Generally, the test or tests to be
given have been selected by the princi-
pal of the school or by a committee of
teachers. WeAsk fOr enough copies of
the tests so that 'every member of the
class may have One. We also collect all
the manualS and other accessories that
Can be spared. Thenthe class is organ-
ized into teams of 2 to 5 members each,
depending on the size of the class on
the one hand and the number and size
of pupil groups to be tested on the
other, the tests to be administered, and
similar considerations. In the grades we
generally .work with the classroom as a

unit, while in secondary schools a whole

class may be tested depending on its
size and the facilities available. Occa-
sionally, if the measurement class is a
large one the pupils are divided into

small groups so as to give bore students
-experience: Pt team assigned- a

group and is tesponsible for testing that
group. The team elects one of its num-
ber as the exannuer and the rest serve
as assistants tor proctors. Copies of the

rest arid manual are studied- and duties
of each team member are deteaniffed.
The -examiner practices his part such as
reading directions, tithing, etc. and

proctors familiarize themselves with the
procedures' and with their responsibili-
ties. Much of this goes on outside the
classroom but at least one class: session

is usually devoted to answering Aues-
bons, and at general briefing by the in-
structor.

During this time:ofpEeparation the

detailed' arrangcmentS_,Rve b6en made
for the administration of the tests. The
date and Hine are seLperrnission is ob-
tained for participating students, to
make up work of classes that will be
missed and, if necessary; transportation
by college bus or other means is ar-
ranged. It has been found preferable,
if the class is large, to furnish transpor-'
tation to insure that all participants will
arrive at the appointed time and place.

It is always suggested to the princi-
pal, as diplomatically as possible, that
the regular teachers be given a free pe-
riod while the testing is going,on. It has
been found best, generally speaking,
not to have the teachers in the room
during the testing. The children are
usually thrilled at being visited by col-
lege students, some of whom may be
well-known for athletic prowess or

other achievements, and there is seldom
a problem of lack of cooperation. The
instructor has assigned teams in ad-
vance, sees that they get to their sta-
tions, and stays on the job until the
testing is completed. .

After the tests have been given they

' Null, Victor H. and Marvin 1 Gluck
Functional Courses in Measurement and
Evaluation. School and Sudety, 70 339 -

340. November 26, 1949.
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From the school's standpoint the as-
sistance received is always favorably
regarded. The average teacher in serv-_
ice often knows little about the use of
standarzed tests. When the project is
carried out cooperatively as here de
scribed teachers learn along with stu-
dents. They also may change from a
negative or skeptical attitude toward
tests ter a more realistic one which recce
ognizes the benefits that testing may
provide and not just its limitations.

Because of its value to the greatest
number, the test construction project
previously described is always a , part
of the first course in educational Meas-
urement. The class participation in
testing in the schools is included when-
ever it is feasible to do so. The major
considerations are time available,
whether it can be fitted into the sched-
ule, size of the class, and above all,
whether the experience is such that it
will be educationally valuable. We do
not enter into such arrangements merely
or primarily for the assistance and bene-
fit of the school requesting it. Some-
times the tests to be given or the grade
level at which they are to be given do
not appear to be such that the experi-
ence seems very appropriate or valuable
for a particurar class. Again, the class
may be too large to handle easily, al-
though as many as 40 have been used.
Also, the maturity' of the students and
their readiness to undertake the project
may be a determining factor. And,. of
course, if it appears that there is not
enough time left in the term to do a
good job, the 'class is not brought into
it.

It rimy bfi appropriate to speak
briefly ebncerning the general require-
ments of the course lest same listeners
gain the impression from what has been
said here today that it consists solely of
the projects or activities which have
been described. This would be a rather
incomplete picture. wring the orienta-
tion phase, which occupies the first

are, taken by the teams and scored.
Papers are exchanged between teams
and the scoring is checked. The results
are analyzed by use of simple statistical
procedures. Early in the course some
problems have been worked out by the
members of the class, in which, such
procedures )were practiced. Students
who have collected data by administer-
ing tests to real children and scoring
these tests, are much more strongly
motivated toward such work than they
were previously.. With the help of
instructor .the class studies the results,
attempts to interpret .-them, and per-
haps formulates some tentative conclu-
sions and recommendations. 'If it can
be arranged, the principal.and perhaps
a teacher or two meet with the class to
discuss the results. This is usually a
very interesting -session. Students gain

ts into the situation which they
would otherwise not get and repre-
sentatives of the school reeive assist-
ance in interpreting the results of the
tests. In addition, of course,.\.they have

:bad the substantial help of having the
tests administered and scored for them
and of having a preliminary statistical
analysis completed.

. Students always seem to enjoy this
projset and feel that it practical. and
valuable. Most students like to give
tests= and they consider this an oppor-

- tunity to gain some actual experience.
Scoring presents no problems when the
work is divided among thirty or more
students. Sometimes they have de-
veloped a personal interest in some of
the children tested and are most anx-
ious to see how certain ones came out
on the test. Likewise, analysis and
study of the results to see what use can
be made of them by the school presents
a challenge to which they react quite
favorably. One of the objectives which
students in measurement courses con-
sider most important is that of learning
to interpret and to apply results of
testing.
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month or so of the term, Major empha-
§is is placed on assigned readings in the
textbook covering basic theory and sta-
tistical methods: We have not generally
required much outside-reading in un-
dergraduate sections because we
that reasonable attainment through the
'study of one basic textbook is perhaps
all that can be expected of '1friners.
St-gents who evince interest in par-
ticplar phases of the work ale given a
supplementary reading liSt and assisted
in finding additional material.
- 'To' measure achievement we use

three objective examinations in addi-
tion to the pmblems and papers de-
scribed earlier. The first of these deals
entirely With elementary statistical con-
cepts; the second is the mid-term ex-
amination On basic theory, and statisti-
cal methods; the final examination
covers the reading and lectures of the
entire course.

In closing, I should like to make ex-
plicit two ideas that have been implied
in much that has been said here today.
The first is that a great deal of what we
try to teach in introductory courses in
measurement probably bas little signifi-
cance to the student unless he has op-
portunity to make use of the ideas we
present. Measurement theory, statikties,
use and interpretation of standardized
tests and test construction- can mean
little to the person who has not actually
applied them or worked at them. This
is not to say that verbalization of terrn.
And concepts, and classroom discussions
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and practice An educational measure-
ment have no value; howeVer, it seems
reasonable to assume that applicon of
these ideas and procedures in Akiiiore
realistic situ_ ation would increase both
motivation and understanding. The
value of our courses in educational
measurement probably depends for
most students on the extent to which
what is taught carries over into practice.
If this is so, every effort should be made
by instructors in such courses to facili-
tate and increase this transfer.

The second point, 'which is closely .

related- to the first, is that it is possible
to carry out activities, even in begin-
ning courses in educational measure-
ment, that will provide pical oppor-
tunities for students to apply what is
presented in the course. The projects
here described provide experience and_
practice in the application of_ measure-
ment theory and techniques to situa-
tions which are like those many
prospective teachers will face after
graduation. Through activities of the
types discussed, we aim to give stu-
dents something useful and basically
sound in the field of educational meas-
urement. No claim is made that what
we do is very original or unique. What
has been described here today is of-
fered merely as an account of some
procedures that have been used suc-
cessfully, with the hope that it may be
interesting and possibly helpful to
others responsible for the same type of
course.
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W C. KVARACEUS

IN-SERVICE 'TRAINING IN MEASUREMENT BY MEANS OF
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION COURSES

ANWIJALLY -rim Harvard-Boston Univer-
sity Extension Division conducts fifty
to sixty courses for teachers throughout
the New England area During -the
1$52 -1 school year sixty one differ-
ent coursere offered in forty-seven
communities. Over the thirty-one year
period during which the Extensiein
vision has been functioning, a total of
794 courses has been given in 159
communities enrolling 21,998 teachers.'
If these adaptive training programs are
effectively organized, they should re-
sult in improved school practices on a
wide scale.-

Several courses have been called for
with high frequency in the area of edu-
cationlil measurement and evaluation.
During the past nine years, the writer
has personally conducted fourteen
measurement workshops in the follow-
ing New England communities: Port-
land, Maine; Barre, Vermont; Man-
chester, Peterboro and Hampton in
New Hampshire; Framingham, Mil-
'ford, Malden, Norwood., Stoughton,
Rockland, Fall River, New Bedford,
and Quincy in Massachusetts.

All the courses are set up upon re-
quest of the local school community.
The courses generally carry two points
of credit, although a third point can be
earned by special arrangement with the
instructor. Most courses carry graduate
credit and run for fifteen weekly meet-
ings of two hours each. The instructor

commutes to the community, which is
generally within two or three hours'
riding distance from the Boston Uni-
versity campus.

Other than for obvious saving
and convenience in transportation for
the class members, where do the ad-
vantages lie in offering an off-campus
course? In what way does the off-
campus measurement workshop course
differ from' the course with the -same
title offered within the University?-The
major strategy lies in the following: (1)
the course is offered only on community
invitation or demand, thus indicating,
that teachers and school Officials are
bothered by measurement problems
and are, perhaps, in a state of readiness
for learning; (2) the teachers are in
close contact pith real measurement
problems around which learning experi-
ences may be planned; and (3) course
evaluations are now possible in terms of
actual changes and improvements in
the classroom behavior of the teacher.
In view of these circumstances, the off-
campus course in measurement and
evaluation can be expected more read-
ily to affect actual school practices.

' W. Linwood Chase, "Field Service,"
Boston University Graduate Journal, Vol.
I, No. 10 (March, 1953), pp. 151-152.

Donald D. Durrell, "They Are Popular
With Teachers," The Journal o the Na-
tional Education Association, Vol. 35 (De-
cember, 1949 ), pp. 572-573.
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Disadvantages in off-campus courses
center 'around the lack of adequate li-
brary resources. However, except Tor

bound periodical references, this has
been largely overcome through the
establishment of a separate extension
course library.

Based on the experiences of the past
nine years during which the writer has
offered fourteen workshop courses in
as many New England communities,
the following generalizations have been
drawn concerning methods and pro-
cechues which condition the effective-
ness of an off-canipus course in improv-
ing measurement practices in the local
schools and communities.

While all measurement courses have
beerfoffered only upon invitatiOrn of the
local community, much depends upon
who initiates the recluest or who spon-
sors the course. Courses conducted be-
cause a supervisor or superintendent
feels that his teachers are in dire need
of this type of in-service training may
result in an "increment-happy" captive
audience hued on by monetary stimu-
lus rather than by any desire for self-
improvement. Only as the teachers
have been consulted and have them-
selves elected to sponsor such an ex-
tension cours will there develop a
wholesome I arning situation, Fre-
quently the local teachers' association
or a professional improvement or in-
service training committee initiates the
invitation and sponsors the course, thus
representing a true consumer demand_
Under such auspices there is more
promiSe for ultimate improvement of

school practices.
The Harvard-Boston University Ex-

tension Division has lent cArisiderable
assistance to a number of communal 's
in the sequential planning of courses
requested over the years, For example,
the measurement course has frequently
served as a starting base from which
have steamed courses in guidance, cur-
riculum planning, etc. If an off-can

course does not fit within- the mosaic
of the over-all in-Service training pro-
grarty in the community, it may repre-
sent a sporadic. and' spontaneous flight
in adaptive training Such isolated
course offerings, eventually proVe of
limited value,

Prior to the fast meeting with the
local workshop group, the writer has
followed the practice of spending at
least a day in the schools of the com-
munity in, order to get the "feel" of the
present status of testing, with particular
reference to the existence of cumulative
records, testing programs already in
progress on an, all -community basis,
local leadership responsibilities for test-
ing, curriculum revision programs un-
derway, nature of the present forms
for reporting pupil' progress, and atti-
tudes if local principals and super-
visors toward current measurement and
evaluation practices. For example, prior
to Meting a course currently being,
conducted In Quincy, Massachusetts,
an afternoon was spent in the schools
of the community, . 'A conference with
the local superintendent, assistant su-
perintendent, guidance director and
elementary school consultant was held.
This conference brought out the follow-
ing types of information: much thought
was being given to problems of report
cards and other forms for reporting pu-
pil progress; the'Stanford Achievement
Test, Partial Battery, Form J, was being
administered to all children in grades
four through nine; and that 'tests of
ability were being administered in

grades one-and five. This type of in-
formation, enabled more effective plan-
ning for meaningful learning experi-
ences related to the testing program
already in pregress.

While most of the workshops have
been conducted on a one-term _basis

and run for approximately a fifteen-
week period, a promising adaptation
has been made In several communities
by extending the course throughout the
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year. In this way, the course meets
every three or four weeks for the same
number of fifteen meetings, thus ena-
bling projects to be planned and car-
ried out A Measurement course cpn-
fined to .a fast sequence of ffteen
meetings seldom enables the 'teachers
to do more than plan for the consia-uc-
tion and use of tests. A course spread
out over the year insures the .oppor-
tunity to administer, analyze, and use
tile various instruments and techniqties
doiscussed in.the course.

In one community, Framingham,
Massachusetts, such a..workshop was
planned on a full-year basis and in-
cluded all elementary teachers. This
course met one afternoon a month on
School time. Classes were dismissed fog
this ifternoon,- enabling a three-hour
work session. Cenral` meetings were
held the first half of the period, fol-
'Owed by smell group meetings with
committees waking on different' prob-
lems in the second half of the session.
Meeting on school time gave added
prestige to the importance of educa--
timial tasks undertaken in this in-serv-
ice. training program. Special arrange-
ments were madeby the community to
bear. a share of the expenses of the
course, since many teachers were en-
rolled on a non-credit basis.

In the first' years of the Writer's ex-
perience in conducting these courses
in the field, a comprehensive inventory
test covering the measurement and
evaluation area had been prepared and
was used at the first session of every
Course. These inventory tests revealed
that teachers had little knowledge of
the field of measurement and that they
labored under n great deal of misin-
formation. One other effect was not

use of the inventory instrument
always tended to cut down on the en-
rollment in the class. Those people with
particularly low scores dropped out of
the course in greatest numbers. Teach-
ersers most in need found the initial test'
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ing a traumatic experience and decided
not to take the course. Since repeated
use of this ')instril'ment always seemed
to result in these two phenomena, the
writer now assumes that the teachers
,by,and large enter the course as begin-
ning learners. At the same time, it is
acknowledged that the size of the en-
rollments are larger. - However, there is
considerable merit in discovering those
persons who have had recent courses
in measurement and who do have more
knowledge and skill than others. At-
tempts are now made to uncover these
people through non-test tecniques in

--order capitalize on the proficiencies
which They bring to the class.

!cis vital to discover and work with
- the 'individual 'who has keen assigned

responsibility for overseeing the testing__
aciixities jn the local school system...In
one community this may be the super-
intendent; in another' It may be the
supeiVisor; and, in still another, the
principal of the school may make de-
cisions related to test construction, pur-
chase and use. If the measurement
workshop is to be effective, ,this indi-
vidual should be a participating item=
her of -the group. It is easy to 4see,,how
a course conducted by an outsider may
run at cross-purposes with a testing
program planned ley another individual
working within the school system.

It is significant to note that many
communities had ?lot assigned this re-
sponsibility to any one person and that,
by and large, no qualified school person
was1 available to assume such over-all
school responsibilities. During these
workshop courses, this problem has al-
wc6 been faced by attempting to lo-
cate those teachers or administrators
who had had some previous training
and experience in the use of tests, and
through the establishment of a Local
Evaluation Committee consisting of
representative members of the school
staff. One outcome" of the course ob-
served in a number of communities, as
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in Malden, Massachusetts° was the
establishment of a position of Director-__
of Measurement and Research which
was eventually_ -filled by a person
trained for'the task.

Whenever msable, the attempt was
made to limit the--tcourse to the teachers
in one town or city in an effort to plan
the workshop ?round the itanique prob-
lems of alpaftieular school *tern. This
has not -always been possible., since
some courses have been set up initially
on .a regional, basis and have drawn
from many small towns that by_ them-
selves did not have sufficient eiu-ollfnent
to support a course. Currently, such
course is- being offered in Hampton,
New ilampshire, composed of twenty-

' three teachers representing a ha lf-

dozen different nearby school systems.
In each community the course eon-

tent tended to center around the same
core found in any bely,in-ning measure-
ment course. At the same time, each
community's requirenients have called
for some lecal patterning and for
varied emphases on particular topics.
However, in every community, the
learning experiences that were set up
for the group varied considerably. For
example, one 4comniunity may place
emphasis on local test construction,
going through the process of item anal-
ysis and local norm-building4 another
community may center its efforts on theme

administration, analysis and classroom
use of standardized tests; still another
may spend a large share of -time in re-
vising its cumulative records and pupil
report forms; and still another corn-
niunity may take off the failing pupils
in their class lists and do a thorough
individual teskim job with each young-
ster. No school system showed any
shortage in testing tasks to provide a
rich source of learning experiences. The
particular advantage of an off-campus
workshop comes in- this rich oppor-
tunity for providing real-life classroom

situations involVing knowledge of, and
skill in testing..

In a mimbee of .communities; the
superintendent' of schools has made
available A, testing budget which gave
the' workshop members an opportunity
to plan 'arid carry out a school testing
pregram. Such administrative coopera-
tion tended to insure a desirable realism
in the course, since the group did more
than arirdy,ze tests that might sometimes
be tivd in a theoretical school system.

'.1tvaltiating learning as a product
of. sae` course, use has always been
made of a carefully constructed i item-
analyzed, achievement test prepared by

,the instructor, together with 'an ap.
%visal of the initlividual and group ac

carried' Un by class members,
However; this final, examination has al-
ways been drawn froin-a pool of avail-
able items in the instructor's files, which
are selected to cover the areas of em-
phasis made iaa the particular course.
By evaluating the actual use made of
the tests constructed pr purchased and
which have been Used in the classroom,
and through school and classroom visi-
tations, .some subjective impressions of
the successful implementation of testing
practices have been obtained in all
fourteen communities. However, the
preiblem of evaluation remains a serious
one The liter 'looks to the day when
courses sue thew, will be given on
a non-credit basis which -will, in a
sense, evade the necessity of marking,
This assumes in advance a professional
maturity on the part of the in-service
teacher and adheres to the concept that
the activities engaged in are oriented
in 'the direction of need and are basi-
cally desirable school activities.

Generally, a person working in the
field discoyer1 that testing is somewhat

' W. CI Itivaraecus, 'r Adapting a Univer-
sity Extension Course to the Needs of the
Local community," School and Sacictu,
Volume 08, No. 1704 (August 7, 1048),
pp. 81-84.
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in bad odor. The teacher is convinced
that someone wants to test hernot the
pupil, since this has frequently been
her e;perience in the past. At We same
tkrie, most teachers show a, severe
allergy to matter% statistical . FfIrthei:-
more, local leadership in the area of
measurement on an .administrative and
supervisory level is either ineffective or
lacking. Through the off -campus work-
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shops, the measurement man has 'a ric
opportunity to help_ local administra-
tion face the 'problems of adaptive
traiiiing in measurement and evalua-
tion; It is in this area that the critical
requirements in measurement and al)
praisal are such as to make the differ-

, ence between what is an Outstandingly
effective or a definitely unsatisfactory
teaching performance.
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ff-konE ouvrawnw thp type of training.
1 which Irv.:ould consider qppropriate for
reseprch in psychological measurement,
let Lis consider briefly the nature of the
Problerns of .,psycholdgical.myeastne-
ment, ,order to indicate the type of
goal .toward which this training i di.
rected. . 4 ,...

If one surveys the different problems
which have ,engaged the attention of
'psychologists, one finds that there is a
certain class of problems which are met
with repeatedly and are characteristi-
cally psychological. The major features
of these problems are that the psycho-
logical objects being studied are basil
cally qualitative in nature. Howe44, it
seems reasonable and valuable to de-
scribe them quantitatively(

For 'ample, intellig e is an im-
portant psychological:

%
of inclivicir

uals. It is basically a" qualitative trait,
yet it Seems reasonable both to laymen
and to psychologists to speak of one
person as being more or less intelligent
than anothr, implying qufantitative
differences in intelligence. The meas-

ent Of, intelligence and other men;.
gaits,al and the determination of theit

interrelationships, is a large field of
psychological investigation. It is impor-
tant both for psychological, theory, and
for practical applications of psychology.

Orrespondingly, sensations are basi-
cally qualitative. The differences be-

4' \ -
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tween clifferer odor veer differ-
ent tones, or erw -different colors
are clearly q litat eJ differences-, yet

. we have a two dihterisional representa-
tion of tonesrilthree-dimensional color
pyrathiel, and attempts to represent
odors inthree-dimensional space.

Attitut of persons' toward various
- social pr _lems, or individual judg--

ineriti of valye, are additional illush-aw
tions of psychological objects which are
basically qualitative. Yet the study'," of
problems of attitude and value is aided
tremend ly, when attitudes are quan.
tified a d measured-by various attittid
scales. t is necessary to know how t
measure values before laws regarding
value can be experimentally investi-
gated. ' .,..- ,

There are a great many more illus-
trations of the inportance of quantifica-
tion in the approach to numerous
psychological problems that initially ap-
pear to involve a field that is essentially
qualitative. These .protlerns are the
basic problems of psyc ometrics. One
method for recognizing such problems
in common-sense conversation to
note that-a perSon discussing the prob-
lem is likely to say, It is all a matter of
opinion and you can't 'even get agree-
ment among th*opinions of different
persons." This statement.conld readily
be made about attitudes, values, sen-
sory qualities, etc. Many of the methods
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of Psychological Measurement were de-
veloped precisely to deal with this
situation, where the scientist must deal
with opinions or judgments and these
opinions di!s&gree.

A sfigfitly different way of viewing
these problems is illustrated in Table I.
We rnay,say that many if not most psy-
chological problems are concertA with
some aspects of the responses of per-

.
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to each_ stimulus. Mentallest data also
fit the sani'e general format, since
5g may represent either an item, o
test. The Rig then represent. the per-

1 -son's ebrrect or incorrect answer to each
item, or represents his score on each of

Tthe testu The fact that the basic data
of test ,tfUory, and of psychclphysics

'can be represented as matrices, indi-
cates that thinking' precisely about
these probleols would probably be fa-
cilitated by matrix algebth. Many of the
developments in both psychophysics
and test theory aver the past ten years
or so demonstrate the usefulnCss of
matrix algebra in developing-the, soiti-
tion to viirious problems. -411!'

If one nvards the stimuli, the tests
or the items for example, as standard
and atten.ipts' to,measure inter-individ-
ual differences we have the problems
of mental tests. If one assumes that the
individuals constitute a somewhat wand-
arc! grdup and is interested in evaluat-
ing) the stimuli, i.e. the test items, we
have the problems of item rit$ysis. If
the S. represent tests/ then the R1, are

deter-
mine

scores, and we might wish to eter-
mine the number of intellective factors
represented in the stt of tests. In this

'ease we have the. problems of factor
analysis. As is. welt knOWn, matrix
theory has been useful here in' deter-
mining the minimum number'of factors
needed to account for a given set of
tests.

If the stimuli are tones, or colors, or
lights, the persons are regarded y con-
stituting a representative normal 'group,
and the scientist is interested in scaling
the stimuli, we have the problems of

, psychophysies. In the method of Paired
,Comparisons, the S's would be "pairs
of stimuli," the persons would judge
"which is the larger of the two." In this
case a matrix of I's and U's is the basic
matrix of experimental data for the
method of paired comparisons, and the
law of comparativeiUdgment. In study-
ing attitude statements, or sensation for

sons to stimuli. Each person may be
tlestgoated P, (where, i N).
Each stimulus may be designottd-
(wheret.g== K). Such a set of
psychological data for the responses'pf
N nersons to K stimuli can in all, or
practically all cases be represented as a
matT{x, with {say) a column for each
stimulus, and a row for each person.

response of the i-th person to the
g- stimulus would then be desigdated
Rig. Table 1 illustrates such .a matrix,

nwhich can represent a large number of
different sets of psychological data. For
example, in a psychophysical experi-
ment, liminal stimuli may be used, and
the R is a 1 or a 0 depending on
whether the person responded, or did
not respond to the stimulus. Instead of
being a simple yes, or no response, Rig
in the matrix representing another ex-
periment might be the reaction time in
thousandths of a second of each person
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example, if one uses the method of
triads for determining interpoine. dis-
tances thdn another type of matrix rep-
resentation a's used in multidimensional

u.

psychophysies gives the solution for the
'ifnnsionality of the set of objects used

-xperimept.
t-nary4 the foregoing, we may

ire' a large number of inipor-
yehglogical 'problems Which in-

t1*---quantification of qualVative
Material. These problems in which '`,it

ri matter of judgment and jud'g
Merits disagree" are the problems which
have been classified as psychometrics.
or psychological measurement. Havieg
indicated the nature of thislield Jet
consider the training needed for stiki
work.

Adequate training for research in

psychological , measurement can be
grouped under five major headings.
A. Basic training in Psychology.

This training should include work in
experimental psychology, social, theo-
retical, comparative and (Whet areas of
psychology. The purpose of this train-
ing is to give the person a good knowl-
edge both of the experimental proce-
dures used in psychology, and of the
present status of .various psychological
problems.'

Depending upon the division of
labor among departments in a given
university, and the interests of the stu-
dent, such training might be obtained
in a Department of Psychology, a De
partment of Education, a Department
of Social Relations, or in some other de-
partment.
B. Basic training in mathemiits.

The problem of precisely what mathe-
matics is most valuable cannot he an=
sw.ered with finality. Probably different
periple should study different amp of
mathematics in order to see which be-
comes More useful as various psycho-
logical problems are explored ,by
chometrie methods. It is also possible
that a re-arrangement of the contents
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of some' mathematics courses would
11'make it possible to obtain the necessary
training in a shorter ti tan the cur-
rent arrangement does... to such a
reorganization of the mathematics. cur-
riculum, which may take several yetirs
(or even decades), it would seem that

strident of psychological measure-
ment should htive the following comes
miw ip the college mathematics pro-
gram.

First 3/cxcollege algebra, diialYti-
cal geometry, trigonometry

Second yeardifferential caluulus,
integral calculus

Third year (one term) differ en

equa Lions,
Fourth year (one term )--matrix!

4, theory
Probably a person.with a foundation

in mathematics similar to the one indict
caked above would he .adequately pre-
pared to explore various other special-
ized mathematical topics which seemed
to be of special interest. It might be
noted that such a set of courses would
Probably not ordinarily be regarde,d as
a major in mathematics. It would per-
haps constitute a strong undergraduate
minor in Mathematics,
C. Rosie training in modern statistics,

It should be recognized that the con-
tributions of statistics to psychometric
problems are essentially different from
those of mathematics. One needs 'the
mathematics in order to forMulate the
scientific laws, Statistics is concerned
with determining if the data and the
equations are in agreement or in dis-
agreement. Probably the student should
have two years in statistics, including..
such topics as correlation theory, multi-
ple and partial correlation, analysis of
variance and co -variance, various sig-
n-Hie:ince tests, confidence limits and
estimation proceduTes, probability
theory including stoehastfe processes,
and certain topics :in multivariate sta-
tistics such as discriminant analysis,and
canonical correlation theory. . These
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techniques should be known at the op-
erational level so that th'e Person is
conlpetent to apply them, and also is
qualified to select the technique appro-
priate to a given problem. Insofar as
.possible the theory on xyhich the sta-
tistical procedures are based, and by
means of which they are developed
would also be known since pars of the

=psychometricians problem would be to
develop, or at least to initiate the de-
velopment of new statistical techniques
appropriate to current problems.
D. A set of courses in procedures of

' psychologi c I measurement should be a
central par the curriculum fo `psy-
chometrid ti- ning, There is also the
further probleto of differentiating the
artifacts of the 'rneasusing techniques
from the scientific findings. This prob-
lem arises in. many other areas, but
perhaps not in the same degree as in

mpsychological easur-ement.
- For example, work on the physiology

of the cortex has involved the use of
operative, fixing, sectioning, and stain-
ing techniques. These constitute-an area
of study in themselves.' Those not-
thoroughly versed in pitch Qhniques
will frequently confu.st artifacts of the
technique'with scientific findings.

Correspondingly, studies of cortical
potentials, or brain waves, involve corn-

. plex electronic equipment. The prob-
lems of properly designing and hand-
ling aniplifiers, oscilloscopes and other
equipment frequently seem. to eclipse
the functioning of the cortex 'which the
instruments are supposed" to record.
However, it is essential to know= when
one is recording cortical functioning,
and when one is recording -.Various arti-
facts produced by the equipment.

A similar situation obtains when the
research involves the techniques of
psychological measurement. Almost any-
one feels that he.can frame a poll ques-
tion, administer it and draw conclusions;
can construct a test of a few items,
devise an attitude scale and draw valid
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conclusions without exercising other
than a .fcw-(common-sense precautions.
There is peirhaps, a great deal of nmis.
leading wofk in these areas clue to the
fact that the properties of the measur-
ing 'instrument arc misinterpreted as
properties' of 14ie phenomena sup-
posedly being measured.
_During the past fiftyyears' an elabo-
rate body of theory has been developed
to deal adequately with psychological
measuring insoimients. Probably
minimum of three onc-year grade
levef courses would- be necessary to
cover such material.

1. A course in the theory of tests, in-
chiding Work= on reliability, valid-
ity, error of Measurement, adjust -
intent of time limits, problems of
grinip heterogeneity, of scoring,
sealing, and weighting methods,

et_lures for improving tests by
and item selection,

the best methods of combining..
tests lino a battery, etc.

2. A second course would deal with
method's of factor analysis. Matrix
theory would be a prerequisite for
such a course, or included in the
cacly part of the course. The
course would deal with the theory
of factor analysis, methods for
manipulating large matrices of
test scores, and also with the vari-
ous uses of factor analysis in fields
other than tests. Fields such as
abnormal psychology,- sensot,y'
psychology, Perception, Learning,
etc. 'Probably it would also in-
clude some introduction to mod-
ern high Speed' electronic com-
puting procedures.

3. A third course would deal with
the psychological sealing pmee-
(lures, including the 'logical foun-
dations of such measurement, the
experimental and logical distinc-
tions between ordinal, extensive
and other scales, the distinction

a
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between filndamental, derived acrd
defined rnagnitures, as well as
various iinodern developments in
psyolklogieal scaling. These latter
-would include for example; the
method'of paired comparisons and
law of comparative judgment, th'e

-method of successive intervals'
and the law of categoacal judg-
ment,,,the method of similar re-_
actions, scale analysis latent

'structure analysis, and the-
dimensional procedures in psy-
ehophysies.

-7 ' I , .1

'''nature of 4guch models and the func-
tions which they serve in science! For
example, the derivation of the orbit of a-
planet,.or th,e, trajectory of a projectile
from Newton's laws of motion might
constitute appropriate introductory ma-
terial for such a coarse. One might also
utilize some illustrative derivations and
theorems' from field theories in elec-
tricity and magnetism, and possibly
some mathematical models in the field
of biology from mathematical biophys-
ics. Such an introduction from mathe-
matical models in more es4blished
fields would serve to illustrate various
important general points, such as that
the bask postulates may be unverifiable

)directly sometimes arc .merely defini-
tions of t rms, and. may occasionally be

'contradicted by ordinary experience.
It might also be desirable to include
some attempts to verify certain theor
reins experimentally in the laboratory,
in order to demoillstrate how easy it is
to set up a poorly designed, or a poorly
controlled experiment and thus "dis-
prove" some of the basic theorems of
physics. Doubtless many elementary
physics students have "demonstrated"
that falling bodies do not obey the law
of gravitation, for example.

The fact that experimental condi-
tions must agree approximately with
the assumptions of the mathematical,
model is another important considers-
tion frequently overlooked in criticisms
of prjsent attempts at mathematical
models in psychology and in social sci-
ences.

The introductory material might also
include a brief review of differentiation
and integration, non-linear curve fitting,
Pearson's method of False Position, and
graphic methods such as -rectification
and translation of a master curve.

The body of the course, however,
would deal with various mathematical
models within the field of psychology.
iijiese mightlnelude illustrations from
the psychology of learning, as de-

Such a set of three one-year conises,
if compactly and carefully organized,
and if the students enter them with a
good mathematical prefiaration Could
cover the basic material now available
in psychological measurement and
could give tT students a foundation so
that by means of independent work he
could move ahead,' and keep up with
new developments jri the field, as- well
fiA make contributions of his own to the
area.
E. The Development and the Function
of Mathematical Models.

Since in the present state of psy
chology the development of mathemati-
cal models for various areas is a some-
what new- and undeveloped idea, it is
desirable at present to have a course
dealing explicitl§ with this area. Even-
tually a mathematical treatment will
probably be a routine part of most psy-
chology courses, however for the next
five to 20 years, such material will
probably la covered in a separate
course, if Wered at all.

This course on mathematical models
should includeTh survey of models al-
ready developed in various psychologi-
cal areas, and practice in the develop-
ment of new models. It should begin
with some consideration of well-estab-
lished mathematical models in other
areas in order that the student could
become acquainted in detail with the

ti
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veloped by Thurstone, Hull, Brisk
Most° Iler, Estes and Burke. Others
would be from the field of social be-
hivior as illustraper by some (1 the
work of Nicholds Bash'evskH, J. Q.
Stewart, and G. K. Zipf. A treatment` of
epidemic theory as developed by
Lowell Reed. and -others might also be
mterestinr..*

The minimum necessary work in this
area could ,probably be covered by a
one-year course provided there were
two prerequisites for this course,

1. Differential equatien's
Some knowledge, of experimental
psychology, such as a course in
the psychology of learning.

During the latter half or third of this
course, students should be given an
opportunity to develop new models.
which might be tested experimentally.
F. Miscellaneous Special Courses,

It might be that one would Want to
consider different special courses which
would be particularly useful fur stir
delits with special types of interest in
Psychological Measurement. Fur exam=
pie, time series, auto correlation, or
spectral analysis might be topics which
one would wish to have available and
to encourage some students to take, but
which would of be particularly finis
able to requir rem all students in psy-
chological mea iiren nt
With such trait ng

A. Basic psychology,
B. Mathematics
C. Statistics,
D. Psychological Measurement

Theory,
E. The Development of Niathem

cal Models, and
F. Other Special Courses,

it seems to me one would have students
who would. understand current Psycho-
logical problems, be equipped to utilize
measurement techniques in various
areas where such methods were rele-
vant.
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All of this could not be cov-
ered as a three-yearf program of gradit-
ate training. However, if Ate students
began "stcili vork as au iindergraduatv,
this prograrit' allows. a great deal of

'freedom for other electives and even
for: another major interest. In terms of
onc.year courses at .either gr C or
undergraduate level the prog may
be 'summarized as follows:.

'one -year course
or equivalent

Matheina 'e . . . 3
Statistics
Psychology

Minsurement
Mathematical Models
Special . . . 1

Total inPrVgrain 16

Assuming four years of undergradu-
ate and three years of graduate work,
(the la;;t of which is spent on a theses)'
gives years of study. Assuming a
load of Jour courses which is usually
not considel4d heavy gives a total of
twenty_-four one-year courses in the six
years. This progiam specifies two-thixds,
leaving one-third of the students time
free for other sorts of 'Will. There
would thus be considerable time for
study in related fields of special inter-
est to each student.

Another way of looking at the total
load is to say that a student taking a
Ph.D. in Psychology at Princeton and
specializing in Psychmmitries( provided
he had a strong undergraduate minor
in mathematics and the equivalent of
an elective course or two in Psychology
and Statistics) would have essentially
the program outlined here.

In order to obtain well-trained per-
sons in Psychological Measurement, it
is necessary that superior high-school
students and college freshmen be in
formed regarding the nature of the field
and the opportunities it offers so that

6 -
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o good foundation training for entrance
into a number of different fields, in-
cludinglpoth phystcal sciences and so-
alai sciences . It is highly desirable that
this fact be brought to the attention of
superior high-school students and col-
lege freshmen.

they may direct then. undergraduate
work in this direction if thie field is of
possible interest to them.

It is important to emphasize that
such undergraduate training in motile-.
matics and statttics does not constitute
spoialization, but instead constitutes

X23
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The Teaching of Educational Measure ent

JOH,N T. COWLES.'

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

h. Cureton, Chairman of the dis-
cussion, opened with u two comments;
one concerned the apparent limited
population Mobility of people trained

_in educational measurementpeople
trained in the midwest, for example,
apparently do not migrate to NeW Eng-
land. The other comment concerned a

-rather -significant occurrence at his in-
stitution: A college freshman who was
doing-poorly in two of his courses was
asked by the counselor about his dif-
ficulty. It appeared that he was both-
ered only by those muses in which,-
essay exams were given. He had never
had that kind of exam before reaching
college!

Dr. Davison eVasized the value of
first analyzing the methods of teaching
a Subject before trying to test it this
is a fruitful approach to the problem
of relating test content to future objec-
tives. Dr. Noll agreed that the gap
between the formulation of objectives
and the test item itself is a major
problem.

Major Carlson,. commenting on Dr.
Kvaraceus' presentation, noted 'that
people conducting- courses are often
averse to measurement, and suggested
that future instructors should be taught
what they can get from measurement.
He explained a technique used at the

Air University after students have
taken a test, they are sometimes placed
in the role of instructor and -asked
how they could improve the test, or
what use, as an instructor, they could
now make of it. Dr. Kvaraceus pointed
out that a formal course in measure-
ment might not answer the need; he .

would prefer a "functional analysis of
failures" and continuous_ working out
of appropriate evaluation devices with
teachers, rather than relying on short-
term consultants on evaluation meth-
ods after a curriculum is designed. In
response to the question whether it is
desirable to have students construct
their own examinations, Dr. Noll felt
that in general students would not
make up good enough tests for evalua-
tive instruments but that the experi-
ence of making urtests could serve as
an instructional aid.

Dr. Schweiker commented on the
problem of conflicting attitudes and
experiences among faculty on testing,
which seriously hamper efforts to in-
troduce better evaluation. He cited
the principle stated by a humanities
faculty group that "anything that can
be measured is not worth measuring."
Dr. Schweiker suggested that an analy-
sis of the examinations of such a group
would be'most enlightening.
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intervi w as an Evainration Technique

LOWELL KELLY

AN EVALUATION OF THE INTERVIEW
AS A SELECTIVE TECHNIQUE

I. INTRODUCTION

IN TUE BROADEST sense, an interview is
nothing more than a conversation be-
tween two,individuals, directed by one
of them, toward a specille end or pur-
pose. The particular purpose served by

directed_conversatien is a function
of the situation in which it is being used
and the interviewer's conception of the
possibilities of the interview as an ap-
propriate procedure in the situation.
For example, an interview may be di-
rected primarily at eliciting information
from the interviewee. The information
may be desired as a basis for making a
decision regarding the interviewee or it
may be collected and pooled with par-
allel information elicited from other in-
terviewees to provide tables of norma-
tive data for a large group. In other
interviews, the purpose may be pri-
marily therapeutic or educational, i.e.,
carried out for the purpose of making
changes in the interviewee.

Regardless of the purpose of the in-
terview, it may also vary on another
important dimension, the degree to
which it is structured. At the one ex-
treme,- it may be almost completely
structured, in which case the inter-

, viewer's task is essentially that of orally
administering a questionnaire and re-
cording 'the responses given. At the
other end of the continuum, the inter-
viewmay be almost without structure
the interviewer's task is simply that of
encouraging the interviewee to talk.

There is no doubt but that the inter-
view may be used effectively to elicit
certain kinds of ix-doer:ration from hu-
man subjects. There is also considerable
evidence to suggest that the interview
may be used as a basis for .reasonably
valid appraisals of certain personality
variables. As a psychotherapeutic tech.-
nique, the interview has no rival, al-
though parenthetically it should be
noted that evidence for its validity in
this domain is extremely scant.

II. THE SELECTION INTERVrEW

I have been asked to discuss the Le-
terview as a selective technique. Even
with this limitation, however, the topic
is a broad one and also complex.

Without doubt, the interview is the
oldest and the most widely used of all
selection techniques. Crissy in a re-
cent paper (2) notes that it continues
to be the most popular personnel se-
lection method in private industry.
Swenson and Lindgren (11), in a sur-
vey of Minnesota industries, found it to
rank first among personnel selection
procedures. And as a reminder that the
use of the selection interview is not
limited to industrial settings, Stalnaker
and Eindhoven (10), in a survey of

medical school requirements, report
that applicants are required to report
for a selection interview in 53 of the
80 medical schools. The 27 remaining
ones only urge the applicant to appear
for a selection-interAewl
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these widely varied s
persons responsible for the seliction in-
terviews vary widely M ability, in
personality and in type and entomb of

nfng. for and experience in inter-
viewing. They also vary greatly with

to the particular type of inter-
' lite EinployeZ. Wherein

may we seek to find the commuriality
. among 'Various users ama proponents

of the selective interview? I suggest
two areas of communality: (a) a com-
mon_function or definition of the task
a_riditb) a shared confidence or belief
in the validity of the teclmiqiie as used
in the local situation.

Common Function: In describing
what seems to be the common function
of the selection interview we shall also
define it for the purpose of this discus-
sion: Regardless of the setting, the
characteristics of the interview or of
the techniques used, the interview as a
selection technique involves:

I. A. situation in which a limited
number of persons from a larger
number of candidates are to be
selected for available appoint-
menis- (job, position, scholarship,
or group membership).

2. An assumption that individual dif-
ferences among the candidates are
correlated with successful per-
formance in the role to which the
candidates aspire.

3. A conversation between an inter-
viewer and-candidates for the ap-
pointment.

'4. An assessment of each candidate
by an interviewer leading to a
prediction (explicit or implicit)

g the probable relative
success of the candidate in the

_performance situation. This pre
diction may be implicit and ex-
pressed in categorical form, e.g.,
"accept" or "reject" or it may
volve a.. more explicit rating, of
probable success or failure either
in adjectival terms or on a rating

scale. It is not essential here to.
distsh between those Ln-

a which the Prediction
(implicit or explicit) is made by
the same person who does the in-

- terviewing or by a second person
who bases his prediction on in-
&motion or a personality ap-
praal growing out of the inter-
view. In either instance, the use
of the interview as a selection
technique involves the prediction
of future behavior of the candi-
dates with respect to a selected
criterion.

Confidence in the Validity of the Se-
lection Interview:

The most eloquent evidence of the
widely shared belief in. the validity of
the interview as a selection technique
is its continued widespread use; in most
situations, tho confidence in the tech-
nique is so high that neither the inter-
viewing staff nor adrntnistrathrs of the
organization even consider the desira-
bility of determining the actual validity
of the technique in the local situation.
Furthermore lack of evidence to sup-
port such confidence in the validity of
the selection interview does not keep
intelligent people from believing in or
even testibcring to such beliefs. Thus we
find the authors of Assessment of Men
(7) making the bold statement that
"the interview is problbly the best and
only indispensable method of assess-
ment." In a similar vein, Alec Rodger
(8) in a recent article entitled "The
Worthwhileness of the Interview" states
"the interview is the standard means
whereby people are judged for MAW
purposes, and is likely to remain so,
maybe till the end of tune."

Further evidence of the high esteem
in which the selection interview is held
by psychologically trained persons de-
rives from the Michigan Assessment
Project (4) on the selection of clinical
psychologists. In this project, we used
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o interviews as parts of a week-long
series of assessment procedures which
included also an extensive battery of
objective tests, a battery of projective
tests, several situatign tests, etc. Near
the end of our major assessment pro-
gram, _each staff member was asked to
rank order the procedures used in terms
of their usefulness to him in arriving
at judgments concerning the futine
performance of the candidates. Practi-
cally all of the staff of 25 persons
rariled the interview either in first or
second place.

-III. EVIDENCE REGARDING- THE VAL
ITY OE THE SELECTION INTERVIEW

The selection interview may be a
valid technique of personnel selection
in some situations. However, as I think
most members of this audience know,
the accumulated evidence is such as to
throw the burden of proof on the pro-
ponents of the method Nearly 35 years
ago Scott (9) and Hollingworth (3)
in independent pioneer investigations
reported surprisingly low interjudge
reliabilities and validities of interview
judgments regarding sales ability of
prospective salesmen. Since that time,
many comparable studies have been
conducted and most of the research
findings point" to similarly low relia-
bility and validity of interview judg-
ments. Occasionally, if one searches
long and hard, he can find a study with
somewhat More promising results. One
such is Vernon and Parry's (13) report
of a war-time research on the selection
of trainees for commissioned rank in the
Royal Navy. PrEdictions were -based
first on a series of pap r and pencil
cognitive tests; second, an interview
carried out by a con rational officer
selection board which had access to the
test results and also to reports by com-
manding officers on the candidates; and
third, an interview by one of three psy-
chologists who also had access to the

test results but nct to the reports. In
this study it was found that the cogni.
tive tests alone were better predictors
of the criterion than the judgments of
the,officer selection board, but the psy-
chologists did somewhat better than
either. Similarly Babbitt and Newmann
(1) report promising validities by in-
terviewers in the predieMon of success.
of candidates in the officer b-airing
program of the U. < S. Coast Guard
Academy. In this study the combined
judgment of two interviewers, corre-
lated with the pass/fail criterion .49..
This is most encouraging 'until- one

.notes that the test scores alone, which
were known to the interviewers, cor-
related .47 with the same criterion. In
this particular, study a statistical com-
bination of interview judgments and
test scores yielded a validity of .56,hut
whether these findings could be repli-
cated with other interviewers is not
known. Likewise, Hunt, Watson and
Hunt (5) report low useful validities

'for even a brief psychiataic screening
interview when judged against criteria
of later adjustment in Navy life.

Such results, however, are excepL
tional. Even such, an ardent Proponent
of the selection interview as Rodger
(8) admits the "general tendency of
experimental findings has been to show
that even where the interviewing has
been done by psychologists, interview
judgthents can be very ,variable and
very, wide of the mark." Furthermore,
individual differences among inter-
viewers with similar training appear to
be sufficiently great to suggest the need
for some procedure of selecting inter-
viewers to conduct selection interviews!

Let us look briefly at some of the
More recent findings concerning the
validity of the interview as a selection
technique. In our own work on the
selection of clinical psychologists (6),
we. used two interviews. The first was
one hour long, conducted by a staff
member who had previously made
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judgments of the candidate on the basis
of his credential fire only. The second
Interview was two hours long con-
.ducted by a different 'staff member and
allied out-only after the interviewer
had previously made an intensive study
of .the mnZdate's credential file, his
scorii4on an ,extensive battery of objec.
tive and projective tests, a biographical
information inventory and a long auto-
biography. These interviews were car-
ried out by trained professional persons
who were permitted to structure the in-
terviews in the manner winch they be-
lieVed most useful for the task at hand.
The validity of judgments made before
and after each type of intervie was
estimated against a dozen different
criteria obtained' four ye(rs later. The
results were- such as to force us to coil-
elude that neither of thes6 interviews
made an essential contribution to our
assessment program. Actually, the me-
dian validity of the judgments made
after each type of interview was only
.01 greater than the median validity of
judgments made before the inter-view.

. At least the validity of these inter-
view judgments was not negative, as
was true for those reported in a recent
study by Thayer (12). Thayer, in a
doctoral dissertation at the University
of Pittsburgh, attempt eei to predict the
subsequent field success of missionaries
to whom a battery of psychological
tests 4-tad been administered some 20
years earlier. In this study, an ad-
mittedly fallible criterion was predict-
able with a correlation of .53 with a
battery of three psychological tests but
the ratings made by the Secretary of
the Missionary Selection Board, pre-
sumably based on interviews, refer-
ences and other papers, showed a nega-
tive correlation with the criterion
measure.

Perhaps the most cogent evidence for
doubtingthe- validity of -the conven-

tional selection interview appears in a
regent article by Holt and Luborsky

(4), whicILreports on the Menninger
Foundation , research project on the ,xe-
lection of 'Psychiatrists. In contrast to
the Michigan assessment program, the
Menninger project relied most heavily
on judgments based on selection inter-
views and a battery of individually ad-
ministered psychological tests. In this
project, each applicant was independ-
ently interviewed by three psychiatrists,
each of whom made a global prediction
regarding the candidate's probable suc-
cess in psychiatric training at the Men-
*linger School of Psychiatry. in many
ways, this' study would seem to have
been almost ideally designed to yield a
maximum estimate 01 the validity of
selection interviews First, it should be
noted that the terviews were con-
ducted by s psychiatrists, presum-
ably expert in the or of interviewing;
seCondly, th predictions were, made
with T o criterion performaiice in
the local situation about which the in-
terviewers were maximally informed;
finally, although Holt and Luborsky do
not provide evidence on this point,
many of t1M interviewers, in their role
as staff -members of the -Menninger
School- of Psychiatry, must have con-
tributed to the later criterion evalua-
tions of the candidates. In spite of these
seemingly optimal conditions, the valid-
ities of these interviewer judgments
were shockingly low: the median being
.06 for the 14 interviewers. Further-
more, only one of these 14 presumably
expert interviewers had a validity large
enough to achieve statistical signfi
canoe.

Such evidence does not prove that
the interview is valueless as a technique
of personnel selection. There may be-
some situations in which some inter-
viewers are able to use the technique
and arrive at judgments with high pre-
dictive validity. If so, it is most, un-
fortunate that they have not_been re-
ported in the literature. On the con-
trary, all evidence available suggests

128
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hat the technique leapt tp have sia-
eiently low validity even under optimal

nditlons to make doubtful its general
utility as a selection device.

thus foraid to conclude that
the most .widely and confident* used
technique'of personnel, selection is one
for which there is surprisingly little evi-
dence of predictive validity. This curi-
ous'situation appears tb have its paral-
lels in the clinical field in the current
popularity of projective techniques
largely unvaliaated for predictive pur-
poses- and in the field of educationwith
the continued widespread use of essay
examinations.. In all three instances, the
choice of the technique is obviously
based on factors other than-evidence of
predictive validity. I do not pretend to
know what all of these other factors
are, but I have a hunch as to what is
going on. Note that in each 9f the three
cases, the teChnicilie is chosen and used
by professional persons confronted with
the .necessity of making decisions about
peopledecisions which are significant
to the organization of .which the pro-
fessional person is a part and/or to the
persons about whom the decisions are
made. One cannot take lightly such re-,
sponsibilities as deciding whether it is
A or B that is hired for a particular job,
C or D is sent to a mental hospital, or
E or F that gets into medical school.
Ideally, such decisions should be made
on the basis of tested techniques with
high predictive validity. Unfortunately,
as we all know, such techniques simply
do not exist. The best of our toots lead
it but fallible predictions of later cri-
terion behavior; they enable us to guess.
right much more often than not but
there are still many errors of prediction.
Furthermore, in the domain of psycho-
metric tests, we have reasonably precise
estimates of the accuracy of our pre-
diction and of the magnitude of our
errors. And in the-impersonal situation

of selective program based on psycho-
metric procedures, we can tolerate the
truth of our fallibilityknowing that
our errors have at least been reduced.

Now many persons do not appear to
be 'able to accept the inevitability of
errors of decision and prediction inher-
ent in even the best of our tools for
evaluaring, and predicting human 'be-
havior. Such persons idealistically
search for an instrument with f more
sensitivity to the subtle nifances of hu-
man behavior and personality, 'and
noting evidences of such sensitivity in
the writings of poets, dramatists, and
philosophers, conclude that the best
instrument for the task is another hu-
man being, perhaps themselves! They
next proceed to try out this newly dis-
-covered instruments by interviewing a_
few people, by interpreting their hand-
writing or reading their essays, Lo and
behold, the instrument appears to work
and work well Since the instrument,.
i.e., the human being and the technique
works so well, it should obviously be
used for some practical purpose. Let's
try it out in some practical selection
situation. And so the interviewer, the

cprojecrivist or the proponent of the
essay test goes to work. In each case,
the technique is employed by a person
who is already pretty well convinced of
the validity of his toot and thus rea-
sonably confident of the correctness of
his decision regarding individual cases.
Under the circumstances, it is not sur-
prising that the user of the technique
rarely finds occasion to submit himself
and the technique to a true validity
check. Instead, as the result of each de-
cision made (a decision 'which just
dares not be wrong!) he becomes even
more convinced of the validity of his
technique and hi=mself And if someone
else insists on investigating the validity
of the technique, he finds many good
reasons why the results of the study are
not to be taken seriously; for example,
the criteria used were not appropriate
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Having committed oneself to the
the human being is the

Hal Part of the assessment
process, it follows naturally that the

'specific Iechniquas to be used
pet which enhances the role of

the human being who uses it; it should
be one which provides for
flexibility, one which 'reqiLires the ex-
tensive use of good judgment:Further-
more, it should boil one which provides
a #ii um of information to be int."

aced y the human mind since from a
common sense point of view it would

that the best decisions are those
made on the basis of the most lamina-
tion. The interview, especially the un-

-----dured-hiteliieWiiites high in each
of these respects and hence, I suggest,
serves admirably to reduce the threat
of anxiety which would otherwise be
present in persons who accept the re,
sponsibility for making important de-
cbions regarding the lives of ethers. If
it serves this function as well as I have
suggested, it is hardly surprising that
the interview is so confidently believed

In by its proponentsevidence or no
evidence.

V. ANeXusa Loot AT Tee PROBLEM

The morel think about the Selection
interview, the surer I become that it is
a task which no human being can be
expected to carry out. us leek at the
task or rather the aeries of tasks in-
volved in the making of valid predic-
tions of criterion performance. What

...would _the irate ewer need- to know
and to doll

I. He would need a thorough knowl-
edge of the perferniances de-
manded in the criterion situation.
If a previous job analysis does not
provide such information, he

really maki one And let
us not forget that, although the
criterion -may be an 0:reran or

global one, a more careful analysis
is likely to show it to be a
weighted Combination of uncor-
related dimensions.

2. He would need to know the rele-
vant variables, i.e., what abilities,
characteristics and traits of peo-
ple are related to performance on
the criterion. This would include
a knowledge of which variables
have no correlation with the cri-
terion

3. He a need to knew how to
sel i. d to elicit behavior in the
interview which are valid indi-
cators of the relevant predictor
variables.

4. He would need` to know how to
evaluate or weight each of the be,
haviors elicited iet the interview
in order to arrive 5t the most valid
score or rating or the relevant
variables.

5. After havhig arrived at this point,
the interviewer would next have
to weight or combine each of the
variables evaluated during the
course of the interview or in order
to arrive at an overall predictive
"scare" for the candidate: Inci-
dentally, it should be noted that
the preparation of this implicit
regression equation would neces-
sitate a knowledge of the inter-
correlation of all the predictor
variables evaluated as well as the
correlation of each with the cri-
terion.

Looked at in this way, it will be seen
that the selection interviewer is ex-
pected to combine in one person the
role of the job analyst, the test con-
structer, the .test administrator, the test
corer, and the statistician. Further,

more, successful performance would
demand that he be at least minimally
competent in playing each of these,
several roles. The end product, his
judgment regardink the probable per-
formance of a candidate in the criterion

so
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situation, would_be vitiated as the re-
suit of poor performance in any of the
several roles. For instance, even though
a peison should be highly competent
at appraising personality from the in-
terview, he might fail miserably in an
effort to predict success in the criterion
situation by virtue of a lack of knowl-
edge concerning the relevance of each
ofd the personality variables to the cri-
terion performance.

It seems unlikely that selection inter-
viewers ever think of their task m this

L. way. In faet, were they to do so, like
the thousand-legged worm, they would
probably be so traumatized by the
complexity,of their task as to be unable
to function at all. Furthermore, it must
be remembered that most selection in-

---terviewing is carried out by pecipIe
relatively unsophisticated with respect
to the psychometric steps enumerated
above. Even those psychologists most
given to using the selection interview
are likely to be those less sophisticated
in psychometric procedures. And if
eatifronted with the true complexity of
thktask, such persons are likely to take
refuge in the belief that the job is

really not as we have analyzed it above
but rather one requiring 'the artistic or
intuitive appraisal of the total individ-
ual by processes not completely com-
municable and certainly not statistically
manipulable.' Furthermore, such per-
sons are likely to argue that the result-
ing global judgment has' more validity
than can possibly be arrived at by the
use of objective psychometric devices
and statistical equations. Certainly this
is a tenable hypothesis and a testable
one. Unfortunately, as of the present
date, I_ know of no evidence to support
it.

Since the task of the selltion inter-
viewer, when conceptualized in psycho-
metric form, is clearly an impossible
one, it is only natural for the inter-
viewer to proceed on what seems to
him a most common sum basis, namely

secure as much information concerning
= the candidate as possible, and then
weight these `items of information in
tnitivcly on the basis of whatever
theory or biases 'he has picked up re-
garding the functioning of human', be.
Ings in the situation for (which he is
making the selection. The absence of
tested knowledge concerning the actual
relevance of bits of information or spe-
cific variables to performance in the
criterion situation does not bother him
too much. He me ely substitutes his
subjective impressi 's of the appropri-
ate weights. Furthe more this intuitive
weighting of evidence goes di Without
reference to the interrelationships
among predictor variables. Each item
of information' is weighted as it is

elicited with the result that even rele.
vant variables may be overemphasized.
In general, I fear that the whole situa-
tion is one which encourages the inter-
viewer to use each bit of additional in-
formation in a manner which introduces
as much error varianovis true variance
in his judgments. ,
VI. THE FUTURE IE DELECTION

INTERVIEW

In closing, 1 am going to "stick Lily
neck out" and make a number of pre-
dictions:

First, I predict, with a very high
level of confidence, that the selection
interview will continue to be a widely
used and highly respected technique.
No: amount of negative evidence .re..
garding its validity seems likely to
change the situation. Second, I predict
that its popularity will decrease only
when and to the degree that more valid
techniques Td devices are developed
to do the practical jobs of seleetion in
our complex society. These must be
done by somebody and in some way.

Thirdly, I predict that improvement
in the selection interview itself will
come about only by fractionating the
total task, i.e., dividing it into a se-
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quence of tastes, each of can be
reasonably carded out by an intelligent
and trained human being. Thus, o e
person might be assigned the task of
eliciting information, another that of
assessing key personality variables, an-
other that -of- weighting- the assessed
variables in an empirically determined
manner to arrive at the prediction of a
criterion. In all honesty, I doubt that
any amount of wining of the kind
currently described in texts on person-
nel interviewing will enable a single
individual to do the whole series of
things now expected of the selection
interviewer. Since we give him an im-
possible task, perhaps we can forgive
him flu developing unjustified confi-
dence in the work which he does. Fur-
thermore, since if our analysis is right,
he must develop the confidence in order
to reduce his anxiety, we can hardly
expect him to do the research needed
to improve the technique. Such re-
search must be initiated and supported
by persons who believe the problem
sufficiently important to justify con-
siderable expenditure of research effoi
in order to change a currently doubtful
practice. The research itself must be

'clone by persons trained hi the skills
demanded by the complexity of the
task but who are also capable of oper-
ating in a practical world in which se-
lective techniques are' now evaluated
largely in terms of their face and faith
validity.
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The Interview as an Evaluation Technique

.1*

INTER.PERSONAL ASPECTS OF THE INTERVIEW
PROCEDURAL TECHNIQUES AND RESEARCH PRACTICES ,

NE =To= an interview is a
conversation with a purpose. The pri-
mary purpose of the 'interview used as
an evaluative tee 1csiquis is to enable
one or more interviewers to evaluate
the intervieweee.g. in industry, with
respect TO- his ,fitness for a given va-
cuity. Now, in order to bound the
scope of the assessment, one or both of
two frames of reference are usually fur-
nished the interviewers.

I. A description of the tasks ex-
pected to be performed by the in-
terviewee.

2. A description of the qualities or
traits presumed to characterize an
incumbent.

IntervieWing as a personnel assess-
ment technique varies not only from in-
terviewer td interviewer,,, but within the
same interviewer over a period of tine.
if it to be used, then Several preb-
lems of both inter- personal and intro-
personal consistency must be dealt
with Most of these, fortunately, admit

f identification through research and
f at least partial solution though

training.
In any but the smallest organizations,

several persons share the responsibility
for selecting new members, thus raising
the problem of inter - personal eonsist-
ency. I should say, parenthetically, this
is as 'it should be. On knany counts, I
adult-the -selection of a single applicant
or candidate should bebased, as a
ter of policy, upon consensus judgment

rather than upon the decision of one
person in the organization. This, how-
ever, raises questions: Are the several
interviewers using a common frame of
reference? To what extent do they
agree among themselves? How much
inter- interviewer- agreement is reay
desired? It is my purpose now to dis-
cuss some of the ramifications of these
problems and to outline briefly= some-
ways of focussing interviewer training
to promote improvements ke this aspect
of interviewing.

We would, I think, hypothesize that
the more structured die interview, the
more inter-interviewer agreement. This
is in part due to the closer prescription
of what may be askedin the extreme
case, the actual wording of questions
and sequelcce of questions are set. In
part it is attributable to the detailed
nature of the rating structure within
which the interviewer is asked to
quantify his judginents. If inter-inter-
viewer consistency were our only con-
cern the way to accomplish it would
seem to be, in the main, by structuring
the interview as much as possible. But
'here's the dilemma, if our interviewers'
quantifications of judgments correlate
highly it eon' mean: (1) that we can
aecernplish about the same results using
fewer interviewers (if multiple inter-
viewing is being practiced either
board-- or conseculdve type): (2) that
individual interviewers are not making
unique conbibutions of judgment. If
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our interviewers' quantifications of judg-
ments correlate low it can mean: (I)
that they share no common frame of
reference for their judgments; (2) that
their individual judgments as well as
their concensus judgments are unreli-
able;:.(3) that each Is making an Mai-

conta-ibutionverifiable by va-
lidity procedures noted below. If the
interviewers are asked to cite evidence
substantiating their judgment quantifi-
cations a content analysis of the evi-
dence, interviewer by interviewer, iwill
shed light on the tenability of the con-
clusion of no commonframe of refer-
ence for then- judgments. If the content
analysis is pursued over a period of
time, we can determme inierentially
how reliable the judgments are If little
overlap of 'evidence content is found
from interviewer to interviewer, train-

, Mg should include a discussion of what
the ni4cribed traits mean and what
comprisda varying amounts of each of
them.

Tuning back' for a moment to the
case of high inter-interviewer correla-
tion I suspect, on the basis of scant re-
search data described by Sternberg,
that individual differences do exist
among any soup of interviewers on
sharpness of rdiscrirninability of judg
ment, trait by trait, as well as over-all.
It seems to me we lose the opportunity

make potentially valid use of this if
we structure the interview so much that
these individual contributions of judg!
ment cannot be made manifest.

As a pragmatic solution to this di-
lemma, I have espoused in my indus-
trial work semi-structured interviewing.semi - structured
By this I mean arming each intervi
with as precise a job description as fan
be obtained, furnishing him a carefully
prepared set of manpower specifications
couched in behavioral terms; requiring
a quantification of judgment on pre-
scribed traiti, thaik too, behaViorally
described,, as well as a citation of evi-
dence to substantiate the judgments

made. However, the interviewer asks
what questions he deems desirable' in
order to arrive at his judgments. Con-
tinning research, along the lines to
which I have made reference, I view
as essential.

It is outside-fEe scope of my assigned
topic to treat intia-interviewer consist-
ency. Obviously, in the over-all design
of research on reliability, provision
vyould be made for exploring this aspect
of the problem. A facet of intra-inter
viewer consistency comp_ rises sporadic
and systematic errors of perceptual
process, attitude, and judgment. Two
former graduate students of mine,
Regan (7), and McCandlish (5), have
concerned themselves with research in
this area.

Now then, if the interview is to be
used as an evaluative technique; what
of its validity?

It is not my purpose to get into a
general discussion of validity. I should
rather like to point up some ideas
which may properly be subsumed here
and which have a direct bearing on my
assigned topic of inter-personal aspects
or the interview. I should state at the
outset that I 'believe it is more appro-
priate to speak of the validity of the
individualinterviewer's judgments than
it is to talk about the validity of the
'interview4: As a case in point my at-
tention was called to a paper at the re-
cent ParlOrieetings. Husen (4), the in-
Vestigator, presented .data not only
concerning the validity of individual
interviewers' judgments but the effect
of age, sez, training, etc. on _such judg-
ments.

In passing, we should remind our-
selveS that the unique nature of the
interviekv among screening and selec-
tion techniques raises an immediate
issue of whetherait should. be conducted
independently of any -knowledge of
data from tests, references, application,
etc., or whether it should he an inte-



grative step. This is a moot point in our
present s6te of killikvledge. However,
when, it is used integratively mao,y ob-
vious complications arise in the deter-
mination. of validity. Many investiga-
tors, including Wisen, have shown that

little. added'to the predic-
tion when interviewer judgments are
made integratively. It is not within the
scope of this paper to discuss this issue
but it should be beme in mind in what
follows.

As a first note under validity, it
would appear to be 'good practice to
apply traditional correlational analysis
to the individual interviewer's,. judg-

.

ant quantifications, preditter vaip
bles, and such interviewee pei-feimance
data. as may. be _.subseq'tiently made
available, criterion variables. The -diffi
culty of course is that a particular in-
terviewer may not do enough interview-
ing to yield a sufficient number of
eases for this apProa.eh. Certainly it
would be a rare situation where suffi-
cient data of this kind were available
for each 'of the several interviewers. A
poor substitute for this kind of validity
check is to use a "Position,. offered
position not offered" dichotomy as a
quasi- criterion and to analyze the judg-

.

merit .cluantificatioris of the 'individual
interviewers against this measure.

As a second paint under validityll
should like to mention the place of fae'-
for analysis'in research on the inter-
view. Sternberg (8), Barnes (1), and
more recently, Chillian (3), graduate
students of mine, used direct factor
analysis on interview data. They factor
analyzed matrices obtained by Interco"-,
relate traits on which interviewers:.
had made. quantifications of judgmentsi,
Studi of this type help in shedding.

.- light- upon the concepts underlying the
siiptrficial judipnents made by the in-

qrs.. It would be interesting to
tio the kind of stridy on indiVidualin-

,- terviewees data. For example, would
the data 'front a "good picker" yield the /

same factor construct as those from a
'poor picker"? -

Cash (2), another former student,
factor analyzed a matrix obtained by in-
tercorrelating applicants for-the same
vacancy. For factoring such a matrix of
inter-persopal correlations, the most,
paisimonious hypothesis, he reasoned,
should be the existence of a single man-
factor-type. He found the hypothesis
untenable. Further, he found three
man-factor-types which he then at-
tempted to identify by means of subse-
quently collected on-the-job perform-
ance -data. This type of study has
potential value in defining the molar
man-power requirements for specific
openings. Also, a similar design mi
be used with on-the-job performance
data to shed t on -types' needed--
to fill job needs.

Where multi e interviews are ac-
corded applicants and where many in-
terviewers are used, it may be enlight-
ening to do an inter-personal type
factor analysis of interviewer
be found that..sseveral

" existed, ;0:Such were
it might provicrt a basis for setting up
combinations of interviewers to maxi-
mize discrirninability of judgments trait
by trait.

For my third point under- I
Must refer back to the use of content
analysis mentioned earlier. It seems to

..me.that both reliability and validity are
.! likely to be increased when interviewers
have clearer concepts of the traits or
qualities which they are trying*judge.
Content analysis seems to be g tech
nique which is useful in clarifying these

.concepts. What shall we content ana-
lyze then?

I. The evidence cited by interview-
ers to support their judgments, as

reviously mentioned.
efinitions of the traits fonnu-

ated by interviewers. _
Sound-scripts of interviews.

uglitativ.e statements made'ithout



candidates. in memos,- etc Ind: picture. -[1E; the candidate: tile;_ should
dentally,..,as a, by-product of such 7:,-have some knowledge of the nature and

inferences can be made- *tent .. a: individual differentes. He
o

, .

g.the dependence Of 'the; shoolaSbe trained in interviewing tech-
Interviewer's judgment Woo other :nique.s and specifically in those used by

urcps of .selection data, e.g. test' the company. This should, of _course,
Its, college record: -LT -.include acquainting the interviewer ,

stance, the writer encotnitered,,aa; with forms used and the procedural
interviewer tyho cited.- little else manual if spch exists.
except rank of candidates in their' What itire some feasible training
graduating elaSs to substantiate- methods? Books, pamphlets, and re-
his judgment of their Oral Ex---*,:prints On individual differences, screen-
pression.

. .

As -a fourth , aspect of valid
should like to mention: something
dred to content analysis, -namely, an
analysis of evidence check-off lists it
such exist. A graduate student of mink
Wakad (9), is -presently making.'

and selection tools and procedures,
on interviewing-techniques should

.'available. These are more likely to
be .riled if a reading reference guide is
pi epared pn 'ng u_ p these materials.
Lech.fre-diSe s by specialists as

s well as experienced. operating peisonnel
.

experienced. .:. ..
kind of an analysis of the same cases comprise i useful SQUICe information.

--,

were included in Chillian's study Men- . Role-PlaYing sessions may be con-
tinned earlier. It seems to .me there. are -. dueted.dUrind, which each participant
two useAvays of doing this. takes both the role of the interviewer

..

-I.. B'` .:a alyzing the ',evidence-items , and that of , interviewee "Dos"., and ,

as yoU wi3Uld: test items against "don't's.' are dembristrated dramatically
internal and ff available, external ,by, this means /Canal cases from the

iteria. ,, ., ... personnel files' can be used renospec-
2, By seeing if -"good pickers" show lively to high light areas of success or

different patterns of checked evi- failure in properly' assessing candidates.
dence than do -poor pickers.. . Also in this connection I have found

Unfortunately Walrad's data are limited play-backs Of soundseripis particularly
to (1) above and are at this -stage in helpful. As mentioned. hefore, oral or
complete. i ..4 written 'geed back" of research findings

Now in orderL ; to t ave reliable and '- ugmental by conference method dis-
valid interviewing :done, what sauld cussion is:another training aid that has
the interviewer owP Along what lines value. Finally, the more the interview
should. he be iicipd? He certainly ers thern,selves particiPate in modifying

,' should have an htifi knowledge-of procedures, changing forms, revisink ,

i the job to be don and the man-power., -manuals, the more they are likely to
specifications as entioned earlier. In., learn and the more seriously they may
addition, he ghoul bte, informed on the ...handle then responsibility for doing the
organizational s c management best job of interviewing they know liow,
polici r, comPan prIctices and the Incidentally, Husen's paper, previously

should 0 vO some knowl cited, contains data to substantiate the
of the persons whom -the in contention that improvement in judg-

terviewee is going to ye to adjust if rnent can be accomplished through
is selectedHe.. uld also be ac-_, training. :0

Awarded with other phases of the eval--.T4-,, ., Time limitations preveril a diseussibn-
ve procedine, espebially if it is' ' f these additional interpersonal aspects
onsibilii "to synthesize the tot the interview. All of them are worthy
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of research. investigation and "feed-
back" in the course of continuing train-
ing of interviewers.

1. The degree of projection of per-
sonal qualities of interviewers into
their judgments of interviewees.

2. The degree of influence of inter-,
viewee's personal qualities on the
judgments of 4tilterviewers.

3. Board versus',`; consecutive inter-
viewsthe multitudinous, relia-
bility and validity ramifications:
(Oldneld and other British in-
veztigators have published in this
area.)

4. Time allocation and expenditure
as it effects performance of indi-
vidual interviewers. (My staff and
myself did some -work along this
Line.)

I should like to conclude my paper
by quoting from that gem of a book,
Oldfleld's Psychology of the Interview
(8, pp.'138, 139):

If interviewing is an'art, the lines
ng which improvement may be

can best be imagined by con-
Bering those by which other arts have

been governed. In music, painting and
the drama we find in varying degrees
the gradual growth of a body of agreed,
communicable technique and method.
Additions and ;improvements occur, in
part by the accumulation of experience,
in part by the absorption of knowledge
gained in other fields, and sometimes
by deliberate effort. There are times
when preoccupation with technique
threatens true achievement. Mere are
others when the Stream of traditional
method runs, thin and weak. The occa-
sion niay.even arise when, for certain
purposes;' the practice of an art is
abandoned and its functions are taken
over by mechanical devicesWhen the
gramophone is substithted for musical
execution, pictorial representation is
gjiren over to .the camera, and the film

deputises for the drama. These are all
possibilities inherent in the develop-
ment of the art of interviewing. Ilot for
the present, as a special branch of the
general art of conducting human rela-
tions, it lacks all but the beginnings of
an agreed; explicit technique. As this
begins to emerge, the results may be
surprising. triad in its formation a scien-
tific ps);choley will have a large part
to play."
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THE INTERVIEW IN PERSONALITY APPRAISAL

EVEN NMI TrN the relatively lintited area
of personality appraisal the conduct of
the interview and the handling of the
data it yields will depend upon the
aims pursued and conditions under
which the work is undertaken. The
present paper is concerned with the use
of the interview in a fairly comprehen-
sive, longitudinal study of personality
development in normal late adolescents
or young adults, the interviewers being
trained at a fairly high level in clinical
psychology, and the subjewas being vol-
unteers. My intention is to describe a
procedure that promises to be useful
despite the numerous problems and
difficulties to be anticipated. From time
to time the contrast with what might
better be done under different condi-
tions will be pointed upa

Purposes of the Interview
Fifteen or twenty years ago the in-

clusion of the interview among the
techniques to be used in such a study
would have been taken for granted.
Today one must seriously question
whether it is wise to use the interview
at at There seems to be general aware-
ness of the filing cabinets debut the
country, bulging with unapalYied inter,
view material. Knowledge of resparcb
methodology has become, se widegpread
that the interview is often perceived as
a vast tenderloin of sin'-iitrieeriar. The
young investigator, trained to conceive
of Heaven in quantitative terms,
shrewedly induces other unsuspecting

soulsteachers, psychiatrists, employ-
ers, supervisors and the like to pro-
vide the unreliable criterion measures
while he with unassailable innocence
Provides the predictor measures. Actu-
ally, this approach has been so success-
ful, the objective standardized tests,
empirically validated, have so far out-
stripped the projective techniques and
other more global clinical devices as
predictors of external criteria, as to give
rise to the hope that a new day of
righteousness might be at hand. Still,
there are sinners among us, those who
believe that something has been hidden
from our view and who exhibit an in-
satiable curiosity about the inner work-
ings of things. They are apt to _regard
the interview as an_` effective probe.
But, today they must face the question:
are there any scientific purposes to be
achieved by the interview than cannot
more efficiently by achieved by other
methods? (Discussion is limited to the
type of research undertaking outlined
above. It seems obvious that where
certain immediately practical aims are
involved the interview is indispensable.
If one has to decide whether to under-
take extended psychotherapy with a
given individual, or which of a nuniber
of applicants to accept as members of a
small research team or to take along on
an extended cruise, he will do well to
interview them no matter what the
battery of tests they have taken.) .

It seems safe to say, in the first place,
that in the field of personality there is
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still place for the exploratory interview.
In many areas the need is still to find
the important variables, to give them
preliminary definitions and to gain
some notion of the 'signs by which they
are to be known.

The exploratory interview also offers
a means for seeing relations among
variables, and thus for setting .up hy-
potheses for future testing. One of the
great difficulties in personality -research
springs from the fact that in order to
understand a given phenomenon it is

necessary to take simultaneous account
of numerous factors. It is because the
interview, or the series of interviews,
makes this to some extent possible that
it has been the major source of fruitful
hypotheses in the field of personality.

In the second place, it seems at the
present time that the interview may
provide estimates of variables for which
no objectve tests are as yet available.
Although _efficient objective instru-
ments are -produced at an increasingly
rapid rate, it cannot be claimed that
they have so far embraced more than
a small section of the total sphere of
personality variables, or that they even
keep pace with the finding and defi-
nition of new variables, There is a fairly
new scale for measuring rigidity; fait
we now know that there are seyeral
different kinds of rigidity and of non-
rigidity for which objective measures
are needed. A study of personality with
any [retentions of comprehensiveness
cannot wait fur the development of
these tests.

Again, if one wishes to perform case
studies, to exemplify in detail the com-
mo patterns found in his data to add
to understanding of the organiza-
tion of personality, or to seek for new
relationships of the kind which appear
only when numerous variables are con-
sidered together, he is almost bound to
make use of interview material. Even
after the most comprehensive testing
program, with the fullest use of pro-

jective techniques and situational tests
it will be found that in order to make'
the case "come alive, or "hapg- to-
gether," interview material Will be
needed. This is net merely because the
use of the case study involves some
commitment to an ideographic ap-
proach, that is, to the assumption that
in each individual the organization of
variables is in some sense unique; the
number of common traits that vill enter
.the picture will undoubtedly exceed the
number of available objective tests, and
the use of available ones will involve
more testing than is ordinarily feasible.
More than this, the study of an indi-
vidual personality, properly carried out,
will require attention to sequences and
continuities in time; the interview is

well 'designed for getting the life story,
and in lieu of the must comprehensive
longitudinal study, it will have to be
used.

Finally, there is an area that may be
approached either by means of the in-
terview or by means of the question-
naire, a decision in favor of the one or
the other depending on circumstances
and a variety of rather subtle factors.
The life-history, matters of fact about
childhood, education, work and the'like
has -long been the special province of
the interview. But the questionnaire has
made enormous inroads in this area;
and this, very probably, is why Profes-
sor Kinsey must be at such pains to
show that the questionnaire would not
have been suitable for his purposes.
One argument for the interview is that
certain significant facts of the life-his- ."
tory are, for most people, sufficiently
embarrassing or otherwise painful so
that we should not expect an accurate
account except under very favorable
conditions. Thu anonymous question-
naire can to quite a long way toward
establishing these conditions; it is by
no means to be scorned by those who
desire such facts as are contained in the
Kinsey Report. If, however, one is un-
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dertaldng a longitudinal study, or any
study of personality that requires re-
peated contacts with the same subject,
that subject is bound to become }MO Val
to the investigators, and account must
be taken of his sensibilities, In these
,circumstances it would be foolish to go
on asking, by' means of, the question-
naire, highly personal questions about
past events and cu rent practices with-
out obtaining information about how
these questions were understood and
reacted to. Witty respect to certain sig-
nificant matters we should expect a
certain amount of conscious withhold-
ing of information and a great deal of
unconscious resistence or distortion.
There is no guarantee that even the
most careful interview will overcome
these obstacles, but it would appear to
be at the present time the best instru-
ment we have for the purpose. It must
be emphasized that the concern here
is with matters of fact, with what actu-
ally happened or what is going_on now;
where one is interested only in the sub-
ject's thoughts and attitudes, his con-
ception of his childhood, his imagery of
his parents and the like there is no ques-
tion but that questionnaire and projec-
tive tcehniques may even now go -a
long way, particularly when there is
knowledgeable use of indirection.

The Role of Theory
Probably the main reason why so

much interview material is collected
without its ever being analyzed is be-
cause the interviewing was undertaken
without thought being given to what
was significant, and in what way. We
have commonly proceeded on the no-
tion that if one asks about education,
jobs, hobbies, relations of parents, ex-
pectations for ,the future and the like
he will get material of which something
can be made later on. We shall prob-
ably have to admit that what can be
made of it in the end is directly pro-
portional to what was put in at the be-

ginning, in the way of theory and by-
potheses. The chances are that no one
is going to theorize about one's inter-
view material except oneself; I should
argue that this theorizing were better
done before the actual work of inter-
viewing rather than after. Every ques-
tion, or at least every line of question-
ing, should have its theoretical rationale;
one should even have thought about
the kinds of answers likely to be elicited
and about how these were going to be
categorized in the analysis. It might be
objected that this procedure would in-
terfere with the exploratory function of
the interview. The answer is that, at
this stage of our knowledge, more will
be discovered by conceiving hypotheses
and following them through in the in-
terview or by the study of material
systematically gathered, than by float-
ing about in a sea of undifferentiated
verbal material.

It might also be objected that the
direction of interviewing and of inter-
view analysis by theory, by conceptual
schemes and hypotheses, opens wide
the door through which the investi-
gator's biases will intrude. The answer
would be that, while bias has always
to be contended with in interviewing
as elsewhere in personality research, it
is no more or a problem in theory-
directed' interviewing than in any other
kind, and that in any case bias is not
to be controlled by the avoidance of
hypotheses 'but rather by meeting cer-
tain methodological standards in the
conduct of the interview, and in the
analysis of the material it elicits.

The Conditions of the Interview
The fact that an interview is under-

taken with normal volunteers, the sub-
jects being sought by the interviewer
rather than vice versa, has immediate
implications for the conduct of the in-
terview. It here becomes necessary to
act in such a way as to maintain the
subject's motivation on as high a level

1 4 0
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as possible, to encourage positive atti-
tudes toward the research both before
and after the interview. It has, I
lieve, been sufficiently demonstrated
that a wish to take part in an investi-
gation that promises to make a contri-
bution to science is sufficient motivation
for most subjects, provided the de-
mands upon their time are kept within
reasonable limits. (Allowances may
have to be made for "volunteer error,"
however; and non-volunteers will have
to be offered additional inducements.)
This being so, it is ordinarily a mistake
to promise that the subjects "will get
something out of it too," meaning
counselling of one sort or another. (But

.this does not mean that counselling may
not in fact have to be given, a matter
to be gone into later.)

The necessity for maintaining posi-
tive attitudes toward the research calls
into- serious, question the use of non-
directive interviewing techniques.' Since
the subjeFt has not sought the inter-
view, it is of course out of the question
for the interviewer totsign4 that he is
rely to listen while the subject tells
"what's the trouble"' or "what's on his
mind." And even though the subject
may be brought to accept the task of
telling about himself in his own way,
we may expect difficulty and resistence
to mount as time goes on. The situation
is well-calculated to arouse anxiety and
hostility even in the healthiest individ-
ual. Intelligent, educated subjects will,
to be sure, go to work on some such
question as "What influences have had
most to do with your becoming the kind
of person you are?", but an interviewer
should have very good reasons for im-
posing so difficult a taskand, of
course, some extraordinarily efficacious
way of exploiting the material he col-
lects. There is no denying that much
can be learned by permitting a subject
ta.bring up whatever topics he likes, in
whatever order he likes, but it is diffi-
cult to justify the investment of time

either that of the subject or that of the
researcher. And this is assuming' that
some way has been found to analyze
the material.

Non-directive interviewing, or that
kind of directed interviewing that be-
gins with the most innocuous topic and
proceeds warily in the direction of the
touchy ones, usually assumes that the
subject will.be seen a number of times,
perhaps over an extended period. But
in a longitudinal study-the need is for
an appraisal of the personality now--
this month or this fallat the time that
other tests or diagnostic procedures are
being administered. Although several
interviews may be considered to belong
to the "now," one must be careful not
to mistake -op better acquaintance- for
an actual change in the personality. The
need is for reliable estimates of the
present state of affairs, something with
which later states of affairs may be
compared. Let us accept thii require-
ment then, and ask how we might pro-
ceed when the task is a fairly compre-
hensive appraisal of the personality
now, when not more thsn two or three
interviews can be giien and these
within 'the space of a few days, and
where there is the necessity of main- f

taining sufficiently good relations with
the subject so that he will come again
six months, or a year, hence. and after
that. Interviewing under these condi-
tions requires a schedule based upon
theory, it seems better carried forward
according to some procedures rather
than others, and it must yield, material
that can be handled in an objective or
quantitative fashion.

The Technique of the Interview
Let it be assumed, then, that the in-

terviewer begins his conversations with
his subject with a well-conceived inter-
view schedule on his desk. Anil let it
also be assumed that he intends to
cover the ground within the time
allotted. Covering the ground here
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means getting enough material bearing
on a given topic so that judges, inde-
pendently examining that material later
on, can make an appraisal of the varia-
bles which were supposedly brought
into focus by the discussion of that
topic. The interview schedule is -not,
however, a list of the qUestions which
will scrupulously be put to every sub-
ject. If this were the case, one might as
well have used a quest4onnafre in the
first place. No, the scEedule will be
made up of the questions which the in-
terviewer is asking himself; ideally, the
area in question has been sufficiently

erentiated in advance, well enough
mapped out conceptually, so that he
knows just what he wants to find out.
The matter of how to draw the subject
out on the points in question will have
to be left to the interviewers judgment.
It is just here, of course, that art or
skill or experience will enter the pic-
ture. The task is to get the subject to
go far enough into the significant matter
at hand, without arousing too much
anxiety or hostility or causing him to
regret it later. ;This calls for some
ability to be aware of the subject's
feelings, considerable knowledge of
how anxiety and hostility are expressed
and, particularly perhaps, the ability to
judge what the traffic will bear. If one
knows about these, matters he can per-
sist in his purpose despite some discom-
forture on the subject] part, ecause
he knows that this disco e is
within reasonable limits and th 'e can
dispel it later on. By and large we
should expect from the less skillful or
less. experienced -interviewer errors of
two kinds: that throiigh over-cautious-
ness he has failed to bring out enough
significant material or that he has
elicited the material at the cost of our
having disgruntled subjects on our
hands.

The experienced interviewer may de
viand a completely free hand in the
matter of how he is going to draw out

the 'object and manage the emotion
that is generated, but he wffi rarely re.
fuse to di.scuss with his colleagues the
way he proposes to proceed in ap.
proaching the particular topics of the
interview schedule. .A result of such dis-
cussion might very well be that a num-
ber of suggestions about questions to
put to the subject will be included in
the interview schedule.

It should be emphasized that having
accepted the general procedure bein
ascribed here the interviewer, what
ever his gifts, must accept the discipline
of the interview schedule. Although he
need not maintain any particular order
in taking up the topics, he must hold
himself to the task of covering them
and not be led of in directions, which
might seem to him more important in
some particular case. The point is em-
phasized because in other types of situ-
ation the interviewer is more than will-
ing to be led in directions that seem
significant at the moment. If one has to
make a practical decision based on a
thorough-going understanding of a sub-
ject, for example, when the question
concerns psychotherapy when and
what kind, or when one is responsible;
for a tentative formulation of the cen-
tral dynamic structure of a case, as in
certein types of assessment work, the
best- procedure is quite different from
that indicated above. In these ,latter
instances, the interviewer- must form-
late hypotheses as he goes along, 9hd
the means for rejecting quickly theim-
proknising ones, spend the bulk of his',
tired following, up leads that point to
the centrally important. Of all types of
interviewing this is the kind that calls
for the greatest skill and knowledge.
There will probably always be a place
for this kind of interviewing, but the
research setting with which we are con-
cerned is not one of them,

Contrary to what appears to be a
common opinion, the interview sched-
ule is, in the research interview, an

4
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actual aid to the management of anxi-
ety and the maintenance of morale. It
helps to lend an air ,of impersonality to
the proceedings, and it may serve as a
convenient scape -goat. It is not that the
interviewer wants to pry into personal`
affairs; the schedule is the task-master;
the interviewer and subject have no
choice but to do its bidding. With an
interview schedule clearly in the pic-
tun the interviewer may put the touchy
questions in the same even tone, in the
same routine manner, that he employs
with other questions; and he may, if he
notices signs of embarrassment, relieve
the situation by passing on to the next
question. (In the questionnaire or in
ventory that touches on affect-laden
topics this control is lacking. An item
may start a chain of free associations
which leads the subject, amid mounting
anxiety, deep into fantasy. These are
the subjects who seek out the investi-
gator to protest the whole proceeding.)
In the systematic interview the subject
may be spared this kind of painful
rumination. Thus, there is something to
be said for the famous "rapid-fire" ques-
tioning of the Kinsey interview. How-
ever much the psychologist might ob-
ject to the neglect of the psychology of
sex in the Kinsey researches, it prob-
ably must be admitted that the data on
tumescence - detumescence were fairly
accurate and collected without undue
hardship on the subjects.

There is, of course, a question about
the after-effects of this kind of inter-
viewing. I have conducted, in different
settings, quite a large number of rather
probing "one-shot" interviews with
volunteers and with paid subjects with-
out becoming aware of any undue re-
percussions, and one may well believe
that this was true of the Kinsey investi-
gations. The trouble is, one may never
know. It is my impression that we are
safe in conducting research interviews
of this kind provided certain precau-
tions are taken. Obviously we must, in

beginning, establish confidence in
the whole investigation and particularly
in those who do the interviewing, and
obviously the conduct of the interview
must be such as to keep any painful
emotions within bounds. Beyond this,
there are steps that may be taken to
leave "good feeling all 'round" at the
end. For example, a lapse into a non-
directive approach, or an indication
that the formal part of the interview
was over and that what was now said
was off the record, might enable the
subject to bring out his dopbts or mis-
givings or unresolved tensions so that
they mightbe dealt with constructively,
Finally, the door should be left open
for another conference at some future
time. Although, as stated above, it is a
poor policy to "sell" a research inter-
view by suggesting that the subject will
get something out of it, it is wise to pro-
vide the possibility of counselling, or of
telling something of the results, for
those subjects who make this request.
This is not only wise, it is a minimum
requirement of a human approach, It
is not our wish to regard the subject's
problems, and private thoughts and
deeply felt sentiments as nothing more
than grist for our statistical mill. He has
the right to expect human reactions to
these human expressions. Experience
shows, however, that few volunteers
avail themselves of opportunities for
counselling, and that those who do are
not very demanding.

In a longitudinal study, the matter of
counselling the research subject as-

sumes very considerable importance.
When a subject is seen from time to
time over long periods some kind of
"relationship between him and the in-
vestigator, or investigators, develops
inevitably. Thus the subject of study
changes as a result of being studied.
(This consideration snakes it all the
more essential, in a longitudinal study,
that all possible effort be directed to
achieving a formulation of the case at
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the time the study begins.) The investi-
gator has no choice but to assume re-
sponsibility for these changes, and to
act m a way that is in the best interests
of his Subject. A developing elatiOn-
ship be en subject and investigator
has serialus implications for experi-
mental design. If for example, one is
studying psychological changes accom-
panying physical e*owth, or changes
resulting from education, the effects of
repeated contacts with the investigator
may be very considerable. Such effects
are probably minimal when techniques
are limited to objective tests, even
though these be administered individ-
ually, but the repeated ,Ose of the int r
view would seem to be quite anot
matter. We cannot solve the problem
by avoiding all counselling or by striv-
ing to keep everything on an imper-
sonal basis. The wisest course, it seems
to me, is to make a virtue of a necessity,
to hypothesiie that subjects interviewed
over a period of months, or years will as
a result of that experience be somewhat
different in the epd from similar sub-
jects who did not have the;
to test the hypothesis through the use
of the control grOup, and to keep close
watch upon the Whole interaction proc-
ess, trying to observe svh(ch .aspects of
this interpersonal procesS.'have which
effects with which

A device that '
several advantages
of having the samO, s'u
within a relativel

cts .
seers to offer

earch is that

nterviewed,
space of

time, by two or more investigators. It is
interesting to note hers. that in the
Tavistock InAtitute of Ilkinplielations,
which carries stn in tar spirit of the
War (Ace SaeRtiqn BoIrd (the British
"Assessrpeilit 'center') .a sessrnent in
selecti91 work has be led down to

st probed Oup: discus-
e es of 10

or: aluated by the
which a

eweel:by four

people in the course of an afternoon
Thus a high premium is placed upon
judgment, that of the assessment ex-
perts and that of the executive with
whom the successful candidate will be
working. It would -seem that if the
ability to judge people counts for any-
thing in personality researchand I
believe that it doesthe interview of-
fers the best means for enabling us to
take advantage of it. Why not avail our-
selves of the judgments of the -most
experienced people we have, and let
them serve as checks upon one another?
Let us divide the task of covering the
interview schedule among several inter.-
viewers, and let them, after covering
the topics assigned, offer their judg-
ments concerning some of those per-
vasive aspects of personality that would
be subtly manifested as well in a dis-
cussion of future plans as in a discus-
sion of childhood.

The Exploitation of Interview Material
The whole conception of the research

interview, as set forth here, has been
worked out with an eye firmly fixed on
the problem of how to handle the inter-
view material. The device just rrin-
tioned, that of havingiseveral interviews
for each subject, is an obvious attempt
to avoid throwing out the expo& alto-
gether and yet to meet the minimum
requirements of sound methodology. A
check list of several hundred adjectives,
to be filled out for each subject by each
of, say, four interviewers should pro-
vide ample opportunity for setting forth
the uniqueness of each subject even
while it afforded data for quantitative
treatment. Ratings on some of the so-
called generalized traits of personality
can still be very useful; as a matter of
fact, for many common traits of person-
ality they are still the best measures we
have, Moreover, if we are going to have
experts, and if they are going to under-
take to penetrate the outer layers of the
personality, then we should. have the

I 4
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benefits of their judgments concerning
the more central, or the more subtle,
aspects of the persowlity. These judg-
Menu, too, may be raodered by means
of a rating scale, the interviewers having
agreed in advance upon the form and
content of this device.

But the general procedure of inter-
viewing that has been described here
has been designed with particular at-
tention to the objective, quantitative
analysis of the subjects own reports. It
is a part of the interviewer's task to re-
cord, under appropriate headings, what
the subject has to say about the topic in
question. During the interview and dur-
ing the recording, the interviewer bears
in mind that judges other than himself
are going to be required to classify the
material bearing on a given topic, and
that the are going to do this without
referenc o other parts of the record.
The proposal here is that the interview
protocol be divided, cut-up, into a num-

.-

bar of sections, corresponding to the
topics of the schedule; that the produc-
tions of all the subjects, on a given
topic, be then assembled and handed,
withoUt names or identifying data be-
ing attached, to two or more judges;
and that the judges, working on one
topic at a time, categorize the material
or make estimates of variables in ac-
cordance with the conceptual scheme
upon which the interview was based.
This procedure should eliminate halo
effect and insure that judgments on
particular issues are not contaminated
by any other kinds of information about
the subject; it should yield data thait
are ready for quantitative treatment.
Measures obtained in this way, like the
measures based on ratings by the inter-

,viiewers themselves, may be used either
as predictors of external criteria, or as
measures against which tests can be
validated.
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ENVY: RICCILITI

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

Comments on Dr. Kelly's paper
Dr. MacNamara asked whether it

would be practical in terms of time
and money_, to carry out Dr. Kelly's
suggestiort that the complex task of
the single interviewer be, fractionated
into smaller, units, each to be assigned
to a different specialist. Dr. Kelly ex-
pressed the opinion that this was an
empirical question, in which the rela-
tive economy of various approaches
would need to be determined and
evaluated. However, if the only way to
do the job properly was to use teams
of experts, then the job would have
to be done that way. Dr. Kelly men-
tioned that it was interesting to note
that he and Dr. Sanford were not too
far apart in regard to this matter of,
fractionating the total interview task.

Comments on Dr. Crissy's paper
Dr. Speer asked Dr. Crissy to com-

ment further on the matter of experi-
mental designs for studying interviewer
consistency. Dr. Crissy pointed out
that the ideal design for studying Infra-
rater consistency would involve keep-
ing both interviewer and interviewee
free from any carryover effects from
one interview to the next. For study-
ing inter-rater consistency, ideally one
would like to keep the interviewee
uncontaminated by successive inter-
viewer effects.

One ,illustration of the type of e

perirne.ntal design which has been used
in practice is seen in some recent work
carried out by Dr. Crissy and his
students. These investigators recorded
interviews by each of several individ-
uals, and subsequently played back
these recordings to a small group of
interviewers, including the original in-
terviewer in each case, who didn't rec-
ognize his own voice. When this group

as asked to evaluate the interview
material, promising results were ob-
tained in regard to both inter-judge
agreement and consistency of the judg-
ment of the original interviewer.

Another possibility would involve
setting up machinery for routinizing
interview research in a particular sit-
uation over a period of years. Smile of
these ideas have been outlined by
Crissy in a recent paper in Personnel
Psychology. (1952, 5, 73-85)

Dr. Peterson wondered why so ht-
tle attention has been given to the pos-
sible use of classical psychophysical
methods in dealing with interviewer.
judgments. Dr. Crissy indicated that
there has been at least one rather en-
couraging study in which "paired com-
parison" judgments were made by su-
pervisors in evaluating sales trainees,
each trainee being compared with ev-
ery other trainee. Such methods might
he used profitably in situations where,
a constant flow of interviewees is avail-
able.
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Comments on Dr. Sanford's paper

Dr, Symonds wondered if there
might be some value in having two in-

terviews by the same interviewer, so
as to 'reduce the subject's resistance,
along the lines sometimes followed in
repeated projective testing.. Dr. San-
ford indicated that in his current work,
it was hoped that resistance was re-
solved in.the first interview, and if not,
that it would be dissipated by the time
the subject reached the second or third
interview. However,_ it might be desir-
able if the same interviewer and the
subject got together several times in
the, course of a few days. One should
always by aware of the possibility of re-
sistance, and one should try to deal
with it right away. When resistance is
observed, it would be very valuable for
Interviewers to compare notes on it

and to attempt to identify its causes.
At the request of Dr. Symonds, Dr.

Santokd made a few more comments
regarding the interviewer's analysis of
the subject's responses. In the approach
described by Dr. Sanford, the inter-
viewer induces the subject to talk

about various topics, e.g. his parents,

ete., according to the plan of the
study. He takes notes on the material

rgathered in each area, dictating a more
complete summary later. (This ap-
proaCh is preferred to that of recording
the entire interview.) Then, independ-
ent judges check one another's inter-
pretation of the interview material in
each of the areas covered.

General Comments
Dr. Zubin made the observation that

a most unusual situllon seems to exist
with regard to-the interviewa situa-
tion warranting some close examina-
tion, Very strong criticism has been di-
rected at the interviewing technique,
yet most of us continue to use it, to
varying extents-. He feels that one of
the main factors involved in this situa-.
tion is that we tend to view the inter, -
view without proper historical perspec-
tive. Actually, the interview was among
the earliest methods .used in the physi-
cal sciences as well as,,,in the psycho-

logical sciences. In first studying physi-
cal phenomena like heat, 'for example,
people were asked to report 'whether
'something was "hot" or "cold." Before
the work of Binet, a person's intelli-
gence was often estimated by an "inter-
viewer" who probably judged the per-
son "intelligent" if he liked him, and
"unintelligent" if he disliked him. Some
of the earliest studies evaluating the
interview as a technique, yielded nega-
tive results because they were con-
cerned with the relation of interview
material to entirely inappropriate vari-
ables.

Dr. Zubin feels that for studies of
attitude and motivation, the interview
is our best technique. However, we
need to objectify the interview, iden-
tify the factors underlying it, and then
systematically vary these factors and
study their consequent effects. With in-
tensive research of this sort, the inter-
view will eventually be developed into

a basically sound technique.
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Impact of Mac es and Devices on De(elopments
in Testing and Related Fields

THE IBM TEST SCORING MACHINE: AN EVALUATION

Introduction
IT MAY sAFEr.t. he assumed that this
audience needi no explanation of the
nature of the test scoring machine,,nor
of the answer sheets on which bites
rhythmically when duly stimulated, nor
of the basic principle on which it oper-
ates. I trust that it will rheet with your
approval if I omit all 't}i'at froin my
remarks.

Perhaps,'-however, .1 may be per-
itted'oric. small; faintly nostalgic his-
titatriMe before I get down to work.

At the,-nutset, perhaps we may remind
ourselvegrithaf just about twenty years
ago the prePonents of objective testing'
were fighting a somewhat uphill battle
to obtain generll acceptance op newer
procedures of measurement in -schools
and colleges. As for the industrial field,
these proopedures had as yet hardly
created a fipple in that area. Except
for a few novel departures, the almost
universal Way of recording responses
was in test booklets. Many so-called ob-
jective tests were of the semi-objective
kind which required a certain amount
of judgment on the part of the scorer,
Admittedly, these tests could be scored
more r,Cpidly and with a higher degree
oidgreement among graders than could
essay examinations, but to many per-
sons the difference was not impressive.

At that time, in the early 1930's, the
International Business Machines Corpo-
ration was convinced that mechanical

scoring:of tests was possible and was,-
actively intel-ested in producing such a
machine. Various experiments, w4ie be-
ing carried on in different places, and
fearful and wonderful devices were ap-
pearing here and there throughout the
country. It was at this propitious time
that Reynold B. Johnson, now head of
the West Coact Developmental Labo-
ratory of IBM, devised the first, crude
model a what was to become tiler',

rshng Scoring Machine. This vies
aSed hot only upon the fact/that a lead'

pencil mark would conduct an electric
ent; it included the much more in-
us idea that by inserting high re-

rs of equal value into the circuits
closed by the Ache), pencil marks the
amount of cuirCht allowed to flow
through each of these tiny circuits could
definitely be controlled and need not be
affected by the length or thickness of
the lead pencil mark, except within
very minute limits.

In recent months, there have been
persistent rumors throughout the test-
ing fraternity concerning astonishing
everrimagination-defyingnew devices
that are just over the horizon, and no
doubt we will hear about some of these
this afternoon. Regardless of what the
future may bring, however, I feel sure
that everyone here, in fact every mens-
urement specialist in the country, ac-
knowledges that we are greatly in-
debted to IBM for pioneering machine
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scoring, and for ,; persistent interest
which will no doubt. lead tq important
improvements. inc.the preSent machine.

I insert this hiief historical note into
my introduction because there does not
seem to be much, if anything, in print

out the genesis of the scoring ma-
hine, notwithstanding the importance

of this event to the field of measure-
ment. I had this somewhat forcefully
brought to my attehti n recently in
conversation with a yo g man 'whose
first and somewhatcasu I contact with
the scoring machine was during World
War II. The young man seemed Slightly-
saddened and disillusioned to leani that
this hovel gadget did not spring full
blown from the inner mysteries of the
Pentagon Building! -

Some General Effects of
Machine Senring

During the seventeen years of. its
existence, the scoring machine 41as; of
Course, contributed enormously to
.large-scale testing. It has done thist not
OhlOfrough its own potential for rapid,-
inexpensive soaring, but even more im-
portant thronghits influ.ence upon,- the
use of separate- answer sheets. Since
separate answer, sheet use was a re-
quirement; if tests were to be scored
by machine, users rapidly accepted the

answer sheet as a supplement
to the test booklet. This favorable
climate, sychologically speaking, With-
out doubt made for more ready accept-

.

ance of large-scale hand scoring pro-
grams in which separate answer sheets
were used.

I like to think that the test scoring
machine has been to the testing bilsi-
ness what the Model-T Ford was to-the
automobile industry. If the' Model=
put Atherica on wheels, the test scor-~-
ing machine has put the youth of.Amer-
lea on objective-test answer sheNi.

Some cynically-minded individuals
have regarded each of these two plie-

horperia as a not unmixed essing. In
all-fairnesS,. it should prob be con-
ceded that the influence of the test
scoring machine upon the kinds Of ex-
amination situations set for young peo-
ple and the kinds aresponses required
may not have been entirely. fortunate.
The use of the kind of answer sheet,re-
quired by the fi kel.. response-Pos.position
artd the fixed flelds.of the scoring ma- ,
chine has tended to force objective
testing into a kind of' sait jacketin
truth, a somewhat, loose fitting and be"-
nigh strait jacketbut a strait jacket
nonetheless. The four- or, ve-choice,
discrete test item has become Virtually
standard so that, except for differences
in content, the parts of many of our
standard tests are almost as inter-
changeable as the housing; units in a
Levittown. The test scoring machine is
not, of course, ,wholly responsible for
this development, but I think it has .ac-
celerated a trend that might have beei;
present regardless of mechanical means
of scoring. , .

Prom the standpoint of measurement,-
this ,close` similarity in kinds of test
items lisually 49 not.a serious limitation,
although it does occasionally 'foist upon
test content al'i unnatural,teSt situation.
For example (if I may take%ir 'friendly,
roundhouse sWingat a test 'of which I
am really very fond), in one section of
the Cooperative En ish Test,XLMe-
chanics of Express an exercise in
punctuation is forced into the multiple-
choice IBM answer sheet form in such
a way that a. considerable per cent of
tote,, unior high school pupils simply do
not understand what is to be done.
1714to is introduced what seems.to be a
kind of closure factor, which, in all
probability, influences the resultOP;,,
this English test considerably. ..,-.: ..:

From a broader educational -,!lapd--
point, there may be more reason to de, :,
plore the forcing of objective test items'
into a comparatively .small number of
kinds in order to satisfy the requfre-.
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nnents vf.th test scoring machine. This
proe lure. has given rise during the
last fifteen years to an expression which
is sometiMes used by the unregenerate
die-hards "4moi4g the critics of (Nee-
five, measurement as a kind of epithet
;r:74the, multiple - choice mind." More-
over,o- there is reason to believe that
there-:are many teachers who have ac-
cepted objective measurement, perhaps
with quiet resignation, whe are uncom-
fortable oyes the thought that regard-
ess of the resourcefulness, skill, imagi-

nation, and stimulation to thinking 0110._
they bring to their teaching, in the end
the,achievement of their students, and
indirectly their own success, is going to
he judged largely by how well their
students respond to a single type of test
Rein:

Fear that the, almost exclusive use of
the multiplez-chbice kind of test item
will have a very deleterious effect upon
learning may have little foundation in
fact; yet it does ,seem probable that
more flexibility in the kinds of ques-
tions, even to the point of introducing
an occasional open-ended question into
the measurement situation; might have
a salutary influence -Upon instruction
and upon the psychology of student
preparation,' and: perhaps upon meas-

,urernent as well '-
So far_ as measurement is concerned,

it seems to rile that it has been a choice
of values. In adapting machine scoring
and in accepting the limitatiens,to test
.construction imposed by the machine
icorable answer sheet, we have,terhaps
tacitly -chosen to bring to the many,
tests not quite as good as could be pre-
.pared, under optimum .conditions for
the.few to whom measurement might

nbe.restrietedin finny filaCeS if separate
ansWer shedt procedures.were not avail-
able.--'

There .4re also the question of the
extent to which the necessity of ad-
justing the answer sheet to the test
booklet introduces extraneous perCep-
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tual and spatial factors irate the m
urernent situation, the question of the
lowest age` level at which separate
swer.:.'sheeteet tests, may successfully be
used; and the question 9f the influence
of limitations of :desk space on results
of tests administered with separate an-
swer sheets:There remains a need for
more research on all these questions.

But let us turn from questions of
these kinds to take a more down-to-
earth, practical look at the values and
limitations of the IBM Test Scoring Ma-
chine as- it is used in a test service or

ization,

Values and Problems in
-Machine Scoring

At the Educatiodal Records Burenu
we have three test scoring machines,
one of which is equipped with an item
counter. Ill comment first on the use of
the machine in- test scoring and then
Very briefly on its use in item counting.

The Bureau's experience in machine
scoring a few million tests over a pe
riod of some sixteen years indicates
that,' when the machine is in good
working order and properly. set and
when the answer sheds- are marked
with heavy, black, glossy' marks with
the recommended pencils and are free
from stray clots and marks, machine
scoring is highly efficient and extremely
?equate. A first-rate machine operator
can score tests yielding a single- score
on one side of an answer sheet at'thd
rate of 500 or more an hour 'and can
maintain such a speed for a- period of
at least two hours. When several sages
are obtained through one insertion of
each answer sheet, the number of tests.
scored per unit of time is, of course, .

lower but the- number of scores ob-
tained is much higher.

At the sortie time it should be noted
that a- test service organization Such
the Educational Records Burean seldom
'finds it practicable to offer ,IBM ma-
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chine scoring services on certain tests 'process. Through the use of a "heater"
elding scores on numerous scales, in the machinp, the answer sheets may

Artfel.ihfrly the Strong ,Vocational In be dried out so they will yield correct
erest fbeitauselo the extremely scores, although this procedure likewise

large niambex of insertions of the an tends to slow down the scoring proceis

er-sheete---That-are-ivquiredein-oreler_to_some_Ae
a obtain scores on all scales. The main iljfBculty, is in the marking

From the beginning, the accuracy of of the answer sheets. It seems almost

the scoring machine: has been d'ehbor impossible to persuade groups of indi-

ately played down in order to avoid , dividuals, to mark their answer sheets

havihg users expect too much. Accuracy
well enough so that all of them will

within one point is all that has ever yield comet scores when the scoring
claimed for the machine. As a is done by machine..

Matt fact, in the vast rriajority of the
Departures from whet is deskeble in

.cases, scoring is wholly accurate. answer sheet marking may take several

VIA the scoring formula is S = Ft formsuse of 'wrong 'pencils, light

and the conditions of machine and -anarkii many stray marks, and the use

answer, sheet optimum, and the oper-'.. of d' erent kinds of marks such as the

-ater reasonably alert, there should prat- drawing of a single slanting line across

tically never be a scoring error. When the rf,sponse position. Several years ago,
Dori* Bretnall of our staff and I made

S It there will occasionally a little stey-in which the answer sheets

b a one.point error because no one has
eve been able to teach the machine to

, five identical sets except that a particu-
operative tests were recopied to form
of a group of pupils on one of the Co -

mm fractions to the nearest whole
number; but experience operators be lar kind of undesirabie.marking, such as

very light marks; vas simulated.
come very adept at making fine dR-"
tinctions so that there should. not be an

throughout each set. Each set was9

error more often than once in a hun-
scored by machine, and the scores thus
obtained were correlated with the cot-.
red scores. Means and standard devia-
tions were also computed. The paper
was reported at the IBM Research
Forum in Endicott in 1946. It created
no great stir among the assembled ex-
perts, but I think it did bring out very
clearly the fact that while most kinds
of departure (rpm desired -marking are
not of rejleh importance, light, gray
looking*arks kattito numerous and
rather Mirge inaccuracies in machiree
scoring.

There are several ways in which a
machine scoring unit can undertake to
meet this problem of.poorly marked an-
swer sheets. In the first place, there is

dred papers. I repeat thpkwhen all con-
ditions are right a very satisfactory job
is done even with the present machine,
which is virtually unchail from the
first working model bredialiodi out by
IBM.

Frequently, however, not all condi-
tions ai-e right. Occasionally, a mane
will get out of order unbeknown to the
operator and so systematic errors will
appear in time scores of a group of pa-
pers. But this is afair4erninor dillleglty,
since such errors will, of course
caught in checking either with an
machine or by hand.

Another comparatively minor draw-
back is that on a warm, humid day the a nice question whether anything at all

-.answer sheets tend' to collect.- enougle4 should he done about this other than to
moisture to affect the leading slightly score and return the answer sheets. It
and thus to slow down the scoring may 141"-kr and that, Since it takes

1
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tinges for a subject to mark an answe
sheet direfully with heavy black marks
than irdoest to mark lightly and care-
lessly, the Razing up of poorly:marked

er sheets before scoring them con-.
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tibn of the machine-. Tfas, work ordi-
narily tekea a large share 'of the time
of the very, persons who are trained to

--operate the machines, for we have
never succeeded in hiring a cremal-' of

o---answersheetre-markersapdge
tious individual. Since

the purpose of testing, however, is
measurement, not character training,
and since the best approximations of
relativ6 achievement probably are to bo
obtained if all answer sheets yield cor,7,
rect scores, a procedtwe for obtaining,
onrrect scores from poorly- marked an
swer sheets seems a requirement.

Various procedures are. possible. The
packs of tests may be irapbcted,, and
those that contain many poorly marked
answer sheets may. be scored and 're-
scored by hand, or portions of' them

ay be handled in this way.. Or the
scoring unit may score all answer sheets
by hand and use the machine for re-

. sboring, or the answer sheets may be
scored in one machine and rescored in
another and the ones having scoring
discrepancies then-Kand scared. If the
machines differ in sensitivity, as in one
experiment at ,the Educational Testing
Service, this procedure no doubt has
considerable merit. Scoring machine
operatois, however, tend to take a dim
view of this procedure, for when poorly
marked answer sheets, particularly
those with many stray marls,- are-,run
through the, machine, the pointer has a
tendency to ,creep. A few hours!:of ex-
perience in trying to read a creeping
pointer is/hardly conducive to emo-
tional.stability. _

Everything. considered, the least un-
satisfactory procedure seems to.be to
scan and .re-mark carefully all` sets of
answer sheets before putting them into
the machine. This is by far the most

"time - consuming and costly aspect of
machine scoring. I believe our machine
searing dept4ment spends at least
twice as much time in scanning and re-

1.arking as it does in the actual opera-

them to stay with their job. Perhaps
for this particular job specification,, re-
marker of poorly marked artwer Iheets,
which for some reaspn `has never found
its way into the Digtionary of OccuPa:
tional Titlesperhaps what we need to
do is to raid a mental institution and
hire some employees with IQ's of About
35 -to 501 4

Notwithstanding -the 'great advantage
in speed of mactainesoaring eve; halt
scoring when no scanning is 'required,
I doubt that, in a situation calling for
much scanning and re-marking,
rate of the total machine scoring
ess -wilt equal the best hand scoring
speed, such as Lindquist s workers have
achieved at the University oaf Iowa. .

The real cure for'the major dculty
of scoring with the present machine is
to strike at its source,-the marking dr
tle answer sheets 13.3.. the persons ti nig
the testA think that thei.rnain'reasons
why many answer sheets are ger poofly
marked are (1) that many tat makers
and Jest publishers have either failed
to stress the necessity for weft marked
papers or they4ave buried, these in-
dtructions- in the fine print; (2) that
thousands of persons administering tests
in our schools know nothing about, how
machine scoring is done and ogre less;
and (3) that great numbers of school
pupils seem inpervious to specific di
rections unless the directions are re-
iterated several times and made graphic
by illuAtratiori.

For at least fifteen years, the Educa-
tional Records Bureau has tried re-
peatedly to persuade schools to send iii
well marked answer sheets. With a few
noteworthy excepticas, these attempts
ave met' with little success. Year after

year, we have sent special instructions
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, e, 4wernpartied by a- sample well marked, the administration of tests, and they

answer sheet to all examiners contern- may be right in their disapproval. It is
plating machine scoring, but none ..of ,what is sometimes referred to as a cal-
this hal done much good. Not until the ioltulated risk. I have a feeling that the
edfrent fall progxam. This fall we in-_ test wiseness of pupils in our schools

u ITinoovetions into eetwand-their-knowledge.of_the exigence of

Mst:rut:Anna? materiab. Now the tests correction formulas will cause them to
are Zorning back to us for scoring, and be fairly ambivalent about wild guess-
for the first time in all these years we ing,-
e to be getting somewhere. At any

. ,
The Graphic Item Counter

e, e answer sheets received from a
number of the schools are amazingly ' There is time for only a brief corn-

oved. e k merit on the item counter. This attach-

w the changes in special insb-uc4.- ment to the scoring machine makes

ere; very ample. The specimen possible a graphic count of responses
sheet, Which heretofore had to the various items:as the answer
o illustrate good, black marks sheets are run through the machine. On

on was divided into two parts. One a single graphic item count record it is

6-hall was well marked and the other half possible to count the correct responses
poorly marked. Apparently this was the to ninety items, or to oeunt all re-

%first Sine. that some of our examiners spouses to eighteen five-ctoice items,

found out what an answer sheet too and so forth. The responses on l'I5 an-

poorly marked to yield correct scores swer sheets may be counted on any one

looked like. Such an illustrative sheet, graphic record. The graph is made with

incidentally, must actually be marked carbon paper, and thus it is not always

by baud to get the idea across to the as leglible as one would desire.

r examiner.
Tre use of the iteni counter unit is

.Copies repryduced by the duplical- much slower th19 scoring, but still it

. process simply will not do the job. does count responses to items many
second` change was in .urgent times as fast as they can be counted by

request that each school plan its test- .. hand. We have found that the item,
ing schedule to allow an extra five counter saves an enormous amount of .

minutes in which'the response positions . time in making item analyses. of new
tests or of tests on'which further item

on the answer sheets would be dark-,
ened by the pupils themselves after th6 difficulty and validity data are needed.

test. booklets weje collected: One of my An aggregate. weighting unit is also

more realistic colleagues pointed out available and is useful in research, as

that if the test were a timed one an well as in different kinds of scoring,
occasional pupil.might welcome the ex- such as the scoring of rating scales

tra period as an opportunity to mark where the various characteristics -to -be, - .
rated 1146 different values However,.

responses to a .few additional items
--more or less at random. Naturally, I this unit is not often used and since

was :quiteshocked at the thought that we have had virtually no experience

any of our young people might 'engage with it at the Educational Records

in such shenanigans, but we did think Bureau, I will omit coinments on that

.
iLadvisable to include a suggestion that aspect of the scoring machine,

this operation be well supervised by Conclusion ,

aleVroctors1
I .am aware thatAreakind of device . In sum-1*y, some seventeei3. years

is frowned upon by some authorities on of experience with the IBM Test Soar-
,.

.. .-
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ing Machine hl the Educational Records
Bureau, program indicates that this ma-
chine is, in itself, rather highly satisfac-
tory, even without further refinement
Our difficulties ainly from fail

e crucial in por-
e /narked 'answer sheets. If

one problem can be fully solved,
'oncy of the use of the scoring

machine will be increased at least three-
fold.

My remarks have been confined to an
eValuation of the machine in its exist-
ing form. Although, as I have indicated,
the present model is giving good serv-
ice, so far as the .Educational Records
Bureau is concerned, I should like, in
conclusion, to suggest very tentatively
four or five kinds of improvement that
might be made in mechanical devices
for the scoring of tests. Without doubt,
various ones of these items, as well as
others, will be coveied more authorita-
tively in Mr. Bradley's talk.

First, the scoring of poorly recorded
espouses. A machine that would accu-

rately score answer sheets in their na-
tural, uninhibited, unregaired, raw
state as they are received from the aver-
age student in almost any school or
college would contribute enormously to
efficient scoring.

Second, the speed of operation of the
machine. The actual process of scoring
with the IBM machine is amazingly fast
in comparison with hand scoring. It
does, however, depend upon several
comparatively slow mechanical move-
ments within the machine, and, of
course, it involves a number of move-
ments on the part of the verator.
Much scientific progress has been made
even in;the few years since the machine
was developed. It may be assumed,
even by a non-mechanically-minded ob-
server, that it may be possible to intro-
duce'_ fundamental changes into ma-
chine scoring that will put these
procedures thoroughly into step with
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a streamlined, supersonic, electronic,
atomic age. For example, automatic
feeding of the answer sheets into the
machine and automatic recording of
the scores would noticeably increase-

time, reduce the possibility of error.
Third, the scoring of multi-scale tests.

Any change in' the .basic structure of
the machine that would make possible
the rapid scoring of multi-scale tests,
siich.as the Strong bla after the man-
ner'. of Hankes, woul enable units
equipped with the IB machine to
render somewhat more inclusive serv-
ice.

Fourth, provision for greater flexi-
bility in test construction. At present,
test authors who desire to adapt their
tests to the IBM Test Scoring Machine
must observe certain requirements, such
as the arrangement of the number of
items in a given part in multiples of
fifteen or else the omission of several
numbered items, and so forth. Ifit were
possible to eliminate the fixed fields in
the scoring machine and also to make
refinements so that a single answer
sheet would accommodate a larger
number of responses, these innovations
woud assist-both test authors and test
users.

Fifth, the elimination of various
minor annoyances in the use of the scor-
ing machine. These include the influ-
ence of humidity on the scores, pins
that sometimes stick, occasional batches
of answer sheets printed so they do not
register perfectly, and the sticking of
scored papers in the machine. Each one
of these is of no great importance, ,but
they add up to lost time and frayed
nerves. Their elimination would make
for faster machine scoring services with
a smile and would help appreciably to
safeguard the accuracy of the scores
obtained.

Finally, the expense. Thus far, use of
he scoring machine has been limited

largely to service centers, large school
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systems, large inddstrial organizations,
and military establishments. The an-
nual charge for the rental and service
of the machine, while moderate, has
been be and the budgets of most small,
and many rn 'urn six = u sc s oolither
an inexpensive "desk model," or an
electronic, centrally located model de-
,signed to render nationwide service,

AL CONFERENCE

would contribute geatly to increased
use of standardized tests, to the scoring
of teacher-made tests in numerous
whirls, and to research. (Incidentally,
either 'of these developments might put
the-ERB-and kindred-organizations-out
of business, but happily this dreary
topic may be omitted because my time
has expired!)
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Impact of Ma\chines and Devices on Developments
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THE UNIVERSITY

TRE UNIVERKTE SERVICE BIFREAIJ may
be defined in general as an` agency
within a university operiting punched
card equipment and making *.s services
available to any department within the
university. Though such agencies- have
existed in universities for :twenty-five
years or so, the number of such prior,to
World War II was quite small, ,arid the
growth and spread of this type of serv-
ice during the past seven years has been
remark.able. There are now. about 200
colleges and universities in the country
which meet this general definition; in
addition there are another 150 or so
schools utilizing punched card ma-
chines that do not in that the avail-
ability of the machines for other than
their basic mission is non-existent or
very sharply limited. Such installations
are mostly in the University business
offices, with some in the Registrars'
offices.

Among the institutions which meet
the above general definition there are
those in which the machine installation
is administered by the particular ,de-
partment that provides the basic work-
load for the machines, e.g., the Office
of the Registrar. In these cases the serv-
ice function is more or less secondary to
the primary mission; we might refer to
such administrative entities as quasi
service brveaus. On the other hand, in
about 30 of the larger universities ma-
chine services are centralized in an ad-

SERVICE BUREA

rninistrative unit whose primary mission
is the service function. The number of
such institutions has increased four-fold
in the past seven years, and the trend. + +iss

Sincestill upwards. Since uch service bu-
reaus are expensive nd require size-
able workloads to j tify the adminis-
trative organization it is likely that
such will be restric ed generally to the
larger institutions. ut there is no doubt
that the concept o an autonomous bu-
reau that provides machine services for
the entire university is here to Stay;

What does the centralized machine
service agency have to offer to testing
programs and research? Those in the
testing field have long been eager ens-
tomers of punched card equipment.
Testing characteristically requires large
samples with a relatively small amount
of information per -individual in the
sample, a situation tailored to the
punched card. Testing makes extensive
use of frequency distributions and order
statistics, of bivariate distributions from
coded or grouped data, of second mo-
ments and product moments. All of
these can 'be handled on the basic ac-
counting installationthe sorter, the
reproducer, the collator, and the ac-
counting machine. These machines, to-
gether with key punches, verifiers, and
the interpreter, for many years' consti-
tuted the facilities of the university
service bureau. In very recent years
many have acquired punched card corn-
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puten, IBM's slow speed 602A, the
medium speed 604, or Card Pro-
grammed Calculator. The availability
of these machines enormously increases
the potential of the service bureau in

ylzloarlFurthermori;a-sizeable-machin
low the direct 'computation of first and
second moments and product-moments
in large numbers as well as many other
manipulations of :the data that involve
multiplication and division. The CPC,
particularly, permits for the first time
relatively rapid computation of the
inverse of a correlation matrix, an oper-
ation fundamental to many areas of
multivariate analysis. Without these
computers many areas of research are
closed to the researcher because of the
gargantuan computational task. To
complete the machine potential of the
present-day university service bureau
there is IBM's 101 Electronic Statistical

..fgachitie Which permits the high speed
fkeparati6n of contingency tables from
calegorical.rpr coded data, item analy-
A edffing and sequence checking,
selectiOb soiling, and many .other tasks.
1 is ii highly versatile machine that has
gel) ayiiilahle for .too short a time to

come friti:tikneral. use lir. test processing'.
No mention, of $irilices,Of, A univer-

sity installatiori wealla:. Ile. complete
without pointing out that the machine
scoring of tests is properly a function
of such a bureau. Test shoring is a sub-
ject of its , and is treated by other
speakers; h 'vever, it is pertinent here
to mention t at scoring is so often fol-
lowed dire ly by card, punching that
it is advantageous to the entire process
to keep all operations on the data
within a single organization.

The complete university service bu-
reau incorporates all of the above
equipment, and can provide all manner
of statistical and processpg services
within a single organizationtest scor-
ing and item analysis, the preparation
of listings and frequency distributions,
order statistics, the computations of

I I 1

measure statistics, and finally the in-
volved matrix computations of multi-
variate analysis. Desirable as this pic-
ture is, it must be recognized that it all
costs money and requires a large work-

installation requires a type of ongoing
workload that is repetitive in nature,
one that provides the financial support
to absorb most of the fixed costs of op-
eratMg" the installation. With this as a
base, it is possible to schedule on top
of the regular load the many "one-shot"
research jobs that arise in a university.
Since the support for a university serv-
ice bureau must primarily be derived
from income for services rendered, the
users must share the costs on the basis
of machine and personnel time required.
This requires cost accounting, sched-
uling, and careful planning of research
jobs to use available set-ups and pro-
ceduses. For these reasons I feel that
the service bureaus will less and less be
in a position to allow the consumer to
handle his own data processing; that.
is, the trend, is toward providing ma-
chine sort ices for the researcher, not
just the machines.

The complete service bureau can
easily require an annual budget of
$100,000 or more it is obvious that
many institutions simply cannot find the
workload or financial support for such
an undertaking. So the kind I have de-
scribed above will necessarily be re-
stricted to the larger institutions, and
many will have to be content with a
basic installation of accounting ma-
chines. Much can bel'one with such an
installation, of course, and the way is
op'ened for cater use of available ma-
chine potential by the larger service
bureaus opening their services to the
smaller institutions, tu supplement the
limited capacity of a small installation
when a sizeable job arises, and to pro-
vide the more expensive computing
services that the small institution can-
not afford. I. feel that the large install-
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,tensive planning and board wiring.
4fideed we frequently find that it is ad-
Vilitageous to force the desired cornpu-

tjatiOns into one of these pre-set patterns
rather than make a special machine

Vliti even ththr running 6 in
saved thereby. During the past year

""handled about 100 research jobs of
variousous.kinds, only about 10 of which.

gild be -considered "large, jobs." For
many small jobs the permanent set-

-ups paid off handsomely in lowered
costs and personnel time saved.

, The machines themselves, of course,
'do not make a service bureau. More MI-
portant are the people who plan the

-, :- jobs and run the machines. An ride-
quate staff of machine operators is
essential; however, the key figure is the
supervisor who handles the communi-
cation , between the consumer and the
machines. The need for persons with
competency in testing procedures and
analysis, in statistical methodology, as
welt as in machine methods, is a
order heed, and one that is rarely m
except in those institutions that ca
afford. a -centralized machine -service
agency. Thete ii. gi-at nieec for the
availability of stick 'persctiis in the plan-
niug stages of -tesgt* tirofeeta, _with
partitular emphasik.ba."those-Oljects of
the project, that :have direct impact on
punchingthe 'Cards ands processing the
data. These atiotisareibottlid to.
ikolve- ex gtal design and Arius:
Mal inethatis well as thn rricehaiiies-
of colleeting and recording the,,',..
they involve,: the design ,e,C alswe0
sheets, and .-41e- statistical methodology
of item and test reliability and validity;;,
as well a's the mechanics of test sootrinA

It is my.feo/Oig that a true Universi
service bureafiralist be able to provide
personnel who can carry out the: Ole_
of statistical and research `Cone-Ultariti,'
and that the effectivenesi Of a seivice
bureau depends too( considerahliti*
tent upon the integration of its person
nd into research planeirig,.:rvl anY-j -Iite

studies are most :_oat c
card machines, the V

bureau must handle many
Since oftentimes Planning a set u
time may far ext .riii*ifi
important to ha
cedures and
inently planned/ cost and time -crin
duced by careful,
job. For eta
necessary to
among tlu-ets-
so- eases can
lator, and one

tantially-"r
or the:pnall

tritiliitionS:
Corr -clatiens

ort-a; hiincli-ed or
a 4etk.calcti

iay° tbat
such a job is pr! to b handled
efficiently o i erpen,siy% rntfalities.-Hew-
ever, if el4-,,the-'S-et,ups.::requir ed,-frorn
key punching. tO 'the ,final
are Liam 1:.avitllable, the job
can be done our for id, and the
cost is .,kept lioston t_Tniversity
we maintain such'-1.T .for the 002A
that will 'allow 60m:oriel° four vari-'
ables eiird,,for computing;: and ac-
cumulating 'squai-es: ;loc .tifoducts.- We
maintain .a4perrritment tabulator set-up
for producing 'frequency" distributions
and ,corre ppriding :percentile, equiva-
lents. -Pertnatiertf.'set-ops: for both the
tab . acid the 01:-Statistical Machine
allow the ,prcparaticin..bf: a two-way
frequency, table ..with a single column
spread hurizoiitally ; perm anent boards
fo'r inatTit eorripiitatiencinthe 602A are
nlaiktaineq,-!though this machine is too
slow and '.too.".limited- storage for
matiar.-..compufapons; we. are looking
fo4ard:-., to transferring .- these to the

yvheri'it: 3's 'delivered. With the
pormarientsei-Ups.meritiened above we
eari;bandica.rathee -wield variety of sta-,
tisticaidornptitatiOnJ on small jobs with-
out- requiring sonnel time for ex-
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the cases where unnecessary data tran-
scription, recoding, and machine proc-
essing could have been avoided had
machine specialists been consulted in
*be_ planning stages of a project. For the
person with the small joboften a
graduate studentthe service bureau
Must provide personnel who can take
the time to consult with and advise
him, to steer him clear of the errors of
omission and commission that make
eventual machine analysis awkward or
difficult, to assist him in devising data
record forms suitable for the use of key
punch operators, to make sure that
codes are in line with machine require-
ments sand limitations, and to avoid de-
signs in which the necessary statistical
methods are not amenable to ordinary
machine procedure. For the graduate
student the service bureau personnel
should supplementbut not supplant
his adviser.

l aehitte.tpecialists with a good back-
cr,iri.trithematics, statistics, test-

g, rind` reseal-eh methods, are not
readily available, nor will they become
so unless training programs produce
there. Hence one of the functions. of the
larger service bureaus is to provide a
program of instruction in machine
methods to tie in with backgrounds in
ether fields. Courses in pasic punched

fl. Methods, in numerical analysis, in
pater programming, and graduate,'

tshipi for'the service bureau are
in which this trAining programa

can be organized: Courses and pro-
grams are now in existence, but the
large need for such traininggreatly
increased, it should be pointed out, by

the availability of electronic computers
has become apparent just in the past
few years, The next decade will see
enlargement of the general role of the
service bureau such as to actively inter
grate it into tie academic program of
the university. ,,T

To summarize, I have described the
University Service Bureau as an autori-
omous agency within a university
whose primary mission is to provide
machine servides to all departments.
The distinction between this and other
agencies that provide machine services
in a university,lies in the administrative
organization and the primary mission
foV which that adrilinjstration is re-

nsible, Mach14';eiviees today in,
c de not only 'the rbu ne statistical
Aerations that can beg -tarried out on

punched card accounting machines, but
the more complex operations that can
be carried out by electronic punched
card computers. Machine services in-
clude a consulting fouction provided
by personnel.trained i statistical meth-__
ods and research procedures as well as-
in machineirriethods; and it includes the
function of training persons -to operate
at this consulting level. The cost of
staffing and equipping such an agency
is high, not all institutions can afford it
From this stems the: that the
service function must ultimately extend
thitside the University to other institu-
tions. Finally R is my personal convic-
tion that the concept old machine serv-
ices agency is firmly implanted and that
it is now a most necessary-and vital part
of the,total research facilities of a Uni-
versity:



In of Machines and Devices on Deve o e ts
in Testing and Related Fields

LEDYARDR TUCKER

USE -ELECTRONIC COMPUTING MACHINES
FOR TESTING PROBLEMS

nEI'Anzxc this paper concerrning
ssible impacts of electronic ;oompiit-

ere on testing problems andltiractice I
had some difficulty in framing the in-
Uoductory section: I wanted to insert a
disclaimer about being expert on these
machines without implying that I might
not have anything more ,tq say IR the
allotted ten minutes. PrilgressAn the

-- development -of -these eleptietik4
Is the .result of masterly work of an ex-
pandir4group of inatherriaticians, phys--
icists and engineers. Some of this prog-
ress has been spectacularly reported in
the priA developinent of "giant"
brains." !Paving_ several problems in
psychology and testing for which I was
unsatisfied `with our present methods
and answers, I have approached the
field of hese "giant brains" to try to
elicit some help. I have succeeded in
being introduced to a few of these elec-
tonic wizards; And have the begin ings
of a 'speaking acquaintance with a coo:
ple. In tai today I wish to make.-no
pretense at bning an ,expert on eleci
tropic iomputers, but ,.rather tci
proach the topic of possible impact
from the view point of a psychologist
interested in quantitative methodology.

I am going to . limit my remarks to
-general purpose machines as contrasted
to such special purpose devices as dif-
ferential analysers or scoring machines.

An initial point wish to make about
the electronie amputers is one with
which many computer experts will
agree. If these devices are "brains,"
they are simple minded in the present
state of development. They perform
such automatic logic as the computa--
tional prinfr:sses or addition, subtrac-

ninitipiication, and division and
-Siffitile- -decisions based on in

ualities,in.intermediate results. Con-
sider'a itigle clerk who could perform
the cOinputatiorial processes and could
fellow -explicit coded, step by -kelp di-
rectiops including conditional direc-
tions based on inequalities of numerical

'results.. This.;clerk is prpvicled with a
slate cm which' to write. Consider also ;
that a file of inch by five inch
cards is availablAriethis clerk. These
cards are to..116..iturribeivtl so that each
one may be referred. to by its code
number. At any'. patTicular time, one,
and only one, ten digit number may be
recorded on each card. Whenever our.
clerk records a result on one of the
,cards; he erases any previous number
en:the card.

There will be two types of numbers,t.
direction codes and problem numbers.
pirections to our clerk will be coded
in such a fashion that each of the sev-
eral numerical and decision operations
has a unique code number occupying

6o
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the first two digits of the, directions
code numbers. Code numbers for the
cards having the problem numbers to
be used are recorded in the later section

14he--direetien_code_number the
case of decision steps, the card code
number part of the dfrections code will
be the code for a card containing direc-
tions for a conditiaeal step. Nermal
progress of the clerk directioni exe-
cuted will be consecutively coded cards.

Our clerk is now set up to perform
the functions performed by an elec-
tronic computer. Before our clerk can
go to work, however, a program of di-
rections has to be devised. This is the
step where brains are required. I am
tempted to say plain, ordinary human
brutes, but 'this would not be quite.true
beaus° special talents are involved.
Extensive, detailed, and painstaking
analysis of the general problem to be
solved is required in tie preparation of
a proeYarn of directioTts. This program
has toll° self sufficient so that once the
machine, is- started it can Continue.',..
through thpsuccessive steps etithoute;
humeri intervention. Much eine is

taken checking each program, trying it
out.en sample problems, and checking
results so that progrern errors may be
detected and corrected.

Once a program has been devised,
the electronic machine has a terrific
speed advantage over our clerk and file
of cards. It is also less likely to make
random errors. These advantages along
with reduction 'of tedious labor per-
formed' by human beings provide the
major assets of these machines. Prob-
ably the most valuable, as well as spec-
tacular, consequence of these assets is

the utilization of electronic computers
for solution of problems 'which were
otherwise practically insoluble because
of the extensive computations required.
With the use of electronic machines,
scientists may extend the horizon of
problems attempted in the direction of
problems requiring extended compute-

tions as well ateertain other automatic
logical operetions. .:

In my analogy of a clerk and file of.
cards I omitted mention of two impor-
tant matters: the original recordin of
the program anddTt eta on th-ards WI
the preparation of a report of results.
Input and output aspects of present
machines are serious problems. Insofar
as psychological and educational test-
ing involve much data, simple compu-
tations, and considerable results to be
Needed, the inputoutput problems
are most aggravated. This raises the
problem of proper balance between
various machine facilities so as to pro-
vide the most usable services for test-
ing problems. Is a large, fast, and ex-
pensive computing unit justified when
coupled with relatively slow input--
output units? Would several smaller.
and slower computing rndehirries,'each.:,-.`
coupled to the.present,type of inpee,;'=
output:',units, be more econepical? I '.
hive 4en pleased by information:
tersiiffig .cleyelopment of such rnacbines-

under title of data processing ma-
chilies. .An alternative, solution is' the,
connection ' of parallel inputoutput

-units:to one large machine. This is also
done

Those of you who are acquainted
with the electronic machines will note
that I have net emphasized the size of
"memory" problem. This is the size of
the card file and relates to the number
of numbers that can be maintained in
the machine. This is also critical for .'

many testing problems ievolving much
data. Machine developments, however,
seem to be solving this problem.

Let us try to evaluate the impact of
these machines bn testing_ , Some work ::
has already been done, especially in
factor analysis. -Charles Wrigley and.;
Jack Neuhaus at the University of ,Illi-
nois have reported determination of
principal components. Frederic Lord of.
Educational Testing Service is perform2
ing a maximum likelihood method fac. .
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tor analysis on'the computes- at Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.
Extensive operations similar to those
encountered in testing have -en con-
ducted on an electron c cl n_e the
tinitStat'45 Censgs.
Soria consideration has been given to

bler of these machines for op-
ns no being performed in test-

ing studies.- t seems possible that large
tables of int correlations can be com-
puted more economically by large elec-
tronic rnaaineg than bypresent meat-
ods: Whether other analysis operations'
can be Performed' more economically'
must be determined by, further study.

It is my opinion that electronic com-
puters Will have their main impact on
thstingq in terms of ;new procedures.
Some of these Procedores are now auto -
matically, discarded, others are not even
conceived. We may; now extend the

PROBLEM

horizon Of ,Our conceptions. New, and
more &tent limits on feasible analysk
now exists We may new use theoreti-
cally preferred methods which have
been =ded as too cern lex and at-
tempt solution to, pro o lems now left
either only partially solved or unsolfed'
entire
paks,
will
with o
extensive
rna6-ple

example, selection of item
and larger sets h

asimum test corre on
.criterion involves h

potations that app
now used. John Keats

and Da udders of the Educational
Testing are investigating the

plicit solutions on an
clectrottic reputer.

As a general summa is y opin-
cm that the impact of electronic corn-

puters on tasting is a matter for the
ftiture. It will depen4 on the fertility
of our imaginations.
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Impact of Machines and Devices on Developments

'AGO MACHINES VO

has spoken to you about
ectronic high speed computers and

suggested the .extent to which they
might be Adapted to the special needs
of testing in the field of psychology. Of
the Machines in The Adjutant General's
Office, Department of the. Army, that I
will discuss this afternoon, one is in the
family of the, electronic computers. A

second group of machines, while
Unique,- involves more conventional
punched card methods. Although my
topic will cover heterogeneous types
of machines designed for quite distinct
problems; nevertheless, they comprise
a single entity with respect to problems
of teat analysis.

For the, sake of our present discus-
aion, these Problems might be put in
two classes,- namely (1) study of bat-
teries of tests for the determination of
basic psychological factors, and (2)
study of individual tests via item stud-
ies for the development and improve-
ment of such tests. The former type of
problem often leads to extensive analy-
sis employin methods of factor analy-
sls. While * do not have especially
powerful facili es for the reduction of

.. a matrii of 1 rrelations among many
tests to an a uate factor matrix, we

_ do have sp, facilities for the formuI
lation of payebological hypotheses re-
sulting from factor analysis.

. Our special machine, known as the
."--------____

R TEST ANALYSIS

Factor Matrix Rotator, is designed. to
facilitate the work of going from an
initial factor soluticp to a desirable final
factor solution (frequently described as
"simple structure). It may be of in-
terest to some of you that the machines
Dr. Tucker discussed are of the digital
variety the AGO machine is of the
analog type, that is, the readings are
in the nature of displacementsidOng a
scale so that the figures haVe to be
estimated from calibrations on the scale
rather than read as precise digit values.

The initial factorAveights are set into
the machine by means of a series -of
dials; then the positidns, of the points
representing the tests are viewed as
points of light on a scope equivalent
to a 17" television Screen. At the be-
ginning of the work, the 4adials repre-
senting the transformation matrix are
set for the identity Vansfomation so
that the researcher can first view the
plot of the points as they appear in .the
initial (mathematical) factor solution.
The axes are rotated by a simple ma-
nipulation of a dial; when desirable
positions of the axes are locat, the
researcher cans cause the app priate
elements in the transformation matrix
to be reset to take the new po;itions'
into account.

*Since October, 1953 associated with
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Cali-
fornia.
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urge, the plots of points viewed The, second, coveting several machines,
on the scope, are in twe-dimensional involves item analysis of tests.
space, that is, plots are exhibited for a The source machine for our item
pair of axes at a time An immediate ! analysis work is the Document-to-Card
advantage over hand methods arises Punch. This device consists of several

hikr-iTtlecisiotHserimporrents7--first, a te-gtscoting Ma-
ack regarding the rotation of a chine chassis containing a Sensing- Unit

rticular pair of axes, it is possible to and plut hoard. The IBM answer sheet
each of the remaining factoL axes,- is fed into the hopper of this machine.

in turn, with each of the two under coil-., Then a tabulating card, with punched
sideration. The usual procedure em holes corresponding to (Re item re-
ployed by reseai!chers using this Ma- sponges, is .prepared. Cdthe second
chine is to view the plots in relation to component, which resembles a modified
all poiii1ile pairs of' axes and . on a IBM reproducer. Unique, identifying
schematic chart to note those planes in inforthation for each answer sheet is
-which rotation is most desirable and.' transcribed into the punched card con-
these that might be considgedgin order currently_ by means of the thu-4, corn-
to keep in number of rotations at a ponea, a manually operated kOhaard.
reiranurn. The.Documentao-Card Punch `is de

When final decisions have been.rnade signed to accept item information in 60
about the location of factor axes to ex- columns allpwing the. 20 remaining
hibit simple structure, the elements of columns of the punched card for-identi-

the transformation matrix and the fication, background,. and criterion in-.
final factor matrix can be read out as formation. Of course, many more .than
fast as the exPerimenter can turn the 60 items can be put in the 60 columns.
dial and re-4d a scale, -.since the cornpu- For a typical Army test, involving four
talons are dope' electronically. alternative responses per item, a total

The Factor Matrix Rotator is de- of 180 item's can be placed in the card
signed primarily to hawk problems of ak a single pass of the papers through
up to.50 tests and 12:' factors and in the machine, by means of triple punch-,-,,..
volving 'orthogonal rotations. The ma ing each column.Within this standard.
china ha.s 'already been . applied' to of four alternative positions, special
problems involving up.to 130 tests and checks have been built into the ma-
24 factors. Further, it has been em- chine for the detection of double re-
ployed in .connection with oblique ro- sponses and omits. For tests involving
talons. However,- applications beyond five-choice items, true-false items, or
the basic capacity of the Rotator neces any type other than four- choice; the
sarily involve extensive additional corn- Document-to-Card Punch May still be
potations off the machine. used but not all the checking features

The primary advantage of the ma- can be applied.
e is that ef speed, sometimes as Considering speed of operation, it

much as 50 to \I in ,eprriparison with should be recognized that the Machine
hand and desk calculator methods. As is controlled by a human operator. Op-,
a result of this speed, other advantages timum exploitation of the m pine
accrue such as die ability to achieve a arises from the reading of a max mum
more. satisfactory final product because of item information in one pass of the
rotations and examinations of them can answer sb-eets. Thus, recording the re-

- .be-earried out with such cage. ; .,,sponses to a test of 150. four-choice --
As indicated earlier, this paper is items by means of this machine, we

concerned with two tomes of problenis. estimate that the tas14an be dine it
)r
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1 /7th the total time it would ,take a
crew of key punch operalors to do it.
manually.

While° item information wou)d not
ordinaidy be multiple punched in cards
when using conventional ke,y punches,
having such information prepared ,on,
the Document-to-Card Punch does not
at all distract from the usefulness of the
tabulating cards. At the Personnel Re-
search Branch, the multiple punched
cards are used for the study of item
difficulty and discrimination on such
conventional IBM machines as the
T_ ypo 101 Electronic Statistical Ma-
chine, Type 60/A Calculator, and. Type
407 Tabulator.

The Docurnient-to-Card Punch has
been found to be a very useful machine
for problems of item analysis in the
AGO over the past five years, first in a
rather crude. experimental form, and
during the past two years in an im-
proved model, During the course of our
experience with this machine, we found
a great need for another piece of equip-
mentsomething that would provide
an efficient means of getting a score
into a punched card-which already con-
tains item responses. A machine was
designed by us and built by IBM which
does precisely that. A stack of cards,
punched with item responses, is placed
in the hopper; the key for the test is
punched in a master card; then, com-
pletely automatically,. the individual
cards are fed, matched against the key
card, and punched with the number of
instances of agreement with the key.

This special machine is known as the
Card Scoring' Punch. It is designed
primarily to supplement the Document-
to-Card Punch, but, of course, can also
be used to score punched cards that
are prepared by other means. We do
not propose this machine as a. snbsti-
titute for a test .mooring machine. Its

efficiency in scoring arises when item
responses of a test are already fin
punched card form. Then, of course,
the Automatic scoring is very, fast. It
operates at a speed of about 400 cards
per hour, with no More attention on the
art of an operator than that of placing

item cards in the hopper and removing
them after scoring. The score obtained
for each card is punched automatically
in any one of six fields selected in ad-
vance by merely setting a switch. By
replacing the key card it is possible to
restore the same cards, thus obtaining
several different scores and recording
these in the same cards. "Rights" and
-wrongs: can be obtained separately;'
then any scoring ,formula can be ap-
plied by means of a pass of the cards
through the 602A Calculator. The ease
with which various scores can be ob-
tained from a given set of item re-
spouses opens the way for new avenues
of research in test development in fiefs
such as personality measurement.
When trial scoring can be accomplished
at such low cost, the researcher can
easily afford to experiment with various
methods of keying note- cognitive data.

In sunamarythe Personnel Research
Branch has a broad mission, that of de-
veloping techniques to aid the Army in
its problems of selection, classification,
and evaluation of men. To accomplish
the statistical analysis inherent in this
research most expeditiously, we have
developed and put to use certain
unique machines. Among such are
those discussed here: the Dociument-to-
Card Punch and Card Scorfng Punch,
which are useful in large volume item-
analysis, and the Factor Matrix Rotator,
a special electronic device to expedite
an important phase of factor analysis.
All of these have already proven ex-
tremely useful to The Adjutant Cen-
c'ral's Office in test analysis.
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act of Mac Ithies and Devices on Developments
in Testing and Related Fields

4-'

EiLMEH ''I=IANkES

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TEST SCORING MittHINES,

I wisH To THANK the sponsors of this
meeting fqf the opportunity to tell you
aboutgestscor's scoring 'ifriachines. We
have several kinds and I would like to
tell you what they do and something
of how thy do it. Please bea4 in mind
that these are all existing machines.

First, let's consider the machine for.
scoring the Strong Tocational Interest
Inventory. This is a completely auto-
matic devicethe -operator inserts affAri
answer sheet which is scanned by a
resistive type pick up. This pick up
transfers the pattern of responses to 4,
battery of 1,200 double throw switches
w h are in turn connected to a grid

eof sistances. This grid is a fix*1 mem-
o- containing all the scoring4weighits
for the Strong Inventory.

The 1,200 switches indicate "se-
lected- or "relbcted" for each of the
inventory questions and pul,,,vpltage one,
the resistance grid. Current proportienal
to the student's score is fed from the
grid to a group of 50 Electronic Alge-
braic Analysers. The Analysers then
operate a printing mechanism which
plots the profile of the student's inter-
ests. qt

me time required to score a test is
thirty seconds. It has been computed
that this machine is equivalent to over
70 of conventional type scoring ma-
chines for doing its particular job and
is an illustration of .the value of
special purpose machine where

ditiors makektch a e&Momi-
call)! feaSible.

This machine is approximately 4 feet
wide, 8 feet long, and 4 feet high. It
has 300 viVuum tubes, :over 00,000
soldered connections, and requires
kilowatts of electricity. It also has built
in checking systems but frt.quent accu-
racy Checks are mnde.013eing an ana-
logue device, accuracy is 'limited but:
the error is usually only one to two
standard points.

A mentioned that resistance
piak up was usedwe have found that
the dependencn,,upon the -student for
making a usalAerconductive pilncil line
is- unsatisfactory. Therefore,
we have sOved, this problem by re-
marking all Strong tests with a condtie-
tive ink made o'fa colloidial suspension
of gi,,pliite in Water and market5d by

.peon Colloids Company undiir the
trade name of Aqundag.

Our experience with the ',above and
knowledge of the problems inherent in
the resistive pick up lead to the- de-
velopment of a very simple and reliable
optical pick up which was incorporated
into our next maft machine. We call
this one TUSAC for Testscor Universal
Scorer. and. Computer. TUSAGii really
designed to score test batteries, rather
than single tests. It is too big and com-
plex to do simple tasks. Its economic
worth lies in its, ability to take an an-
swer sheet, optically scan both ses

1 66
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simultaneously, gather the sgores, coun-
ting ',both rights and wrongs, convert
these score, weight and combine the
eonvetions and print out the resultant
index scores., gle or multiple answer

eets can used all the clerical
rk is done 'In the machine. Fatigue

'and resultant errou are eliminated.
TUSAC is a digital counter and Is' com-
pletely accurate, 110,

study made-at a large military in-
sta' lation showed that a'single TUSAC
machiOonning ten -hours a day with
two ol3lifators could replace a staff of
100 men actually required for an
emdigthey,situation. Under normal op-
erations, lir addition to the man power
savings, the wings in' paper alone was
estimated, at $14,000 a year with con-
siderable..savings in space needed -for
storage.,0 records, supplies, etc.

The TUSAC answer sheet is modelled
crafter the, IBM. The vertical spacing of

the response positionl has been re-
tained, byt the horizontal spacing has
fifth doubled from a per inch to ii., per
inch. Marking has been simplified, as_

4- any kind of soft pencil oink can be
used by the student. Because of the op-
ticalokick up there are none of the,blank
sPaCes4required by machine.stiuctural
consideition and the entire surface of
the answ er sheet is usa This gives
over 2,100avgilable resiwnso tiositions
per side. Theefore, several tints can
easily be plaAd, on one answer sheet.
:41At thiN time f would like tki suggest
tffe adoption of iOstarOlard format for
answewheetOo that the various ma-
chines no se building or under t @milder-
atio(wiliSie universally usdfd, TUSAC
is,cleignerl for ibilityp this regard
and seor s both estscor and IBM an-
twer sh its.

TUSA is 't ssential a siiiitile ma-
dne. It counts. :

marlin on a sheet of
paper. It counts ',them one.lat a tiritg,

just as ou would when hand scoring.
As it scans each mail it determines, by
comparison with previously aquired in-

.-A,
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structions, whether the response is cor-
rect or not: If it-is right, it adds one to
the accumulating totalif wrong, the
count will be affected as per previous
instructions. A fourth or a third of a
point may be deducted, from the smve
_simpleYou've done it yourself. The
big difference is accuracy and speed.
TUSAC is not' affected by humidity or
cheated by stray marks or smudges-It
doesn't tire and make clerical errors.
Its scores are converted and printed
automatic:illy. The output of TUSAC
can be readily coupled to punch card
equipment if de4ired.

The scoring rate of TUSAC is 100
complete test batteries per hour
present and we expect to double thiob
rate as we gain experience with the
machine.

Dimensionally, TUSAC is not large.
The size is only 3 feet by 6 feet by 7
feet high. Power consumption is 4.kilo-
watts and 800 vacuum ,tubes are used.

TUSAC: is a special machine and--,*
here again we;have the ease- of a ma-
chine being economically advisable
only when there is a large volume of
work suitable to its abilities. Through
cooperation with various test publish-
Nrs, we hope to make TeSAC a boon to
you through reduction of test scoring
costs.

In my analysis*of the test scoring
ritna I reached the _conclusion. that the
primary consideration for scoring edu-
cational tests was accuracyDenen?Pi
able accuracy ccruivWnt totelhat ob-
tained by repetitive hand scoring. Next,
was simplicity and reliability of the
scoring equipment. Repairs, when
necessary, should be effected by a't pe
writer or adding machine service man.
Third, scores should be printed. Too
oftp,n a tired operator transposes the
scote, and 'reading a meter is not an
accurate procedure.

Ar4wer sheet mid student marking
requirements should he simplified to
perrvit Lis to make answer sheets
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for tests of their own and to eliminate
tKe need for special pencils.

The cost of the device should be un-
der $500 to permit even smaller schools
to take advantage of the time savings
of test administration and scoring and
-remove some of the teachers' burden.

Portability would be an advantage,
as it could Then be used in any room
or passed, from school to school in a
district.

Automatic 'conversions to standard or
percentile scores would be desirable as
would be accumulation of number of
tests scored and accumulation of totals
for a gaup of tests of both converted
and raw scores. Could this be done too
ata reasonable cost?

The answer is DUS7-which stands
for Digital Universal Scorer. Like the
soap of a similar nameDUS does
everything. Yes, DUS does do all of the
things outlined. Lets review them:

AccuracyDUS is a digital device
with optical pick up.

SeiviceDUS is made up of simple
rugged components, most of which,

LEMS 159

have stood the test of time Any type-
.1 shop it. D,-.writer o can service t. cores are

printedRaw or Converted. Uses any
kir d of answer sheet and they may be

eograpbed from special stencils. No
special pencils are required. Its port-
a Ieweight is under 50 pounds cased.
S partite visual registers accumulate the
number of tests scored and the total
of scores.

DUS will be available for dishribu-
tion in September. The price will be
6385 to $650 depending upon the ac-
cessory items desired. .,

I DUS does not do item counting. We
are making a separate device for this
work which will be digital in accuracy
and havo a capacity of 30, 60, or .90
items per 'pass through. The basic price
of this unit will be around $2,000 and
it will be ready in February or March.

That covers our work and I hope will
cover your requirements in the test
scoring- field. I want to thank you all
for your kind attention and invite all of
you to Nisit,,Testscor when you are in
our area, Our staff will be delighted to
sec you. Thank you.
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Machines and Devices on Developments
in Testing and Related Fields

E.. F.. LINDQUIST

THE IOWA ELECTRONIC TEST PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Timms LS NOW being installed at the
State University of Iowa a new "elec-
tronic brain" for the processing of ob-
jective tests and test data.. This equip-
ment is designed to perform at one time
practically all of the clerical and statis-
tical operationsscoring, tabulating,
computing, and reportinginvolved in
wide-scale testing programs using rela-
tively long multiple-test batteries, but
it is capable also of performing many
other clerical and statistical tasks in-
volved in educational and 'psychological
measurement and research in general.
So far as I have been able to discover,
the performance specifications for this
new equipment are far in advance of
those for any other test scoring machine
or test processing equipment now in
existence or now being developed else-
where. Indeed, the specifications are
such that I believe that equipment of
this type will exercise a very important
influence on the direction of future de-
velopments in the entire objective test-
ing movement. My purposes in this
paper are: (1) to tell you what this
equipment will do, (2) to discuss the
prible significance of this type of
equipment for the testing movement in'
general, and (3) to explain the basis
on which the services of this equipment
will be made generally available to any
testing organization or agency that may
wish to make use of them.

Perhaps I should say, before going

further, that the installation of the basic
equipment in Iowa City will not be
completed until almost a year from this
date, and that considerably more time
will be required to install all of the
presently planned extensions to the
basic equipment. In certain respects,
therefore, I may be "jumping the gun"
a bit in making this announcement here
today. Had Walter Durost not selected
the general topic that he did for this
afternoon's program, and had he not
asked me to appear on the program
to discuss quite a different subjectI
would surely have waited at least sev-
eral months yet before making news of
this project public. However, I felt that
if I were to appear on this particular
program at all, I was professionally
obliged to make the most i'nteresting
and significant contribution to it that I
couldand that meant that I was
obliged to tell you about the Iowa elec-
tronic test processing equipment.

The Iowa electronic test processing
equipment consists essentially of a
high-speed automatic test scoring ma-
chine, coupled with a special-purpose
digital electronic computer and a fast
output printer. A highly flexible and
compact answer sheet design permits
the answers to as many as 960 multiple-
choice items-rganked into as many
as 14 different test of any relative
lengthsto be recorded on two sides
of a single 81/2" x 11" sheet. The exam-
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inee marks the answer sheet by simply
making heavy black dots in boxes cor-
responding to the answers he thinks are
right. My ordinary soft lead pencil
may be used, and no more than ordi-
nary care in erasing is required. The
machine will automatically detect and
disallow double or multiple marks, so
that no preliminary scanning of the an-
swer sheets will be needed.

The feeding of the answer sheets
through the machine will be comPleely
automatic. A stack of as many as 5000
sheets may be placed in the machine at
once, and the operator will only have
to stand by until the sheets have been
processed. As the sheets pass through
the machine, the marks will be senhAd
photoelectrically from both sides of the
sheet simultaneously, the answers will
be compared with the "right answers"
stored in a magnetic memory, and the
scores will be recorde'd in digital elec-
tronic counters. The scoring will thus
be serial and digital in character, rather
than of the analogue type, and will be
extremely accurate.

If desired, the machine will count
the number of "rights" and "omits"
separately for each test, and will com-
pute a weighted composite of "rights"
and "omits" according to standard -cor-
rection-for-guessing" formulas. If de-
sired, also, for a single test of not more
than 120 items, the machine will pro-
vide a score in which the individual
items are given different weightsas

tab many as 14 different weights, with inte-
grail values of from 1 to 50, being per-
missible. Again, if desired, the machine
will obtain scores, either corrected or
uncorrected, for odd and even num-
bered items vparately for each of as
many as seven tests, so that reliability
coefficients may be readily climputed.

As the scoring proceeds, the machine
will convert the raw score on ach of
as many as 14 tests on -each,. answer
sheet into a derived or. scaled score,
according to a different conversion
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table for each test. Thus, tile machine
will convert raw scores to normalized
T- scores, to percentile ranks, to age- or
grade-equivalents, or to sealed scores
of practically any type now in use.
Furthermore, the same raw.: scores may
be converted to two or more different
types of scaled scores simultaneously,
so that, for example, the machine may
report both grade-equivalent scores and
within-grade percentile-ranks on the
same tests at the same time. The ma-
chine will also secure weighted totals
and subtotals of the test scores for each
examinee, and will convert these totals
and subtotals in turn into derived scores
comparable to those for the individual
tests:

An especially valuable feature of the
machine is that it will "read" the exam-
inees name and other information,
either alphabetic or numeric, from the

"answer sheet. It will then produce
printed reports of the names of the
examinees a all their scores. The
output print ill print, a line of 93
characters, at 18 of which may be
either alphabetic or numeric, for each
answer sheet, or, if necessary, will print
two lines for each answet sheet. The
reports may be either in list form or
in the form of individual report cards or
profile forms for each examinee sepa-
rately. Unless very many scores are to
be reported for each answer sheet, the
machine will print both list and indi-
vidual reports simultaneously.

All necessary headings in the list re-
ports may be printed automatically
from blank answer sheets on which the
desired headings have been entered in
place of the examinees' names, these
heading sheets having previously been
placed in the stack of answer sheets at
the appropriate points. Thus the ma-

. chine works exactly like an IBM alpha-
. betic printing tabulator in This respect,
the answer sheets taking the place of
the punched cards.

As the answer sheets are being
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scored, the machine will cumulate each
of the scores for groups of subcessive
answer sheets, and will compute and
print the means of these scores. at -the
foot of the list report for each coup.
If desired, the machine will also cuing-
late and compute the means of the-
se/v(1TO scores' and 01 all possible cross
products of the. scores for a-, limited
number of` teSts, 'thus providing the
basic'. terms needed for variances and
for .interrcorrelation and reliability co-
efficients. Furthermore, the machine-
will tabulate graphic frequency distri-
butions of the scores' on each test fox
groups of successive answer sheets, so
that percentile ranks may be readily
computed as soon as the scoring is coin-
pleted. Finally,.the machine will pre-
pare a graphic record of the number
of times, ach response' to each item
has been marked, on a number of suc-
cessive answer sheets. Not only that
but these graphic item-response counts
may be separately. obtained for exam;
inees making high and low scores 'On
the test being scored, so that item-test
correlations may the -readily computed.
All of these operatiOnsscoring, trans-
forming, cross-footing,'cumulating and
computing of means of scores, squared
scores and cross products, printing of,

complete reports, takarlating of fre-
quency distributions and item counting
all will be performed together during
a single original run, of the -ane.wer sheet
through the machine.

I shall tell you in' a 'Minute at what
rate these operations' will be pedorrned,
but first let me- say -a few words about
the scoring 'a`rai converting pxocess.
Preliminary to 'scoring a groupc'of an-
saver sheets, a "key sheet" and a "con-
version sheet- Must be prepared. The
key sheet consists essentially ,o_-)f,a;stand-
arel answer sheet`on which.the right an :
savers have been marked in pencil in
the ordinary fashion, and on which .6er-
tains contrbl information is enteeed in
coded form _ b es. The con-

version sheet looks just like the key
sheet, but pn it the conversion tables are
entered in coded form, again by mark-
ing boxes. The key and conversion
sheets are placed on top of the stack
of answer sheets to be' scored by them,
and' these -are placed in the machine
iri the aging pile with similar stacks for
other test batterie.s: The, machine "rnem,
orizes" 'each key and conversion sheet
as it comes. along, and' Scores the 'sue-
eeeding answer " sheets, iteordingly,
each .key and set ''of '.Conversion - tables'.
being automatically erated froxt -the
memory, as new key and fonveision.
sheets come along. Thus, 'practially no
machine time qs required for rnakei
ready or for change-Over from ode
to another, and the machine is capable.
of-practicallY continuous° opertion for
-long Periods, even though nAny differ- .

eot jobs an fo'be handled during any,
period..

The basic rate of tlie equipment is
6000 answer, sheets ,per hour. However,
the-bomber of teSts'sclired orhseores te-
Ported is greatly in excess of this num-
ber:- It) the castv,of the IowryIests Of

Basic- SkillS, for example, which consti-
lute a- 14-tcst-. battery with thl-c6: sub-
totals, the machine will obtain, contert
and print, 102 000 e,arate three idigit
scores per .hour however

undetsta of th
cquipmcht, sine
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can make
equipment`
terms of a sp
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set of four profile cards for ea upil,
-with his name and scores typed across
the top of each eardi and the third is a
school summary report of the mean of
the scores on each test for each grade
in the school: For these pm-poses we
require a large temporary staff, pro-
vided with -all of the presently avail-
able specialized equipment-such as
electric typewriters, , comptometers,
auto rnAc computing machines, electric
accciiinting machines, and punched
card tabulating equipmentthat it is
possible for them to use efficiently. I
cannot take time now to describe our
procedures, but fowl° not hesitate to
claim that we do this work as accu-
rately, quickly, and economically as the
same kind of work is being done any-
where in` the country, regardless of the
type of equipment used. The staff con,

Ls of about 40 unskilled workers who
ar^trained on the job, and about 20
skilled and experienced workers, such
as typists, computing and accounting
machine operators and puncheOcard
tabulating equipment operators.. s
this ,staff of - pci abOut five ,),yeeks,
handle -our. program, The net' equip-
ment .will ol4.11heir work in three days,
actually irlIT. hours of continuous ma-

) chine.pperation. I have estimated 'that
o -do !the ' e work fri, three days by

ods would require at least
, provided, of course, with

pondingly large amount of the
; kind specialized equipment we are

no using. Even this example, how-
ever, seriously underst tes the capacity

the new equip since in this ex-
, ample the equipment does not perform
many of the operationscof which it is
capable, such as 4abulating fFequency
d4tributionS or 4umplating variance
and.cerrelation data.

",Perhapelthis is a good time to remind
yen that what I have' een telling you
*What the equipment is de gned to
do, and not what it has yet doneich
of th c ponent operatioras been

performed independe
experimental "breadb
units performing n:
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coming year; so
dy when the
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wish to consult
ho are here today, so as

to & quate consideration to all is

inters nd points. of view, and we
want give you a chance to think
about e implivions of this equip-
ment before we consult you. Another

con for an early announcement is '
it will give any of you whb are In-

d more time to get" ready, for an
tilization of the equipment. .I
guess that most test publishers

or program directors who may wish to
adaptAcir answer sheets and related
materin. o this equipment will require
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from B to 18 months for the purpose,
not including the time needed for care-
ful consideeafion before taking such a
move at all, so that for this purpose this
advance announcement is none too
early.

I shall tell you more later about the
plans we have thus far worked out for
making this equipment generally avail-
able. First, however, I'd like to provide
you with a background for my later
remarks by discussing briefly the prob-
able significance of electronic test proc-
essing for educational and psychological
measurement and research in general.
These remarks will be concerned not
just with this particular equipment, but
with any equipment of this general
type that exploits present possibilities
in electronics. What I shall next have
to say, then, will be said on the assump-
tion that the services of equipment of
this type can somehow be made avail-
able to anyone who _needs them.

I don't think you will require much
convincing that there is_ a real and
argent need for the kinds of services
that electronic equipment can render.
There are now in operation in this
country a large number of wide-scale
testing_ programs, in each of which rela-
tively long multiple-test batteries arc
administered to large numbers of exam-
inees on the same day or days or within
a relatively short periodg time, and in
which it is highly desirable to 'report
the results to the participating exam-
inees and institutions in the shortest
possible time These include not only
state, regional and national testing pro-
grams, but also programs conducted
within individual institutions or individ-
ual city school systems, such as fresh-
men placement or entrance examination
programs in large universities and col-
leges, or achievement testing programs
in large city school systems. Practically
all of these programs involve a very,
heavy peak load of clerical work which
can usually only be handled by a tern-

pantry staff ---a staff hired, trained, and
used for only a short time and then
dismissed, upon each recurrence of the
program. The recruiting, training and
supervising of these temporary staffs
usually constitutes the most difficult
problem in administering a large-scale
testing program, and in manyinstanCes
very definite limits have had to be set
on the program on this account. In
Iowa, for example, for our Basic Skills
Testing Program for elementary schools,
which is of twice the scope of the high
school program I have described, it is
utterly impossible for us to recruit in
Iowa City as large a temporary staff as
we need to process the test results cen-
trally. We have, therefore, been forced
to. require the schools to do their own
scoring and preparing of list reports
thereby placing a- heavy and unwel-
come burden on the teachers, who are
required to do this work at no extra
compensation. Similar situations exist,
I am sure, in many other states. With
electronic equipment the services pro-
vided to the schools in this and other
programs could be greatly extended,
and the cost and administrative incon-
veniences to the schools- could be
greatly reduced.

Not only would electronic equipment
make possible great improvements in
existing programs, but it should result
in the inauguration of many new pro-
grams as well. The advantages to be
gained through cooperative organiza-
tion in educational testing are extremely
important, and 'Should be made much
more widely available to the schools of
the country than they are today.
Through the cooperative administration
of uniform batteries of tests at the same
time and under the same carefully con-
trolled conditions to large numbers of
pupils and schools, it is possible for the
schools nr secure much more meaning-
ful, more specialized and more up-to- ,
date norms, to insure greater compara-
bility in the test results from school to
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school and from pupil to pupil, and to
profit from the many economies made
possible through large-scale operation,
not only in test processing but in the
construction, production and distribu-
tion of test materials as well. In the
Iowa Fall Testing Progam, for exam-
ple, we are able to give the schools, at
a cost of only 350 per pupil, services
that they would be unable to secure at
several times the cost if each school
were to plan and conduct its own local
program independently. I arn sure there
are many state agencies and educational
institutions that would now like to make
the advantages of cooperative testing
available to the schools in their own
states, but that have been prevented
from doing so primarily by the lack of
the personnel and equipment required.
Electronic test processing, if generally
available, should provide a new 'and
powerful stimulus to the launching of
many new testing programs of a wide
variety of types, and should thereby
greatly increase the scope of testing
throughout the country.

Electronic test processing could also
have a profound influence upon the
methods of marketing standardized test
batteries that are primarily intended for
independent use by individual school
systems particularly relatively long
batteries such as the Metropolitan and
Stanford Achievement Tests, the Differ-
ential Aptitude Tests, and the Primary
Mental Abilities Tests. Electronic proc-
essing may make possible the marketing
of such tests in much the same fashion
as Eastman Kodak novP markets its
Kodacluome film. That ,is, the tests
could be sold with machine- scorable an-
swer sheets on which the processing
charges are paid by the consumer when
he buys the tests. Mter administering
thotests, the schools would simply send
the 'answer sheets to a central service
agency and quickly receive back again
individual and summary reports of the
results at no extra trouble or cost.
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Copies of these reports, or of the fre-
quency distributions of scores, could
be sent to the test publisher, who would
thereby be enabled to establish and
maintain very stable and up-to-date
norms on the basis of the results from
all current users of his tests, and at
practically no extra cost to him. At the
low processing costs which electronic
equipment and this method of market-
ing should make possible, it seems
likely that most schools would jump at
the chance to avoid the annoying cleri-
cal burden which is otherwise pl ced
on their teachers and administa- 've
staff, and with attendant delays in
porting. Both in cooperative and in in-
dependent testing, then, electronic test
processing could greatly increase the
scope and popularity of objective test-
ing in ge.neral.

Electronic test processing will per-
haps be of greater interest to many of
you here today because of the ways iny'which' it will ma possible new types
of tests and tes g services, or types
that have heretofore been regarded as
impracticable. Tests that involve very
complicated scoring procedures, for
example, such as weighted-item or
weighted-response scoring, or tests in
which a number of different scores are
obtained from the sam items or from
overlapping groups of items by the use
of different scoring keys and different
sets of weights, have heretofore been
`generally impracticable for wide scale
use, both because of high scoring costs
and high costs of test development.
Electronic processing will make these
and even more complicated scoring pro-
cedures and developmental procedures
as practicable as any others. Consider,
for example, the possibility of providing
tests, inventory blanks, attitude survey
blanks, etc., on which the report to the
consumer consists primarily of counts
or average scores on- individual items,
rather than of over-all scores. What
might be the market, for instance, for

7
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an employee inventory blank for large
scale industrial employers, or for a
highly =diagnostic curriculum survey,
instrument on which percentages of
correct responses to individual items
are reported for all individual classes
and schools in a large school system?
Such instruments and services cannot
now be provided at a sufficiently low
cost to make them saleable, but could
easily become practicable with the aid
of electronic processing equipment.

I have saved for the last what I sus-
pect is the most intriguing subject of all
for most of you here today, but which
because of lack of time I shall only be
able io mention. That is the possible
influence of electronic equipment upen
educational and psychological research
in general. What will it mean to you,
for instance, to be able to secure item
analysis data, frequency distribution's,
group variances, tenability coefficients,
and Mice-test and inter-item correla-
flons on experimental tests as the tests
are being scored, at only a slim]] frac-
tion of the cost and, what is more im-
portant, in a very much smaller fraction
of the time, than would now be re-
quired? What will be the result of
similar savings in timeand cost in the
analysis of widely -administered ques-
tionnaires,-personality inventories, cheek
lists, opinion survey field reports, etc,?

In making these comments, I have
been assuming that the advantages of

electronic processing can somehow be
made available to everyone that can
profit- from them. How this may be
done I can now only guessbut I do

have some informed guesses to fairer.

I do not believe it will come about
through -any 'widespread duplication at
other centers of the kind of equipment
we are now installing at Iowa. There
are two good reasons for this. One is
that this type of equipment is too
costly, as any of you will know who
have given any attention to the cast
figures for existing electronic computer

1
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installations. The other is that
no need for more than a very
stallations of this type.

It is very difficult' to estimate clbhat

the final cost of the Iowa equipment
will be. We have been very fortunate
in having had available the, resources
and facilities of a large university, in-
cluding the use of the machine shops
of our colleges of engineering and the
technical and consultation services of
members of their staff, at practically no
cost for the project and the basic logi.
cal design of the eiquipment has
us nothing in cash; I. think I can safely
say, however, that had we turned over
onrpresent performance specifications
to any large electronic enteering firm

asked it to start fr scratch 'to
_e these specifications, we would

have had to spend in the-neighborhood
of half a million dollars.

Quite obviously, thereinto, it is not
to be expected that ,this kind of equip-
ment will be duplicated in very many
other places in the country: It happens
that the Iowa programs are large
enough to justify the heavy expenditure
required 041 their own account, without
counting on outside business, but, as I
have already indicated, there are very
few other test agencies that can justify
a similar expenditure on the basis of
work already in hand. If the Iowa
equipment is made available to them,
even these agencies may find it diffi-
cult to justify similar installations for
themselves. Accordingly, until elec-
tronic engineers find very much less
costly ways of doing these things, if
this kind of processing service is to be
provided to the country as a whole, it
will have to be on a highly centralized
basis, from a very small number of in-
stallations.

Actually, in consideration of its
amazing capacity, a single installation
like that now being rnade ht Iowa can;
for a considerable time, take care of
practically, all of the wide-scale testing
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programs in this country that are now
able to take advantage of it. I have
already indicated that this equipment
can handle the Fall Testing Program
for Iowa High Schools in about thee
days time, but it should be noted again
that this is dhe,of the largest of all test-
ing programs now in regular operation.
Most prevailing program a can be
handled by this, equipment each in a
few hours time. For example, it should
be possible to do all the scoring .and.
reporting for the Medical Aptitude
Testing-Program of ETS in a single
day, and yet have time for one or two
smaller programs as well. From the
point of view of the whole testing
movement, therefore, it will for some
time be difficult to justify even one
additional,

on
of this kind, un-

less it be n a purely competitive basis.
I think I have said enough now to

make it clear to you why we have been
willing at the State University of Iowa
to gamble so heavily on the develop-
ment of this equipment, and why we
have been so concerned about the prob-
lems of how to utilize this equipment to
the best interests of educational and
psychological measurement and re-
search in general, rather than in obi-
own interests alone. With these general
interests in mind, we have established,
for the managemput of this equipment,
an independent non-profit corporation
to be known as Measta-ement.Research
Gelder, Inc. The original ussers of this
corporation are to be the "free time- of
the basic equipment which I have de-
scribed in this papei-. This basic equip-
ment is being paid for and will remain
the property of the State University of
Iowa. The University and the Iowa
Testing Pogroms will have Prior claim
on the use of the equipment, but will
almost certainly not require more than
ten per cent of its time The remaining
90% or more is the ` "free time' which
belongs to the Measurement Research
Center.

As is stated in its charter, the pur-
poses of the Measurement Research
Center are exclusively beneficial, scien-
tific and educational, and no part of, the
net earnings of the corporation nay
inure to the benefit of any private
shareholder or individual. In*identally,
this is definitely not the kind of -non-
profit" corporation in which large sal-
aries are paid to its officers in lieu of
profits. The principal officers of this
corporation are all full time employees
of the State University of Iowa, and
there is now no intention that they will
dray any salaries from the corporation.

The more specific immediate pur-
poses of the corporation are research
into, development of, and the beneficial
utilization of labor and time-saving de-
vices in the field of educational and
psychological ; measurement>, The first
claim upon the net earnings of the
corporation will be fir research and'de-
velopment leading to the improvement
and extension of the original equip-
ment, or to its duplication elsewhere if
other service centers seem desirable.
We hope in this way to build up a
general purpose computer laboratory
facilitating many types of educational
and psychological research and de-
velopment.

What is left of the net earnings of,
the corporation after these immediate
pm-poses are served will be devoted ex-
clusively to educational research. How-
ever, it is by no means our intention to
maximize the net earnings of the corpo-
ration for these research purposes. On
the contrary, our main itItimate objec-
tive is to endpurage the growth and
improvement of measurement in ;gen-
eral by reducing its cost to the con-
sumer as much as possie. We hope
from the beginning to offer our services
at no "more than half the cost at which
the same services can be .obtained by
any other present means, and we ex-
pect to reduce the costs still further as
the scope of our operations increases.

17
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You may, perhaps, be interested-in a
few facts about the ,development and
construction of the equipment. The
electrical and electronic components
are being constructed in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, under a contract with
the Educational Research Corporation,
and under the direct general super-
vision of Professor Philip J. Rulon of
Harvard University. Fortunately for us,
ERC is small enough to be able to by-
pass the usually expensive and time-
consuming red-tape of larger organiza-
tions, and yet is able to devote to the
project the very best of engineering
talent, of whom I should mention par-
ticularly Mr. Earl 1Crolmand, Mr.
George Hite, the senior engineers of
ERC, Mr. Andrew Veranais, and' Mr.
Robert Edberg, the project engineer
for the State University of Iowa. The
mechanical components have been con-
structed or adapted by the Mast De-
velopment Company of Davenport,
Iowa, and in the shops of the College
of Engineering of the State University
of Iowa. We have been very fortunate
also in having secured the sympathetic
cooperation of Remington-Rand, Inc.

Remington-Rand has made available to
us an output printer almost ideally
suited to our purposes, and has helped
us iq the procurement of other vital
equipment also. The basic logical de-

ttlae equipment is my own, but
deeply indebted to Professor

Ruloii f having induced me to look
for a thoroughgoing electronic solution
to the problem, and for hming sug-
gested certain general design features. i;
'Major credit must go, of course, to our
engineers who have succeeded so well
in translating this logical design into
workable electeonic terms.

I should like to say, in chising, that
I have felt justified in utilizing my time
on this program as I have, because, to
the best of our intentions at least, the
Measurement Research Center is, to be
regarded as the common property and'
in the common interests of practically
all of you here today. Next to hoping
that the equipment will work at all, I
hope that it will work to the lagting
and significant benefit of educational
and psychological measurement in gen-
eral.

is
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Impact of Mac and Devices on Develop
ill Testing and lielated Fields

en s

PEAKING FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES

I AltelECLCM very much the opportun-
ity of- attending this conference and
particularly of appearing On this panel
to tell you of IBM's interest and activ

in the test scoring field.
We have :heard many outstanding

acussionA and papers today on test
Scowling machines, testing procedures,
new approaches to the test scoring
problem, and high speed electronid.,
computing machines. Following so
many fine presentations, my remarks
will be limited to a fw stateinents of
fact regarding our position in the test
scoring field.

First of all let me restate a basic
tor which establishes IBM la the
mg field. We in IBM are not testi
experts, guidance counsellors, or psy-
cholo&t.s.. We are a manufacturer of
technical precision machines designed
to relieve the individual of many man-
ual repetitive processes inyolved-,fitt,
commutation, ace-molting,
keeping. We are no more
a pattern for testing pr
scoring than we are attempt
the applied scientist in Computation
methods. AU of you are aware, I am
sure, of the many developments in this
latter field which We have made in the
last few years. To name some of them

the 604 Electronic qalculatLng
Plinth, the Card Programmed Ca lcula-

. tor, the 701 Electronic Data Processing

Machine, and the 850 Magnetic Drum
Calculator.-

Many athese machines can be an
are being used in processing certain
operations in the test soaring field The
-capacities of these machines are ti-e-
mendous, their speeds extrerriely-high,
and their' practical, applications almost
without limit. ,But we fully realise that
these machines-, In their present form,
afs not the `'answer to the rnajoritqy of
yew-, problems... Most significant. Of the ,

strictions which mate diem imprac-
tical. for your needs are first=
tremendous expense of the michinesi-
and secondthe time involved in set-
ting up and programming work for
them.

Many of you are using ,-brine of our
standard punched card units in your
scoring; :item analysis, and evaluation
operations. But we st'll know that these
machines, at least at present, are not
the ideal solution to the problemS.

Wd have studied the needs of the
large testing -agencies and the smaller
ones as well. We think we know what
it is that you want. At least, we know

-what you have asked for..
Before going any further with some

problems and ramifications involved in
designing .a new 'Scoring machine,
'would' like to make an announcement.
You may have heard rumorsI have
talked with many of yo# over the last
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two years. 'We encountered some
delays due todefense engineering proj-
ects. Butin'our laboratories now, our.
engineers, are worldrig on a ,vastly im-

,proved test seoring machine. The speci-
fications for this machine have been
drawn up, after studying the problems
with you. Those of you th whom we

_bamtlitmisied these ha ven us your
approval of them.

We sincerely believe that this ma-
chine will give ypu the needed results.
You will find that it will incorporate
those features which are presently lack-

ing in our existing machine with some
additional ones to expedite the scoring
operation..In principle, it is similar to
our present machine. But the improve-
meets which will be made will give

assurevlly you will find that its results
on a far superior product and most

will give ypu the accuracy you need.
The first question you will probably

ask is why have we decided to improve
the present type machine rather than
come up with an entirely new operat-
ing principle. Several influencing ,fac-
tors have decided this. Firstyou need
and want an improved machine within

. the foreseeable future, Although. we are
working on new sensing and recording
principles, they are not yet at a point
where ,t.teY can be made. available.

Second improved circuitry design
makeS possible now highly reyaBle and
accurate analogue competingiAnechan-
isrns. This is evidenced b9 .6,4,fact that
some of the latest high "seed and
large capacity computing machines in
use today are analogue machines. Third
it is essential that we produce:it ma-
chine which will be economically' and
financially acceptable ro you I need
not review with you the'fAct that-since
we first introduced a test scoring ma-
chine in 1937 engineering and produc-
tion. costs have increased took point
where comparisons are staggering.
Most of us would Like to be the proud
owners of a Cadillac but I (lard say that

r

probably most of us are using an auto-
. mobile which :costs halfens much to buy

and operate. It serves bur needs quite
Well even though the horsepower rat
ing is about hall cif- the other and in
general dimensions 1t is considerably
smaller.

IBM is perfectly capable of building
a machine which mill-meet practically
any7Tequirements-specified,-However,
there are definitely sornOractors which
must be taken into consideration. Large
capacity machines are very costly not
only to build but also to operate. Sim-

ilar to large production equipment,
these so-called "giant brains- must be
able to support theMselves. Can the
testing field as a group support the-

. development of a machine which af-
fects pritharily only the larger organiza-
tions? What about, the s.maller organiza-
tion currently using One or two of -our
machines, or perhaps sharing one ma-
chine with several others? It is inter-
esting to note that these. smaller users
of tcsUscoring machines constitute the
-greatef majority of the total .number
of machines in use today.
' Even. though the argument might be
Pi*etkted that a few large scale ma-
aims, \strategically located, would be.
able . -tb process all' machine scoring.
throughout the country to better ad-
vantage, we can pOint out many im-
practicalities in this idea which more
than offset the advantages. We and
other orgazations have established
large computing and accounting cen-

ters throughoUt the country with the
most ppwerful machines known to
handle every type of problem.
ever, we have had no indication that
these machine centers are *placing

zany numbers of smaller lustallatio'
So it is With our test scoring mach
Even though many of you are offeriri
test scoring services on a wide basis,

-our sale:vindicate that the single ma-
chine users list continues to increase.
We are enthusiastic with you abotit'the
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of circuits to elfin
and continuous chtejOrtg. ,

Foorthincreased meter
and.scprin combinations.

13iftlunprovescl feeding and faer

future growth of
therefore, believe that an
improved low cost ma at can
serve t* large user and the small is
the first impbrtantstep in, the devAlop-
Mese prolgorn. I would like to Meril-
phasize also that this

make.
is What Sixthsimplified operation, reading

o make. getid marking of scores.
a1a that this ma- Sevent overall improvement in re-

et_our_fina.Lin-,_liabilit)` oth_ifokto operation_fif_the

you have asked
May I pulp

Wrest in thus project. If it were I
would not have recommended that
even consider building it. IBM will
build almost any machine asked for on
a special contract basis where funds
for such a project are available. We
may have discouraged some of you on
such projects at times when engineer-
ing and production facilities 'were not
available: However, we are interested
M such projects for your field as well
as others.

But. our 'own research and develop-
ment projects continue in our labora-
tories, and we knCrw that some of them
will definitely affect your interests. We
are working on new devbices and prin-
ciples which will be standard Tluip-
merit in the future. A machine capable
of functiosing as a scoring machine
alone -and also which could be tied in
with other standard data processing
units is certainly the ideal4We believe
that future scoring iTIRCIAOS will be
forthcoming in our normal document

. scanning argtol sensing, computing, and
data] procesting machine development
r*ogram. These will be the answers.
to Am- many needs, both practically
and economically.

Now, what are some of the improve-
ments of otir propose- mnw.V machine?

First and most neZied answer
sheet mark discrimination. The ability
of the machine to determine those an-
swer sheets which are not machine
scoreable along 'with other sheets in
a group:

Second. are improved scoring key.
Thirdimproved calibration and

machine and,:Service.
-Therqbare others which have p do

with the engineering technicalities, but
all of these will, I assure you, lead to
a tremendoushi imprcked maeTine.

,We have considered other features
such as automatic feeding of answer,
sheets and printing of scores, as well as
automatic programming for formula. -
scoring. We will be happy tb consider.
these furtherkvith any ofyou who feel
yoft would like to have them. atiritt
the present they will riot be added as
standard units, This is in the interests
of cost to you anebecause we are op-
timistic about how some of our future
developments_will be able serve_you.
We are also desiroti§ of getting the
new machine to you as soon as pos-

.sible. When laboratory models are com-
pleted they will be placed on test in
the field and at that time we will ask
you,r rassistancc in evaluating the ma-
chine.

We are glad to see some other new 1...
test scoring machines, being introduced
to the field. It would be most pres4mp-

only ones capable of building a market-
able scoring machine. With thess new
machines more people will be working
on and suggesting *Aim wove-

of us to think that we were the

merits and design cha' .

tive ideas will ,1!)e o o produce
scoring mt chines whi will better
serve you id nattersiy, the more'
different operating principles employed
the more complete will be the coVer-
age of the machine scoring field.

Finally; we in IBM want you to

4
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s
know that we will continue to be in- It has been a great pleasure' for me .
terested in assisting you We hold our to be with you today and although my
association with' the testing fietill Acquaintance with -riliembers of this
high maid. We appreciate the e p group has been growing rapidly for
and assistance you have given us and the last two years, this meeting has
we look fotivard to continuing our fine been of fremendous 'assistance to me.

tiona with. you ,.Your iuggestions ..1

will always be welcome and we are
i am looking forward to my visits in

confident fit with the close coopera- your offices and I hope you will con-

---tifrtrTvhieh---ekisfs-betWeeit-us-we-will----tinae-te-cail-esiaeee when
be- able to produce for ou the ma- problems arise and when you feel that
chines which will answey future we may be able to improve our ma-
needs. dies and service to you.
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One can rod in this manner, which is very closely analogous to
Rote lling's procedure.

We have found that the convergence in several problems is fairly
rapid. If the convergence should turn out to be slow .here there is no .

5

o dimensions are nearly eirctdar, so that the next two latent root are
..,,,

nearly the same, then the convergence is known to be slow. When that
happens, we should be practical enough to realize that it really does not
make any difference where you put the next axis. You can stop after
about the thir4 iteration. If you are talking to a mathematician, he

t not accept it, but for practical work, it is useful.
Ttfricr-I.- 1 itotild like to raise several specific questions. One: if

we are going to do this on the least square basis, what is the philOsephy
that guides us to use unweighted spates of deviation? If we were
looking solely at sampling variations, Which_ we are n t, then we wo

ant to weight this quite a lot differently for large c elations that
mall. For the purpose of faCtor analysis as a whole, am not clear ho

We should weight it:I am just asking for guidance.
Dn: TERMSTONE: You are not referring to the As as weights. ,

Dn. TIMMY N: o, I am referring to the possible weights outside the
..,

thesis --. 4, .. "'-' .-.

The iisOrid7queltiplaNhould like to raise is this": if we are going to
give up the cornmungities and go ahead in this dfrection, putting,aside
the difficulties of mathematics in computation which might jbe really
serious, ff we decide to take out two factors, why should we take out for
the first one, theone that comes first and singly by this method? Would
we not be better off, in principle, maybe not in practice, to accept this
formula .and minimize with respect to the As and the B's at the same
rime? If one could do this, in this example you cited of Rank B., you
wonld get4Veiithing if you could do it for all R'si`Ogether.

Dn TiViSpti*:'Yes,!1.; would rather write the equation with R plus
one or two or three terms: Yon could then discard some if you want to
However, suppose you gamble that there are, say, ten factors. You
write ten terms. It gets a little unwieldy to handle. That is why we do
not do it. . :

Dn. Tu: I have one question about the examples kou have tried.
' Did some examples have somewhat equal commurialities while other

examples had quite variant communalities? I suspect the range ofexamples
Omumalities makes quite a bit-of difference in the closeness of ap-

. . ,
-_:pro;dmation by your method. If eledornmunalities were to come:out

the same, your method would yield an exact solution,
DR. TATURSTONE: That is a good point to make. As a matter ofact,
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we set up several pfrical cases. For small variation in comrnunalities,
the convergence was much more rapid. In a case with wide difference
of communalities the convergence was slower. I think you are quite

ed-oid-the-procedure_was_equivalentto_putling_.
zeroes in the diagonals. What is the adimntage in having zeroes in the
diagonals rather than ones? Is it an approximation to something else?

DR. THURSTONE: That is not the same problem. You are raising the
question of why 1*.ve should use communality instead of unity in the
diagonals. -

DR. Lo: No If u_ are not :going to use the co unalitie0 :axe
you better off using iieri:6es rather than ones?'

Dn. TininsToNE: My objective is to ignpre the diagonals, and they do
not participate in the equation. That is the principle of 1g. method.
If Eli' diagonals are,unknown, let us leave then blank, We not have
tt3:*rite zeroes just leave theueblank, they do not. participate. How-
e fer the computations would be the same as if the diagonal correlations
were zero.

=1^::".
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Evaluating Group Interaction

87
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A New Technique for Mease_Initp bLCon,f
to 'Group Judgment

o research both in . personality y

methods for the measurement of the individual's Deh vior
of group-interaction, for example, conformity -beliail& to
sure.

Such measurement is made difficult by certain demanding requfre-,

meats. (1) Ideally, the behavidr should be measured directly in actual

group situations, rather than indifectly by questionnaires about gimp
-Situations. (2) ')the group situations should be psychologically relevant:'
for the individual. (3) There should be standartliiation of the group
situation so that 'measuremeats of *rent itidividuals may properly

compared. And (4) there should be adequate economy of the test
method; so -that substantial numbers of persons may be tested without
unreason:Ale cost in time and, money.

The standard4ation problem is the most acute. In genuine groups,
involving face-to-face4.int#raction of several subjects, the stimulus
situation confronting each person is unique, being dependent in part
upon what the others in the group do. This leads to an undesirable con-
founding. of personal and situational factors in the measurement of'the
individual's group,behavior, and there is no simple way to disentangle

-.-
the two. ! st,

One, fruitful attack on this problem is what in previous research
;applications I have called the "quasi ,group-interpction method,- Its

essence is simple. Subjects to be measured are placed together in a
group situation which, though perceived as genuine by them,
actually so contrived by the experimenter that he *holly controls and
manipulates the conditions of group-interaction This serves to stand-

ize the situation for each subject in an -identical fashion, so that
observed individual differences in behavior may properly be ascribed
o'dffere.pces among the persons rather thah to}ituatidnal differences.

The quasi group methodology is by no means new Earlier variants

are found throughout the field of experimental social psychology.
, .

6
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Little, howeve i has been Made 'of it in personality measurement, and
in general the method has not been widely exploited.

In recent work I have applied it to what gives promise of being a
powerful new technique for measuring individual differences in con

__fizEtw'Xygnwp_j_WgIs are tested simultaneCteily.
They are seated in a row in front of an electrical switchboard appa-
ratus, consisting of five,identical panels. Each panel is shielded from
the other four. It contains eleven numbered. switches by which the
person may signal his response'. It also contains five rows of signal
lights which can display the responses being wade by the other four
group:-Members. In short, there is a simple, electrical communication
system among the five persons. No direct communication is permitted.

The task for each person is to make judgments pertaining to a large
mitiber of slides which are projected on a wall facing the group. Each
slide offers a set of numbbred alternative Answers among which he is
to Choose. He records his choice by closing the appropriately numbered,
switch and this causes his response to be displayed on the panels of
the other four members. He is also instructe$ to respond in a specified
serial order within the group, person A going first, then B, and so on,

n E being last The designation of his letter positionA, B, C, D or E_
is indicated to him by the experimenter. Such letter designations are
rotated from time to time, permitting each person to respond in each
of the five serial positions. The experimenter offers no further explana-
tion of the,purpose of this procedure. .

The slides offer a mixture of materialssimple perceptual compari
sons, such as of relative length of lines; logical problems, such as the
completion of a number series of the kind found in standard mental
tests; expression of one's own opinions ,and attitudes,on various issues,
etc. %

On the first set of. slides the person finds the judgments fairly easy a

to make, and he observes that there is a sensible agreement betwcin ,
his judgments and those of the other four members. But when later In
the series he is for the first time designated as E, so that he must re

lit.nd in last position, he experiences something new and disturbing.
this slide, calling for a simple judgment of relative length of lines,

he sees the other four members unanimously agree on a choice which
clearly contradicts his own. This throws him into a severe conflict be
tween the clear evidence of his own senses and the unanimous contra-
dictory consensus of the rest of the group. How he chooses to resolve
this cbnflict, either by yielding to the group pressure and conforming
to its judgment or by remaining independent of it, is the basic measure
of conformity behavior in our procedure.

6
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e, more than one such critical slide. Wink rest
tionE, be Li presented:with more than twenty

variously to .matters of perception, of logic, of
Tudbon each of which he is confronted with a'

udgment-and-that-pf-tho-rest

`doubtless have surmised, the situation ckreally what
na htiie been led to Imderstand. They have ben grossly

ebeived. The five .panels are not connected to one- another at all, but
to a control board operated by the eiPeHinenter. It is he who signals
the responses which allegedly come frbm the other group members.
The wiring is in parallel so that the ,patterri of signalk he -chooses- to
Emulate Appears simultaneously and identically on all five panels.

Moreover, the designations of serorder of respondingA through
Eare likewise identical for all five pgrsons at .every moment.

By this doception, therefore, a quasi grbup-interaction situation has
been contrived; permittin'g each person to be expcised to a standardized
set of simulated group judgments and to be confronted at predeter-
mined points with identical external pressures toward conformity.

Since the Sizing of 1953 when this technique was first developed;
three studies have been Tnade using different populations of subjecti:

-.,The-firit study was of 50 Men, averaging 34 years of age, all members
of itnrofession in which` eadership is one of the most irnportant qualifi-
cations: They were tested at die Institute of .Personality Assessment,
and'Research as part of a larger-assessment program. The second study
*as:of 59 'college 'students, mostly 'sophomores. The third was of 50

omen, all college alumnae in their early ftn-ties being studied under
the auspices of the Mary Conover Mellon Foundation.

The results of these studies, which attest to the technical success of
the method and throw light on the 'nature and determinants of con-
fo behavior,- are summarized with great brevity in the following,

t pohitt.
The general amount of conformity behavior exhibited Is large.

A. single fairly representative item will serve to illustrate. A circle and
a star are exposed side by side, the circle being about one-third larger
in_are4- than the star. The false group consensus is on star as the larger,
and ai,z consequence 46% of the men give this same false judgment.

'2.- The degree of conformity shown depends in part on therkind of
material being 'fudged. Although some amount of 'conformity can be
elicited. On- .0etk ,one of the ,.eritical items,: the rapge in, nifectiveness.
among them is extremely wide, At The lower end a simple expression of

p
ersonal preference for one of `to lineTdrawings is V -little suleepti.:

tv
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ble to a contradictory group consensus, the degree of conform vary-

ing from zero to ten percent in the several studies. At the upper end,

the most effective item is one which has been deliberately maximized

for ambiguity. The subjects are asked to complete is number series,

for which .there is actually no logical solution. When the simulated

group judgment agrees unanimously on _an
with

il gical com-

pletion, 79% of the men express agreement' with this a er.
ip

3. Substantial conformity is elicited on S ocialiy important judgments

as well as on more abstract judgments. A critical methodological issue

iS- whether the conformity effects so far mentioned merely represent

rather superficial readinesses of the person to agree with - the group on

matters of little real' importance to him, or whether instead they do

reflect more basieRronformity tendencies in the person. Support for the

latter interpretation is found by the introduction of new:critical items

in the studies of', college students and mature Women. These sterns

called for expression of the person's attitudes on matters of civil liber-

ties, subversion, ethics, crime and punishment, etc. Pronounced con-

formity effects are found on these socially and psychologically relevant

items. Take a single example from the study of\college students. The

question was asked, "Which one of the following do you feel is the

most 'important problem facing our country today?", and these five

alternatives were offered: economic recession, educational facilities,

subversive activities', mental health, crime and corruption. Among

control subjects tested alone,' only 12% chose "subversive activities"

as the most important. But when exposed to a spurious group consensus

unanimously maldrig this choice, 48% of the subjects gave this answer.

4. There are pronounced ,individual differences -in amount of con-

lity shown. A total conformity score for each person may be read-

ily computed by summing the number of the critical items on which

he exhibits conformity to the false group consensus. Virtually the entire

possible range of such scores is found in all three studies. Among the

men, fgi,u.stance, at the lower end several s-ubjects showed practically
..-..-.1.

no conformity, being influenced on one or two items at the most. At

the upper end one man was influenced on 17 of 21 critical itenris: The

scores are well distributed between these extremes, with a mean score

of about 8 items and a tendency for greater concentration of scores

toward the lower conformity end. As estimated from the correlation of

sub scores on two matched halves of the critical items, the reliability

of the total score for the sample of men is .90. .

5. There are both generality and specificity in the conformity tend-

encies among individuals Although there is a generally positive matrix

of intercorrelations of degree of conformity effect for the various items,
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there are also some useful differentiations to l e made among the it rrt§.
-- ei

A cluster analysis yields one principal set pertaining to,h,kghlystruc-..

lured items, i.e., those.' involving clear judgments and unambiguous
stimuli. A second train clusteP consists of poorly structured items,
i.e., those involving uncertain judgments and ambiguous stimuli: The _______
individuals can be scored separately on these clusters. Triere is evi-
dence that these cluster scores ps,yvell as individual performance on
single items must be taken into account in he analysis of ,conformity
b

.
ehavior. ' .

._N-
6. The degree of conformity behavior relates significiintlylo relevant

amensions of personality. Validity of the conformity measure is- at
tested to by Its substantial relationships wish numerous ratings, oliTec-, ...
Live test scores, and other personality determinations in ssment of
the sample of men. Those low in cordiksmity, that is, those

w
o success-

fully resisuhegroup pressurre, Can be clearly characterized 4 having
intellectuareffectiveness, ego-strength, self-acceptance, leadership abil-

-ity and maturity of social relations. The high confonnitOs, on the con-
trary, reveal i4itferiority feelings, rigid and excessive, self- coijtrol1 intol-
erance of own impulses and lack of self-insight, authoritarian outlook,
emphasis on external and socially approved values and disturbed_
attitudes toward over people. This general picture. coincides Well with
-Prior theoretical and empirical studies of4e,personal traits 'associated
with conformity, but, of course, it repre-eats a gross oversimplification -n
of the complex relationships yet to be ,explore '

7. Th re are significant differences in average amount of conformity
exhibite by the several populations of subjects. cake student
sarnpl was made up of both mes and females. The male students
exhibited just about the same average lowel of conformity as previously
found in the adult, professional men. But the female students exhibited
significantly more conformity than these male groups. -06- the other
hand, the sample of mature womencojlegts aldmnae in their early
fortiesshowed significantly less' conformity on the average than that
found in all the other groups.

8. Experimental variations in the testing situation can thonge the
amount of conformity shown. We have seen that there are differences
in degree of conformity relating to personality determinants, to the
nature of the poptilations of subjects, ,end to the kind of i6=i5s being
judged. We can also show differences resulting from certain experi-
mental changes in the situation itself. As one example, when a group
of student subjects were exposed to additional pressure, namely, thA
given by having the experimenter later confirm the "correctness" of the
false group consensus, conformity effeits were markedly increased.

0

o
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To rgyert now to our triltial.statemelot of requirements for proper,
easures of individual 'behavir in situations of group. interaction,

namely, directness, relevance, standardization and economy, it would

appear that the $reserit ri-ithod fulfills all these requirements.' The
very essencef the method is such as to guarantee standardization of
conditions. It is clifitily economical, providing for the testing of five

pets s once in d- period of approximately one hour. It is diect, in
that e persons perforinin a situation which is for them one of real
gr

.
interaction. On this poi it should be emphasized that the germ-

me n the sit-1mb n is virtually never challenged by the subjects.

Of the 1 of 159 person, alieady tested in the procedure, only a small

handful wh estioned immediately afterwards expressed doubts.
of its genuine F ens; of these only two or three seemed to have felt such
doubts whgeoactually in the situation.

Finally, as to ipychological relevance, we may judge from both the
man!test beehavior end the .retrospective reports by the subjects that,
the situation was deeply involving and that the group pressure crested
anYiety, often acute. A substantial number of bersons freely admit on
later questioning that thy had violated their own inner convictioiis
in ordgi- to give responses in accord with those of the group.

The findings attest to a rich potential use of this measurement tech-
nique when applied to a variety of problemspersonality assessment,
gi-oup dynamics research,` sociological and crosR-cultural coinparisons
of Nu experimental and theogtical study if the psychologicgl con-
ditions of conformity. A 'number of such studies are contemplated and

several are .w in progress.
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Th-sRusseli Sage Soeial Relations Test:
A Measure of Group Problem-Solving
Skills in Elementary School Children

DORA E. DAMRIN

The test I am going to describe td you this morning represents an
attempt that has been made by myself and certain of my colleagues in
ETS to develop an instrument of measurement that will get at certain
of the intangibles in education. As all of you know, over the past sev-
eral years there has been increasing emphasis, particularly in the field
of elementary education, given to the idea that chilaren should be,
taught to work together cooperatively, to share things with each other,
to participatv-, in the planning and carrying out of certain classrdom
activities, and to conduct themselves in ways compatible with a free
democratic society. ,

The test I am going to show you today is designed to measure the
extent to which some of these things have been-accomplished. Since
the test is a little unusual, I thought that it would be best if I would

Mend that you are' a group of students and give It to you in the .

vay that we give it to elementary school classes. The score sheets
'yon have will be explained after this demonstration.

T e examiner enters the classroom and sets up a card table in the
fron of the room. He then says, "Today, boys and girls, I am going to
ive you a test. Now, you knew usually, when you take a test, each
ne of you sits in his own se at, does his own stork, and you are not

-allowed to help each other. Isn't that correct?"
The students usually nod rather solemnly in the affirmative at is

point. The examiner goes on to..say, "But this test I am going to give
you today is exactly backwards. In- this test you are supposed to help
each other, you are supposed. work together, arid you are supposed
-to talk to each other while you are taking it." Here the children usu-
ally evidencesome amazement and seem to wonder what in the world
is coming next.

The examiner then says, "Let me show you the first problein on the
test su that you will understand what it is about." The examiner opens
the testing case and holds up this rather attractive form, built of dif-
ferent colored plastic blocks, and sayS, "Now, what does this look like?"
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The children respbnd with, "That's a house."
The examiner continues, "Yes, that% right, this is a- house, and I am

41-

going to put it here on the card table for you to look at all &king the
time you are taking the test."

"Now here in this box, boys and girls, I have all olthe blocks that
you will need to build this house, and what I am now going to do is

Pass around the room and give each of you one or two of these blocks.

Then I want all of you to get together and see how quickly and how
well you can build this house."

Theexaminer goes around the room, giving each child one or two
blocks,, depending on the number in the class, and at that instant we
start scoring the test, continuing on until the children have completed

the problem.
After the blocks are passed out, the children are told, "Now before

you start, you can take all of the time you need to plan how you are
going to get together and do this, but* after you tell me that you are
ready, then. I am going to begin timing you, and you will be given
fifteen minutes in which to build the house. If 'you complete your
house before that time, your score on the test will be much higher."

The examiner then works with the children while they build a plan,
and all during this time their comments and suggestions are scored.
When the children indicate that they are ready to begin, the examiner
scores them on how well they pry out their plan. At the end of the
first test problem the examiner presents them with the second, and
finally with the third problem.

The second and third problems are progressively more difficult

than this one. If you would be interested in examining them, I will be
glad to show them to yoti afterward, since our time is somewhat

limited.
Unfortunately, in my discussion of the scoring of the test, I cannot

present data on the validity or the reliability of the instrument. It is
of too recent development-to do that. We are, however, presently con-
ducting a major validity study in cooperation with Dr. Orleans and his
research staff in New York City.

On the basis of the data which will be collected within the next
six months or so, I hope that I will be able to support some of the
things that I am going to hypothesize about this morning.

The test has two separate and relatively independent parts. The
first is called the Planning Stage and the second, the Operations Stage.
The Planning Stage begins at the time the examiner starts passing out
blocks to the children, and ends when the children inform the examiner
that they are ready to begin constructing the model. The Operations
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Stage be,;gin.s when the examiner tells the children "Begin" and starts
his stop watch, and ends when the 15 minute time period has elapsed
or when the children finish building the model. A set of six scores is
obtained for the Planning Stage and a set of three scores for the Opera-
tions Stage.

The first score given in the Planning Stage is termed Group Partici-
patian. It is based upon the four specific behaviors listed on your Ob-
servation Sheet at the stop of the page. The Observation Sheet is
checked as follows:
1. Individual: A check is entered each time an individual class mem

her makes a problem-relevant cOmpent.
2. Buzz Groups: A check is entered each time one-half or more of

the class members spontaneously turn to each other in small
groups and begin discussing various elements and aspects of
the problem, Many children speak at one time, comments are
not individually distinguishable, but it is 'clear that the chil-
dren are engaging in problem-relevant remarks.

3. Chorus: A check is entered each time o_ ne-half or more of the
class members spontaneously chorus their opinion about a
previously made individual comment. This chorus may indicate
either agreement or disagreement with the uta.

4. Noise: A cheek is entered each time one-half or more the elasrf
members become noisy and undisciplined. Many children speak
at onetime, the examiner is unable to hear individual comments,
but it is clear that- the children are engaging in many problem-'
irrelevant remarks.

The pattern of checks made by a group of children over these our
categories of behavior is translated into a numerical score which re-
flects the amount and quality of the children's total participation. A
high scoreon this variable indicates that all members of the group
participated actively and freely in the planning stage, whereas a low
scoretndicates a minimum of free participation. It is our hypothesis
that the group Participation Score is closely related to the amount of
freedom which exist§ in the classroom of a particular elementary school
te4cher.

The second scbreAis.Conimunication Pattern. It is concerned solely
withtheintent of the verbal comments made by the individual children
who contribute to the planning dismission and who are checked in the

'Group Participation Score. All comments made by individual children
are classified in one of the four -eatogories4Med second your Obser-
vation Sheet These categori6 are defined as follows:
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1. Suggests discrete idda: A check is made of the idea is one which
has not previously been stated and which does not incorporate
any part of or build on a previously mentioned idea.

Rep_ eats idea: A check is made if the comment is either a rephras-
ing or a restatement of a previously mentioned idea.

3. EValuates idea: A check i made eonment takes a previously
mentioned idea and ,points out why it is. wreng, Why it won't
work, or why it is a good sugdstion and should be-adop

4 Improves idea: A cheek is made if the 'comMent takes a previously'
mentioned, idea' and builds on to it so that the end _product is'
more comprehdrisive, more precise, and.more detailed thaii the '.
initial idea.

.

The pattern of checks made by .a group over these fotir kinds of
statements is translated into a numerical score which- reflects the way
in which children converse with each other in building -a- Atnally
agreeable plan of action,,A high score is obtained by the group Whose
members improve and build upon each Other's ideas and progressively
work toward a fin,at plan that is more precise, more detailed, and more
comprehensive than the initial idea for a plan with.which the
started. A low score is 'obtained by the group whose mernbers'
merits are largely discrete and repetitiye. In this score a series of dis-
crete and repetitive checks indicates that children are coMpetinWith
each other to give different ideas rather than cooperating .,with each

other to build a constructive, solution. Thus the significance of 'the
Communication Pattern Sepreresides in the fact that it provides
formation about whether the members of a particular elementary
school classroom function as a collection of single individuals or
cooperative group. .

The third score is termed Organizational Efficiency and' is
upon the content of the ideas which children propose:diming the
wing period. Fortunately the rndfcnticleas which children ca
about ways of solVing the test problerns, are finite, and all
gestions can be classified into one of the ten categories list
third section of your Observation Sheet. These Categories

following definitions:
1. Construction Authority; Having one or few children

all of the actual building
2. Supervisory Authority:. Having one feiv children

and help others-viho are building theplizzle
3. Simultaneous Grnup: Organizing theiclass groups o

basis and baying all groups working simulta sly
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4. Sequential Groups: Organizing- class into groups on some basi.
and specifying the order in w ich the groups are to take t.
in building the puzzle

5. Problem Groupq: Organizing the class Lnto groups on the
of some structural element of the puzzle, e.g.:

a. By colors: red, white, blue
b. By' parts neck, body, legs, tail
c. By shape of block: square, triangle
d. Any combination of the above

ff. Non-problem Groups: Organizing the class into group
basis of something edema' to the puzzle, e.g.:

a. By sex: boys, girls
b. By seating arrangement: rows, tables
c. By numericaLgroups: 1- at- a- time; 2-at-a-tirne;

7. All at once: Having everyone in the room go up to
table at one tune, each person putting in his own piece

. Same as last tune: Having the group follow the 'pl
followed in the preceding problem

Group discipline: Making snggestions about how
to-behave while' building the puzzle, e.g.:

a. Don't push
b. Don't crowd around
6. Met jerk pieces away frpnfotlier people

Change personnel, Suggesting new ,builders n
44,

gesting a different order of s uential groups
Efficiency.. Score provides infonn'ation abont,
oup has iegarding.ways and means,tif orgy

_icular problem. It will be-observed
national Techniques are on the w
of,efficiency. The first two items

e Orgard
1--nnch knowledge

0 attn.
list

depositing eadership authority in certain group
livo deal witli the idea of how the class shou
it' organized; the next two deal with the base
use Ito organize ,itielf int up; and the idea "al
-cornplete lack of oiganiz on. The last three items 0

he next
id when

e class can
nee" represents

list of Organ-
izational Techniques ,apply only in the second and third problems.

ese ideas, if checkeqemust be ev4uated in terms of the plan used in
.1-

gproblem, t;

ganizaponal Efficiency Score, if hi4,!e,- cates that a class
recognizes the need for leadership and for sornitA ins of arranging its
rn bets into at structure that wilt function efficiently in the present

n. A low score inclicatei that childrentlack the neees-
-
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sary knowledge of organizational procedures and can think of nothing
better than to have each child put in his own piece lahnself.

The fourth score-is termed Task-Centeredness and is based upon the
same list of ideas as is the Organizational Efficiency Score. However,
whereas Organizational Efficiency concerns all of the suggestions
children have about ways of solving the problem, the Task-Centered-
ness Score is based upon only those ideas which are selected and in-
corporated into the final plan. The logic of this score resides in the
notion that a group skilled in techniques of cooperative group action
will select, from among all the ideas presented, those few ideas which
are "best" in terms of the demands of the particular problem at hand.
A group which is not skilled in these techniques will tend to disregard
"good" ideas in favor of poorer ones.

A high Task-Centeredness Score indicates that of all the ideas a
particular group of children had about ways of solving the problem
the "best" ideas (e.g., those highest on the list of organizational tech-
niques) were selected and incorporated into the final plan. A low score
indicates that although a 'group had several good ideas they rejected
them in favor of ideas which capitalized upon individual desires and
minimized the total group good.

The fifth score is termed Independence and concerns the group's
ability to plan by themselves without external assistance from or inter-
ference by the examiner. The elements of this score are based upon
the kinds of actions the examiner is forced to take during the planning
period and these are listed in the fourth section of your Observation

Sheet.
The first action, -Prods Group," means that the individuals in a class

respond with stony silence to the examiner's initial request: "Now what
ideas do you have about was the class might go about solving this
problem" When this occurs, thexaminer repeats certain of the rules
and the demands of the test and' again asks, "Now, how are you going
to get together and build this model? Does anyone have an idea of
how the class might go about it?" "Prods Group" is also checked when
ever the examiner has to Urge the group to give more ideas after the
first one or two.

The second action, "Suggests Vote," means that the class, after pre-
senting a few ideas, conies to an impasse and does not know ,how to
proceed. That is, children keep repeating ideas that have already been
presented, or they again fall into a complete silence and look with be-
wilderment upon the examiner when he asks, 'Which of these ideas
are you going to select?" In either case the examiner suggests that
they vote on one of the ideas which they have presented.
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i
. The third action, "Reminds Group," means that the examiner is

forced to recall to the class the rules of "good group behavior" This
is necessary when the children become noisy and undisciplined, when
they all talk at once or shout out their ideas to the examiner. In such

a case the examiner is forced to say, "Now, boys and girls, let's speak
one at a time for I'm afraid I can't hear your ideas and I'm sure you
can't hear each other's."

The fourth action, "Summarizes Ideas," is taken by the examiner
whenever the class reaches an impasse because of the complexity of

thqir ideas. That is, the discussion eventually comes to revolve around
three or four different plans, each of which is' so involved and detailed
that the class cannot pull together and hold in mind all of the different
elements and cannot come to any 'kind of decision. In such an instance
the examiner names the plans in a one-two-three fashion,-briefly sum-
maraing the details of each.

The fifth action, "Conducts vote or election," means that the class
has suggested that they vote on a plan or that they elect a leader. The
examiner then proceeds to perfo the mechanical task of conducting
the vote or election.

.

A high Independence Score indicates that a r,i)oup has the ability to
discipline themselves and to carry on successfully a discussion from the
beginning to a point at which decisive action is taken. Conyers y, aConyers

score indicates that a group lacks the several skills neces y for
independent planning and Must rely heavily on outside help to reach
a point where deci§ive action can be taken.

The sixth and final score which is given during the planning stage
is termed Decision Method and refers to the way in which the group
decides upon a particular plan of action. These four methods are
shown in the fifth section of your Observation Sheet.

The method of active consensus is that in which all members of the
'group come to a more or less spontaneous and mutual agreementabout
a plan of action. The method of active vote indicates that the class is
split upon two or more,. suggested plans and must use the method of
voting to achieve the kind of consensus necessary to group action.
The method of passive vote indicates that there is no real concern on
the part of group members about Which of several plans of action is
adopted. Voting is artificial and meaningless and tends to be engaged
in as "something we are supposed to do.:' The method of passive conl
senses indicates that the plass as a whole is uninterested in both the
problem at,hand and the plan which ought to be selected in resolving it.

Our hypothesis is that use of the method of active consensus indi-
cates a warm, cooperative, cohesive and skilled group, whereas use of
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the method of active vote indicates a skilled but less cohesive one.

Use of either of the. passive methods seems to be associated with very

low degrees of skill in group planning and group problem-solving,
The.seoroobtairied during the Operations Stage have not .yet been

as precisely defined as those tiVen during the 'Planning Stage. The

reason is that the behavior which occurs during this second stage is ex-

tremely More ceinplex and far less "controlled' than the behavior in

the'lanning period.
The first score in the Operations Stage is termed Execution Pattern

and indicates whether and how well the group' 'puts its adopted

plan of action into effect, once the examiner has said, "Begin," A high

score on this variable indicates that the children move easily and effi-

eiently into the mechanics of their plan and proceed without hesita-,,

Lion to carry it out in detail. A low score indicates that the plan breaks -=

doyn immediately and that children rush up to ttie problem table

in a helter7Skeltpt', fashion with absolutely 'nci're airrfor the rules of

group behavior they decided upon during their:plan-4g session.

Our hypothesis. is that children who are used to faitAting the rules
which are to govern their behavior and, more important, who are ac-
customed to acting' in accordance with these rules will score high on

this variable. Conversely, Children. accustomed to engaging in group

'planning as a. relatively meaningless mental exercise will tend to ex-
hibit some skill in the planning period brit will fail completely in their

ability to actoally govern their behavior in accord with the rules they

themselVes have outlined.
The second score on the Operations Stage is as yet a highly sub-

jective, andAceordingly, a highly unreliable one. It is a measure of the

overall psychological tone-quality of the group engaged in working on

the puzzle. The descriptive terms listed on your Observation Sheets

are checked on the average of once a minute by the observer on the ba-

sis of his judgment about what the group is like. It is our hypothesis

thatthe "psychological tone" of the group' is to some extent related to

and hence indicative of the psychological quality of the clasSroom
atmosphere which is created and rriaintained by the particular teacher
involved. Our findings here are suggestive, but as yet so tentative that

it . not possible to discuss them in detail at this time.

The final score obtained during the Operations Stage is termed
Group Interest and provides an indication of the concern for the prob-

lem Which is exhibited by those children who are not actively engaged

in the construttion task. We are not completely sure what is respon-

sible for observed differences in interest in this test between various
classroom groups of children, but we think that the group that main-,

7!)
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tains high interest in the task is more cohesive, more skilled in group
work and more ego-involved in the test because of its being a -group
project" than is the group whose interest is solely dependent upon im-
mediate personal participation in the task.

Teacher

BSSR OBSERVATION SHEET

School

Group Participation
Indivi a_
Buzz 'sou e
C ores
NOise_

Ob rvar

Date

PLAN STAGE

Grade No. Problem_
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Pe-
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6. Description7of plan:

80

Time Planning
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RSSR CP ERATIONS STA
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Description of -Grpup 'Characterrstics

85

The study of social groups and the behavior of group members is
rapidly Doming an active field of endeavbr for psychologists. Both
ern iricar 'research and theory building are receiving attention. How-
ev r, if the scientific study of social groups is to continue to be vigorous
an effective, one area of ptoblerns that has been largel* neglected
must be. given increased attention. It is imperative that .a taxonomy of
group characteristics be developed in a form that permits accurate
measurement.

Research work on problems of group taxonomy may be less ex-
citing than inVestigatirig the intriguing processes of group functio-ning,
but if the many discrete research findings that arpaccumulating in the
literature are to be brought into some order or relationship, we must
use common concepts for designating major differences among groups.
If we could specify the characteristics of different samples of groups
by using more comparable terms than are now available, match_ confu,
sion that exists at present in group research would disappeai,:.-Questions
about seemingly contradictory research finding-Nand abodi the gener-
alizability'of. the results of lahoratory research x'yould be 'more Juis-
ceptible to answer.

This paper reports the development and use of a tentative set of
dimensions devised for use in describing group characteristics.

Development otthe Group Dimerisione Description liiestipnnaire
The following four criteria served as guides in the selection of

characteristics to compose the set of group dimensions: (a ) each char
acteristic should be meaningful within a7':sociplogical7or psychological
framework; ( b) each characteristic should be conceived as c. .on-
tinutim varying from the lowest t highest degree; (c) each char-
acteristic'srhould refer to a relatiyet rather than a molecular
property of i group; ( d ) etch tic should be relatively 6r
thogonal or independent of all otfir elirctcristics in, the descriptive
system.

As a first step, and after a thorough review or relevant literature in
social psychology and sociology, fourteen group dimensions were
selected and defined as follows:1

' A more:complete definition of eachAlitnension and a detailed ae onnt of th
development of this instrument is given by Hemphill and Westie. (3)
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Autonomy)* the degree to which a group functions incaperidently

of other groups and occupies an independent position ,in.society

Control is the degree to which a group regulates iheliehavior of
individuals while till" are functioning as group members.-

Flexibility islte degree to which a group's- activities are marked

by ,informal `procedures rather than by adherence to eftabliilied

procedures.
t *lledonic Totier,is the de o which grouponembership isaccorn-

y a gene ee pleasantness 61-agreeableness-.----
gene is the degree to which members of a group are siini-

with respect to socially relevattocharacMristics.
ntimacy is the degfee to which members of a group

the
mutually

is uainted with withone another arid are,familiar th the most per-
sonal details of one another's lives.

7 fortieipatiekis the degree to which members of a group apply
time and effort to group activities.

8. Permeability is the degree to which a group permits ready access

to Membership.
9. Po 'zation is the degree to which a group is oriented and works

o and esingle goal which is clear and specific to all rnenibers:

10. -Potency is the degree to which a group hai primary significance
for its members. 4

11. Size is the number of members regarded as being .in the group.
12. Stability is'the degree to which a group persists over a period of

time with essentially the same charaCterisfics.

13. Stratification 1 the degree to which a group?o4ers its Ternbers

into, status hierarchies.
, 0

14. Viscidity is, the degree to which members of a grow function as
a unit. . ._ .:

As the second step in the development of the instrument for measur-
ing group dimensions, over 1000 items,/each referring to some specific

characteristic of relationships amortAcoup members Or to some man- :

ner of group functioning were aii0gbled. These items were secured

(a) by administration of open-ended questions about the nature of
their groups to members_ of over 500 groups (2) and lb) by selecting
excerpts from sociotogical, psychological, and literary writings in

Mich groups were described.
Data for an index of4-hornor6eity .of placement" were secured

each item as the third step.
;

This index wis adopted to .give a single numerical, evaluation of

each item with respect to its hornogeepity, not in the usual sense of
inter-item variance, but in relation, to the other thirteen dimensions



comp° i the descrip
clearly relevant to one
want to the remaining thi
items fourtee tulles. After cgrrlllyy reading the definition of one of
the fourteen group characteristics thejudges placid:, each itenvinto one
of three categories. One category consfoted of Apse iteviLconsidered
to apply dfrectly to the characteristie.'A second category included
those items about wiich tte judges were undecided The third Cate-

ought to find.iterns that were
ensions &and alqp clearly irrele-

of five judg& sorted glad, the

gory, or items consi ere irre evant or inapplic4bleJ4e char-
,..aeterishc. Upon the completion of one sort, the fifes were shu Iced
and the same procedure was repeated on the next aLmension. Agree-
Irnent among judges that awn, item applied to a dimension and agree-
ment thatit did not apply to other dimensions in the system are given
approximately equal weight in the value of the .index.2

The fourth step in the development of measures of the group char-
acteristics consisted. of a conventional internal consistency item analy-
sis. For this purpose a preliminary questionnaire composed of the 350
items that had highest index values was administered to 200 individuals
who were m'mbers of 35 different groups. These respotaents indi-*
cated how well each item described their group by selecting one of
five choices:- Definitely True; Mostly True; Undecided; Mostly False;
or Definitely False.

As a furthe17? r refinement, a'smaller sample of the respondents who
completed the 1,50 item questionnaireAszere interviewed and questioped
about why they had selected specific choices to, specific item_ s. Ambi-
gnities in reasons for selecting responses were noted and then each
item was edited lo eliminate sources of ambigUity, or removed from
further consideration.

The index of -homogerieity of-plisernent- was computed using the following
formula: ifs

=
N n

2 [ 2n (N-I) + I Xi; N
1-1

where: j spy judge
= any dimerksion in the system

n number of judges
N -=- number bf &mensions
X= score assigned to item placement as follows:

Definitely applies = 1

Undecided = 0
Definitely &ill not apply =
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instrument entitled GroUp Dimensions Descriptions"

150 statements about groups each assigned to one of

ionssA respondent's description of his group is sum-

marized by thirteen group dimensiok scores. Each score is the' sum

of the weights given choices 'Definitely True' through 'Definitely

Palse,' for the items assignl to each particular dimension.

t7ience with the Questionnaire

The final form of the ques4onnaire has been used in several empiri-

cal studies since its developr4-ii71950, Group descriptions halm been

secured for office and shop griitipi in industry .(I), departments of in-

ction in universities and colleges (5), high school and elernen

aching staffs of 26 Ohio publk school systems (8), vvirious military

7),..xeligious organizations (6), sports teams, informal ..social

grow 4), etc. We have had Opportunity to examine some of e

pro s of the dimensions scores that are available from -these

studies. vw

Perhaps, the most important question that can be asked about the

group dimensions scores is whether or not different members. of the

same .group agree about the characteristics of theft. group. Unless some

agreynent can be shown there would be cause to ,question seriously

the existence of such an entity as a group. We'have examined three sets

of data where it was possible to compare the variance of the group
dimensions scores for the descriptions supplied by members orthe
asame groups with estimates of thu.variance of these scores based on

mean scores for different groups. Significant F ratios have been found

for each of the thirteen dimensions but not for all dimensions in all

three studies. In a study of eight groups that were desdtibed by a total

of 65 of their members, the extent of agreemept among deecriptioi

supplied by the members of the swine groups, tcpressed as unbiiis
correlation ratios, ranged from .47 for the dimension Eolarizeuon to .74

kir the dimension Permeability. In a second study involving 134 faculty

members and their respective 20 departments, significant between-

group variance was found for the dimensions Flexibility, Hedonic Tone,

Intimacy, Participa&ion, Plarization, Stratificatiiin, and Visd

cidity. In a-diird study the staffs of 26 elementary public schools were
shown to differ significantly on Autbnomy, Flexibility, Homogeneity,
Intimacy, Stability, and Viscidity. It appears evident,that the descrip-

tions supphed-"Aby menibers of their groups with the use of the Group

'Size was dropped from the final form of the ctuestiennaire , not because it was
considered an ifrelevant dimension but because there ,appeared to be More direct

methods of obtainio s information.

A



Dimen.sions ,Description estiosire provide differentiations areohg
groups.

Some eW c of the vali such differentiations has also been
obierved. For example, descriptions of a military framing department
(ROTC) were contrasted with description.s of a committee from a
college of education and the expected large differenceigialong the di-7
mensions of Control, Participation, and Stratification clearlieMerged:

Not all of the variance among respondents who- describe the same
group is to be attributed to errors of Measurement The dimension scores
hayb been shown t5 be related te, characteristics of the responden
stairs in the group. For example, in tile study of the departments of a
liberal arts college it was discovered that those members of the faculty

possessed greater status, i.e. held the rank of Assistant Professor
tter, described their departments with lower scores on the diinen-

ion Control than elid other, members of their department, who were
dy Instructors. In the same study it was also found that those in-

"vidual members of the faculty Who expreSSed above average satisfac-
tion with` their jobs tende to view their departffients as higher on
the dimensions Hedonic T e, Participation, Polarization; Potency,
and Viscidity, but as lower o the dirnensio4 Stratification. In a study
involving afrcrews, which used a moclified form of this questionnaire,
Rush (7) fo d that Aircraft .Comniariders differ from other crew
members eway they describe their_ crews. No study has been
marle r measures of the .personality variable's of respondents
to their descrip as of their group, but such relations might be ex-

.

pected. Thus 'w seeAhat the grouri dimensicins scores are sensitive
both to commonly, een .groUp characteristics and to the respondent's
particular relationslu to4ris group. 4.

Considerable effort in the developrir of the- Group Dimensions
Deseriptions questionnaire was expended in attempting t secure hide: jr
pendent dimension scores In corder to examinake- ex nt ofi overlap

o km- scores empirically we have comp ted intercor-
a or sets of 'data; u sample of 100 desetiptions of misce -

soups, a sample of 136 descriptions of 22 departments of a
al an4 a sample of 315 descripfions of the staffs bf

26 Ohio c scboollyterris. In general the correla.tions among the
o e- quite smallapproximately three q arte-rs of them be

low 3 in magnitude. Certain dimensions are freq ntly fo.und to be
correhrted more highly with each other. For exarnp, the relationship
between Hedonic Tone and Viscidity was found to e .33; .64 and .57
for the three samples respectively; betWeen Participation and Polariza-
tion; 34 and .47; and between Stratification and Attonomy; 454;
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.31 and --,- .24; The 'size of the correlations between specific
Tnensions appears to be sensitive to the institutional setting from whit

the gAups are selected. Experience aqamuilated td date has pro-
vided no dear -cut evidence for the abandonment of any one of the
dimensions if they are to be considered applielible to all varieties of
groups. However, it does appear that, if the investigator is interested
only in among a relatively homogdneous sample'of groups,

certain of the dimensions might not be peinent, For example, in
adapting the instrument ot.

rnensions of Size, Autonomy, and Permeabilii cause the assure

tion of variance on these dimensions appeared etched.
Finally,..the problem of establishing normative data for these group

dimensions has been given attention. I frankly do not know how to
establish defensible norms for group characteristics. The problem ap-
pear to be one of lifting yourself by your bootstrapS: Certainly, recur- d
ing representative samples of individuals would no %insure a repre-
sentative sampling of their grous, since individuals have nnmerous,
and complicated multiple group membership.

CoNc-Luitoafs

,he development of a tentative set of dimensions ok,group chvrac-
ter' tics has been described. Some of the,experience that v/e have had

the use of the dirnensions has been cited briellt. Much remAns
one. We needs defensible nosins..-We need to Leconsidera the

ectiort of group ehdracteristick Perhaps the list of dirrlensOlt §hould
enlarged, or per laps` it can Se reduced. ffitit unless we solve same
these elementary protlerns of descritting the liaksic entity of research

o group confpsion will reign.
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told you, the preb s areaesined so that they

y in :Order of difficulty. In the first protlern; the house, ,: ...
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in eider to qualify, for membership. Stabiliok rsfers to 'wh
p remains the same with ,respect to all signi tank cliarac cs

4 ,

a periml: of time----in..=other words, a stable, group ,in. 1940 fight,

aCtlylike it was in 1899. .
.. . ,.. . $ ,,,,,,.

pkApEy: I should like to ask Dr. Darniiri Nso,ligill& die flans to

herp.,.ei-Perireent to _include verbal, or does'she pl'n to ay with, ,
I'W has f am thinking particularly of adult Probloarri

: Ai the present time we do not-plan to,`F
e of task and develop a set of tests that ;die
ason. is that -verbal tests depend rathet hebvily inn

.

ae,,,- are trying:to keep' intelligence out of themwtufe acs,mi

as posSible, These problems- ate 'sufficiently simple, that a rcl,:s.ity6---y dull children can do= therri. In fact, we hay Imes d
teredthem to classesWith-iniaverage 1.Q. as low, 96:

in the adult area we 1.#e-Oind-that the test as it'll° sv exists is quite
apPropriate; althohgh the pritsent scoring system is n epinpltVely '
so.°:.1 have given the test to my research board, all of wh e l'hp.'.,
and in general the obtained results were quite satigfac in terns of "P
our present scoring System. It is our feeling, th h to. go into

the ,area- of verbal problem solving would serve manly b add ul-i
necessary complexity, and the test, as it now stands, alread
much complexity that it is extreniely difficult to -score -' -all

DR. ITOMON: I should like to ask Or Crutchfield I'he
.

formation on the validity of these conformity scores again
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the individual's adjustment on die fah,
lclnd, other ratings or other test scores.
Canicammin We do have some external :criteria of Perform-

.

Ole dy.of prgf essional men,Here, the zero order cerrelations
%do not seems Very promising. There are, how-

e_ criteria are a d eqUa t e an d hor i they:
to eonformi ty. All that I Can really say

-_2ei_nt, kin° clear re-_

I should like M ask Dr. Da rip a question:She has
the statement in the general presentation that She has no data

validity or on reliability aid .did not add the statement, "of the tra-
tionaI sort." There are three questions involved here: one is does

he behavior.of the classes on this test relate to any other evidence of
what the &onto probleni-solVing ability of the class is? Second, does the
test digerentiate among classes? And third, can scorers see the same
thing? Do you have any evidence on those questions?

Dn. DAMTUN: My statement that4 have no data of a formal .type
referred to the fact that I have no tables of correlation coefficients to
sh6w you-.

In answer to the first question, the pretrial study on this test was done
in Trenton, New Jersey. The elementary schoolsupervipor there knew
her teachers very well and selected for us, but unknown to us, pairs of
teachers. Thatis, from any particular school she would pick one teacher
who she thought was trying to get across in her classroom the things
which the Russell Sage test is concerned with, and for the other she
would select a more formal type teacher. In every instance but three,
the tests discriminated these two types of teachers. In other words, in
the more formal class there would tend to be very low group partici-
pation; in the other, greater participation. In one class, student leaders
would tend to emerge; in the more formal class, this would not
occur, and so on. Therefore, we have those kinds of evidences about
the validity of the tests.

To the question of does the test discriminate between classes, the
answer again is yes. Preliminary scaling of the scores that I have de-
scribed to you reveals that classes differ very markedly from one to
another, and yet the same class is relatively consistent in its behavior
throughent the three problems. This gives us one type of evidence
about test reliability.

To the third question, do scorers see the same thing when observ-
ing children on the test, I can only answer that I hope th y do. I have
just finished training two teams of examiners in New ork. For the
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planning stage we seem to be getting reliability tha I mould roughly
estimates about .9. This is on the basis of one, weele*training. On the
operations stage I din afraid the reliability is about .`'This is because
factors such as the "psychological tone quality.' of a grott of children
require much more actual experience to evaluate accurately than do
factoLs such as amount of group puticipation." -

my, present feeling is that the data for the ationR stage are not

Da. McGmams: Dr. Crutchfield, I was interested in y description
of some of the parameters that seemed to influence conformity be-
havior, particularly those Measures of personality characteristics, and it
sounded as though the nonconformists had all the desirable persiThali-
ties vihile the others had the undesirability traits. If this is true, I
wonder whether you could say a little bit more about some of the ,in-
siruments that you used t© arrive at these conclusions.

Dn. entrru&LEur: k should emphasize that the particular may the
studies have been conducted has not been such as to measure. extremes
of nonconformity, that is, negative suggestibility effects, so to speak.
This could easily be done. There is some incidental evidence in the re-
sults which would lead one to suppose that overinsistence on independ-
ence may at time be associated with undesirable personality features.
flut.this has not yet been fully investigated.

Coming to the main point of your question, the instruments used in
the personality assessment are very varied. The assessments of the
professional men and of the mature women lasted three full days, and
involved such procedures as standard tests, specially designed person-
ality inventories, group interaction procedures of various kinds, inter-
views, projective techniques, physiological and medical measures, and
so on in short; the usual range of things found in large-scale assess-
ment. The correlations I was reporting are drawn from all of these.

One representative finding is from the Terwan Concept Mastery
Test, a newly devised instrument measuring superior intellectual per-
formance, which correlates approximately .50 with independence.

Some of the scales of the MIK and similar personality inventories
were also used. Another very important source of information came
from Q-sortdescriptions of the assesses made by the assessment staff
in complete ignorance of their performance in vile conformity proce-
dure. Here there were found quite strikirt relationships along the lines
I outlined. 1 140

Finally, since these days the famous or infamous F-scatstudies of
personality are much in the literature, I should r cirt aMppropriate
finding there, that correlation with conformity e order of .40.
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Da. Dm: take the Chairman's prerogative in su ary. e three
papers, by design, make a beautiful unity in tkis i4nportEmt area They
give a sagacious attempt to get at a'concept of the nature of the group,
with the possibility that will enable workers to interpret the degree
to which published.evidence about groups really represents integrated
and functioning gioups. Perhaps I am too disturbed by ad hoc groups
created in classes by instructors saying, "The next five individuals will
constitute group I and the next' five group 2, etc for pwoses of
measuring group performance or group productivity. They show that
in some process. observations it is quite clear that group behavior is
related to the fact that some members may not work at all

And the papers show interesting dual relationships in attempts 'to
evaluate, group process as well as the group product The complexity
of relatienships exiAbited are ( 1 ) between kinds of grodys, ( be

tween leirids of members, (3) the nature of the processes-related to
gr and members, and (4) the qtiality of the product, whether it
be solution, an action program, etc.

A large number of theoretical issues come to the fore, because:. as
ar as I can tell, the ,evidence about the relationship between group

process and group 'Pil, ucl uc- t is just emerging, More 'observationi and
dita are,needed, not -only in the area of action, but also in the area of
the quality of the group solutions as opposed to individual solutions.
The distinction betwen the productivity of individuals and of groups
must be made.
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D ANI L STAR

When your chairman invited me to address yon here today, he sug-
gpsted that I need not necessarily talk about technical probleaw but
Oat ,:I night discuss anything I thought relevant to the purposes of

your conference. I shall, therefore, deal with some problems which
have been forced upon us by the events of the lait fifty years They
are especially vital to all of. us engaged in the stud/of human behavior.
The solution of these problems will most assuredly affect our well-
being. Failure to solve these problems aright is certain to affect vol-
canically the mita& and welfare not, only of ourselves but of many
generations to come.

The problems to which I refer have become particularly acute in
our _tune_ because they arise out of the wide, yawning garrthat exists
today between the tremendous advance in science, particularlkappted
science; and the appalling backwardness still manifegi in human rela-
tions. Our advance in scientific knowledge has been so rapid that the
dreams of Jules Verge have seemingly come true, but our backward-
ness in humane behavior, in dealings between individuals, between
groups, between peoples and nations, has been so retarded that it is
open to question whether there has been any progress at . all in
the general spiritual level of human relations since the Greeks took.
Troy with their wooden horse.

First then, let us look for a moment at the growth of science. Interest
in scientific method began to germinate, to be sure, as far back as Aris-

,, totle, but, more especially three centuries. ago when Francis Bacon
wrote his Advancement of Learning (1605). But it is only during the
past fifty years that the great burst in the growth of science has oc-
curred. I think it is fair to say that more advance in scientific know!!
edge has occurred daring the last fifty years than in all previous cen-
turies combined. We are all aware of this in a general way, particu-
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kik those of us wb personal recollections go back to the turn of
the century. We knowrom orr own observation the fantastic clumps
in thi3 munbpr ofplephones, automobiles, machines, and gadgets of
all kinds. But let Me, deal briefly, though in reasonably specific detail,
with a few fields that ugly iserve to dramatize thic unprecedented
growth.

Take, for example,d'avel and transportation. When George Wash-
ington was eat the United States, it took longer to travel
from his home at Mount Vernon on the Potornacoto New York. athIT-iF'.
takes today to fly from New York to-Bombay. If we visualize the earth
in 1800 as a globe eight feet in arimeter, this globe in terms of travel
time had shrunk by 1900 to the siF of a basketball and by 1954 to the
size of a golf ball.

This phenomenal advance in scientific know-how is fundamen y
associated with the development and use of energy. Man has been able
to increase his productivity, not by increasing the strength of his arm
and back, but by the use and control of energy in the form of tools
and machines. Around 1800 steam engines were just coming into use.
By 1850 the United States had two million horse power, or one-tenth
of one horse power per capita. By 1900, it had risen to one-half a
horse power per capita and as of today the total energy in all prime
mover engines in the United States is over six billion horse poWer, or
about 39 horse power per capita. (Estimated by John A. Waring, Jr.,
Steelways Magazine, August 1954.) This is eighty times as much me-
chanical power as was available only fifty years ago. Productivity per
man hoUr in manufacturing industries,has increased fivefold nice 1900 .

This enormous advance in technology has been stirnurateci by,-and
made possible byVthe manifold increase in technical education. Around
1900 there were 1,150 electrical engineers. Today there arc 46,000, a
forty fpld increase. In all fields of engine*fig combined, there were at
the turn of the century about 13,000 members in the various profes-
sional engineering societies. Today there are 170,000, or thirteen times
as many.

But this is not all of the broad picture of rapid change. Take the
study of man himself, his characteristics, behavior, and motivations.
=Here also in the last fifty years, a tremendous acceleration in scientific
research and knowledge concerning human behavior and human rela-
tions has taken place. To cite merely one example, around 1900-there
were only about 125 members in the American Psychological Associa-
.tion. Today ther are more than 12,000, a growth in technical trained
personnel exce g even the relative gain in members of professional
engineering sod . Add to that similar

p
growth in number of trained
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economis . sociologists, pol I scientists, and historians and you
have a _ y impressive arm professional talent devoted to human

theactivities relations, ,whereas fifty years ago the picture was largely

one of solitay ;pioneers.
Take another sect, channels of co_. =ideation, messages and ma,-.

terirds for influeriding.peoples behavior have increased at an wprece-
dented rate both in numbers ale in speed.of transmission. Today there
are in the United States one and one-fourth copies of newspapers per
day per family, two and one-half copies o magazines per wee = per
family, two radios per family, and one television receiver per two

families.
Mass communication has so speeded up'that it is almost instanta,

mous. An important event occurring in Washington at `breakfast time
will be known in all important capitals of the world, before your toast,

has cooled off. By contrast, when Lewis and Clark arrived. at St. Louis
in Deeember#1803 to stall their westward evloration, the SpaniSh
convnandant stationed at St. Louis refused to let them cross the Missis%

sippl because he had not yet reoeived official word that the territory. ..
west of the Mississippi had been ceded to France and sold to the
United States months before,

Look at still another areaeducation. School enrollment has taken
an immense upward surge. The number of pupils and the number of

'years in school have increased by leaps and bSunds in the last fifty
years. In 1900, the total enrollment_ in our high schools was 700,000.
Today it is 7,000,000. Around 1900 the number enrolled in our colleges
and universities was 115,000. Today pit is 2500,000. In other words high
school enrollment has increased ter4old and college enrollment more
than twentyfold. Put still another way, 80% of' our youngpeople 'of
high school age are enrolled in our high schools and 30% of college
age are enrolled in pur colleges. Hence, as of now, of all edults.25 years
or older, 60% have attended high school of whom one-fourth have also-'
attended college.

Now let us take i searching look at what bas halvened in the ma
ogement of human affairs. Ha? there been any improvementat all in
the spiritual level of society in the ,fifty years dling which these maf-
velons advances in the) physicaf ai i cultural standards havt occurred
or even during the three centuries since the days of Francis Bacon,,
jr if 3,07u will,-, since the days of Arislotle, Moses mid Confucius? Herc
we area a field that is without a generally accepted measure of Value.itBut spelling in all humility, I on doubt that we have made any real
progress. I doubt Nether we' ve aarned to live more wisely. Wocer-

. tainly have net lc nevi to live in peace., On the contrary, yvars have not
.4
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he'd in iroquenoy and havebecopie more brutal and destructiye
er. The first WOr14Var cost the nited`States alogr 30billion

tars ruictthe secOO.WOrld War 380 billion dollars. tint far worse,
of "course, IS the .deStraction of human life. During the 'thirty YearS
War three centuries ago, one -third of the population of. Europe died.
During the first' and: second World Wars, lasting nine years, twenty-
five miltiompeopIe were killed. It May well be that more people have

u ar .:_tbau jti ail preVious known i
and these ate the fifty years duringlvhich has occurred our

boast#1,rfse in, teehiplogy and know-how, botb in the physical sciences
',as well as ki the human .behavior sciencesin schooling, and in the.,
means of As's communication for influencing men's minds. Can if be
that we have riSt,realized that with increase in technical ,knowledge
there must be a corresponding increase in res'ponsillle humane be:
4aVior if'wholesale.brutallzation, pay even uni'Versal deseruction, is to-
te avgided?'

TuMto the behavior of persons as individuals in their fathily and
community relations. According to, United. StateS government statis-
tics, there was; ,in" 1900; one divorce. to. thirteen marriages. Today there.
is .one divorce to 4our marriages, a ratio three times as 'high today as
,fifty years ago. According to F. B. I. records, offenses including murder;;. ' -

manslaughter, rape, robbery, assault, burglary, larceny, acid auto' theft;
increased 37% in the thirteen years from 1939, to 1952.

Why is there wso wide a gap between, what e know and what we
dO, with what We know, -betty en knowledge and t e wisdom of how to
use that knowledge? There ,re at least three reas The first,fs that
many people do not recognize that ktqwledge and use are two dif-
ferent things. Knowledge as suchdpes not "guarantee right use, in fact
it (Ries not neceSsarily assure use Of . any. kind. Only purpose can de- .,
termine use The invention of amethod of making fire was a landmark
in the march of man, but knowing how to make fire did not determine

'the purpose for which the fire was to be used. It could be used towarm .

' .thi but and cook the food, or it could be used tOr burn down theneigli-
Jor's Out and destroy his crops. Wnether nuclear energy will be used
.,for man's b efit or: for his destruction will depend on purpose.. Science
provides". to ruilogy but notteleolo - '

,

The4second reason' is a by-pr ct of The first. Technological ad-
vance makes comfortable, luxiir us ping. an easy choice.,This tends
to plash aside long range consideration of. wise living. We ftel so cent
fortable, so luxuriods, so smart that we. falsely,feel self-sufficient, su- ,
Perior and trouble free. As necessity is the mother of invention, so
trouble is sometimes the mother of humility. 'k,
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TheAhird reason is that knowledge generates powei., and power

over the forces of nature, and particularly over the behavior of man,
whets the appetite for more power, for, going rough shod oer the sen-
sibilies and rights of others. Unless: power is accompanied by n

increase of sensitivity to the common weal, it ends in abuse, oppr _sioil
----apd-brutalityAs LordAeton_p t it, `Power corrupts, absolute ower

corrupts absoliitely."
The net effects of our fabulous

tadvance in science are three things:
we work less, about half as many hours as fol erly; we live longel
about 70 years against an average of 25 years; and we live more gni-,
fortably..Quaere, however, whether we live more wisely and More
happily. We workhip the god of science in the laboratory but unfortu-
nately neglect the\goddess of wisdom in the temple. As an interesting
side-light, consider the case of the five employees, all foremen, sent

in 1953 by the N. V. Nederlandsche Lfholeurniabriek of Amsterdam

to work -at regular Arnerican wages three months in the Armstrong
Cork Company plants in Pennsylvania. They came, not to learn new

skills or to obtain technical knowledge of linoleum production but
solely to get the "feel" of America. These men were gi-eatly impressed

by the facilities, the ownership of automobiles, and particularly the
amount that they were able to earn and save during their short work-
ing period. One man commented that he saved enough to buy a good
used automobile and would have bou. ght one if he could have driven--
it all the way back to Amsterdam. He que'stioned, however, whether
an American is any happier with his automobile than a Dutchman
with his bicycle

What remedy is there? How can advances in science be made to
produce advances in wisdom? The remedy is not, I am sure, as ,some-

one suggested, to halt research in order to give ourselves a chance to
catch up with our knowledge. That would merely halt the progress of
science without any gain whatever in wiser living. H. A. Overstreet
has remarked, "Better a dish of illusion and a hearty appetite for life -

than a feast of reality and indigestion therewith." But this alternative
so vigorously expressed is by no means a necessary alternative. By all

means let us continue research and more of it, but let us also search
to find oat what needs to be done to live more wisely. Therefore, I wish
to suggest for your consideration a three point plan of action to close
the tap between the advance of science and our discouraging delin-
quency in human relations.

Having recognized that knowledge of itself does not automatically=

lead to wise use let us then first of all make it a specific goal to ser
wise use of scientific knowledge. Psychological research haS shown«
that training- in precise, logical thinking .with mathematical concepts
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does not autoinatically lead:to more accurate, logical thinking in o
areas and with Other.datAand concepts:

It is essential, therefore, that all people of-goodwill keep their goal
of constructive use.of. science bright and shining both for themselves
and for others. ose with eve intent keep their Minds firmly 9xed on
their goals: But people of all are more likely to goa_topg_passively--3*----
without much, thought about ir. direction. The goal-Conscious per-

%sons, whether their goal be goodo evil, have this dynamic advantage:
They know where they want to 0 and they keep going. .

What is wise use of knowledge and how can we determine whether
a given use is wise? The decent, self -respecting Me; whatever else it
may require; has this one 'absolutely, unfailing-requirement: Freedom

choice; freedom of choice In thoUght. attitude, speech, action and
u upation, and with it freedom to seek satisfying reward ,according
o effort,- ability and achievement. In order to give proper regard to

. the rights and opportunities of others, in order that everyone may have
maximum freedom of choice in out complex world, let us call it the
op_ timuM freedom of choice.

The second point of action that I submit for your consideration is
that we must learn and teach how to make sound value judgments. Dis-

, coveries of science and uses Of knowledge can and' must be evaluated
by their contribution to the optimum life, toward life at its best with
its maximum freedom of choice. Specifically, how can we do this? Let
me suggest three criteria.

I. The test( of cause and effect. Human behavior events are linked
to each other by cause and -effect. They do not just happen from no-
where. They arise out of previous events and actions combined with
human motivation. The first test, then, that I wish to propose for sound

4evaluation o 1 ideas and actions is to ask this question, Wharwill be the
effect of th idea and of the proposed course of action based on it
not merely the immediate effect but especially the long range effect?
One of the distinguishing characteristics of man is to be able to think
ahead, to project himself into the future. But so much of our thinking
is entirely in terms of immediate effects when in fact the important
dynarriic effects are the delayed, long range consequences. The imme-
diate effects may be "sweet as honey in thy mouth" but the °delayed
effects may be "bitter in by belly."

Two things are essential ffi visualizing the chain of cause and effect:
full information and objective interpretation. These are particularly
urgent when dealing with current problems and events as they are
reported through the many channels with all the screening and slant-
ing along the way. As an editor said he did not care' whether people
read his editorials on the masthead page, he put his editorials into the

98



headlines on the front page. Tot t the ettetittowhich iiews,is slanted
.

and screened, Compare the same events as they are reported in differ-
ent newspapers, magazines and over the air Note especially the dif-
ferenceseba the headlines and lead. paragraPbs. You will see what is
omitted, what is emphasized, and what is slahted. In a, free society

'-_-we-eannoyand-must-not.-re..sttict*ws._Read and listen to all sides and
sources afid, then ask, What seems nearest the truth and .the right?

2. The second criterion for making sound value judgments is the
tot of "spiritual survival value. Will the proposed course of action in
fhe long run.' help or hinder, 'build or destroy, the optimum life?

,t,,

That cannot be done peiactly since it means loolcing into the future,
.

but certainly it scan be done far better if we set our minds to it
3 third and crucial criterion is the test of personal substitution.

Are rim willing to put yourself in the place of anyone -elssiffected by
the proposed course of action? Theorists and leadervinaY very well .
think they know what is -good, for ev rybody else so leng as it is the

other fellow who is affected, b'ut n iurse of action is g d unless t

is good for both leader d led. In a dictator state, woul the driver

be willing to take _ of the driven? When the con in a recent ,

trial gave the persons con ted of communism the choic between

ing to jail or going to Russia, the-y chose going to jail. his third test
is obviously the golden rule, with the phrases reversed. Is the leader

to have done to him what he proposes to do to the led. Human
experience has found no better test.

I make no apology for stressing the,se points. events of our times
have forced them upon us. It is the especial province of psychologists;,_'

of all siidents and researchers in the human behavior sciences, econo-.

mists, soc..0ogists political scientists, historians, journalists, but es-
peciatly psirehologists, to assume responsibility fbr cloghg the gap be
tween right and wrong use of scientific knowledge. In his recent annual

report, Dr. James R. Killian, president of Massachipetts Institute of/
Technology, urges a course half - engineering- humanities and
social sciences and stresses the clear need for a larger place in the cur
riculum for psychology. But promoting research tand providing instruc-
tion in these fields alone will not achieve the result: The key lies in the
spiritrial survival values in understanding, appreciating and cultivating

them.
And this brings me to the third point in my program of action: Train

young people in making value judgments as part of our educational
systemnot necessarily as separate courses, altliough one course might
well bS-established, but as parts and aspects in all,courses dedling with
human problerns.and what courses do not? It may well be not only
a part of conises in the human behavior areas psychology, economics,
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op, historyl and mass onliniunication; but also in'the
.h -i chemical and biological sciences. Training in making. Value ...

clgments may follow procedures Such-as I have just outlined. Right
no 'judgments 'and attitudes -.will nut be develoPed unless conscious

is Made, =and made with the materials in all of study and ,,.rillat'learrrlittlfroin pa'sivT!,

Our behavior is' a mixture of (A ntaiy_ purposely
directed' thoUghts,ntOtudes, and actions, (B) involuntary, externally,
and Oicibly directed' tlioughts, attitudes, and actions, and (C)
toned, haNtuated thoughts, attitudes, and actions. When "k and "B"
are repeated oiterkenbugh,, they drop down to the "C level, andfautu,
matibally condition our lives.,"A" is the avenue used in a free `society.
"B" the sip used in a dictatorial society. It is at the "A" level that
we as free individuals have maximum ton of of Our own lives.

If the preSent rate of school enrollment continues for another gen-
eratfo eight out of ten adults will have gone to high school and three
out of ill have gone to college. With this upsurge in school attend
ince, t all the more Urgent that education in long range Spiritual
surviv v ues become a part of the cultural climate of our tune. It is
shoe g to discover the utter illiteracy and immaturity -in the thinking.
concerning the durable human values on the .part of so-called edu-
catecVintelligent people.

Here is one example. Why shonleranyone get more than $7500 in
come a year? Analyze this through. Apply ;he criteria I listed-a' mo-
ment ago. tr

I. What would be the effect on society as a whole? On individullwr
effort and incentive?

2. Would these effects help or hinder life .at its best with optimum
eedom of choice for everybody; not merely for the individuals coh-
rned?
3. Would the enforcer of idea be willing to exchange places with

anyone else affected by the plan? .

To think itthrough thoroughly and objectively would be good train-
ing in value judgments -not only for teenager's but 'far Many ,adults.

Take another ideanot prevalent today but held stubbornly a hun-
dred or more years ago. Owners and mangers of textile mills made it
so difficult for adults and children to hold their jobs in the ms that it
was next to impossible to get time off for children to go to school.

Again apply_ the same three tests. The stubborn obstinacy on the
part of the mill owners led to the formation of labor unions--and that
was a good thing It was possible thereby to throw off this -oppressive
yoke. In turn, however, power k-if the unionleaders led to extremes on
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the other side, as- always
generates counteracting f
and abuse on the othe

As I look backupon
d "respe_ct

fi ay from v u
something on a leve

Science has ip its han
true notrnly in the physic

ns. ExeessiVe poWer at one pximenie
h iu turrtt lead to excessive power

4
anc.ching days in several large
ecall ow professorwould shy
al-ancreperitual-consiArations as

Look a
the fru
the last'
won ill men's

subtle mind
on ef the free spii.

. Was today are
inds before the

pose, therefore, to you psyche
tiorial testing Problerrisiwn ti

That you 14.ge .the need'
of our educational processes,

2. That ypu clevAsts, for measuring value judgments and atti-

tudes, and changes produced by,siich training.
The far-reaching effect *p any ill. considered, not to say irresponsi-

ble, decision's of men wh govern so greatly outweigh the passiVe

goodwill of die millions w o suffer ther-efrom.tl t the only cure can be

in the-goodwill of-the miltons-to become directly active n understand-

ing and Cultivating, valup judgments and attitutit'S..A dictator can do

with tlif stroke oil a pen That Inillions know to be wrong but are help-,

less to do anything abjohit. Ai ,D.r. Alb r r Schweitzer _recently said

"Scientists must speak
And now to summarize briefly:

1. .Recognize that knoWledge of itself does not automatically lead to

wise constructive use and that therefore we must set about specifically
.

ife aid death. This is literally
the,paYchological area as well

id the brutal brainwashing and
that we have seen going on in
n on the batt field. They are

ling in the fie y1 starti.-I.pre-
ts especially nit reited in educa-

ining in value judgments as part

to seek ckpromote wise use.
2 D -ermine what is wise use by evaluating proposed ideas and

gurses' of action against' three criteria such as I have outlined:

a. The test of cause and effect. 'S

b. The test of spiritual,sUrval value.

c. The test of personal s
( bstfrion between leader and led.

3 Make the training Of y ung 'people in value judgments a cons

seiously recognized part of ur school and college telching.

It is evident what will decide our destiny, our ways of living, our

happiness, our well-being or our rnis"ery, will not bithe miracles of

science by themselves but the stamina of our wisrem in using this
knowledge. "Wisdom and knowledge shall be the stabilits, of thy times,

and strength of .salvation."
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New Development the
E4neation of Abler tudents



Sometimes a topic becomes so involved with situations erpotionally
charged that dispassionate consideration of it seems almost ithpossible.
Occasionally an unfoitunate label leads thinking astray. Educational
acceleration is a subject which has suffered greatly from these handi-
caps and more It was closely associated with the war and two clumsy
expedients then:: college ehtrance without completion of secondary
school, which aroused bitter antagonism in public, schbol people; and
lengthened college y y, which burdened and antagonized college
faculties. "Acceleration implies wiry with probable superficiali
And every experienced e Ater has known bright youngsters double-
promoted an older group who there felt miserable out of place
perhaps lie had been such a ease.

In contrast, this paper will beg your 8-pen-minded consideration of
the possibility that for abler students to' progress_1gh sihou.1 at
faster-than-average pace is normal for them, not hurling; that there
are ways of 'facilitating their progress which help rather than hinder
good social adjustment; and cthat such steps can lessen the load and
facilitate the work of our dvercrowded schools. An additional gain
should be .very timely: Russtan universities and technical schools
appear now to r be graduating 'about three times as many engineers
and twice as many scientists a year as American institutions.' Maltiple
evidence indicate' that facilitating the progress of able student leads
more of them ta complete collegiate _and professional training; No

probably the oeea'sional notable genius ( the Edisons or Einsteins
will thuk be more likely to reach full fruition.

two Major Neglected Facts of flurna evzloprnent
. -

ecent delciopmental i
youth, and in adult

more rapidly than the

Of basic importance are tciro conclusions f
studies .regarding the giftedin childhood
career. First, gifted children tend to develo
average youngster, not only intellectually a d educationally bit abd

' Meyethaff, H.. A.,- United States Shortage: Scientists, U. S
eport antiar y15,1954, 48-9.
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*LP 11physically and-in pers reality. The bright six yea old is likely to beenot

only in intelligence, als9 ill reading and physique and social assur-

ance, more like a iecond tharto first grade child. The bright sixteen

year old is probably not only in ability and in gneral-knowledge up

with the Igeneril run of eighteen-year-fold high school seniors or even
een-yelir-eldoollege_freshmem he probably reached puberty

than average and is in physique, interests, and social adjustment

more. mature than tIkk average for his age. To have hinyin the eleventh

or twelfth' rather than the tenth grade, or to start the bright six year

i, old in the 'second grade, is not -to hatry bim but rathei to have him
progress according to7 his real growth rate. Terrnan remarks that, "The-

exceptionally bright student Who is kept with his age group finds

little to challenge his intelligence grid. too often develops habits 9f lazi-

nesi that leer wreck his collegke career. I could giirte you some choice

examples guns in my gifted group."2 There is also evidence that hold-

ing a bright youngster back with his le group is less favorable to good

social adjustment than carefully advancing, him into a Up more

like him in ability and m ity of personali .

A second =jot ques n of .educational policy r rding the able

student is usually pot f feed squarelyi if he is to b most productive

in career and Ost adequate as a citizen; at about w at age should he

be througf witty full-time school and really begin is adult life? Vital

tisties show the late tee s and early twenties_ to be the hea eist

yeart ysical tests and - letic records show diem to be physically

the ,vigorous. And ehmarf s very extensive findings reg ding

age's 'of most brilliant scientk discoveries, most important inventor

best Ariting, most remarkable paintings, allridicate that the most ou
standing creative work is done early in og.theadult yearsften in
twenties, sometimes. even in the teens The total of such evidence

is impressive. Nei,erthtss, American 'educational programs for our

most able young people are bring more and more lengthened, they

"lust have not only colle eg ut also Ncluate or professionaaining,
perhaps. an "intern" acnee posiltly even some poiltdoctoral

work. Befere the sewn orld ivar,, the median age of receiving the
Ph.D. degree in this coy nt was, V; now, it tends to be a bile later.
By the age of 25 ]bison and Ein*ein were doing imp nt creative,

work. If they were of that aWe in fills- country now, the wguld instead

probably be won-yirig about their language require entsI however,

Term% L. M. The discovdry .Sand encouragement of exceptional talent'

Amer. Psyciu:do 954, 9, 221-30; also The gifted child grows up. Stanfor
Press; 1

*Lehman, H. G e and achietiernillt. Princeton Pniyer. Fresi, 1953.

1.
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, he would probably not
norhaving.even been to

ld progresi more rap-
ol and college beoause they

perion, anrd-lOuld get-
occini tolthithe lockStep.

adjustment, gaps in training, or
th

But what about possi
daniage to health?

Means of "Accleteration"
tBy a historical perversity, the worst means for rapid progress

grade-skipping in School and the length e school year in coil s
have been so much more used than _tter inethod'i that, to many
people, these, worst 4ways are synonymo with, "dOcelefation." The :boy
who is skipped fr- ourth grade to sixth (obviously f half-grade Skip---.,
is less risky) may suffer at least briefly frimn ignorklee of some arith- 6

he may 'tially mee hostility d parents May talk But eyed thii

nrtic pr s taken up irLthe fifth grade. if he is a conspicuous only
cgie thus o be advanced into a close-knit little sixth grade social unit,

clumsy method e-skipping need not cause much troublel.
Bright children are usually ahea of their age in their readalg_ind ,

other subjects; a little help from a teacher or parent usually takes\ care
of any omissiens. If grade-skipping of bright pupils is mad, fafily,
common and, if (as is cornmonMowadays) changes in the mernbeishi
of a grade group are frequent for other Teasoils, social difficulties are
usually minimal. Trouble is likely. only if e "accelerated" child is notthk,
really of superior ability but islushed-. ad because of pare tal
pressure, or school work neurotically superior in compensation f r a
social maladjustment 'alrefidy existing. Gradesldpping is the es
method of advance a pupil,' especially in a small school; -anc
"skippers" are selected carefully, on 4,he'' basis of adequate measure-

, anent (and a-littje help is'''given in adjustint for the skipped work and .
to the new grenp), outcomes are usually goodas will he seri shortly.

floWever, there need be no skipping over possibly needed school ,:__
content, or moving an occasional child into a 'strange group. Churn
may be admitted to the first grade (or transferred from IcMdergarf_
on the basis of rilentul age and read readiness rather than chiono- ,

logical age; and some half-dozen investigations have all sho bright
five year bids, so admitted, thereafter excellent in school vvo k and in

,....(relations with other children.'Or bright six year olds with s e initial,
skill in reajling may be started in the second grade. Or, a ?primary-

.

1
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pool' ,may -throw together all children usually in the first three grades,

and move each on'into the fourth grade when he is ready. I,fruge junior

high schools may have rapid progress sections, made up of bright

youngsters. with excellent school records to date and good social ad-

justrnent, whickt9lo the: usual three years work in two And several

careful investigatiWihown these rapid=progress-pupils-doing-------

as well di senior higli school, academically and m relations with other

students, as pupils 011ie same general ability anisetal record at the

beginning of junior high but who spent the usual three years there.

'Similar rapid progress sections (three years in two) in senior high

have shown similar success in college. ,

A. few college studeills may be really fatigued by a lengthened school

year, though a total of six weeks or moreof vacation usually still re-

mains; both fatigue and protest seem greater in the facul. A f1ew

students who need the earnings or the-xperience of summer employ-

aient mfy miss these benefits. But the questionableness of a double

assumption in the Athod ust he stressed that bright stutlents can

learn only in college and that they must, spend as much time

in these courses as average,students. A substantial number of studies

!Ave shown that students who obtained credit for a, course by passing

a comprehensive exhriiinatO in it instead of .going to class (prepara-

tion having been obtained from superior or extra work in secondary

school, from independent study, travel, ora3therwise), do excellently

in later courses in that subject and also in total college record. Stream-

lined sections of college courses, with methods adapted to the superior
student and with reduced hours in class to facilitate acceleration, have

been reported as successful, also honors programs combining or re-
,placing. several courses, and guided independent study, In short, the

progress of superior youngsters may be facilitated in a variety of ways;

most of them are better than' grade-skipping or lengthened school nal:.

It need hardly(be mentioned that wise use of each requires init=ial test-

ing to assure superiority, and continuing measurement thereafter to

),guide progress and determine outcome.
Whatever the methods for rapid progress, modifications should he

attempted of the present powerful social pressures for the lockstep.
Thus, from the day of entrance, the college student is designated a
mernbei- of the class which is to graduate four years later; the entrant

in '54 is a member of the class of '58 (English universities are wiser

there, an entrant in '54 is a member of the class of '54). Each of the

four years is given a distinctive name and status; special opportunities

( as for presidencies of student organizations) are open'only to students

in their foul year. A student who finishes college in three years soon
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Becomes a social anomaly tvehe belongs nowhere: Iristead the feeling
should be fostered of belonging to the school not the class, associa--
tions and friendships should be freely formed within the:total student
body without class distinction. And'itatus should be determined by
academic ess and other accomplishments, not tune served. That
would be the democratic way; and it Would benefit not only the gifted
but also those who for some reason take lo_ nger than the usual'time to
finish an academic program: ---

Outcomes of "Acceleration" and the Cold War"

go As already indicated in passing, the evidence is that most,able stu-
dents do not sulle'l- from acceleration. much evidence goes further.
They actually seem to gain! When Terman compared those in his
gifted group who graduated from high school young ( tinder 151/2 )
with those-graduating near the usual age (over 18 Vi) lie found that
18% more of the youaer group grluated. from college, and 19%

1more togok one or more years of graduate work. The young group mar-
ried a4er a year younger, and had fewer divorces. And twice as many
of the younger grdup were highly successful vocationally. Results to
date of the Fund for the Advancement of &location, and of the'Ohia
State University investigations, are similar; these lastcstudies show both

ose entering young and those taking a four year program in three
ars doing better in college, and having -more successful careers
er, than matched uses of the same ability but entering at the usual

time. or taking' the usual four years for a degree:' And in most of the
investigations to date the accelerates were not carefully. selected as
capable of rapid progress, or given guidance in acceleration: aim?,
they moved forward mostly by the least satisfactory methoilsgrade-
skipping or lengthened school year. There. is every reason to suppose
that better selection, guidance, and methods ,4ould bring yet better

P outcomes. For instance, 25% more of a group of bright freshmen se-
lected as capable of acceleration and given guidance ,in so doing, fi-
nally obtained a degree than -a controlled group- not accelerating; A
more effective educatienirriess timehow can -thige.lie explained?,

MorePresumably becaOse ore rapid progress is normal for the gifted, and
the beginning of ad ilt career (and marriage and responsible citizen-
ship) without long delays is Ltiotogically sound. There are of course
certain obvious 'advantages, as that saved tini,e and funds- leave more
of both for advanced training. There are also motivational gains of

4 lir Fine for the Advancement of Education. Bridging the gap between school
and college 953. Pressey S. L. Educational acce)eration: Appraisals and basic
problems. 0 State Urtiver., 1949.
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possible per3asive importance. It 0" American tradition, and stimu-

lating to the bright and arnbitiou youngster, that there be opportu-ty

nity_too get aheactp-The lockstep negatesalf-thai. You inaythave heard the
jibe that a certain state penitentiary, .had a major adv&tage over the
rieighboring-university i-you-coulil ge_out-of_the-peri_sobwr you slid

well Wise means fdr''*celerat(on" are legitiMate offlorturiities for the

able to forge ahead,_whicl; encourage a. an_erat climate* enter e

and lively- effori.

In fieSunie and Final Application

Nhmerous studies of human development thuS show that able
youngsters should progress,in schafaster than the lockstep rate -0
grade- a year, not only because they develop faster but t6, prevent too
long dratvnout education from delaying productive careers. .Wise meth- ..

ods of aceeleration expedite progress without hampering social ad-
justrnent With, accelefaticin, more able studen6' complete 'advanced
!raining; thiyirget into productive careers earlier. And ihele careers
tend to be Wore fruitful. In addition, congested schools are relieved to
some degree., It seems a, not unreasonable estimate that each year
there ryremairf in the seconda schools perhaps 306,000 bright young
sters who ought well have been graduated. More trained men,,sooner;
at less cbst, to counter the RussianJeehnolegical threat! ClearlY such

A program calls for frequent appraisals from the primary year. s to grad-
e uate school; continuing-guidance, and informed educational statesman-

ship. purely, then, the topic is most appropriate to this conference.
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r.` College Admission -with. Advanced'
Standing.

' 113

WILLIAM CORNOC

The School and-College Study of Admission with Advanced Standing
originated in' discussions of the faculty of Kenyon College regarding
the possibility of revising some of the ruleit governing `requirements

,for the- bachelor's degree, In order to enable very able studentS to save
time and yet ,n)-Llose the essential of At liberal arts edhcatiOn.

, --.

so PrOsident Chalmers of Kenya described the plan to friends and.

) associates. in schools and colleges- and in 1951 a group 1)f twelve
institutions formed a Committee on Admission with Advanced Stand-
ing. The committee consisted of the administrative heads and repre-
sebtatives of the following institutions: Bowdoin, Brown, %Carleton,
Haverford, Kenyon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Middle-
bury, :Oberlin, Swarthmore, Wabash, Wesleyan, and Williams. At a
meetinkin the spring of 1952, the college presidents and deans agreed
to invite -int.qrhe_e_entral Committee twelve headmasters, principals,
and superintendents and in May, 1952, the full committee of, twenty-
four;met tp organize what was thenceforth known as the School and
College Study of Admission with Advanced Standing.

The Central Committee agreed that it would limit the study to
eleVen subject fields on the college freshman level, and in t summer

4Vof 1952;' we proceeded to- organize eleven sub-committ , of four
colleges and three secondary school teachers each, m the following
subjects: English composition, literature, Latin, French, German,
Spanish, history, mathematics, biology, chemistry, and physics. The
subject matter committees were given the task of defining in their re-
spective subjects the standard of achievement of intensive courses in
secondary schools which could be offered to the ablest high schpol
students and for which the twelve colleges could give partial or full
fli-st-year credit toward their bachelor's degrees. In addition the Cen-
tral Committee established from its own membership a Committee on
Individual Development to examine and define the qualities of the
able student himself and to advise the other sub-committees concern-
ing elements of development not commonly included in the mere ac-
quisition of knowledge.
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o inure close contact with the college faculties at every point in

the study, the college representatives on the Central Committee
named correspondents in their institutions in each subject field. The

sub-committees continually sought the admice of the correspondents

and kept them informed of the progress of conuuittee work. Commit-

tee assipments alone involved the p4rticipation of more than a
hundred and thirty school and college teachers and administratOrs.

As is the case with all experiments} the School and College Study

began with a series of hypotheses. We Made some conjectures about

American. education and constructed an apparatus to test them and to

search for solutions to the problems derived from our postulates. We

assumed 1) the continuity of education in school and college, 2) the

virtues of the liberal arts continuum, 3) the mutuality of interest and

understanding of school and college teachers of the same subject mat-

ter, 4) the immediacy of the need to revise the timetable and better

to utilize the time of the.ablest students, 5) the possibility of describing

desirable revisions and means of better utilization in terms of specific

subject matter definitions in eleven college freshmen course areas.

Some interesting and challenging propositions may be derived from

these basic assumptions, We have been committed to the testing of

such concepts as the following:
1. That able students call and should be given more intensive in-

struction in secondary schools and have the opportunity to qualify for

admission to college at a level higher than freshman entrance in spe-

cific subjects in which evidence can be shown of strong preparation,

the equivalent of first-year college work.

2. That committees of school and college teachers can define re-

quirement for admission with advanced standing acceptable to our

twelve participating institutions and broadly applicable in institutions

of similar standards and aims throughout the country.

3. That acceleration of able students out of high school after two

years or three is less desirable than enrichment of the high school cur-

riculum and admission to college with advanced standing at the nor-

mal college entering age of seventeen or eighteen after high school

graduation.
4. That the advancement of American education demands the

strengthening of our secondary schools, particularly in those divisions

in which the ablest students are enrolled, and that the colleges have

an obligation fa encourage the secondary schools .who strive to es-

tablish and maintain high standards of academic achievement.
5. That sound learning is respectable and that academic subjects,

the content of a liberal arts education, constitute worthy intellectual
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and spiritual nourishment for young minds, if these disciplines are
liberally and wisely taught.

6. That, finally, this study reaches beyond parochial considerations
of departmental regulations and self-interest and even of colleg
gree requirements that it may offer a challenge to American eduea
truly commensurate with the dynamism of our culture, the wealth of
our resources, and the still unawakened powers of our highly endowed
youth.

Our committees recogniz ed from the start the many difficulties and
pitfalls involved M drawing blueprints and specifications by which our
principles and propositions could be put to the test of action. They pro-
duced definitions of standards which present a broad range of topics,
in order to give the secondary school teachers freedom ior imaginative
teaching and adventurous planning. We have avoided standardizing
subjects within narrow limits and hav encouraged variety in second-
ary programS for the gifted. We have tried to plan courses which are .
liberal also in terms of the academic achievement expected. The cumu-
lative enacting of the best practices and highest standards of our
twelve colleges could easily result in an unrealistic, -premium.' type of
advanced credit. Perhaps this has happened in some of our subjects,
perhaps we have priced t ut of the market, despite the rich en-
dowments of our gifted dents. Nevertheless, we shall not allow defi-
nitions and examinati =_s to be the sole criteria for the granting of col-
lege credit for school courses. Much weight will also be given to other
evidence of unusual ability and valued personal qualities, such evi-
dence as will.be found in the recommendations of principals, guidance
officers, and teachers. It is, finally, important above all, in our opinion,
to encourage and challenge the secondary schools to exercise freedom
and a bold use of imagination in,their teaching and planning, and to
avoid as the plague "cram" courses for the bright student.

In June, 1953, the subject matter committees and the Committee on
Individual Development submittedeir final reports, which were pub-
lished and circulated to the twelve,College faculties for their vote. In
the autumn of-1953, the faculties held discussions of the recommenda-
tions of the study and, with no college dissenting, voted approval of
the experimental plan to consider for admission with advanced credit
able students who had received instruction at the level defined by the
committees and had met the standard set by the advanced credit exam-
inafions to be administered- in the spring of 1954.

In the fall of 1953 also, schools associated with the study indicated
their readiness and intention to present candidates for examination and
advanced credit in accordance with the conditions; of the experiment
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outlined in the Central Committee's published Reports of Committees,

1952-1953. In 1953-1954 about 550 students in eighteen schools were

enrolled in courses preparatory to application for advanced credit. In

May, 1954, these students were examined in one, two, and in a few in-

fe stances th=ree and even four subjects. The total number of examination

papers was about 1000. In the first year of the experiment, the number

of examinations which we have been able to administer has necessarily

been kited. This year we have expanded the number of experimental

schools to forty-two. _ri
No one can say at this point how many gifted students in how many

secondary schools over the country will eventually be offered the op-

portunity and challenge of advanced courses. We know only that there

are probably thousands of very able students who should be given

more intensive instruction in our schools. We know that many sec-

ondary school teachers and principals are eager to do more than they

are doing for their gifted students. We also know that education of the

gifted as they should be educated costs money. We shall need, here

and there, some allotmentsrf extra teacher tkrne in those high schools

which undertake, intensive preparation. Many of us already receive

extra teacher time for remedial work. Certainly education of the handi-

capped, of the retarded and the slow learner, costs money and money

which we are all glad to spend. We of this study believe in this type of

expenditure; we further believe that the provision of such special serv-

ices for the handicapped is not to be regarded as merely the discharge

of hum tarian obligations, nor even to be justified to taxpayers by
hum_
arg ments of sentiment.- The handicapped are members of this

society f5ee men and should receive these services as a birthright,

and for thOe services this society may not take undue credit, as for

some singular or added grace. By the same token, we hold that it is no

less democratic to provide special educational services for the gifted.

This provision is also their birthright, for democracy has the responsi-

bility to afford opportunity for full personal development to all its

citizens, and to each of them in ways and degrees commensurate with

the person's endowment and his aspiration. If this is truly the extent

of our society's commitment in education, we face the task of discover-

ing to boards of trustees and boards of education how far short we are

falling in meeting that commitment, and what necessary and moder-

ately expensive steps we must take to give our gifted students as fulta

measure of their educational birthright as we give to their less en-

dowed, and no more than equally deserving fellows.

The advanced examinations which our study administered last May

were given not only to the advanced credit candidates in our eighteen
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secondary schools but also to college control groups who had had com-
parable instruction in our selected subjects in the twelve colleges.
These examinations have been read and scored, and while correlations
of secondary school and college ,performance must be based on some-
what meager numbers it is a fair general conclusion that the secondary
school candidates made very respectable showings. This is the more
remarkable since it was necessary in many of our schools, in order to
get the experiment under way, to make rather hurried revisions and to
reach some comproe solutions. The schools are confident that with
a few more years' experience a much more satisfactory job can be done.
No information is yet available regarding the numbers of our school
candidates who have received advanced credit in colleges this fall. It is
perhaps significant that many of our schools report that their candi-
dates will probably not seek advanced credit, but are content with the
satisfactions of their enriched secondary school experience. This fact
recas the statement made in the rep_ ort of our Committee on Individ-
ual Development: - 4

"The Committee wholeheartedly supports the values of a liberal
education and would caution school advisers not to let these oppor-
tunities for advanced work .become vocational in primary intent. The
gifted student should focus on the academic challenge and the possi-
bilities for personal enrichment, and not be urged to think and aim for
possible future professional fields too early in his development. We
recognize the fact that gifted students are apt to feel a sense of
urgency to get on with professional study, and may therefore look upon
a plan for advanced credit as merely a time-saving, corner-cutting de-
vice toward that end. We have been aware of a tendency to regard
both college preparatory courses in school and liberal arts courses in
college as mere stepping stones of credit to the happy shore of a pro-
fessional course of study and a career. The saving of time in school and
college, though often important from the point of view of family fi-
nances and also by reason of the extraordinary pace of development of
an individual student, is not the essence of this program for advanced
credit. The essence of what we seek may rather be expressed in terms
of compressing the school and college experience of the very able in
such a way as.to make its impact and meaning continuously more
challenging and rewarding, and to awaken and constantly to stimulate
the reason, imagination, ethical sensibilities, and capacities for moral
commitment and action in our highly endowed youth.

"We deplore but accept the necessity of measuring scholastic prog-
ress by credit counts, but we do not accept the mere acquisition of
credit as the, aim of our plan. We do, however, hold that credit demon-

__
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strably earned.lhould be awarded and not be withheld because of
scruples of academic bookkeeping. Our chief concern is that the col-
lege credit earned in a secondary school course represents an exp6ri-

ence in personal growth as well as a mature grasp of the subjecritself:'
It should; finally, be emphasized that our examinations are -but part

of the attempt to define courses and standards. The central purpose of
this study is. to promote and develop courses and teaching in the
schools. To this end, we have extended the responsibilities of our ex-

amining committees to visiting Schools and to the'holding of evaluating
sessions of school and college. teachers. One of the Major affirmations

of this study has been that almost incalculable good has accrued from
the prolonged and frequent association of our school and college
'teachers. In late June of this year we held three conferences of our
teachers,r one in chemistry- at Kenyon College, one in biology at
Wabash, and one in history at Williams. The enthusiasm expressed
by the fedehers who participated lends support to the final statement of

our committee on Individual Development:
"We are confident that school and college teachers who undertake

to share the rensibility an4 delight of educating our gifted students
a.s.they, should be educated will not'only contribute to the founding of

strong, and mutuallybeneficial school and college rela but will

4help to establish a standard of education in which the nation

=pride.
In summary, The School and College Study plan will, we hope,

afford one means of achieving a balance of opportunity in Ameri n
education by making a more nearly, equitable provision for a corn.-
varatively 'neglected minority in our schools, our ablest students. It
will also, we hope, help to place a new -emphasis on certain neglected

or unfashionable necessities in education. Among these are: the neces-
sity of patient effort in learning, the necessity of mastery of ,one's sub-

ject in teaChing, the necessity of addressing ourselves to the study of
worthy things, the necessity of producing thoughtful men. It may be
that we can produce.thoughtful men by a curriculum that does not re-
quire our students to think, or that conditions them meeely to agile
adjustments to the trivialities of daily living. The burden of proof of
this possibility lies upon those who maintain that the proper study of
mankind is how to live by bread alone, in personal security and un-
assailable e4epsia. I am impersuaded that the majority, of our studints
are fit only to be taught to earn a living, salute the flag, make orderly
exits from burning bUildings, and come in out of the rain. To base
education in any large scope on the assumption that common men
cannot be touched by greatness or uplifted by genius is lo conspire
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with degradation and embrace despair.. What is required to bring men
into touch with greatness is, of course, superb teaching. FM' men must
be worthy of the things they teach as well as of the things they learn
The School and College Study would, finally, express the hope th_
education. in America can ro-dedicate itself to the making of master

N teachers who can make us thoughtful men. ''''.

In Mar0, 1384, in his twenty-first yeat, a young man who aspired to
be a tc ?cher wrote id his dairy, "Out of the shabby, squalid, starving
life if 1 come with scholarship about me and in me and, on me, these
are. the things I ghoulil long to do." He meant, to lecture on Words,
worth, Emerson; Shakespeare, Dante, Coethe. The young man joined
the faculty of Central High of Philadeihia in September, 1884, and

M for twenty -three years was -a master teacher. He taught Shakespeare,
and wrote the definitive ten-volume life of Benjamin Franklin:, He
delivered the oration at the dedication o . ranklin's statue in Paris.

.

MO: news of his untimely death, reach& Aratford-on-Avon, where`
he had spent many of his holidays:the local schop4closed for the day.
His influence upon a generation of men has endured with them, and

nl--

the mark he made upon the school is inerai 'cable. His name. was
Albert Henry Smyth, and he left a legend and legacy. 1 suppose the
moral of the story is this: He was a graduate o of the Central High
School; he never went to college. H6 was the son' of on unsuccessful
carpet salesman, but much. was expected of him. At the High School,
he had to study, was given copious opportunity to study7, high anti seri-
ous things, under teachers who were worthy of the noblest ea' Bing.

, We still have such teachers today_ . May their tribe flourish and in-
crease!

1

4
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'Special. Treaty for Abler Stud6iits and
lonI National Manpower

DA,EL -VIOLFLV

.

In the year 1820 the professorship of astronomy at:Trinity College,
which carried with it the title of Royal Astronomer of Ireland, fell :
vacant. After due. deliberation, the electors chose William Rowan,
Hamilton to this distinguished posf, and to th`e research oppoitunities
if provided. The appointment.was a notably successful onegor Hathil-
ton served with distinction until his death and came generally ,to be'
acclaimed as one of the twcror thr greatest ehathernaticians,mf the
English speaking countries. - f

iis
,

The astonish g feature of Hamilton's appointment was his age and

status: he was
1 21 years old and still an undergraduate stude a

Trinity College. The great boldness of suddenly transfoirniitiVia under -
graduate ipto a professor marks this as one of the outstandi, ng examples -

of the early recognition and reward of high ability. But there have been
many other, albeit less dramatic, examples. Newspapers tint magazines

thelast summer told story of a coed Who earned her bqlie 's degree'
at the University of Illinois.in a single year Students who firiigh &liege
in less than four years have'bdin known to, all of us. Lehman has piled
evidence on evidtnee of the early age at-which many great -aceornpljsli-

rnents in science, literature, and the arts have been Made.. Professor
Pressey's excellent work at the Ohio State Univeisity constitutes -a
model of how to bring a larger riumber of able students into productive`

careers at a younger than usual age.
There is a common element in Professor Pressey's work, in the

quickly-earned, degree of the Illinois coed, in Hamilton's- youthful
attainment of professorial status: in each cafe a college faculty recog-
nized and nurtured the outstanding ability of a young man 'or woman
whose interests, .earlier attainments, background., and financial re-
sources had brouat him into a college in which hts ability could come
under the observation of interjsted faculty members. It is important
to identify such students and to provide them, with opportunities for
the full development of their abilities. But we mus also remember that
there are other highly capable young men and women who do not go
to epllege and who do not come under the eye of an interested faculty
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ecilus y lack
they

Taney or more fre
acadern interest -they go to workinstead of

e aportion of e nation's in :tual resources which
not now utilizinr as effech .

Rehm- taking up this ora er detail, let me give
,being co rued- ttbo t al utilization of the nations intel-
lectual fe urces. u justifieation copsists of p cornpari;on be-
tween an created t4plyand anticipated d- eland f4.scientistg, enema
rteers, doc rs,',,school teachers, or,professionarmen and viornen in oilier
fields. The supply- demand tomparisonl are based upcm-rather-ofnde
analyses,of the manpower marketAdeioecause our foifitifue,fo
.e.Sti ating npower demand he considerably more ,firtMitive than
area ur tech iques for estimating -7a t canmodity dem4rwr. They result in
suc timat s as that in 1960 the nation will be short 40,

need so nd so -:many more ergincers or school teaches an_are
in'dght,,,or will have an adequate supply of forest&s 'or 1 wyers: De- .
spite theif limitationi, such analyses liS-c. value; for a fe ears into
the fututeey can be of aid in the counseling of students and they
providoitiiddilines for thejfiialtaing of eduettional programs, person-
nel rbolicies, and manpower utilizatiqn programs.
,But the.supply and devils] analysis is net the only justification for
feeling a serious concern over the problem or how we utilize ,our in-

t.tellectual resources: 6 :
.'41i society which permits a significant portion of its members, to

Work'rit, levels below their capabilities is failing to achieve its full po-
tentialsu-en . The ability of a society to progress, the ability to better .

the goals fo whicK it strives, and the -skill and wisdom with which it
meets its ha enge's are likdly to ke the decisive factors in determining ,

its fate . . . the wisdom of the society is_ the wisdom pf its members.
Thus a society can attain iits full potential only when each.of its mem-
bers is enabled to contri as fully- s his individual abilities permit.

-judged by thip std the Un' d States has failed to reach the
strength hich it might attain, for it wastes the abilities of many of its-
most cap le sons and daughters and thereby loses the contributions
They might have made. Our potential is great& than our achievement;
progress in science an the ails might go on at a faster pace than it .9
does; the moral sbi-Ziligth of the country; might be greater than it is

"This standard is fundamentally different from the supply and de-
mand' concept . . Instead of asking How many fobs are there for

1 scientists? it "asks flow much scientific talent is not being utilized?
Instead of asking How many additional social scientists and huthanists

4.

7
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t
could be employed? *tasks How mgch important and useful kno ledge
about humanity which we might learn are we failing to learn?"'

Sever* kinds of information are required to answer the questiop
how much talent, is being wasted in the United States..We need to
knovT what happens to bright youngsters who go to college, what '
hapPens to eqqally bright ones who stay out of college, and how many

there are,in each group. A full exayination.f. these questions would
,require agreement upon what we mean by good utilization of talpnt
and agreement opal the `levels and methods' of measuring the ability
we are talking about. I will take up these Points,later in a published

acco nt, but let me skip over them here and give only the highlights

of a reritly completed study. .
k

ration with the school and college officials of Illinois, Minn
sofa; 9d Rochester, New York, my colleagues and I in the Commission

pa Hump ResOurces and Adva ced. Training studied a group of supe- l
nor high school graduates of s e 20 years ago in order to find out` ithat

they were doing and how much they were eatiLing in 1954. We ana-

lyzed the differences intheir occupations and famines in terms of the
ability they had shown in high school and in tenris'of the amount of
education they had obtained after graduating from high school. The

. 8,000 or moie,subjects for wbrim we had fairly ffill records carric-irdin

lasge and sma&high schools located in urban, suburban, and rural
areas in three regions of the United Statei.

.4 ,c .2u.

Ability, whether measured by score on a standardized t7st or tiy Bank

in' high school graduking clas, was related to adult occupation. Th
who In the 1930s had be n far_ above average as high school stud nts

were in 1954 more likely-1'6 be 'engaged in professional occupations
than were those who were only slightly superior to the average high
school graduate. Moreover, the occupational differences remained
when we corrected for "differen'ees in amount of post-high school edu-.

cation. Higher-level positions were associated' with higher ability,
among those who had gone to technical schools, among those who had

tered college -kilt had dropped out before graduation, and among
htse who had received college degrees.

Similar differences in earnings were found. Those who had finished 1

high school in the top 20 per cent of their classes.received higher in-
comes in 1954 than did those who finished closer to the high school
average. And that also was true within each of several educationally
homogeneous sub-groups.

' wogle, Dad. America's resources of special-Id talent. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 19 54. P. 137.
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Because family background/ might well have contaminated the anal-
ysis, we took a look at what bad happened to the sons of professional
men, sons of laborers, the sons of farmers, and the sorimen in

other occupational groups. In general, backgroun towed a
small influence on adult earnings and positions. Fix example', the sons

professional men were receiving _higher incomes than were the sons
abor rs, whether the coniParison was made among 'college grpclu-

lege dropouts, or those who had never attended' college.
irences in occupatiims and incomes which were -associated

rences in ability, and' those' which wee- associated with difer-
ih family background, were much smaller than were the occu-

. yiatio _al and earning 'differentials associated with differences-jn &luea- ,.
tion. At any ability level, as ability had been manifest in high school",..

and for any background, as baground was indiCated by the father's
occupation, college paid' off. Thy superior high school graduates whir,
had spent some time in collegIvere better off, occupationally and
financially, in 1954 than were those Rio had not, and those who had
graduated from e °liege were better off than were those:who had en-
tered college but had not remained long enough to earn a degree.
Within the restricted range of ability with which we dealt it meant a
few, hundred dollars a year higher income to be near the top of the
high school ability distribution than to be near the middle. It meant a
few hundred dollars a year more to have the background of a profes-,
sional home than to come from a laboring family background. But
possession of a college degree meant two to three thousand dollars a
year higher income than was received by, otherwise comparable class-
mates who went directly to work after, graduating from high school.
Moreoverand this point I wantto stress the income differential was
greatest for_those of greatest ability. If income can be accepted as a
rough measure of what a man is worth to society, then it seems that a
man of moderately superior qualifications can earn more and contrib-
ute more to society with a college education than he can without it;
a man of very superior qualifications can earn and contribute much
more.

These findings lead bac4 to the distinction I drew earlier between
able young men and women Nyho go to college and equally able ones
who do not. Both groups are part of the nation's intellectual resources.
If.we are seriously concerned as I think we must beabout hbw the
nation is its intellectual resources, we must interest ourselves in both
of these groups, the ones who go to college and the ones who do not.
The two groups are similar in that they include people of high ability,
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but the most effective techniques of capitalizing on their abilities are
somewhat different, and herein lies a prbblem of educational and social
planning.

On the one hand we Have able young men and women who are aca-
demically motivated. Because of family interests, educational success,
the aspirations Of their fellows, or for other reasons, they go to college
and sometimes to graduate or professional- school. The primary prob-
Tern for them is. to see that they get the best possible education. The
primary danger is that they will be lost in the mass of les's capable high

tnschool and college classmates, will be offered a less stimulating educa-
tional fire than would be best for them, and will, as a result, waste
portion of their time and effort and not develop as far as they might
with a more-appropriate education. There is a growing recognition of
the skid needs of these students. The programs described by Dr.
Pressey anti Dr. Cornog are specificallivdesigned to enAle, them to
make better use of their educational years than would be the case if
they followed the route of the average student.

The other group includes those who are bright but are not academi-
cally motivated. There are substantial numbers of such persons. At an
intelligen evel one standard deviation above the population average
about one :an and woman in four currently graduates from college.
At a level o standard deviations 'above the population average, about
one in graduates from college. The number going through college
could be increased by offering more scholarships. But financial help is
not the only reedy necessary. Interest is more often lacking than
moriey. Encoudgement, guidance, and an elementary and secondary
school experience that will challenge their abilities are at least as
necessary-as are scholarships. To bring about these improvements will
obviously, require changes in attitude on the part of many people and
will require action at the local community level. The task is one for the
entire educational system, and for the society that supports and bene-
fits from that system.

In conclusion I would like to make one final observation. It is this
such evidence k we have indicates that it is worthwhile to give great-
est attention to those;of highest ability. With limited resources, I would
concentrate on-the top one or two or five per cent; with more generous
resources I would extend the effort over the top five or ten or twenty
per cent. There are tens of thousands of young men and women who
are or could be above average college students; there are quite a few
with very superior ability; there are precious few William Hamiltons.
The widely ramifying contributions which the very ablest can make are
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so rtant that every- reasonable effort should b$ iliac to identify
ucate all of them. The nation needs the scientific progress,

°logical achievement, and moral sttength that cart come from
e minds °tits' ablest sons and daughters. Those of 115 who can help to

dentify the youngsters_of highest potential, who can pointhe Way to ,
vercoming the obstacles which now keep some of this talent from

coming to full development, and who can help to develop the kinds of
elementary, sectIndary, and collegiate education shich is best adapted
to the training of highly able youth share, much of the responsibility for
determining the future progress of socie

DISCUSSION

PARTICIPANTS

RALPH BERnIE, HERBERT S. CONRAD, EDWARD E. CURETON,

WALTER N. DUROST, DAEL WOLFLE

Dn. Comtan: Afe these people whom Dr. Wolfie was speaking about
'those who graduated from high school twenty years ago?

Dn. WOLNLE: They graduated between 1920 and 1938.
DR. CONRAD: Do you generalize from that generation to the present

one?
Dn. WOLFLE: In general principles, yes. In terms of amounts and

details, -no. For example, the earning differential would change as you
studied a lax e fraction of the population or studied graduates of a
different tim eriod.
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lumbia University.

jommortra A. Pemberton, Educational
Testing Service

jormsotr, Lewis W., Personnel Depart-
Philadelpkia

JORDAN, Arthur M., University of North
Carolina'

Kmiaci, Wylie R., City College of New
York

Robert, Educational Testing'
Service -

Ka.nom, Bertram P., Educational Test-
ing Service

'Were, J. A., Educational Testing Serv-
ice

Kom, John W., Michigan State College
lOoRT4 Joseph C., American Council on

Education
KIMBALL, Elizabeth G., Educational

Testing Service
KING, Richard G., College Ents'nce

Examination Board
Ktrres, David, New 'York University
KIRIPATRICK, Forrest H., Bethany Col-

lege
Koi.mzezcz, Robert F., Educational

Testing Service
Kosuirm., Alice F., Washington, D. C.
Koszias, M. M., State Teachers Col-

lege, Boston
KRATRWOBL, David R., University

Iilino_ is

Kens, Joseph F., Fordharn University
KIMER, C. Frederic, Duke Univeigily
Korizz, Albert IC, University of Florida
Kummer', Rose E., City College of New

York
KirrcirEn, Charlotte, American Public

Health &sedation
Lmressiam, C. R., Psychological Corpo-

ration
LANIIROLM, G. V., Educational Testing

Service
Larrosr, Wilbur Lip University of Min-

nesota.

, Kent W., University of Michi-
gan

LEAVY, Sylvia, Queens College
LEHoLD, William K., Purdue University
LEE, Marilyn C., Science Research As-

sociates
larozoN, Roger T., World Book Cool

party
LEv, Joseph, New York State Depart-

ment of Civil Service
Uinta, Richard, Educational. ,Testing

Service
Lxvy, Charlotte, Chunky Chocolates
LIMBURG, Charles C., U. S. Air Force

vizi', E. F., State University of
Iowa

Loicuarq, Maurice A., New York State
Department of Education

Loos, Cordgn M., Educational Testing
Service

Loam, Vera, Crest Neck, New York
Loop, Frederic, Educational Testing

Service
Loan, Shirley, Educational Testing

Service
LoricE, Irving, Teachers College, Co-

lumbia University
Loan, Maurice, Veterans Administra-

tion
LUND, Kenneth W., Public Schools,

Chicago
Loss, Louis T., NorwaLk, Connecticut
LUTE, Orpha M., State Teachers Col-

lege, Montclair, New Jersey
Mckniirtm, Charles, Harvard Univer-

sity
McCanE, Frank 1., Metropolitan Life

Insurance, lkiew York City
McCaLL, W. c.,, University of South

Carolina
McCasinnrocE, Barbara, Educational

Testing Service
McCaw, Forbes E., Personnel Depart-

ment, Philadelphia
McCort'', Richard B., Personnel Depaxt-

ment, Philadelphia
McEwAN, Dorothy M., New York State

Department of Civil Service
McGill., William J., Massachusetts In-

stitute etTechnology
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M., Univeraity, of
d

Vergil M., Aix Univekity,
AFB

Mc Lavern-or, Eugenia, New York State
Department of Civil Service

Mcbliarana, W.I., International Busi-
ness Machines

MAOPuAn. A. H, Brown University
Mme, John V, University of

Florida
Msest.oso,,Charles J., U. S. Naval Er-

emining Center
MACEll, Vincent S., Columbia Untir ty
Warm., Herschel ,T., University of

Texas
Mattruurr, John C., World Book Corn-,

pang
MAN, Helen M., Educational Test-

ing Service
MwsrA, Bertram B., New York Univer-

sity
MA'nrFws, Chester O., Ohio Wesleyan

University
MAmIw$oN, Robert H., Division of

Teacher Education, New York City
Me-mom, Georgia, Educational Testing

Service
MEDLEY, Donald M., Divisrein of

Teacher Education, New York City
MrIvrtax, S. Donald, Educational Test-

ing Service.
MERENDA, Peter F., U. S. Naval Exam-

fining Center
Mater, Robert W., Harvard University
METZ, Elliott, Queens College
MiciLum, William B., University of

Southern California
Mictuart, S. R., EdUcational Testing

Service
'Micitrur, Gene, Metropolitan Life In-

surance Company
Muss, Matthew B., Teachers College;

Columbia University
Mar, Cyril R., Public Schools, Rich-

mond
Miuserr, Esther, Westover Seh

Middlebury
Murcia., Blythe C., World Book Corn-

pany

Mi, Harold E., Division of Tei
Education, New York City

MorAxmorr, William G.", Edu6tional
Testing Service

Moactax, Antonia Bell, Aptitude Asso-
ciates Incorporated

Mongol, H.' H., Psychological Como;
ration

Monists, John B., University of Mine-
seta

MOMS, Nancy, Edit onal Testing
Service

Momusos, Alexander W., Polytechnic
Institute, Brooklyn

Momusori, J. Cayce, Puerto Rican Study
Monroil; Anton S., Educational Test-

ing Service
MOSELY, Russell, Wisconsin State De-

partment of Public Instruction
MuNCER, A. M., Standard 011 Company,

New Jersey
MERMAN', John E., Special Devices.Cen-

ter, ONR
MrEns, Robert L., Temple University
NuLSON, Kenneth D., Division of Re-

search, Albany
NELSON. M. J., Iowa State Teachers

College
Nevi , Margaret, Educational Testing

Service
Nut, Kathryn F'., Rinehart & Company
Notr., Victor H., Michigan State Col-

lege
Noirit, Robert D., Educational Records

Bureau
Nonros, Dee W., Air Force Personnel

& Training Research Center, Lack-
' land AFB

OLSEN, Marjorie, Educational Testing
Service

ORLEANS, Beatrice S., Bureau of Ships,
Navy Departmerit

ORLEANS, Joseph B., George Was g-
ton High School, New York City

PACE, C. Robert, Syracuse University
PALMER, Orville, Educational Testing

Service
PASILWAN, Siroon, Queens College
PEARSON, Richard, Educational Testing

Service


